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Abstract

Participatory research is advocated for fostering multi-stakeholder engagement and learning towards sustainability. Using multiple sources of evidence from stakeholder interviews, participant observations and review of project documentation from six micro-level agricultural innovation projects in New Zealand, this work examines how effectively participatory research is utilised to advance agricultural sustainability.

Project partnerships are shown to be a dynamic union between farming, science and funding partners and their formal and informal institutions. The empirical evidence shows the inter-relatedness between institutions, partner relationships and collaborative learning. Institutions which shape actors’ engagement in participatory research lead to wide variation between actor groups. Participatory research is undermined by formal and informal institutions that inhibit collaboration and favour prescriptive outputs. To provide an enabling environment for collaborative learning, partnerships should foster relationships to align partner priorities, engender shared visions and stimulate knowledge co-production. The research conceptualises partnership as a relationship between actors that goes beyond a principal focus on it as a contractual entity. Changes in farming practice are dependent on the depth of farming partner involvement and engagement with project design and implementation, along with the strength of feedback loops with the communities of practice and the farming group’s capability to sustain learning beyond a project’s funded period.

Building on these findings, a model is presented that conceptualises a variable collaborative learning space that emerges from the project partnership. Collaborative learning is shown to be influenced by the strength of partner relationships within and beyond the project partnership and institutions that together act to enlarge or constrain the collaborative learning space and enable or deter learning. The thesis concludes by reframing participatory research in production agriculture to create transdisciplinary partnerships and foster systems thinking to facilitate a questioning of the assumptions and values that drive current practice. This appropriately frames participatory research for sustainability as a means to an end and not an end in itself. Such framings recognise sustainability as a multi-dimensional, interconnected and complex concept. Conceptualising participatory research projects as a collaborative learning space provides the opportunity for knowledge to be co-developed where learning is emergent, adaptive and dynamic.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>Agricultural innovation Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Crop and Food Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoP</td>
<td>Community of Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>Crown Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOP</td>
<td>East Coast Organic Producers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>Foundation for Arable Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRST</td>
<td>Foundation for Research Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HortNZ</td>
<td>Horticulture New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPM</td>
<td>Integrated Pest Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAF</td>
<td>Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1998 became Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>Ministry of Primary Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFR</td>
<td>Plant and Food Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCLE</td>
<td>Participatory Research Optimal Collaborative Learning Emergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Science for Community Change programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Sustainable Farming Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCED</td>
<td>World Commission for Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIG</td>
<td>Walnut Industry Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.0 Using Participatory Research to Advance Sustainable Agriculture

1.1 Participatory research and sustainability

Published in 1987, the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development’s (WCED) publication *Our Common Future*, widely known as the *Brundtland Report*, sought global consensus around sustainability by defining the concept of sustainable development as:

…development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

*(WCED, 1987: 23)*

However, despite nearly thirty years having passed since its release, the implementation of sustainability remains a highly fraught and contested endeavour. Within agriculture there remains an urgent need to effectively address and advance sustainability as rural communities are facing ever-increasing global and local pressure from diverse sectors of society such as markets, regulatory bodies, the public and interest groups to address the environmental impacts of agricultural practices.

The need to find effective approaches to identify, understand and address agriculture’s externalities has never been more critical, since it is asserted that the agricultural sector must double food and animal feed production over the next decades to keep
pace with worldwide population growth, increased per capita consumption, dietary changes and bio-energy requirements (Jones et al., 2013). Meeting these demands will require effective responses at all levels, including at the micro-level - the “multi-party collaboration processes in which representatives from different stakeholder groups interact” (Medema, Wals, & Adamowski, 2014: 27). If agriculture is to be sustainable then it must clearly find ways to grapple with the somewhat contradictory expectation of meeting current and future consumption demands without negatively impacting the environment (Bos, Smit, & Schröder, 2013; Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; Foley et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2013; New Zealand. Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 2004; Pretty, 2005).

As Foley et al. (2011: 337) correctly notes,

“Looking forward, we face one of the greatest challenges of the twenty-first century: meeting society’s growing food needs while simultaneously reducing agriculture’s environmental harm.”

Regulatory controls implemented as a political response to societal pressures provide a minimum level of environmental protection, but they are intensely disliked by farmers (Allen, Du Plessis, Kilvington, Tipene-Matua, & Winstanley, 2003). Furthermore, as they are not designed to address the underlying approaches and perspectives that drive the agricultural practices they seek to regulate, regulation alone has only achieved limited success at advancing sustainability outcomes in agriculture (Ketterings, 2013).

Participatory approaches that encourage multi-stakeholder engagement and collaboration, learning and collective action are put forward by researchers as an effective platform for facilitating change towards sustainability (Keen, Brown, & Dyball, 2005b; Neef & Neubert, 2011; Pretty, 1995, 1998, 2006; Reed, 2008; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998b). There is also support for participatory approaches to research from policy and funding agencies as a means to both promote sustainable agriculture and increase adoption of sustainable agricultural innovations on the farm (Ison, Roling, & Watson, 2007; Pahl-Wostl, 2002; Phillips, Allen, Fenemor, Bowden, & Young, 2010; Tippett, Searle, Pahl-Wostl, & Rees, 2005; Van de Fliert & Braun, 2002; van de Fliert, Dilts, & Pontius, 2002).
Despite the wide support for participatory research as an approach to the implementation of sustainability in agriculture, there remains limited understanding of how the dynamics of participatory research projects may stimulate or impede real and lasting change towards sustainability in the rural sector. Therefore while participatory research may have both democratic and ‘public’ accountability appeal, the integration of scientific and local knowledge in research projects remains difficult to achieve (Allan, Nguyen, Seddaiu, Wilson, & Roggero, 2013; Hoffmann, Probst, & Christinck, 2007; Neef & Neubert, 2011). This raises questions about the effectiveness of participatory research as a means to advance sustainability.

This research investigates participatory research in an agricultural setting. The aim of this work is to better understand how participatory research enables actors from both inside and outside the science and technology system to share in a vision that enables them to be collaboratively engaged in problem identification and the co-development of solutions to those problems. To investigate this, the research focused on six micro-level horticultural and arable sector participatory research projects in New Zealand. The selected public / private partnerships involved farmers and scientists working collaboratively in efforts to use science and farming knowledge to advance sustainability.

As collaborative engagement around sustainability often involves multiple stakeholders who typically hold different perspectives about both the issue and its possible solutions, implementing sustainability in an agricultural context can be challenging. This chapter explores the concept of sustainability, and discusses characteristics of sustainability that might assist in guiding its implementation. It then uses the New Zealand agricultural context to examine the challenge of sustainability implementation by exploring how it is variably interpreted at the policy, science and farmer levels. This discussion lays the foundation for the thesis' objectives and its central and focusing questions that are outlined in the final section of the chapter.
1.2 Characterising sustainability: seeking clarity to guide implementation

1.2.1 Introduction

The *Brundtland Report* emerged out of a fractious historical context, where arguments over environmental degradation had been fervidly debated (see Commoner, 1971; Ehrlich, 1968). Although the report’s definition of sustainability (Section 1.1) created an uneasy alliance between economic growth and ecological sustainability (Ratner, 2004; Robinson, 2004), it nonetheless consciously showed the interdependence of the social, environmental and economic dimensions of sustainability. In doing so it widened the concept of sustainability away from a primary and narrow environmental focus.

Brundtland’s pathway forward for sustainability followed a course based on inclusion and compromise, to accommodate within it as many different perspectives as possible (Robinson, 2004). Thirty years since its release, the *Brundtland Report* still remains the primary point of reference for discussions about sustainability and it has been the catalyst for three United Nations’ Earth Summits and other multi-national conferences on environment and development, along with being cited in a broad range of literatures (Schubert & Láng, 2005).

The broad reach of sustainability post-Brundtland however, has led to wide discussion and disagreement over its meaningfulness as a concept (see Franklin & Blyton, 2011; Gladwin, Kennelly, & Krause, 1995), its relevance (see Hopwood, Mellor, & O’Brien, 2005) and its usefulness for guiding policy (see Holden, Linnerud, & Banister, 2014).

The enormous breadth and diversity of opinion in these discussions creates potential dilemmas for the implementation of sustainability. Among this diversity of opinion, three characteristics of sustainability emerge which shape how sustainability might be implemented to address agricultural impacts:

- Sustainability must be viewed as multi-dimensional and interconnected
- Sustainability must be viewed as complex
- Sustainability must be viewed as having temporal and spatial dimensions
1.2.2 Sustainability must be viewed as multi-dimensional and interconnected

Sustainability is recognised to be a multi-dimensional and inter-connected concept that seeks to balance economic, environmental and social perspectives (Kates et al., 2001; Levin, 1993; Pettie, 2011; Pretty, 2006; Ratner, 2004; Redclift, 1987; Robinson, 2004; Robinson & Tinker, 1997; WCED, 1987). These dimensions have been popularised as the ‘three pillars’ approach to sustainability, or the triple bottom line – economic, environmental and social. Although the multidimensional aspect of sustainability is widely accepted (Aras & Crowther, 2013), the need to consider the interconnectedness of these dimensions is less understood, despite it appearing in the literature to be central to the implementation of sustainability. Robinson and Tinker (1997) argue that ignoring the interconnections between economic, environmental and social dimensions and implementing sustainability by addressing one dimension in isolation is problematic. They claim,

Addressing any one of the three imperatives in isolation, without also satisfying the other two, virtually guarantees failure, first because each is independently crucial, second because the satisfaction of each is urgently necessary to remove elements of gross unsustainability from human society and third because the three imperatives (like the three prime systems) are intimately connected.

(Robinson & Tinker, 1997: 19)

Similarly Pettie (2011: 21) recognises both the human focus and the multi-dimensional and interconnected nature of sustainability and argues against those who adhere to a narrow one-dimensional view. He states,

… in reality there is no such thing as an ‘environmental problem’. The environment does not have problems; it just is. It is society that has problems due to the unsustainable interactions between our social, economic and technological systems and the physical environment.

Researchers emphasise the importance of the linkages between the different dimensions of sustainability. Smith (2002) contends that sustainability implementation should ideally aim for a holistic systems-based approach that principally focuses on the linkages between its different dimensions rather than its component parts. This view seeks integration between the dimensions rather than considering each separately. Similarly Kates et al. (2001) argue that if measures to address sustainability are to be
effective, there needs to be a deeper understanding of the interconnections particularly between nature and society. Furthermore, Robinson (2004) claims that sustainability requires understanding of the interactions between the environmental, social and economic systems and the natural world and that this understanding must extend to practitioners for sustainability to have a chance of being successfully implemented. Therefore what these researchers are arguing is that while considering a single dimension of sustainability is clearly inadequate, considering the three dimensions individually is equally problematic.

Discussions about how to balance the multiple dimensions of sustainability have direct application in an agricultural context. The economic viability of agriculture is recognised as being dependent on essential ecosystem services provided by the natural environment such as soil fertility, water supply and climate (Merrington, Nfa, Parkinson, Redman, & Winder, 2002; New Zealand Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 2004). Smith and Montgomery (2004) claim that managing the social and environmental impacts of agriculture will always be a balancing act between appropriate environmental management and the economic viability of the sector. Their work shows that farmers continually make choices about how to best manage their land and that decisions, particularly about implementing sustainable practices, are largely values-based choices.

Pretty (2006) asserts that farmers must examine the impact of their practice on physical, natural, social, human, and financial assets. He argues that sustainable agricultural systems produce positive impacts and accumulate these five assets, while unsustainable systems produce negative impacts and deplete them. Other researchers recognise that agriculture lies at the interface of the natural and social systems (Bawden, Macdam, Packham, & Valentine, 1984; Darnhofer, Gibbon, & Dedieu, 2012; Ison, Maiteny, & Carr, 1997; Packham, 2011). They acknowledge the interconnectedness of the economic, social and environmental dimensions of agricultural practice and the need for a holistic systems-based approach to addressing sustainability in this sector.

While a balanced approach to sustainability is normally a tripartite division that focuses on environment, economy and society, a small number of researchers embrace institutions as a fourth pillar of sustainability (Pfahl, 2005; Spangenberg, Pfahl, &
Deller, 2002). The *Brundtland Report* identified the importance of institutions when it claimed,

> In essence, sustainable development is a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future potential to meet human needs and aspirations.

*WCED, 1987: 46*

Institutions include both formal institutions such as organisations, regimes, laws, mechanisms and rules, and informal institutions such as social norms, practices, values and customs that shape behaviour and support decision-making (Ostrom, 1990; PCE, 2004; Pfahl, 2005; Smith, 2002). Investigations of sustainability’s institutional dimension, such as the United Nation’s Agenda 21 (UNCED, 1992), often focus on the structures and arrangements of formal organisations, but in a critique of this narrow interpretation Pfahl (2005) identifies the critical role that informal structures play in shaping behaviour and expectations. She argues that sustainability implementation needs to recognise both formal and informal institutions. Similarly Leeuwis and Aarts (2011) look beyond institutions as formal structures and organisations and claim that communication and self-organisation can act as a form of social action that can bring significant change to formal institutional structures. These perspectives show the importance of informal arrangements as people organise themselves to bring about action.

Although institutions are often overlooked by researchers as noted by Pfahl (2005), this thesis adheres to Brundtland’s balanced multi-dimensional and inter-connected approach to sustainability and views sustainability as a four-dimensional concept, which makes explicit formal and informal institutions. Understanding institutions is considered to provide an important platform to assess how participatory principles and collaborative engagement can underpin new institutional arrangements (both formal and informal) that challenge traditional power dynamics and existing ways of knowing and doing.
1.2.3 Sustainability must be viewed as complex

There is wide support in the literature for sustainability to be viewed as a complex problem (Frame, Gordon, & Mortimer, 2009; Rayner, 2006). Some authors use the term ‘wicked’ in preference to ‘complex’ (Frame et al., 2009; Rayner, 2006) and in so doing borrow from Rittel and Webber (1973: 160) who first used the term ‘wicked’ to describe complex problems in urban planning. It is argued that complex or ‘wicked’ problems are difficult to solve because proposed solutions raise new problems, which makes it difficult to gauge the effectiveness of any particular solution (Rittel & Webber, 1973). Conklin (2006) even goes so far as to suggest that complex problems can only be tamed and not solved. As a result, Rittel & Webber (1973: 163) argue that addressing complex problems is about “improving characteristics of the world”. The emphasis therefore is on ‘improvement’.

Authors contend that complex problems, such as sustainability should never be addressed at the symptom level (Camillus, 2008; Rittel & Webber, 1973). Instead they recommend that a range of stakeholder perspectives must be embodied within any decision-making. On the one hand this further increases the complexity of the problem and fragments efforts to find solutions (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; Roux, Rogers, Biggs, Ashton, & Sergeant, 2006), but on the other hand, shared concerns and ownership of issues are considered to be fundamental requirements in developing efforts to address them. Although Rittel and Webber (1973) applied the term wicked problems to social issues such as urban planning, they did not regard environmental problems as wicked, although the term has now become widely associated with socio-ecological problems such as sustainability (Frame et al, 2009). Levin et al. (2012: 123) even go so far as to characterise global environmental problems such as climate change, which have significant policy implications, as “super-wicked”.

In an attempt to characterise different levels of complexity, researchers have visualised and classified ‘problem types’. For example Stacey (1999), working in organisational management, classified problems as simple, complicated, complex and chaotic. He visualised a two-dimensional matrix (Figure 1.1) to understand problems. The matrix positions problems according to the degree of uncertainty of outcomes and the degree of disagreement among stakeholders. In this matrix, the complexity of the problem increases as both the level of uncertainty of outcome and the level of disagreement
among stakeholders increases. Stacey (1999) further argued the classification of problems is not static but can shift between domains as new information emerges.

Figure 1.1: Visualisation of Stacey’s (1999) Agreement and Certainty Matrix from the Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse (2012)

Allen et al. (2010) applied Stacey’s matrix in an environmental context and suggested a correlation exists between the number of stakeholders and the level of difficulty encountered in managing a problem, regardless of the degree of uncertainty of outcome. They claimed that complicated problems are manageable because they generally have one principal stakeholder, while complex problems are more difficult to manage because they have multiple stakeholders. Allen, Horn & McEntee (2010 Nov) applied Stacey’s matrix to biosecurity problems in New Zealand, and argued that while pest control for conservation on government controlled offshore islands is technically challenging, it is best framed in this context as a complicated problem, whereas aerial insecticide spraying over urban communities to eradicate an invasive economic pest becomes a complex problem by virtue of the massively increased numbers of stakeholders and the number of conflicting issues that are raised and require resolution.
Further visualisations of problem domains have been offered in the natural resource management literature where environmental problems are classified according to their ability to be resolved through cause and effect relationships (Snowden, 2002; Stirzaker, Biggs, Roux, & Cilliers, 2010). In this literature the four problem domains are identified as: known, knowable, complex, and chaotic (Snowden, 2002; Stirzaker et al., 2010). It is argued that deterministic cause and effect relationships are appropriate for the known and knowable problem domains but not for complex problems, which behave stochastically in an uncertain and unpredictable manner (Stirzaker et al., 2010). According to these conceptualisations of problem domains, sustainability is a complex problem by virtue of the multiple stakeholders involved and the likely disagreement among them of how to resolve an issue as well as the level of uncertainty associated with implementing any solution.

In the natural resource management literature (Stirzaker et al., 2010), the management of complex problems emerges from judgment rather than from a clearly defined set of rules. In this light adaptive management approaches are generally recommended for implementing a response. This literature acknowledges dimensions of a problem beyond the biophysical and refers to systems as socio-ecological systems, where the dynamic interactions between humans and natural systems are recognised and considered (Berkes, Colding, & Folke, 2003; Holling & Gunderson, 2002; Kates, Parris, & Leiserowitz, 2005). Humans are no longer argued to be merely managers or stressors of the system, but are actually part of the system (Berkes et al., 2003; Davidson-Hunt & Berkes, 2003).

What emerges from these literatures is that the approach needed to address complex problems such as sustainability must not rely solely on a traditional linear (cause and effect) approach to science to develop solutions. In general, such ‘positivist’ science seeks to eliminate complexity by simplifying problems to singular cause and effect relationships that behave deterministically, which generally leads to technological or engineered solutions being favoured (Holling & Goldberg, 1971). This approach is acknowledged to be too simplistic for the complex stochastic nature of socio-ecological systems that underlie agricultural systems (Berkes et al., 2003; Kates et al., 2001).
Furthermore, solutions to advance sustainability must equally consider social, institutional and economic dimensions (Franklin & Blyton, 2011; Robinson, 2004; Roling and Wagemakers, 1998) in addition to the environmental dimension. Each of these components or dimensions has its own inherent complexity that must be acknowledged and effectively managed. As complex interactions among these components are inevitable, approaches to address sustainability must therefore embrace its multidimensional and interconnected dimensions to provide a more holistic means to address issues, compared to a purely reductionist science-based approach that seeks to reduce complexity.

1.2.4 Sustainability must be viewed as having spatial and temporal perspectives

The Brundtland Report established the view that sustainable development requires that today’s generation does not compromise the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. This has a strong implication that sustainability requires a long-term ongoing perspective and one that is forward-looking. Therefore, there is growing recognition in the environmental literature that a transition to sustainability is a long-term journey, and is not a destination or end-point (Robinson, 2004; Wals & Rodela, 2014).

In terms of agricultural sustainability, a long-term perspective is often entwined with broader concerns about the accumulative environmental effects of off-farm externalities. This argument centres around the contention that for agriculture to be sustainable, it needs a long-term perspective that equally considers the spatial impacts of farming practice both on the farm and beyond the farm gate (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; Pretty, 2006; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998a). Gliessman (2005: 104) encapsulates this notion as follows:

"Agriculture is more than an economic activity designed to produce a crop or to make as large a profit as possible on the farm. A farmer can no longer pay attention to the objectives and goals for his or her farm only and expect to adequately deal with the concerns of long-term sustainability."

Taking a long-term perspective to farming challenges the dominant productivist approach to land management that Cocklin and Dibden (2005: 174) claim privileges, “short term economic returns over the maintenance of the long-term productive
capacity of the land”. This somewhat provocative argument is rooted in concern over agriculture’s privileging of economic productivity over the ecological productivity of the land. Furthermore, there is growing recognition of the need to view the farm within the landscape system in which it is located (Fenemor et al., 2008; Mills et al., 2011; Sayer et al., 2013).

Agricultural productivity has significant effects on essential ecosystem services (Merrington et al., 2002; PCE, 2004). Indeed Pretty (2006: 9) claims that agriculture is a unique economic activity in that it directly impacts the natural assets on which it must rely for success.

Gliessman (2005) provides evidence of the effects that agriculture has on natural systems. He claims that compared to natural systems, modified and simplified agroecosystems alter energy flows that are essential for biomass production. They affect nutrient cycling, with any subsequent nutrient loss typically being replaced by high levels of inputs from agrochemicals that can leach into waterways and groundwater. Population-regulating mechanisms are also altered, reducing biodiversity and disrupting natural pest control. This, in turn, makes agroecosystems vulnerable to significant pest and disease outbreaks. With reduced ecological structural and functional diversity these systems can have little inherent resilience.

This literature recognises the complexity of ecosystems and the interconnectedness of its interlocking array of ecological feedback mechanisms (see Stirzaker et al., 2010). The conventional economic efficiency in a productivist paradigm results in the deterioration of ecological resilience, leaving the human and natural systems unable to cope with change and surprise (Berkes et al., 2003).

Alternatively, the purely economic focus of the productivist paradigm is argued to fervently adhere to the notion that human progress is inevitable and non-bounded (Glasser, 2007). While this notion is explicitly challenged in international policy documents, such as Living Beyond Our Means (Millenium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005), the productivist paradigm is argued to still dominate agricultural practice (Blunden, Cocklin, Smith, & Moran, 1996; Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; Jones et al., 2013; Pretty et al., 2010). Cocklin and Dibden (2005) suggest that there is a continual tension between agricultural production and the environment that acts like a tug-of-war,
constantly pulling farming into a productivist paradigm. Any move towards sustainable agriculture will therefore require greater consideration of farming’s place in, and its effects on the environment.

The productivist paradigm is not restricted to the expansion of agriculture but also includes its intensification. Statistical evidence shows that of the one third (38%) of the Earth’s landmass occupied by agricultural production (Foley et al., 2011), the area of crop production only increased 3% between 1985-2005, while total crop yield over this period was estimated to have increased by 20% (Foley et al., 2011). Most productivity gains have therefore occurred from agricultural intensification rather than agricultural expansion (Foley et al., 2011), with increased farm inputs raising food production through the use of agrochemicals, synthetic fertilisers and pesticides, as well as through animal feedstuffs and advanced technology.

The expansion and particularly the intensification of farming in the industrialised world since the 1940s with a reliance on increased farm inputs to raise food production have exerted significant negative effects on ecosystems (PCE, 2004). In New Zealand, for example, the total area of land under irrigation has increased 400% since 1961, which has opened up marginal rainfall or even drought prone areas to more intensive agricultural production (MacLeod & Moller, 2006). Agricultural intensification and clearance have exposed watersheds to declining water quality from microbial contaminants (Sinclair et al., 2009) and increasing phosphorous levels (Hamill & McBride 2003), and has contributed to biodiversity loss (Lee, Meurk, & Clarkson, 2008; Moller et al., 2008).

The accumulative and chronic environmental effects of farming expansion and intensification present significant problems for the implementation of sustainability. In order to properly understand these impacts they must be viewed with a long-term perspective. Local effects may appear negligible when viewed within a short-term economic timeframe. However, a long-term perspective requires both an examination of their impact beyond the farm gate and the effect of cumulative impacts. Environmental impacts viewed through a short-term economic timeframe risk being seen solely as an immediate cost and meaningful attempts to address them may be reduced to limit their perceived cost.
With the source of environmental impacts being difficult to isolate, costs for mitigation are often socialised and this is seen as a market failure as the actual polluter or manufacturer does not usually incur any direct costs from their pollution (Klerkx, de Grip, & Leeuwis, 2006; Naylor et al., 2005; Pretty, 2006; Tilman, Cassman, Matson, Naylor, & Polasky, 2002). Pretty (2006) estimates that downstream costs, or externalities incurred in the USA, United Kingdom and Germany, range between £49 and £208 per hectare of agricultural land. Similarly Tegtmeier and Duffy (2005) estimated conservatively that United States’ citizens collectively pay between $US5.7 billion and $US16.9 billion each year for agricultural externalities. A further $US3.7 billion was paid to regulate the agricultural sector and mitigate damage. These figures do not include publically funded subsidies or support mechanisms provided to farmers. These costs are generally paid through taxation and food manufacturers increasing prices, and through declining collective social wellbeing from diminishing environmental and public health (Pretty, 2006; Tegtmeier & Duffy, 2005; Vanclay & Lawrence, 1995).

Attempts to advance sustainability in the agricultural sector are often complicated by agricultural extension activities designed to enhance farmer learning. Such endeavours are typically directed at individual farmers to improve on-farm returns with short-term economic benefits (Klerkx et al., 2006). Learning to simply improve economic returns ignores the negative impacts of agricultural practice beyond the farm gate that result in the deterioration of public goods. In contrast, a long-term perspective would require the agricultural sector to address the negative impacts of farming practice at the landscape / catchment level (Fenemor et al., 2008; Mills et al., 2011; Sayer et al., 2013). The challenge for agricultural sustainability implementation therefore, lies in optimising farming’s immediate economic benefits while simultaneously avoiding long-term environmental costs both on the farm and beyond the farm gate.

### 1.3 Viewing agricultural sustainability implementation through multiple spheres

#### 1.3.1 Introduction

The implementation of sustainability in agriculture entails a continual tug-of-war between a multitude of factors (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011). This
section examines how actors’ interpretations of sustainability shape their understanding of sustainability as a multi-dimensional, interconnected and complex concept. To do this, the discussion focuses on the New Zealand setting to explore how sustainability is currently interpreted within the policy, science and farming spheres.

1.3.2 The policy sphere and sustainability implementation

Despite the rhetoric of policy that calls for sustainable approaches to environmental management, researchers argue that in the agricultural sector the continued pursuit of the productivist paradigm stifles meaningful discussion and effective action (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; Jelsoe & Kjoergard, 2010; Ludwig, 1993; Pretty, 2006). Taking a somewhat dim view, Ludwig (1993: 555) lays the blame for this with policy and claims that the perceived inadequacy in sustainably managing limited natural resources is equivalent to the “miracle of the loaves and fishes” and so resembles the notion that human progress is inevitable and non-bounded (Section 1.2.4).

New Zealand was one of the first countries in the world to embed sustainability into legislation, with the enactment of the Resource Management Act (1991). This integrated previous environmental management legislation into one statute with its express purpose being the sustainable management of New Zealand’s natural and physical resources. This groundbreaking legislation has been and remains today a significant force shaping the environmental landscape of New Zealand (Grundy, 2000).

However, New Zealand’s focus on sustainable environmental management and in particular sustainable land management largely ignores the multidimensional nature of sustainability and in particular the social dimensions that have been more dominant in European interpretations of the concept (see for example, Spangenberg & Schmidt-Bleek, 1997). In fact, an amendment to the Resource Management Act in 1999 specifically removed social dimensions from the legislation’s wording (Smith, Montogomery, & Rhodes, 2007). The New Zealand focus on land likely reflects the dominance of agriculture in the country’s economy (PCE, 2004), with the agricultural sector contributing around 5% of GDP (Treasury, 2012), although Federated Farmers (2007) claims this increases to around 15%, when services to agriculture and the processing of agricultural products are included.
New Zealand’s Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry’s (MAF)\(^1\) 1993 definition of agricultural sustainability did however refer to a need for balance, when it stated that sustainable agriculture should be environmentally sustainable, socially acceptable and economically viable (PCE, 2004). It read (quoted in PCE, 2004: 26),

“Agricultural sustainability] is the use of farming practices, which maintain or improve the natural resource base of agriculture and any parts of the environment influenced by agriculture. Sustainability also requires that agriculture is profitable; that the quality and safety of the food, fibre and other agricultural products are maintained; and that people and communities are able to provide for their social and cultural well-being.

MAF’s definition, while recognising agricultural externalities largely limited itself to the productive environment, with only minimal consideration of the non-productive environment that is impacted by agricultural production. Blunden et al. (1998) argued that in reality MAF policy linked sustainability with resource use and so actually promoted the profitability of agriculture over environmental considerations. This concern reflects wider recognition in the international literature about sustainable agriculture policy discourse, referring to the need to control the use of natural resources through management, so as to ensure their continued use for productive purposes, which in turn privileges the economic dimensions of sustainability (Kates et al., 2005; Onyx, 2005). Macro-level dynamics such as the recent global financial crisis also exert pressure to move towards an economic focus. When this happens, environmental concerns become marginalised as the multidimensional and interconnectedness of sustainability’s dimensions (Section 1.2.2) may be overlooked in favour of a focus on immediate short-term economic gains (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005). Jelsoe and Kloergard (2010) claim the concept of managing the environment for productive purposes contrasts with the ‘balanced’ approach advocated in the Brundtland Report.

The role of policy in influencing sustainability implementation should not be underestimated as they set the framework in which other actors, such as farmers, science institutes and scientists must operate. The New Zealand agricultural situation shows that the interpretation of sustainability by policy has implications for the way sustainability is implemented, as it gives different weightings to the different dimensions of sustainability.

\(^1\) Now known as the Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI)
1.3.3 The science sphere and sustainability implementation

There is a long history of science innovation influencing the direction of the agricultural sector and on-farm practices in New Zealand (PCE, 2004; Star & Brooking, 2011). Science research plays a pivotal role in assisting primary industries to increase agricultural productivity. At the same time science research is being called on to advance sustainable farming practices to address negative impacts of agricultural externalities (Pretty et al., 2010). This dual role for science research Beck (1992) argues makes research organisations, along with legal and civil institutions, both the manufacturers and managers of the risks of modernity, including environmental risks.

The policy and funding framework influences how science research institutes and scientists operate (Buhler, Morse, Arthur, Bolton, & Mann, 2002; Halliwell & Smith, 2011; Hunt, 2009). In New Zealand, the science system has undergone significant changes since the 1990s with the sector becoming increasingly aligned with the political drive for a knowledge economy (Halliwell & Smith, 2011; Hunt, 2003, 2009; Leitch & Davenport, 2005; PCE, 2004). This has been led by a political desire for science to be more cost effective, transparent and client-focused (Devine, 1997, 2003; Halliwell & Smith, 2011).

Science changes in New Zealand were initially progressed through the establishment of a contestable science funding system, the creation of the government-owned Crown Research Institutes (CRIs) and the eventual dissolution of government funded agricultural extension services. These reforms significantly changed the way science is conducted in New Zealand (Devine, 1997; Easton, 1997), as the CRIs operate as businesses in competition with universities and other research agencies while seeking research funding from both public funds and through commercial ventures.

Devine (2003: 70) argued that while the 1990s science reforms raised the quality of research and enabled the CRIs to earn significant overseas revenue, the presiding economic dogma viewed growth in terms of “efficiency and good business practice”. Hunt (2009) contends that this has led to an emphasis on research that supports patented or licensed commercial products or processes, rather than directed at improving public goods (see Jourmeaux & Stephens, June 1997). It has also resulted in a continuing “struggle” between the CRIs and universities for limited research funding (Halliwell & Smith, 2011).
Although the science reforms sought to create a more client-focused system, the competitiveness between science providers has been argued to have “bred a culture of mistrust and competition rather than collaboration” (New Zealand Association of Scientists, 2010). It is also argued to have acted as a barrier to interdisciplinary research (Gluckman, 2009 July) and led to low job satisfaction and enthusiasm among CRI scientists, bought on by a need to comply with management requirements (Hunt, 2009). It is too early to assess the impacts of a recent change to reduce the competitiveness of the science funding system by introducing core funding for a significant portion of the CRI’s budgets (MSI, 2013). Parker (2013) suggests that although core funding has assisted in reducing the uncertainty of revenue streams, around 60% of research funds to SCION (a CRI) are still sourced through contestable funding and commercial ventures.

In evaluating New Zealand’s science sector as a driver of environmental sustainability in agriculture, the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment (PCE, 2004) claimed that while New Zealand’s science research was highly regarded, there were concerns over both the type of research that was being funded and how the outcomes from science research were being communicated. In a review of ‘publicly’ funded projects, the PCE (2004: 53) found significantly less research conducted “into the natural resources necessary for farming (such as water and soil)” relative to research into “the manipulation of natural resources for farming and farming management practices to improve production”. Research therefore is targeted more at increasing agricultural production than mitigating or preventing impacts of agricultural externalities, although the PCE acknowledged the significant contribution of the Sustainable Farming Fund (which supported five of the six cases in this research) towards improving land management practices to address “the health and functioning of natural resources”.

The PCE (2004: 53) further contended that the Government’s science funding agency, the Foundation for Science, Research and Technology (FRST), which was established in 1992 to largely remove government from direct involvement with science funding decisions (see Devine, 1997: 73), had undergone a revision to better reflect “Government priorities for knowledge development and wealth creation”. It can be assumed that this revision was more likely to see the Fund support research that was
directed at increasing production. This highlights the impacts that changing political contexts have on research funding with flow on effects to the resourcing of sustainability projects.

In 2010 the Government made ‘knowledge transfer’ a core purpose of each CRI (MORST, 2010). On the surface, this can be seen as a positive move, since the demise of publicly funded extension services in the 1990s fragmented agricultural extension in New Zealand, leaving it to be serviced by an array of providers including private extension professionals, commercial companies, industry good bodies, local and regional councils and the CRIs (Neels Botha, Coutts, & Roth, 2008; Hall, Morriss, & Kuiper, 1999; Massey, Morriss, Alpass, & Flett, June 2004). A recent survey investigating technology transfer in New Zealand (Ministry of Primary Industries, 2012) casts some doubt over the CRIs effectiveness as communicators of science, with farming respondents reporting the perception of a growing disconnect between the farming and science sectors, despite increasing interest in finding ways to increase the adoption of sustainable innovations and practices on the farm.

This evidence raises concerns about the role CRIs can play in advancing agricultural sustainability. It is unclear how the increasing commercial focus of the CRIs will impact the implementation of agricultural sustainability. Indeed it is unclear whether the CRIs have both the capability and the capacity to undertake knowledge transfer to address complex problems such as sustainability. What is apparent from recent changes to the science system in New Zealand is that agricultural research and extension is once again at a crossroads and is facing an uncertain future.

1.3.4 The farming sphere and sustainability implementation

Farmers operate both as individuals serving their own interests and within a wider social network that is influenced by local, regional, national and international constraints (Barr & Carey, 2000; Oreszczyn, Lane, & Carr, 2010). These considerations are in turn influenced by political, social and economic factors (Darnhofer, Fairweather, & Moller, 2010; PCE, 2004). Worldwide, farmers face pressure from the globalisation of agriculture and food production through the growth of multi-national agrifood companies, large-scale food production, cost reduction, and market liberalisation (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005; PCE, 2004; Rivera, 2011).
Farmers in New Zealand are particularly vulnerable to international and national economic drivers such as changing global markets, world trade policies, exchange rates, oil prices, commodity prices and the requirements of overseas markets and national and international supermarket chains (PCE, 2004). For example, increases in world commodity prices particularly for milk (up to 2014) and a favourable political environment, prompted a significant increase in farm conversions to sustain growth in New Zealand’s burgeoning dairy sector (Statistics NZ online). This growth has resulted in vigorous debate in the public arena about flow-on environmental effects of agriculture (Laxon, 2014).

Farming practice is also shaped by factors such as regional regulations, land value, debt servicing, water availability and pricing, and regional infrastructure. Consumer demands for safe food, source of origin labelling and concerns about agricultural pollutants can also have indirect flow-on effects to farming practice through government policy and retailer buying decisions, particularly from supermarket chains (PCE, 2004). Cocklin and Dibden (2005) argue that these contributing factors cause a constant tug-of-war between production / productivity and environmental management.

It is therefore too simplistic to assume that farmers can be induced or persuaded to simply adopt innovations that are developed to address agricultural impacts (Pretty, 1995, 1998). Although research shows that farmers may readily adopt clearly defined innovations that address single-issue innovations such as vaccinations to prevent disease (Van Den Ban & Hawkins, 1988), farmer adoption of sophisticated innovations is often low in New Zealand (Jago, Davis, Newman, & Woolford, 2006).

International innovation adoption studies show a complex mix of factors influence farmers’ decisions to adopt (Barr & Carey, 2000; Kilpatrick, 2003; Welsh & Young Rivers, 2010). Rogers’ (1983, 2003) seminal research into innovation adoption and diffusion showed a number of intrinsic factors of an innovation influenced farmer adoption. He claimed these were: perceived efficiency gains offered by the new innovation compared to staying with existing tools or practices; the innovation’s compatibility with a farmer’s socio-cultural values, beliefs and needs; its complexity and ease with which the innovation could be explained; its “trialability”, with a farmer being more likely to adopt an innovation that could be trialled; and its “observability”, since it
was increasingly argued in both the sociology and psychology literature that people learn through imitation. Rogers and other scholars (Pannell et al., 2006; Vanclay & Lawrence, 1995) have shown that adoption of innovations is not based solely on an innovation’s technical aspects.

New farming practices must align with what is deemed to be “right” by individual farmers and the networks to which they belong (Phillips, 1985). At the individual level, a farmer’s willingness to implement more sustainable practices is influenced by his/her vision of ‘good’ land management (Vanclay, 2011; Vanclay & Lawrence, 1995). Agricultural sustainability appears to align well with farmers’ land stewardship ethic, which is often cited as an integral motivator of farming practice (Barr & Carey, 2000; Federated Farmers New Zealand, 2007; Kroma, 2006). This ethic implies that a farmer, recognising his/her dependency on the land, feels ethically responsible to look after the land on which they farm. Federated Farmers in New Zealand promote this ethic on their website (Federated Farmers, 2007).

I am confident our existing land use is sustainable. Our farm represents our family’s asset and net worth – I am charged with looking after that for my family and our future. The land is our biggest asset, I take the responsibility of looking after that asset very seriously.

(Edward Aitken, NZ Federated Farmers, 2007)

As the quote suggests, stewardship, while showing an ethical responsibility to the land, is typically viewed through an economic rather than an environmental lens. Indeed academic commentators consistently agree that rarely does a farmer’s land stewardship ethic alone lead to environmental action (Barr & Carey, 2000; Smith et al., 2007). Tensions exist between a farmer’s perceived conservation attitudes and sustainable land management. Typically concern for the environment and positive conservation values, do not translate effectively into more sustainable practices on the farm or adoption of sustainable innovations (Vanclay & Lawrence, 1995). Furthermore “contradictory trajectories” can co-exist with some farmers adhering to environmental best practice to secure elite markets, while others continue along a productivist pathway (Haggerty, Campbell, & Morris, 2009: 768).

Studies show that while farmers utilise the agricultural sciences and physical observation to identify and resolve farm problems, they rarely utilise or place the same
credibility in the ecological or environmental sciences, associating these with ‘green’ and conservation agendas (Smith, Montgomery & Rhodes, 2007). This is problematic for sustainable land management, which is argued to require a more ecological approach to farmer management decisions than currently exists (Pretty, 2006).

While the productivist paradigm may be a dominant force that shapes farming practice, farmers and farming groups do actively engage in environmental initiatives, and proactively search for more sustainable approaches to land management. When present, these networks have very positive effects in stimulating farmer learning on issues including environmental matters. For example, farmers in Landcare groups in Australia have a higher adoption of best practice land management approaches, as well as greater awareness and level of knowledge about land degradation issues (Campbell, 1994, 1998; Curtis & De Lacy, 1996; Nicholson et al., 2003). Their success was dependent on a supportive policy framework of stable funding, strong linkages with outside agencies, effective facilitation, leadership, local co-ordination and flexible management that encouraged farmer experimentation (Sobels, Curtis, & Lockie, 2001). However, Wadsworth (2010: 202) reported that the conditions under which Landcare networks functioned and worked effectively have been eroded by policy changes, which has led to a decline in the number of groups.

The Australian Landcare groups indicate the importance and success of self-organised peer networks for stimulating change for sustainability, a feature also identified by Leeuwis and Aarts (2011) as critical for fostering change in agriculture. The evidence from the research of the Landcare groups also highlights the importance of a supportive institutional framework for fostering peer networks and how their effectiveness can decline if this supportive framework is eroded by policy changes.

1.4 Investigating the use of participatory research to advance sustainability

1.4.1 A new approach to addressing sustainability

There is a compelling need to develop innovations and knowledge to advance sustainability in the agricultural sector to address the environmental impacts of agriculture. Given the characteristics of sustainability outlined in Section 1.2, it is
widely recognised the science that is required to address sustainability issues will be very different from a purely reductionist approach to science, despite such approaches still being able to make a valuable contribution to problem identification and solution development within a more holistic and enriched framework.

New approaches to science have therefore emerged in response to the call for science to address the socio-ecological complexity of environmental issues. ‘Post Normal Science’ described by Funtowitz and Ravetz as an “enriched” systems theory (1993) that is “dynamic, systemic and pragmatic” (1994: 198), emerged in the 1990s as a direct response to calls to democratise knowledge by embodying multiple perspectives into decision-making. Extended peer communities are advocated that involve both expert and lay stakeholders engaging and collaborating through dialogue. As Funtowitz and Ravetz (1993: 73) argue,

The reductionist, analytical worldview which divides systems into ever smaller elements, studied by ever more esoteric specialism, is being replaced by a systemic, synthetic and humanistic approach.

Post normal science, therefore directly challenges traditional notions of certainty and constancy in systems. As Funtowitz and Ravetz provocatively stated (2003: online);

The approach used by normal science to manage complex social and biophysical systems as if they were simple scientific exercises has brought us to our present mixture of intellectual triumph and socio-ecological peril.

The new vision for science reflected wider calls for science to engage with society, what Lubchenco (1998) referred to as a “new social contract for science”. This vision was reflected in Gibbons et al. (1994) Mode 2 model of science, which they described as transdisciplinary, heterogeneous and heterarchical. This mode contrasted with the more disciplinary, homogeneous and hierarchical model of traditional ‘Mode 1’ science. Ravetz (2006: 277) however argued that Mode 1 thinking is very different to post normal science in that it has “no discussion of quality, no hint of a social critique, and no mention of an extended peer community”.

The new vision for science appeared also to be evident in a number of government and non-government organisation publications and reports (for example Royal Commission of Environmental Pollution; Wellcome Trust & Office of Science and Technology, 2000
October) and most notably the British House of Lords’ Third Report titled, *Science and Society* (British House of Lords’ Select Committee on Science and Technology, 2000) which signalled a need for more emphasis on engaging with society over science matters. While at first glance the report’s call for engagement appeared to be a watershed in thinking, some still argue it contained implicit undertones that public criticism of technological advancement is anti-science and irrational (Allan, 2002; Dickson, 2000).

Sustainability science emerged at this time to link knowledge to action and by doing so to contribute to solutions to address the complexities of sustainability issues (Kates et al., 2001; Komiyama & Takeuchi, 2006; Wiek, Farioli, Fukushi, & Yarime, 2012). In keeping with the growing trend towards engaging society over matters that affected them, sustainability science scholars recognised that multi-stakeholder engagement was essential to ensure a wide range of perspectives were included in decision-making relating to sustainability (Wiek et al., 2012).

Participatory research is put forward as an effective approach for multi-stakeholder engagement, as it is inherently collaborative and inclusive so as to bring a wide base of expertise to both identify problems and co-develop solutions (Reed, 2008). Participatory research has long been advocated as an effective approach to research that sees farmers, scientists and other rural stakeholders engage in collaborative learning to promote rural change and facilitate a move to more sustainable agricultural practices (Leeuwis, 2004; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011; Pretty, 1995; Pretty et al., 2010; Rolings & Wagemakers, 1998; Vanclay & Lawrence, 1995). Success of such endeavours is not measured by the number of workshops held, the number of people who attended, the number of leaflets distributed or the number of popular articles published. Such simple quantitative indicators would buy into a participatory dogma that values participation by numbers rather than real and lasting change (Vanclay, 2011; Ziegler & Ott, 2011).

Participatory approaches can foster transdisciplinary environments that enable collaborative engagement and learning with multiple stakeholders from both inside and outside the science and technology communities (Polk, 2014, online; Wiek, Farioli, et al., 2012; Wiek, Ness, Schweizer-Ries, Brand, & Farioli, 2012). These environments
are widely valued because they acknowledge agriculture as a 'human' activity and recognise the constructed nature of agricultural knowledge.

Collaborative engagement can challenge traditional ways of how knowledge is generated and push the boundaries beyond science as the only 'legitimate' knowledge (Urlich, 1998). Applied to sustainability in agriculture, collaborative multi-stakeholder engagement and learning in a transdisciplinary environment will therefore likely challenge assumptions and values of both farming and science practice. Transdisciplinarity encourages partnerships between scientists and non-scientists that can encourage new ways of thinking from a process of cumulative and incremental learning (Allen, Kilvington, Nixon, & Yeabsley, 2002; Allen, Kilvington, Oliver, & Gilbert, 2001; Keen et al., 2005b; Leeuwis & Pyburn, 2002; Reed et al., 2010; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998b; Sims & Sinclair, 2008).

Arguably the suitability of participatory approaches for advancing sustainability is driven by the inclusive nature of these approaches and the potential they have for mobilising collective action in local communities, that is necessary for sustainability (Dale & Onyx, 2005; Pretty, 2003; Pretty & Ward, 2001; Robinson, 2004; WCED, 1987). Given the complexity of socio-ecological systems as discussed in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, the road forward will not be straightforward. Indeed the sustainability science literature raises concerns about both the changes in personal attitudes and institutional support that will be needed to facilitate collaborative endeavours to advance sustainability (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009; Wiek et al., 2012).

1.4.2 Thesis' research scope and objectives

This thesis uses New Zealand’s farming and science landscape to provide a rich context to examine how effectively participatory research projects facilitate collaborative learning partnerships to advance agricultural sustainability. Farming remains a dominant force in New Zealand’s economy (PCE, 2004) and land-use data shows that just over 54% of New Zealand’s landmass is allocated to farming practice with the agricultural sector directly contributing to over 50% of New Zealand’s total merchandise export earnings (Statistics New Zealand, undated). New Zealand rural communities, like other countries around the world, face increasing pressure to address wide social concerns about the detrimental environmental effects of farming
practices. In New Zealand there is also concern that the agricultural sector is underperforming in promoting and improving its environmental performance (PCE, 2004).

Policy and funding agencies have challenged New Zealand scientists to build greater capability for participatory approaches into science research projects. As discussed in Section 1.3.3, this call for participatory research occurs against a backdrop of significant restructuring in the science sector and the dissolution of publicly funded agricultural extension services. While the employment of participatory approaches in science research parallels trajectories in other countries, observations from its application in New Zealand agricultural projects, can inform approaches elsewhere.

Worldwide many large-scale multi-disciplinary participatory research projects have addressed sustainability issues in rural environments at regional and multi-national levels. These projects have often been long-term and supported by staggeringly large budgets and their achievements have been reported extensively (see Fenemor et al., 2008; Ison et al., 2007; Tippett et al., 2005).

Micro-level participatory research projects that address grassroots initiatives to improve agricultural sustainability receive far less funding and academic attention. Although numerous publications in technical agricultural journals outline the scientific achievements of micro-level projects (Allan et al., 2013; Turner, Rijswijk, Williams, Barnard, & Klerkx, 2013), little has been published in these journals about the employment and effectiveness of participatory research as a means to advance sustainability.

With increasing support by policy and funding agencies for participatory approaches in science research in agricultural sustainability, these micro-level projects are now scattered throughout the landscape. They are typically locally created, locally targeted and locally implemented. While participants may recognise that change in rural communities requires people to work together in collaborative partnerships, there are no guiding principles by which these collaborations should occur, nor a clear articulation of how these partnerships might best operate.
This research has two principal objectives:

- to gather and interpret empirical evidence from a range of participatory agricultural sustainability projects to enrich understanding of the theory that informs the practice of participatory research to enhance stakeholder collaboration and learning;
- to provide deeper insight and clearer guidelines for the practice of participatory research to advance sustainable agriculture in farming production systems.

The first objective has relevance beyond the agricultural context of this research, as its focus is on participatory research. The second objective however provides guiding principles for the application of participatory research to advance sustainability in an agricultural context. The dual theoretical and applied focus of this research is intentional, as participatory research practice should be informed by both theory and real world evidence.

**1.4.3 Thesis central research question**

Investigating six participatory agricultural research projects in New Zealand, which are outlined in Chapter 3, the thesis addresses the following central and focusing questions:

How effectively does micro-level participatory research in the agricultural sector advance more sustainable farming practices in agricultural production systems?

**Focusing questions**

- How do formal and informal institutions affect project partnerships and learning outcomes?
- How are partnerships articulated, formed and fostered in projects?
- How successfully is local and scientific knowledge co-produced in projects to foster innovations that advance agricultural sustainability?
- What effect (if any) does project learning have on actor understanding of the complexity of sustainability?
1.4.4 Thesis outline

The thesis has eight chapters. The first three chapters outline the theoretical and conceptual framework and the methodological approach to the research. The first two chapters investigate the key concepts of sustainability and participatory research to build clarity around these somewhat ambiguous concepts. Chapter 3 discusses the methodology that provided a rich and large source of empirical data through investigation of six participatory research projects. Empirically-based findings presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 focus on institutions, partnerships and learning respectively. Chapter 7 synthesizes this empirical evidence, and develops a conceptual framework that demonstrates the research’s contribution to the wider understanding of the practice of participatory research. The final chapter advances the application of participatory research for agricultural sustainability.

Chapter One

This chapter has argued that the greatest challenge for sustainability lies in its implementation and introduces participatory research as a multi-stakeholder approach for advancing sustainability. The chapter contends that to meaningfully advance sustainability in agriculture, sustainability needs to be recognised as a multi-dimensional, interconnected and complex concept.

Chapter Two

This chapter explores the path by which participatory approaches have emerged as an alternative to traditional approaches to science research in the agricultural sector. It examines and critiques the participatory literature to explore the strengths and limitations of employing participatory approaches to promote environmental change. The discussion also moves beyond the participatory literature and explores the farming systems literature and more specifically the agricultural innovation systems (AIS) literature to enhance understanding about the co-development of innovations in agriculture. Combining the participatory research and farming systems literatures provides deeper understanding about learning to enact change in agriculture, which is regarded as a key requirement for advancing sustainable agriculture.
Chapter Three

Chapter 3 outlines and discusses the case study design of the research, which has been guided by Yin’s (2003, 2009) approach to case study research and Saldana’s (2009) approach to the analysis of empirical social research data using coding and analysis. The chapter presents an overview of the case studies investigated in this research. A critical appraisal of the appropriateness and robustness of a multiple case study research approach for investigating sustainability as a social process is presented. The multi-method approach of this research design is outlined. This includes stakeholder interviews, field and participant observations and project documentation review. Emerging from this approach, three key themes form the foci of the empirical results Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Chapter Four

Projects that seek to address sustainability in agricultural systems operate within complex contexts. This chapter examines the major actors in the projects and the wider institutional contexts in which they operate. Existing institutions are argued to enable or disable innovations. This chapter seeks to identify the hard and soft institutional contexts which shape actors’ visions of participatory research and which may enable or disable innovation. To do this it examines policy/funding, science, and farming group actors’ motivations for engaging in, and their expectations of, participatory research. Findings from this chapter provide a foundation for the subsequent analysis of project partnerships and project learning in the following two chapters.

Chapter Five

The participatory literature argues that partnerships should be based around notions of co-operation, reciprocity, equality, shared understanding, trust, conflict management, negotiation and dialogue to support the co-production of innovations. The participatory research projects in this research sought to advance sustainability by establishing partnerships between science providers and farmers. This chapter explores how effectively the projects established and maintained partnerships. A novel approach for characterising partnerships is developed. Use of this approach generates insight into the different types of partnerships that formed and how these partnerships affected project objectives and project relationships. It also identifies project dynamics that
shape partnerships. Findings from this chapter extend notions of partnerships beyond them being considered solely as a contractual agreement to explore the importance of the relationships that exist within the partnership.

Chapter Six

Chapter 6 explores how effectively participatory research provides a platform for the integration of local and scientific knowledge into project decision-making. The chapter explores actor learning to identify dynamics that influence knowledge production. It compares and contrasts the effect on actor and project learning of minimal collaboration between farming and scientist partners with situations in which partners create interactive learning environments. The chapter examines the effect that learning platforms have on learning at both the individual and social levels.

Chapter Seven

This chapter synthesises the discussions from Chapters 4, 5 and 6 to integrate the previous chapters’ discussions about institutions, partnerships and learning. While these have each been discussed as discrete subjects in the previous three chapters, they are recognised in this chapter to be highly inter-related dynamics of participatory research projects. This inter-relatedness underpins the thesis’ contribution to the understanding of participatory research. The chapter presents a model to conceptualise how project actors and their institutional contexts create both partnerships and relationships that shape a collaborative learning space. The model is applied to the investigated projects to examine how effectively learning is realised in projects to support moves towards sustainability.

Chapter Eight

This final chapter reflects on the thesis’ central and focusing questions before reflecting on participatory research as a methodological approach for developing new knowledge and practice to advance sustainability in agricultural production systems. Finally the chapter reflects on the limitations of the research and proposes areas for further investigation.
2.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 argued that when sustainability is viewed as a multi-dimensional, interconnected and complex concept then implementing research to advance sustainability requires collaborative engagement between a wide range of stakeholders from both inside and outside the science and technology systems to ensure multiple perspectives are included in decision-making. Participatory research provides a suitable approach to research for transdisciplinary collaboration and reflexivity (Popa, Guillermin, & Dedeurwaerdere, 2015). Indeed, scientists are now increasingly encouraged by policy and funding agencies to engage in participatory endeavours (Kerckhoffs, Bruges, & Smith, 2006; Williams, 2007).

This chapter examines the literature around the use of participatory approaches in the agricultural sector. It outlines the emergence of these approaches and explores and critiques the rationale for participatory research as a collaborative approach to multi-stakeholder engagement to advance sustainable agriculture.

The literature examining participatory research is extensive spanning all disciplines in the social sciences. This chapter’s discussion is informed by research in this broad body of literature and explores three areas of focus that are dominant in the participatory literature: knowledge creation and integration, collaborative learning and
power structures. Examples are largely drawn from studies in the agricultural sector. As initiatives that seek to advance agricultural sustainability are essentially agricultural innovation initiatives, the final section of the chapter engages with farming systems research and particularly Agricultural Innovation Systems (AIS) research to enhance understanding of how participatory research is applied in agricultural innovation.

2.2 Participatory approaches: an alternative to traditional agricultural research and extension

In an agricultural context participatory approaches slowly emerged in the 1970s and 1980s as an alternative to the Transfer of Technology model (TOT) where agricultural scientists determined priorities and developed technologies and then transferred the knowledge to leading farmers through extension workers (Chambers, Pacey, & Thrupp, 1993). The TOT model promoted a linear top-down approach to agricultural research and extension with information transferred one way from scientists to end-users.

The model also rather simplistically saw innovation as being inherently good for farmers (Ison, 2005), and it assumed all farmers would eventually adopt an innovation as it slowly diffused through the farming community. It was recognised that adoption would occur at different rates as predicted by Rogers (1962, 1983, 2003) Innovation Diffusion Model, and that the rate of adoption would typically follow an S shaped curve (Figure 2.1). Rogers categorised adopters along this curve depending on their speed of adoption as: innovators; early adopters; early majority; late majority; or laggards (Figure 2.2).

While the diffusion model influenced agricultural extension practice for much of the second half of 20th century, (and is still being taught to change agents, see Robinson, (2015)), scholars claim that it does not adequately reflect how farmers utilise and adopt innovations, and the subjectivity of the category labels only further reinforces this criticism. Furthermore Ison (2005) criticises the model for appearing to blame end-users for a failure to adopt (Ison, 2005; Phillips, 1985; Ruttan, 1996).
Figure 2.1: Rogers (1983: 243) S-shaped (cumulative) curve and bell-shaped (frequency) curve, showing the adoption distribution (image taken from Van Den Ban & Hawkins 1988: 105)

Figure 2.2: Rogers (1983: 247) adopter categories (image from Van Den Ban & Hawkins 1988: 105)
State funded extension largely adhered to the TOT model and the Innovation Diffusion Model (Leeuwis, 2004). This encouraged a linear top-down approach to research and extension and a focus on innovations that would diffuse rapidly which Van Den Ban & Hawkins (1988) claim favoured simple innovations and those that maintained the dominant thinking. Scholars contend that TOT state funded farmer extension programmes were often poorly implemented, bureaucratically inefficient and not relevant to farmers’ needs (Jones & Garforth, 1997). Indeed both models are argued to largely ignore the wider social, political and economic context in which farmers, researchers and other stakeholders operate (Scoones & Thompson, 1994).

New Zealand’s state funded extension service largely followed a TOT model and focused on increasing farm productivity with the overall aim of improving financial returns from agriculture (Journeaux, 2009 June). Extension officers were annually provided with a list of topics to cover with farmers by stated deadlines. Although a review of the service showed that it was “aimed at the individual farmer rather than national goals” (Gilmour & Victoria Dept of Agriculture, 1975: 2), government policy still determined which farmers would be advised and the intensity of the advice. While this reflects a top down approach to extension, the New Zealand agricultural extension service nonetheless was highly regarded by farmers and government administrators, with an Australian reviewer claiming the Victorian state of Australia would do well to emulate it (Gilmour & Victoria Dept of Agriculture, 1975).

The rise of neoliberalism and market liberalisation worldwide bought about changes to farmer extension services as the relevancy and necessity of publicly funded services came under increased scrutiny (Hall & Kuiper, 1998). Significant cuts to agricultural support in industrialised nations during the 1980s and 1990s led to increased privatisation and commercialisation of extension services and the growth of demand-driven research and extension (Hall & Kuiper, 1998; Klerkx et al., 2006). During New Zealand’s neoliberal reforms in the mid 1980s, which were regarded to have gone further than most other countries (Peters, 2001), almost all agricultural subsidies (Cloke & Le Heron, 1994) and support were removed and farmer extension services were fully privatised over a nine-year period between 1986 and 1995 (Hall & Kuiper, 1998).
Participatory approaches to agricultural research, which would see farmers and scientists collaborate in research projects emerged at the same time as public agricultural extension services were in decline. While they appeared in industrialised countries in a variety of guises (see Buhler et al., 2002), they all recognised to some degree the value of local knowledge and a need to involve farmers in decision-making (Okali, Sumberg, & Farrington, 1994). In so doing, participatory research offered a more inclusive engagement of non-scientists in agricultural research and extension that had not been promoted through the TOT model.

The call for increased farmer participation in agricultural research and extension during the 1980s followed the wider employment of participatory methodologies in local community-based research which sought for communities to benefit directly from research programmes and to set research agendas (Arnstein, 1969; Freire, 1970). These methodologies were closely aligned with action-based research, which aimed to bring about positive change in local communities (Freire, 1970; Kindon, Pain, & Kesby, 2007; Wadsworth, 2010). Participation was viewed as the democratic right of all citizens and optimistically argued to lead to collective action, empowerment, institution building and better decision-making (Arnstein, 1969).

Arguably though, the employment of participatory approaches in the agricultural sector stemmed more from a school of thought that valued participatory approaches as a means to increase efficiency (Pretty, 1995). This ‘utility’ approach assumes that farmer participation in research and extension leads to greater support for services and policy. Pretty (1995) however argues this is a rather naive assumption. While this ‘utility’ perspective appears to echo a return to the TOT model, it actually aligns more with the democratic approach evident in Freire’s (1970) writing than the TOT model, as it recognises the weakness of excluding stakeholders from outside the science and technology sector from participating in research and decision-making. Indeed Pretty (1995) describes the democratic and utility schools of thought as overlapping, and so claims they are not mutually exclusive.

Participatory approaches which emerged at the same time as wider policy and scholarly discussions about the democratisation of science (Section 1.4), do not seek to gain public support for science innovation through education or public outreach, an approach to science communication known as the public understanding of science.
model (Burns, O'Connor, & Stocklmayer, 2003). Indeed Reed’s (2008) literature review of participatory research shows that scholars visualise the application of participatory approaches well beyond a public understanding of science model. He claims that while there is wide disagreement around what was ‘best practice’ for stakeholder participation, there are key characteristics of a participatory approach that appear to be common across the scholarly literature that should be evident in a ‘participatory’ project. These include: the process must be underpinned by empowerment, equity, trust and learning; it should be considered as early as possible; stakeholders must be analysed and be representative of the community; objectives must be widely agreed at the outset; the approach must be tailored to the context and will likely require skilled facilitation; local and scientific knowledge should be integrated into decision-making; and participation should be institutionalised to ensure its long term success.

2.3 Participatory approaches in agricultural research

Despite the inclusiveness of the participatory methodology, integrating expert and local knowledge in agriculture, using a participatory approach to research is often argued to be,

a compromise between the inclusion of farmer management and a perceived desirability for an element of experimental rigour so as to allow statistical analysis.

(Buhler et al, 2002: 100)

Even when farmer driven participatory approaches emerged, such as Farmer First (Chambers et al., 1993), their effectiveness was influenced by institutional contexts within science and policy that limited acceptance of farmer participation in research (Buhler et al., 2002). As a result, many research projects in the agricultural sector are argued to have remained a hybridisation of participatory and TOT approaches. Buhler et al. (2002) suggest this is partially due to projects being managed largely by physical scientists with little experience of participatory research and a considerably different epistemology to the farmers and other non-scientists with whom they worked (Buhler et al, 2002).
Compared to the TOT model, this “compromised participation” in agriculture (Buhler et al., 2002) still better reflects how knowledge is formed and shaped in rural communities (Bruckmeier & Tovey, 2008; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998b). Prior to such framings, recognition of farmers and farm advisors as social actors, and the social dimensions of knowledge creation were never acknowledged in ‘purely scientific’ approaches that adhered to the TOT model of research and extension (Klerkx & Jansen, 2010; Leeuwis, 2004).

In stark contrast, participatory approaches focus on knowledge creation and integration to enable local and scientific knowledge to be embodied into decision-making (Allan et al., 2013). Through collaboration and collective learning they seek to facilitate equitable transdisciplinary partnerships that co-develop innovations in a reciprocal and reflexive approach to learning (Boon, Maryse, & Perenboom, 2014; Crawford, Nettle, Paine, & Kabore, 2007; Polk, 2014) and in the uncertain, changeable environment of agriculture participatory approaches utilise systems thinking to develop adaptive and emergent solutions to complex environments (Darnhofer et al., 2012; Klerkx, Van Mierlo, & Leeuwis, 2012; Wiek, Ness, et al., 2012). These features of participatory research are explored in more detail in the following sections.

### 2.3.1 Knowledge creation and integration

Agricultural research that embraces a participatory approach seeks to create a collaborative environment that fosters a joint production of knowledge, co-developed by scientists, farmers and other rural stakeholders (Leeuwis, 2004; Probst, Hagmann, Fernandez, & Ashby, 2003). This collaboration brings different knowledges together and includes them in the decision-making process (Baars, 2011; Gibbons et al., 1994; Leeuwis, 2004). Giddens (1976) contends that explicit and tacit knowledge, what Lundvall and Johnson (1994) call the “know why” and “know how” of knowledge, should be drawn on to enable actors to assign meaning to their environment. Inevitably this is an iterative and ongoing process as people continuously shape and reshape their understanding of the world and refine their perspectives based on past and present experiences along with new encounters they gain along the way.

Leeuwis (2004) argues that since the knowledge needed to address agricultural issues, particularly complex issues such as sustainability is often not readily available, it has to
be developed ‘on the spot’. This often entails close interaction between farmers, scientists and other rural actors. In this engagement, he claims that researchers need to recognise that farmer awareness of local environments and dynamics must be built into decision-making. Viewed in this way, a variety of stakeholders with different knowledge bases and experiences are able to formulate the problem and relevant solutions together. Leeuwis claims that farmers need to be conversant with a broad range of knowledge and be willing to draw on scientific knowledge. For example, Ingram’s (2008) study of farmers’ knowledge of sustainable soil management shows the value of drawing on scientific knowledge. She found that while farmers were technically informed, they lacked the in-depth “know-why” of scientific understanding to implement complex practices. In this instance, they displayed weak tacit or “know-how” knowledge of soil management to assist them with observation and interpretation.

Changing existing practices in agriculture is often met with significant resistance (Allen, Kilvington, Nixon, & Yeabsley, 2002; Pahl-Wostl, 2002). Some argue that only in an effective collaborative environment can this be understood and reconciled (Hale Butler & Goldstein, 2010; Keen, Brown, & Dyball, 2005a). Raymond et al. (2010) contend that projects can achieve greater uptake amongst local community participants, when they apply processes that successfully integrate different knowledges and actively seek to facilitate collaborative knowledge sharing and engagement between farmers and scientists. An empirical study by Allan et al. (2013) examined knowledge integration and uptake by comparing two projects that sought to integrate local and scientific knowledge to address issues of environmental sustainability. They found projects that actively sought to engage in collaborative exploration were more successful at bringing about transformations in practice.

**The challenge of knowledge integration**

However, as discussed above, integrating local and scientific knowledge into agricultural projects is not easy. Allan et al. (2013) found that to stimulate significant change, project processes need to be interactive, provide opportunity for shared reflection, involve collaborative experimentation and foster discussion and joint interpretation of results. Farmers also needed to be given opportunity to link results to farming practice through careful facilitation. When traditional approaches to research and extension were employed and information was transferred in seminars, meetings and field days, transformative change was not fostered. Although farmers participated
in all events, their passive contribution ensured scientists dominated project
development. Experimentation was replaced by demonstrations and reflection was
anticipated rather than shared. The authors concluded

“...the benefits of knowledge integration do not necessarily occur just
because multiple types of knowledge are shared in a public place...the
opportunities for information sharing and creation of joint knowledge need
to be developed and maintained if participants are to benefit.”

(Allan et al., 2013: 115)

Furthermore, Hoffman et al. (2007: 362) contend that projects need to pay attention to
capturing the tacit knowledge of expert farmers, since this knowledge is “context-
specific, based on experience, often used intuitively and unconsciously...that cannot
easily be copied or automated.” They argue that the “mobilisation and externalisation”
of tacit knowledge, “is a key factor for creating new explicit knowledge”. As a result,
formal experimental research should be more open to farmers’ informal experimentation. They noted,

“...experienced farmers must clearly be seen as experts who have
developed a deep situational understanding of their environment and their
profession. A considerable part of their performance is intuitive and non-
reflective and entails a large body of tacit knowledge.”

Integrating local and scientific knowledge into agricultural projects is widely recognised
to be a complex process (Bicker, Sillitoe, & Pottier, 2004; Roux et al., 2011). Raymond
et al. (2010: 1769) offer an explanation for this complexity, since they claim knowledge
production and interpretation are

“heavily influenced by people’s personal perspectives and ideologies which
are in turn shaped by contextual factors and the values of the society in
which a person is embedded”.

Participants also bring to projects their underlying perspectives that shape their
philosophical standpoints (Raymond et al., 2010). Raymond et al. (2010) advocate for
processes that promote discussion and negotiation to provide a platform that enables
epistemological beliefs that underpin knowledge claims to be expressed, while also
establishing the validity and reliability of those knowledge claims. Furthermore, Neef
and Neubert (2011: 191) warn against stereotyping participants’ according to rigid
disciplinary boundaries. They argue that social scientists’ research can sometimes display no more evidence of participatory elements than their natural science counterparts. They claim the successful integration of participatory approaches into projects “depends more on the personal characteristics of researchers than on their disciplinary background and the research approach.”

‘Normal’ scientific knowledge viewed through a ‘positivist’ lens is typically portrayed as being objective and value free (Funtowitz & Ravetz, 1993; Pretty, 1995; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998). However, Raymond et al. (2010) argue that an emphasis on the need to be objective denies the socially constructed nature of knowledge production and interpretation. Others also argue that it denies the embedded nature of institutionalised science that shapes how scientists behave and practise science (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009; Sarewitz, 2004; Ziegler & Ott, 2011).

Evidence shows farmers’ knowledge, which is often categorised as implicit local knowledge, and scientists’ knowledge, which is usually categorised as explicit ‘objective’ knowledge, cannot be simplistically categorised this way as they both typically possess a complex mix of explicit and implicit knowledge (Fazey, Fazey, & Fazey, 2005; Ingram, 2008). Fazey et al. (2006) claim that while a scientist may have both explicit and implicit knowledge, they may still lack the necessary local understanding of the context to work effectively in a project. To alleviate these concerns, Raymond et al. (2010) contend that evaluating the skills and knowledge of participants at the earliest opportunity, rather than dividing participants into simplistic knowledge categories, will assist in identifying the relevant skills and knowledge needed for projects.

Resolving divergence through negotiation and communication

As stakeholders bring multiple perspectives to the table, participatory processes must accommodate divergence among participants over both the issue being addressed and any solutions. Reconciling such divergence requires scientists and non-scientists to view communication as dialogue (Leeuwis, 2004; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011; Weber & Word, 2001; Yankelovich, 1991, 1999). Weber and Word (2001) however contend that the increasing specialisation of science makes dialogue problematic. Addressing divergence through communication endeavours that focus primarily on educating non-scientists, what Nelkin (1987) phrased ‘Selling Science,’ is argued to be too simplistic
for the complexity of environmental issues that typically involve risk (Hornig Priest, 2001). Hornig Priest (2001: 98) contends that it is “questionable” to assume that a “knowledge deficit” drives fear and ignorance in non-scientists and that this then leads to the rejection of science innovations. This questionable assumption is also argued to ignore the underlying drivers of divergence between participants and underestimates the complex inter-relationship between knowledge and attitude, particularly in environmental issues (Sturgis & Allum, 2004).

Webler, Tuler and Kruger (2001) contend that conflicts that develop in participatory endeavours typically result from people’s different expectations of the process, and not from the process itself. Reflexivity, a process of deep self-reflection as a means to question one’s expectations, assumptions and values that drive behaviours and expectations, is increasingly advocated in transdisciplinary environments (Popa et al., 2015). Bergmans (2008) offers practical advice for gaining mutual understandings between divergent participants. She recommends participants meet regularly, get to know each other in both formal and informal settings and bridge gaps and different frames as interested parties rather than defenders of a viewpoint. Rosendhal, Zanella, Rist & Weigelt (2015) however raise concerns about the effect of power imbalances in transdisciplinary environments in marginal communities where knowledge co-production is sought. They claim reflexivity alone does not address how social positions including those of the science researchers influence the process of knowledge production. Drawing on feminist traditions they rather surprisingly advocate for taking a position of ‘strong objectivity’, where researchers explicitly assume sides in contested environments.

Engaging in participatory research and knowledge co-production can be very unsettling as it can challenge existing ways of knowing and doing. Exploring scientists’ experiences from working with non-scientists, Weber and Word (2001) show that scientific integrity is not compromised by scientists being exposed to the divergent interpretations of non-scientists or by negotiating with non-science partners to reach mutual understanding. However Webler et al. (2001) contend that managing partner divergence is likely to require skilled facilitation and needs to be reconciled at the outset in a participatory process. Relationship and trust building are regarded as essential requirements of any participatory endeavour and highly valued in environmental and agricultural projects (Allan et al., 2013; Reed, 2008).
Vanclay (2011: 69) warns that “enabling participation is more difficult than getting a few representatives on a committee”. Effective participation therefore should never be quantitatively measured, an approach to participatory research that Ziegler and Ott (2011: 37) refer to as “the dogma of participation”. They argue this creates a sense of obligation to participation rather than an underlying commitment to collaboration and mutual understanding.

Communication in a participatory environment is widely recognised as a complex social process involving people constructing and co-constructing solutions in a very adaptive and emergent way (Clark, 2002; Douthwaite, Kuby, van de Fliert, & Schulz, 2003; Stirzaker et al., 2010). Knowledge is not viewed as a series of facts but actively constructed through dialogue and information-sharing activities that occur during social interaction. Communication is inclusive and interactive and meaning which is created through a two way process of communication is negotiated and contextual (Burns et al., 2003; Leeuwis, 2004).

2.3.2 Collaborative learning

Participatory processes should create collaborative and collective learning environments (Blackmore 2007; Keen, et al., 2005; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998). This contrasts with the linear approach of the TOT model, which sees farmers only as adopters of knowledge rather than as originators of knowledge. The TOT model assumes scientists alone develop ‘better’ technological solutions without considering who participates to define what is ‘better’ (Ison, 2005). The notion of collective responses and a collective sense of responsibility is also not a focus of the Innovation Diffusion Model which instead focuses on individual farmers with the explicit intention of changing behaviour so innovations will be adopted (Pretty & Ward, 2001).

Participatory scholars advocate for creating shared understandings of problems and co-produced knowledge amongst divergent stakeholders in what has been variously termed, extended peer communities (Healy, 1999), communities of learners (Allen et al., 2002), and a “master-class of experienced practitioners” (Baars, 2011: 601). Participatory research typically views learning through a constructivist epistemology. For example Ison (2005) argues that when scientists collaborate with other
stakeholders as active participants in the process, learning becomes an emergent property of both the collaboration and the platforms that are created. The knowledge that is obtained from practical experience and gained though collaborative experimentation is then built into the resulting solutions (Uphoff 1992, quoted in: Blackmore, 2007: 514), so decision-making is collectively framed through dialogue (Brierley, 2009; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011).

The literature is therefore emphatic that participatory projects should focus on the capacity of actors to learn together and to develop learning systems that are based on the involvement of all stakeholders. These constructivist notions of learning are not focused on traditional models of teaching. Learning is viewed as a continuous and holistic process of adaptation to the world, rather than as an outcome or a solely cognitive process. Conversely learning is not seen simply as a means to persuade people to adopt an innovation or practice but instead seeks to bring about transformations in people’s perceptions and assumptions (Keen et al., 2005a; Mezirow, 1994; Sims & Sinclair, 2008). Participatory learning is closely aligned to Kolb’s (1984) theory of experiential learning and Wenger’s (1998) notion of Communities of Practice, in that both Kolb and Wenger believe that knowledge is continuously created rather than transmitted and acquired as occurs in more conventional approaches to research and extension.

Constructivism also rejects the knowledge deficit model of communication as a foundation on which to build understanding, since as Ison (2005) argues this wrongly assumes that only scientists possess knowledge and only farmers need to learn. Daniels & Walker (1996: 73) argue this assumption views communication in a “narrow and unidirectional” way that fosters the misconception that scientists themselves have nothing to learn. In contrast, the constructivist epistemology views learning as a mutual and reciprocal experience. Learning is therefore not seen as a means to persuade people to adopt.

**Collaborative learning processes**

To be effective, it is argued collaborative learning processes must be both iterative and interactive (Keen et al., 2005b; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998b). Farmers and scientists must be jointly engaged in setting research priorities and this engagement must continue throughout the whole process, not just in the planning stage (Hoffmann et al.,
Extensive analysis of ten case studies from the European HarmoniCOP project shows that project success requires stakeholders to be jointly engaged in both defining the problem and the process, and that this activity needs to be transparent (Mostert et al., 2007). Raymond et al. (2010: 1766) contend that processes need to be,

“systematic, reflexive and cyclic so that multiple views and multiple methods are considered in relation to an environmental management problem.”

Keen et al. (2005a) argue that learning processes should be built on three agendas. Firstly, they should foster and develop equitable partnerships between communities, professionals and government. Secondly, they should develop learning platforms to enable people involved in an issue to meet and interact to resolve conflict, collaboratively learn and make collective decisions. Finally, they should create and foster learning values and ethics that lead to a transformation in the way people think. This transformation is known as double-looped learning (Argyris & Schon, 1978). When applied effectively this leads to a questioning of existing assumptions and practices that can generate new ways of knowing and doing. (Keen et al., 2005a) Research by Argyris (1999) in organisational management shows that double-loop learning is needed to address complex issues because it questions either the “governing variables” (Argyris, 1999: 68), that need to be considered to correct an error, or the actions that need to be taken. In contrast, single-loop learning, which occurs when an error is detected and corrected without question, is shown to only be appropriate for routine and repetitive issues (Argyris, 1999). While single-loop learning asks, “Are we doing things right?” double-loop learning asks, “Are we doing the right things?” (Lachlan CMA, 2013: 227). By so doing, double-loop learning takes learning beyond skill uptake to question the underlying assumption that drives practice.

This understanding of learning drawn from research in organisational management enhances understanding of participatory research, as it shows that learning to bring about change needs to go beyond simple skill learning. It provides insight into how change may be fostered by emphasising the importance of participants reflecting on and questioning the underlying assumptions that drive current practice.
However agricultural change requires people to work collectively and constructively (Pretty et al., 2010). To foster change Leeuwis and Aarts (2011: 27) argue that people must be provided opportunities or space to manoeuvre and interact with others, in what they call “a space for change”. This is conceptualized as a discursive space (social-institutional space and biophysical space), lying at the intersection of the mental space and inter-actional space (Figure 2.3).

![Figure 2.3: A space for change (Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011: 27)](image)

Typically they argue the space for change will involve multiple and divergent actors interacting with each other while mobilising a variety of divergent “discourses, representations and storylines” that fluctuate between the dominant thinking and new ways of knowing and doing. To order and re-order the world, they claim people are influenced by a variety of socio-institutional and biophysical factors, such as the policy environment in which actors must operate or the physical landscape in which they must work. The resulting divergent conversations may cause conflict, however the authors claim that this should be seen as a positive element that through negotiation and communication activities (Section 2.3.1) has the potential to lead to change.

**Social learning**

While the extension literature most noticeably focuses on learning by individuals, particularly in relation to the adoption of innovations (Pannell et al., 2006), collective learning and action is regarded as critical for managing complex issues such as
sustainability (Blackmore, 2007; Darnhofer et al., 2012; Hubert et al., 2012; Keen et al., 2005a; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011; Muro & Jeffrey, 2008). The concept of ‘social learning’ has therefore emerged in the sustainability literature as it focuses on “shared learning of interdependent stakeholders as a key mechanism for arriving at more desirable futures” (Leeuwis & Pyburn, 2002: 11).

Social learning as a concept is regarded as “a bit messy” as it is argued to have no “common theoretical perspective, disciplinary heritage, or even language” (Wals & van der Leij, 2007). Despite this criticism, when employed in an agricultural context it views rural stakeholders as active, engaged and collaborative learners who collectively seek to meet the challenges they face in an uncertain and changing world (Parson & Clark, 1995: 429). Social learning is viewed as both a process and also as a mechanism or institution for change (Ison, Collins & Wallis, 2015). Projects become a space to reconstruct reality through communication, negotiation and dialogue (Kroma, 2006; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998b). Arguably, this leads to the co-production of new knowledge and new practices (Healy, 1999; Leys & Vanclay, 2011). Co-production of knowledge therefore acknowledges and seeks to capture the social dimension of knowledge creation and so moves the management of agro-ecosystems away from a purely technical focus.

Roling (2002) argues that to address complex issues such as sustainability, stakeholders must build interdependence as a means to create trust, resolve conflict, and importantly bring about social learning and concerted action. Roling uses the term ‘concerted action’ in preference to collective action to indicate the purposeful nature of the collaboration. This term was subsequently adopted by the European Union’s SLIM project researchers who investigated social learning in the sustainable management of water at the catchment scale (Blackmore, 2007; Ison et al., 2007). Roling contends that “social learning can best be described as a move from multiple to collective or distributed cognition” (2002: 35). He claims that multiple cognition maintains the difference in actors’ perspectives, collective cognition emphasises the shared attributes of stakeholders, while distributed cognition recognises the “different but complementary contributions that allow concerted action” (2002: 35). While Roling recognises that interdependence can lead to situations that result in winners and losers, he contends that when it is facilitated carefully through a process of learning, the result will move participants towards concerted action.
Research by Mills et al. (2011) that considered large-scale environmental programmes in agricultural settings in Wales showed that projects can lead to social learning and collective action. They found that by facilitating social learning at a landscape level in farming communities, groups not only acted collectively towards environmental outcomes, they also developed stronger levels of social capital through improved trust and an increased willingness to learn from each other.

Although shared interdependence is sought, there is wide acknowledgement in the literature that divergent parties will not necessarily reach consensus. While projects are seen as a space where stakeholders work together and engage in concerted action, participants can still hold different values and aspirations. As Keen et al. (2005:14) claim,

\begin{quote}
The goal is not a single consensus, nor the lowest common denominator, but a rich tapestry that weaves together diverse ideas to reveal the nature of the complexity.
\end{quote}

An emphasis on consensus-building is criticised for its idealism and its inadequacies in managing stakeholder conflict and divergent perspectives (Renn, 2004). Indeed, Mosse (2001) claims consensus-building minimises difference and promotes the normative view.

\subsection{2.3.3 Power structures}

Collaboration and spaces of interaction are however affected by power dynamics (Kindon et al., 2007; Rosendahl et al., 2015). Indeed Wildemeersch (2007: 107) contends that despite the “democratic” appeal of participatory methodologies, collaborative endeavours do not take place in a power vacuum. He contends that power relationships must be understood and that power sharing should be a fundamental principle of the participatory process. Participatory research is therefore concerned with, and how outcomes are affected by, power structures. The participatory literature often focuses on the coercion of power and the dominance of elites (Chambers et al., 1993; Cooke & Kothari, 2001; Kindon et al., 2007; Scoones & Thompson, 1994). Wildemeersch (2007) suggests to overcome power dynamics
requires recognition of the capacity of local people and their values and practices. This is essential for advancing sustainability given that to address sustainability will require stakeholders with divergent perspectives to develop shared visions of the future (Section 1.2).

Kelly (2011: 168) asserts that participatory researchers must be acutely aware of power arguing that in natural resource management rarely is power directly mentioned and power struggles are often overlooked. She claims,

Language often masks the importance of power, but the concepts relating to it often underpin how participatory programs operate.

Participatory approaches inherently require that traditional hierarchical power structures be replaced by more equitable partnerships when engaging in participatory endeavours. Arnstein (1969: 217) argues that power and participation are entwined, “…participation without redistribution of power is an empty and frustrating process for the powerless”. In agricultural projects this means that multiple stakeholders, elite and community, work together as partners. This relationship replaces the more traditional role of scientists as experts giving “top-down” advice to farmers as passive recipients. Participatory approaches seek therefore to provide communities with a process that enables their aspirations, knowledge and experiences to be realised in projects. In essence the participatory process seeks to empower communities (Freire, 1970; Selener, 1997).

**The challenge of working with communities**

The notion of empowering communities may underestimate the challenge of working with communities and indeed rarely do participatory approaches follow the ‘ideal’ pathway that is implied in this approach. Implementation presents several challenges (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995) which include control of the research rarely being devolved to the community or the community not wanting it even if it is devolved; lack of enthusiasm for the project by locals or suspicion of outsiders; demands on people’s time preventing involvement; the time consuming nature of the methodology leading to exhaustion or fluctuations of interest; discrepancies over both the meaning of ‘participation,’ ‘community’ and ‘learning’ (Murray, 2000) stakeholder agendas or the exclusion or marginalisation of stakeholders by their community (Webber & Ison,
Bradshaw (2003) even questions the credibility and capacity of communities to undertake resource management.

Furthermore researchers undertaking participatory approaches also struggle with the requirements of funding agencies, which tend to rely on evaluation measures that are more suited to the TOT model. As Webber and Ison (1995) argue, pre-determined outputs and measures undermine the essence of the participatory process. Furthermore, community reluctance or difficulty with meeting these outputs may lead to funding agencies and policy-makers perceiving participatory initiatives as vague. This leads to a preference for funding projects that are more clearly defined and monitored within a traditional TOT framework (Allen, 1998).

The effectiveness of participatory research may also be limited by scientific researchers and extension workers receiving inadequate training (Murray, 2000). Indeed, the approach may challenge the very essence of how scientists view themselves and science’s role in the world (Rodriguez, Molnar, Fazio, Sydnor, & Lowe, 2008). Fergus and Romney (2005) argue that western science has historically been afforded a privileged position in agricultural research and extension.

**Participation typologies**

Assessing power dynamics in participatory projects can be problematic. Participation typologies have historically been used to assess the level and form of participation in research projects as a way of identifying power differentials (Biggs, 1989; Cornwall, Guijt, & Welbourn, 1994; Pretty, 1995). All typologies are concerned with who is included and who is excluded from the research process and are embedded in the belief that citizens have a democratic right to be involved in decision-making. The typologies identify differing levels of participation and are based on Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of citizen participation (Figure 2.4) which described eight levels that ranged from non-participation at the bottom, through tokenism to citizen power at the top of the ladder. High levels of participation occurred when citizens were engaged in either a partnership with officials leading to a sharing of power and decision-making or at an even higher level where citizens may have power delegated to them allowing them to take complete control over decision-making. Arnstein (1969: 217) argued that power and participation were entwined, “…participation without redistribution of power is an
empty and frustrating process for the powerless”. It is argued that ideally participatory initiatives should seek the highest level of engagement (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995).

Figure 2.4: Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of participation

Biggs (1989) applied this concept to agriculture in his typology of participation in the agricultural sector. He identified four levels of participation.

- **Contractual**: Communities are contracted to take part, but the experiments are largely designed and carried out by the researchers
- **Consultative**: Consultation with the ‘community’ occurs but the researchers remain in control of the project
- **Collaborative**: While the project remains largely research designed, initiated and managed, communities and researchers work together in the project
- **Collegiate**: Both researchers and communities have control over the process. There is co-learning. Each recognises the other’s skills and incorporates these into the project.

Pretty (1995) identified seven levels of participation in his typology to describe how people participate in rural development projects. Pretty argued that community
involvement leads to greater ownership of outcomes as well as continuance of
practices beyond the time period of the project. Cornwall & Jewkes (1995) modelled a
typology on Biggs’ four levels and argued that participatory research sought to respect
and understand the communities in which researchers work and recognised them as
knowledgeable people who could meaningfully and jointly contribute to analysis and
solutions. Probst et al. (2003: 6) modified Biggs four level typology to reflect the level
of control and ownership communities had in decision-making.

Despite the prevalence of typologies in the literature throughout the 1990s, it is now
recognised that classification of participation using a typology is too simplistic. Authors
warn that a hierarchical ladder of participatory levels does not reflect the dynamic
nature of participation and the way participatory engagement varies at different times in
the life-cycle of a project (Stringer et al., 2006). Other authors rightly caution against
the overly optimistic and almost romanticised view of higher levels of participation,
where full control of project decision-making is devolved to communities (Balint &
Mashinya, 2006; Bradshaw, 2003). They claim that without adequate support from
lead agencies, projects may be doomed to fail.

Empirical evidence also shows that projects rarely reach the higher levels of
participation indicated by the typologies (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995; Pretty, 1995).
Power structures in participatory endeavours can lead to competing agendas,
exclusion of stakeholders or marginalisation of participants by their community.
Pretty’s (1995) analysis of empirical research in rural development projects undertaken
by government agencies found that most agencies paid only token attention to upper
levels of stakeholder engagement, some had no community involvement and in nearly
all projects the funding was controlled by an outside agency. He argued that the only
way to develop meaningful participatory learning processes in rural development
projects was through decentralised organisations that recognised the multiple realities
around issues, such that meaningful participative decision-making responded to the
needs of farmers.

Recognising the limitations of participatory typologies, Neef and Neubert (2011: 192)
published a more detailed framework to assist researchers undertaking participatory
research. In their framework they identified six dimensions of a project: the project
type; its approach; researcher characteristics; researcher/stakeholder interaction;
stakeholder characteristics and stakeholder benefits. Researchers are invited to use the framework to reflect on and plan the use of participatory approaches in agricultural research, so as to “optimize the use of participatory approaches in a given context, not to maximise the application of participatory methods in agricultural research in general”. In this regard they reflect Ziegler and Ott’s (2011) concern that researchers must not adhere to the participation dogma that more is better, but rather to optimise participatory endeavours that are undertaken.

While Neef and Neubert's (2011) research provides a comprehensive framework for reflecting on and planning a participatory project, the authors rightly caution against it being used as a formula or blueprint, but rather claim it provides researchers with overarching questions and areas for reflection as they embark on a participatory project. The framework makes a significant contribution to the understanding of participatory research by synthesizing the many strands in the literature to enable practitioners to reflect on their participatory endeavours.

However, as it treats the six dimensions as discrete entities, it does not explore the inter-relatedness of these entities or how different emphasis on the dimensions might affect the application of participatory research. Furthermore, although institutional contexts are acknowledged in the framework, their importance is underplayed, with the focus on the project researchers and stakeholders. Scholars of agricultural innovations systems (AIS) (see Klerkx et al., 2012) emphasise the need to understand the institutional context in a more substantive manner.

Although participatory research seeks to empower local communities, Neef and Neubert (2011) acknowledge that this should not be viewed in the emancipatory way of Freire (1970) but in a more functional way. This pragmatic approach therefore views participation as a means to an end rather than an end in itself. Even if this more pragmatic approach is taken in agricultural research, overcoming traditional power structures to advance sustainability is difficult. Integrating science and local farmer knowledge into decision-making challenges the very essence of the traditional model of science, which often relies upon an objective and reductionist methodology that some authors argue privileges western science in a ‘research’ environment (Fergus & Rowney, 2005; Kuhn, 1996).
Western science and traditional knowledge

The need to rebalance power structures is recognised to be most acute when participatory research is undertaken in marginalised communities. The historical relationship between western science and traditional knowledge in particular is recognised to be an uneasy one (Moody & Cordua-von Specht, 2005; Nadasdy, 1999; Walker & Ngati Porou, 2004). The challenge created by power differentials between western science and traditional knowledge communities is demonstrated in New Zealand, where Māori perspectives of being marginalised are argued to shape relationships between Māori and the Crown as exemplified by matters to do with science knowledge (Coombes & Hill, 2005; Newman & Moller, 2005). Durie (1998) argues that differences between Māori and western science worldviews have the potential to create tensions in spite of the Māori worldview appearing to be closely aligned to environmentalism and sustainability.

Despite government policy increasingly recognising the need to consult with Māori over a variety of matters including natural resource management, Māori often express concern over the sincerity of the consultation and understanding of the Māori perspective (Roberts, 2009). This is illustrated by a quote from Ngati Porou, an iwi (regional tribal body) on the East Coast of New Zealand, who partnered with scientists in one of the projects investigated in this research, when they stated,

“The supremacy of Western knowledge systems, particularly science, has not only nullified Māori conceptions of the world, but further that such dominance has meant consultation has been a one-sided process with little understanding or acceptance of Māori views or processes.”

(Walker and Ngati Porou (2004: 111))

Participatory methodologies are recognised to be an appropriate platform for identifying cultural differences and building trusting relationships between scientists and indigenous communities (Nadasdy, 1999). It is suggested that rebalancing existing power structures in New Zealand will require science organisations to “acknowledge and value the kaitiakitanga roles of Māori”, and Māori to “fully embrace the range of opportunities that collaborative research presents” (Bourhill et al., 2004: 6). Nadasdy (1999:15) similarly identifies both the opportunity and the challenge rebalancing power structures creates when he writes,
“Returning decision-making power over the land to local communities, however would provide a counter-weight to the power-centralising tendencies of scientific resource management. This would not preclude scientists from engaging in their own set of socially useful practices, but they would be doing so at the request and direction of local communities”.

Participatory methodologies inherently imply and require that hierarchical power structures be replaced by more equitable relationships. To achieve this, participatory research is likely to challenge existing power structures. Given the institutional changes required to create equitable partnerships, participatory research is itself a challenging endeavour.

2.3.4 Systems thinking

Participatory approaches are well suited to farming systems because they acknowledge the constructed nature of relationships and the “complexity of the farmer’s position in the system” (Darnhofer et al., 2012: 7). Farmers are not seen as isolated individuals but as social actors who interact and are influenced by a variety of other actors. Indeed Phillips’ (1985) analysis of dairy farmers in New Zealand found they sought information from up to 40 people. The farm is therefore viewed as part of wider cultural, economic, political, local, agro-ecological and social systems.

In the uncertain, changeable and complex environment of agriculture, participatory methodologies are encouraged to utilise systems thinking as an approach to enquiry (Darnhofer et al., 2012; Roling & Jiggins, 1998). This approach is exemplified by farming systems research, which despite its many guises has three distinct features. It relies on systems thinking; it requires interdisciplinarity (although the term transdisciplinarity is increasingly preferred); it mobilises participatory approaches as it seeks to integrate a broad range of actors into decision-making (Darnhofer et al., 2012).

As a systems approach to thinking recognises the interactions between the different components of the system, Darnhofer et al. (2012:7) claim it captures the ‘logic’ of farming. Farming systems research rejects a narrow view of farming seen solely through its biophysical and technological components. It therefore engages with soft systems or “the meaning that actors give to farming systems” (Darnhofer et al., 2012:}
10). As soft systems thinking recognises the multiple perspectives that form around an issue it facilitates a process that leads to problem formulation rather than problem identification. This is because it enables stakeholders to become actively involved in decision-making rather than having an external agency impose the problem and solution on them (Checkland & Scholes, 1999; Ison et al., 1997).

Soft systems thinking recognises the social complexity of knowledge construction and seeks to reconcile different and often conflicting stakeholder perspectives that typically characterise issues. Bawden et al. (1984) challenged TOT approaches to research and extension by positioning farming as a human activity. They developed a model that incorporated both hard and soft systems - the hard system provided the tools for analysis, while the soft system provided the human capacity to address complexity and the wider environmental influences. This model situated agriculture at the interface of the natural and social systems (Packham, 2011). In a similar vein Pretty’s (2006) ‘assets-based model of agricultural systems’ also conceptualised a systems approach to farming by recognising the interconnections that occur within agricultural systems and the impacts of agricultural practice.

A more recent advancement of systems thinking in agriculture is offered by an Agricultural Innovation Systems (AIS) perspective. AIS is concerned with the influences on learning and innovations such as institutions and infrastructure (Klerkx et al., 2012) and the relationships and connections between organisations and how they use knowledge (Hall, Janssen, Pehu, & Rajalahti, 2006). As it recognises that agriculture operates in complex adaptive innovation systems, it acknowledges a broader range of value chain actors and institutions than might be considered by a purely participatory approach. These include chain actors, such as farmers as primary actors, and others such as processors, wholesalers, retailers and consumers; chain supporters such as business services, advice, research; and chain contexts including government, laws, policies, financial services along with the effects of physical factors such as the climate (Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) & IIRR, 2010). Klerkx et al., (2012: 457) claim that AIS,

provides a comprehensive view on actors and factors that co-determine innovation, and in this sense allows understanding of the complexity of agricultural innovation.
In an AIS perspective existing institutions are recognised to both enable and disable innovations in agricultural systems (Klerkx & Nettle, 2013; Klerkx et al., 2012; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011; Murphy, Nettle, & Paine, 2013). Klerkx et al. (2012) list the characteristics of an agricultural innovation system that are enabling. These include: learning to innovate; building and strengthening individual capacity; science and technology that is both demand and supply driven, knowledge exchange that includes both tacit and codified forms; management that is decentralised. On the other hand innovation disablers are grouped according to failures that occur in: infrastructure; hard institutions (e.g. rules, laws, regulations and instructions); soft institutions (e.g. routines, practices, habits, traditions and customs); networks (strongly and weakly linked networks); compatibility; and market structures. AIS researchers are particularly interested in understanding how innovation support is operationalised to facilitate the engagement of multiple stakeholders in a process of co-production (Klerkx & Nettle, 2013).

Ideally participatory methodologies are recognised to provide an enabling environment for innovation in agriculture as they allow divergent actors to collectively engage, negotiate and reconcile tensions that may emerge from actors’ differing perspectives and visions. Wieczorek & Hekkert (2012) argue that innovation must be seen as a largely values-based vision that is in part shaped by both the ‘hard’ institutions and the ‘soft’ institutions that shape current ways of doing and knowing. In the AIS literature knowledge production is not viewed simply as a technical endeavour, but it is argued to require “alignment of technical, social, institutional and organisational dimensions,” (Kilelu, Klerkx, & Leeuwis, 2013: 65). Leeuwis and Aarts (2011) refer to this respectively as the hardware, software and orgware of innovation.

Participatory methodologies ideally allow innovations in agriculture to embody the shared perceptions and visions of stakeholders in a collaborative process of co-development. Innovation becomes an emergent property of the collaboration between stakeholders as they learn and reflect together (Botha, Klerkx, Small, & Turner, 2014; Hall, Rasheed Sulaiman, Clark, & Yoganand, 2003; Roux et al., 2011; Sumberg, 2005). As such participatory methodologies are central to AIS as Darnhofer et al. (2012: 8) contend,
“The participatory approach … allows integrating local and farmers' knowledge with scientific knowledge, thus fuelling reciprocal learning processes”.

2.4 Investigating participatory research in agriculture

The projects in this research are participatory partnerships between farmers and scientists. They are centred on multi-stakeholder learning that facilitates the co-production of knowledge that leads to innovation to advance sustainability in the agricultural sector. The farming systems and in particular agricultural innovation systems literatures therefore offer particular utility for investigating participatory research partnerships in agriculture.

Table 2.1 synthesizes key areas of consideration in the participatory, farming systems and agricultural innovation systems literatures into six themes that have informed the investigation in this research. This is largely drawn from the discussion in Chapter 2.

When working in an agricultural context the farming systems and specifically the AIS literature enhance the participatory research literature by exploring how institutions, knowledge co-production and exchange lead to innovation. Hall (2006: 26) argues that AIS as an approach to enquiry “offers a holistic way of strengthening the capacity to create, diffuse, and use knowledge.” Furthermore, the AIS literature enriches inquiry of participatory research initiatives in agriculture by seeking a deeper understanding of the relationships and connections between actors, institutions and organisations.
Table 2.1: Investigating participatory research in agricultural production systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Areas for exploration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Actors**          | • Actors access- inclusion / exclusion (science / non-science).  
• Value chain actors.  
• Epistemologies of actors.  
• Actor visions.  
• Actor capacity and capabilities.                                                                                                                       |
| **Institutions & Contexts** | • Soft & hard institutions that enable or disable innovation.  
• Institutional contexts that shape engagement and practice.  
• Infrastructural support.                                                                                                                                     |
| **Power**           | • Equity of partnerships.  
• Partnership tensions.  
• Perceptions around legitimacy of knowledge.  
• Recognition / accommodation of divergence among participants.                                                                                             |
| **Partnerships**    | • Partnership Agreement /contract.  
• ‘Disciplinarity’ of project environment.  
• Network ties – weak, strong, bridging, bonding.  
• Partner relationships.  
• Guidance of the search (see Hekkert et al., 2007).  
• Actor motivations / expectations.  
• Agenda setter.  
• Existing relationships between partners.                                                                                                                |
| **Processes**       | • Platforms for collaboration.  
• Trust building.  
• Formal and informal learning processes – self organisation.  
• Communication: negotiation, dialogue, conflict resolution and skilled facilitation.  
• Discursive spaces for knowledge production and exchange.  
• Iterative and ongoing process as people continuously shape and reshape their understanding of the world.  
• Facilitation of co-creative enquiry - creating shared understanding.  
• Co-development of innovations in a reciprocal & reflexive approach.  
• Opportunities for shared reflection, collaborative experimentation, discussion and joint interpretation of results.  
• Reflexive opportunities.                                                                                                                                   |
| **Knowledge & Learning** | • Integration of local and scientific knowledge.  
• Knowledge (co) production / knowledge diffusion.  
• Utilisation of systems thinking to develop adaptive and emergent solutions to complex environments.  
• Scales of enquiry.  
• Learning by doing – learning by interacting, learning by using.  
• Single-loop / double-loop / multi-loop learning.  
• Transformations in participants’ perceptions and assumptions.  
• Utilisation of explicit and tacit knowledge to enable actors to assign meaning to their environment.  
• Collective action / social learning.  
• Integration of diverse stakeholder viewpoints into constructive and long-term solutions.  
• Learning beyond the project funded period.                                                                                                                 |
2.5 Summary

Chapter 1 of this thesis argued that addressing complex environmental problems such as sustainability requires input from multiple stakeholders from inside and outside the science and technology system (Gibbons, 1999; Gibbons et al., 1994; Lubchenco, 1998). Participatory approaches to research are argued to be necessary in this environment to embrace the critically important social dimensions of sustainability especially in an agricultural context. To achieve this, these approaches must seek collaborative partnerships between farmers, scientists, policy and other stakeholders in agricultural innovation systems. Addressing only the biophysical dimensions of sustainability will be insufficient for any transition to sustainable agriculture since this ignores the people within the system.

Chapter 2 has explored and critiqued the application of participatory research largely in an agricultural context. Participatory research is seen as a way for communities to embody a diverse range of perspectives into constructive solutions (Reed, 2008). Importantly it allows for collective learning and action that is argued to be essential for addressing sustainability (Dale & Onyx, 2005; Pretty, 2003; Pretty & Ward, 2001; Robinson, 2004; World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), 1987). Critically, participatory approaches are argued to create collaborative partnerships that enable people to learn continuously and collectively about issues within their specific context. Ideally this creates a space for stakeholders to question existing practices and assumptions, which may lead to new ways of knowing and doing (Mills et al 2011; Raymond et al, 2010). Stakeholder learning that leads to the co-production of new knowledge lies at the heart of participatory research.

This research seeks to understand the dynamics of participatory research so its application may be enhanced, particularly within the context of agricultural sustainability in production systems. The following chapter outlines the methodological approach to the research undertaken in this study.
CHAPTER THREE

3.0 Methodology

3.1 Introduction: Seeking to understand social phenomena

This thesis uses a multiple case study approach to capture and unravel the complexities of participatory research by drawing on the empirical evidence of six projects (cases) that saw scientists and farmers undertake participatory research to advance sustainability in agriculture. As Chapter 2 identified, since participatory research involves multiple stakeholders often with divergent perspectives, integrating scientific and local knowledge in projects is a challenging process (Section 2.3.1). Furthermore this challenge is likely to be further enhanced if sustainability is viewed as a multi-dimensional, interconnected, and complex issue (Section 1.2).

The methodological approach employed in this research views ‘reality’ as subjective and the participants who engage in projects as social actors who interpret phenomena according to their own beliefs and value systems. Participants’ understandings are therefore acknowledged to arise from the unique perspectives each assign to the phenomena they experience.

To capture actors’ perspectives, research participants were able to tell their ‘stories’ as a way to reveal their construction of reality (see Berger & Luckman, 1991; Rorty, 1998). Capturing and understanding the essence of social phenomena lies at the heart of social science research, as Wadsworth (2010: xxvii) explains:
“By taking a magnifying glass to ‘the system’, we begin to detect a vast web of energized micro-interactions between us (and everything else)…It is in these busy buzzing micro-inquiry actions that may be seen slowly, over time, to build up to comprise more (or less) viable exchanges and patterns for achieving our various desires or purposes – or not.”

The methodological framework, approach and practices described in this chapter reflect what Baxter (2010: 90) calls, “a cyclical mode of exploration in case study research”. Figure 3.1 adapts Baxter’s conceptualisation of case study research to provide a holistic overview of how this cyclical mode of exploration was applied to the thesis to enable the development of the thesis’ conceptual model (the PROCLE Model) (presented in Chapter 7). The initial literature review enabled themes and subthemes to be developed which informed the scope, focus and approach of the investigation and the methods for gathering evidence. The in-depth analysis of the collected data, which required exploration of the AIS literature, and was then informed by this literature, enabled new concepts to be developed that identified the emergence of a ‘collaborative learning space’ for fostering innovation in participatory research (discussed in Chapter 7). The conceptual model enhances understanding of participatory research. While Baxter used the word ‘theory’ in his original diagram of a cyclical approach to case study research, Figure 3.1 prefers to use the term ‘conceptual insights’ as participatory research is not a theory, but a practice that is underpinned by theory, and so this work does not seek to generate ‘theory’. The thesis’ conceptual model therefore seeks to enrich understanding of the practice of participatory research. Baxter (2010) recognised that case study researchers often work with very under-developed ‘theory’.

Each of the methodological components identified in Figure 3.1 are detailed in this chapter. The chapter starts by examining the usefulness and rigour of a case study approach and details the investigated cases. The chapter then presents and explores the triangulation of methods used for data gathering, which included stakeholder interviews, field and participant observations and review of project documentation. Working in social research demands a reflexive approach to enquiry (Bolton, 2010; Mansvelt & Berg, 2005). Hence, the chapter also describes the process of researcher positionality and reflexivity that occurred throughout the investigation. The final section details the process by which the large corpus of empirical data was analysed. These data provided the empirical evidence presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, which
underpins the thesis’ conceptual model in Chapter 7 and the reframing of participatory research practice in Chapter 8.

### 3.2 Research approach: Case study research

Case study research is described as a broad methodology or research approach and not a method (Baxter, 2010). Yin (2003:14) argues that case study research is a “distinctive empirical enquiry” arising out of “a desire to understand complex social phenomena”. Similarly, Snow and Trom (2002: 151) claim that the case study approach enables the researcher to “excavate and understand” complex social phenomena. To do this, case study research investigates either a single case study, or as this research has, nuances of the phenomena across multiple cases for in-depth analysis and for understanding the influence of context on the phenomena.

This research investigates the utilisation of participatory research in micro-level agricultural projects. The discussion in Chapters 1 and 2 identified that participants’ constructions of their reality are influenced by the contexts in which they operate. Case study research enables understanding of these contextual factors and allows exploration of their effect on the investigated phenomena (Baxter, 2010). Yin (2003) argues that case study research is particularly useful for revealing the boundaries between the phenomena and the context that may not always be apparent.

Utilising an approach to research that enables understanding of contexts is recognised to provide practical perspectives, as it allows a researcher to see why actions may be taken (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Richardson (2000: 933) however asserts that understanding contexts also has epistemological perspectives, since it prevents the constraining belief that social science texts are simply a means to convey “…facts or themes or notions existing independent of the contexts in which they were found or produced as if the story we have recorded, transcribed, edited, and written up in prose snippets is the one and only true one: a "science" story....
Figure 3.1: The methodological framework, approach and practices used in this thesis
Context is fundamental to the central question of this current research, since the thesis seeks to understand how participatory research is utilised in micro-level agricultural research to advance sustainable agriculture. While all projects in this research employed participatory approaches, the implementation of these approaches varied across the six projects. Why participatory approaches were variously applied and how this affected project outcomes and learning is of primary interest to the thesis’ investigation and requires an understanding not just of the specific phenomena, but also its contexts. The multi-case study approach in this research enables in-depth or ‘intensive’ understanding of stakeholder engagement in participatory research (Bradshaw & Stratford, 2010; Platt, 1988). Understanding the effect of project contexts enables insights into ‘why’ there is variability between cases, along with identifying what is common between cases.

The use of case study research for ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions, as occurs in this research, is recognised by case study proponents. Yin (2003) argues that case study research is best suited to ‘how’ and ‘why’ research questions as these questions seek rich understandings. Methodologists contend that statistical correlations of survey results are unable to unravel and reveal the in-depth nuances that are needed to understand the how and why of social phenomena (Hancock & Algozzine, 2006; Yin, 2003). Quantitative methods of surveys are also deemed too mechanistic to provide what Weick (1989) calls the “disciplined imagination” that is required for gaining a rich understanding of complex phenomena. What appears evident in these scholarly writings is that case study research provides a means to unravel the messiness of social phenomena to enable insights to emerge.

Multiple case studies, which this research has utilised, also have particular value for developing, extending or refining conceptual and theoretical understandings (Baxter, 2010; Darke, Shanks, & Broadbent, 1998; Vissak, 2010; Yin, 2003). Yin (2003) recommends that case study researchers should begin by developing theoretical propositions based on an investigation of the literature. Yin claims that it is this early engagement with the literature, which differentiates a case study approach from ethnography or grounded theory. While it is unlikely that ethnographers or grounded theorists do not engage to some degree in the literature prior to undertaking their research (see Heath, 2006), Baxter (2010) contends that it is the more intensive
degree with which case study research engages with the literature from the outset that differentiates it from these other methodological approaches.

However, a cautious approach to Yin’s recommendation to create theoretical propositions was applied in this research. An investigation of the participatory literature led to the identification of themes and ‘areas of consideration’ acting as a guide for the research’s investigation (Table 2.1), rather than a list of propositions. The themes and sub-themes assisted with developing the interview questions and served as a base on which the data analysis and interpretation were compared and contrasted to develop concepts to inform existing understandings of participatory research. This cautious approach to proposition-making is supported by Baxter (2010) who argues that the context dependent nature of case study research and its reliance often on under-developed ‘theory’ make proposition making unreliable and difficult. This use of themes and subthemes (Table 2.1) rather than the formal propositions recommended by Yin (2003) also provided more scope to adapt the investigation as new literature emerged. For example, Neef and Neubert’s (2011) research, which arguably provides to date one of the most comprehensive frameworks of participatory research (Section 2.3.3), informed subsequent adaptations to the themes and subthemes of Table 2.1, as did the agricultural innovation systems literature (Section 2.4).

Yin (2003) claims the use of multiple cases strengthens patterns and assertions that emerge during the data analysis. Establishing patterns and linkages is argued to be too complex for methods such as surveys or experiments alone (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Baxter (2010) contends that the number of ‘units’ or cases is of less importance than the in-depth understanding of the phenomena and the context. Case study research does not seek to test ‘direct’ causal relationships, as with controlled experiments. However, the ability to undertake cross-case analysis provides opportunities for relationships and linkages to emerge. In this current research, linkages that emerged during the data analysis and interpretation phases were central to the conceptualisation of the thesis’ PROCLE model, which is presented in Chapter 7 (Section 7.2).

The ability to conduct cross comparative analysis between different cases is argued to increase the robustness of the research (Herriott & Firestone, 1983). Baxter (2010: 90) claims that cross case analysis provides a broader base for ‘theory-making’ and for the
subsequent exploration of that ‘theory’ across the different cases to enhance “the credibility and trustworthiness of the concepts and explanations”. He claims the qualitative researcher in case study research therefore uses both inductive and deductive modes of enquiry in “multiple loops of reasoning” (2010:90). This research contends that this inductive and deductive approach to enquiry increases both its internal and the external validity. The thesis acknowledges that case study research is context dependent, but does not support the contention that case study research is not generalisable (see discussion in Flyvbjerg, 2006). Certainly, conceptual understandings that are developed in this research (Chapter 7) are not generalisable in a statistical sense but rather as Yin (2003) describes, are generalisable or “transferable” (Baxter, 2010: 89) in an analytical or theoretical sense, to understand how participatory research supports change to advance sustainable agriculture.

3.2.1 Investigating participatory research: The case studies

This current research extends understanding of participatory research by combining existing theoretical understandings that inform the practice of participatory research, which were gained from the literature, with the empirical insights from six investigated studies to advance new conceptual understandings. To do this, the research focused on the utilisation of participatory research in micro-level agricultural sustainability projects in New Zealand.

Sustainability is well suited to case study research. Evans (2011: 54) argues that the empirical foundation of case study research enables a researcher to capture the plurality of the social dimensions of sustainability, while also being able to “encompass a wide variety of data from a wide variety of sources and disciplines”. He demonstrated its effectiveness in examining the social benefits of forest use in the United Kingdom (Evans & Franklin, 2008). Case studies are also argued to capture “dynamic, experiential and complex processes” in fast-changing environments (Vissak, 2010), which this thesis would argue is synonymous with the dynamic, uncertain and changing environment of the agricultural sector. Case study research has been utilised for investigating learning and social learning in agriculture (Cundill, Lotz-Sisitka, Mukute, Belay, Shackelton & Kulundu, 2014; Wals & Rodin 2014) and for understanding agricultural innovation systems (Klerkx, 2015). Indeed, the recognised contribution of a case study approach in these fields has led to calls for more empirical
research in the agricultural sector (Klerkx et al., 2012; Cundill et al., 2014). This thesis responds to this call.

The six investigated cases used in this research all involved scientists and farmers engaging in agricultural production sectors to advance sustainable innovation, either through the advancement of knowledge and/or technological innovations. The cases (or projects), had been ‘pre-chosen’ from six cases that were part of a larger programme titled Science for Community Change, which was funded by the Foundation for Research, Science and Technology (FRST) from 2003-2008 and which also funded this research. As all projects in the Science for Community Change programme involved scientists and farmers engaging in participatory research to advance sustainability outcomes, the projects provided an ideal opportunity to undertake an in-depth investigation of the social phenomena of engaging in multi-stakeholder participatory research.

The Science for Community Change programme sought:

“positive change in the capacity of agricultural industries and communities to develop and implement technological innovations in crop production systems so they are more resilient, profitable and environmentally benign”

(FRST contract documentation, 2006)

Although the cases used in this research were pre-determined, they offered distinct advantages for the thesis’ conceptual contribution, as their positioning in the horticultural sector offered a context that while variable between the different horticultural sectors, still provided consistency that would not have been possible with cases from markedly different agricultural sectors. Six cases also provided a large corpus of data, and so the consistency of the horticultural context assisted in capturing but containing the complexity of the social phenomena being investigated.

Five of the investigated projects were public/private initiatives partially funded by the central government funded Sustainable Farming Fund (SFF) and matched with in-cash or in-kind contributions from project partners. The other project was fully funded by the government’s Foundation for Research Science and Technology (FRST). The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment has recognised SFF as an exemplar of participatory partnerships between scientists and farming groups addressing
sustainable land management issues (PCE, 2004). This government fund was established in 2000 to support grassroots partnerships to “deliver economic, environmental and social benefits to New Zealand’s primary industries” (Sustainability Farming Fund, 2008/2009). All SFF projects exist at the applied end of research and are required to demonstrate evidence of extension activities. A report at the 10-year celebration of the programme stated,

“This Ten Years of Grassroots Action highlights why the initiative works so well – because it is a “grassroots up” fund supporting a broad range of innovative projects across our primary industries.”

(Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 2010)

FRST (which has been subsequently restructured and incorporated into the Ministry of Business, Employment and Innovation) is a much larger fund specifically directed towards science research. Scientists are however required to demonstrate engagement with end users and participatory approaches are encouraged (Kerckhoffs et al., 2006).

A synopsis of each project’s objectives, principal partners and funding, as sourced from project documentation and promotional literature, is outlined in Table 3.1. While Table 3.1 outlines the projects’ funds, objectives and time frames, the research does not seek to project ‘review’ these cases in regards to their use of public funds. Rather it is the participatory basis of their partnership that is of most interest to the thesis’ central and focusing questions. Furthermore this research has a focus on project learning to investigate how projects advance learning in project actors and their communities of practice to support a move towards sustainability. The differences between project funds are not the focus of this thesis’ exploration of collaborative learning, as it is assumed that learning should occur in projects across all funding bands. However, the expectations of funders and their motivations for funding participatory projects are relevant to this work, along with issues around access to, and control of funds, and these aspects of funding are explored in the thesis’ results, which are presented in Chapters 4-6. The six investigated projects’ geographical locations are identified in Figure 3.2.
Table 3.1: Synopsis of project objectives, participants and funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project / Participants / Funds</th>
<th>Project Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Crop Science for Māori**    | • Identify how Māori communities could transition from extensive agriculture to intensive organic horticulture.  
| East Cape, North Island       | • This involved establishing a reciprocal learning network providing scientific, education, and extension services to enable ECOP Trust to develop and implement ‘best’ organic vegetable farming practices.  
| (5 yr project + 1 yr extension) | |
| CRI scientists & the East Coast Organic Producers (ECOP) Trust | |
| **Total funds:** $3,363,475 | |
| **Squash Rot**                | • Assess factors that influenced the extent of storage rot in squash (buttercup) fruit lines.  
| Gisborne, Manawatu, Hawkes Bay | • Scientists aimed to develop a model of weather influences on squash growth and yield to assist with defining multi-factor influences on fruit yield and maturity.  
| (3 year project)              | |
| CRI scientists & squash industry group (Horticulture NZ), squash farmers & pack-house owners. | |
| **Total funds:** $201,265      | |
| ($121,860 cash + $79,405 in-kind) | |
| **Potato Aphid Project**      | • Develop a resistance management strategy to delay or prevent aphid insecticide resistance in potatoes, with the intention of maintaining future options for pest control and potato quality.  
| Canterbury                     | • In addition it sought to determine ‘best practice’ for the control of aphids and viruses in potato crops, and provide to growers up to date information on aphid flights and infestation of potato crops.  
| (3 year project)               | |
| CRI scientists & Potatoes New Zealand (Horticulture NZ) & farmers | |
| **Total funds:** $431,250      | |
| ($300,000 cash + $131,250 in-kind) | |
| **Walnut Blight Project**     | • Optimise the timing of copper-based sprays and understand and transfer best practice to growers around blight management.  
| Canterbury                     | • The overall objective was to develop an environmentally benign agent for blight control to reduce grower reliance on copper-based sprays.  
| (3 year project)               | |
| Scientists & Walnut farmers from the Walnut Industry Group | |
| **Total funds:** $635,142      | |
| ($550,767 cash + $84,375 in-kind) | |
| **The Wheat Calculator**      | • Examine and quantify the effects of arable and vegetable growing practices on nitrate leaching.  
| Canterbury                     | • Project participants involved in development of “user-friendly” software called the Wheat Calculator, which provided information on how different wheat cultivars respond to nitrogen loadings and irrigation. The calculator aimed to increase farmer profitability by increasing yields & reducing farm inputs & improving environmental outcomes by limiting the detrimental effects of nitrate leaching into groundwater.  
| (3 year project)               | |
| CRI scientists & FAR (Foundation for Arable Research) & farmers | |
| **Total funds:** $480,875      | |
| ($418,875 cash + $62,000 in kind) | |
| **Precision Agriculture Projects** | • To co-ordinate on-farm research & development, primarily in vegetable & arable cropping industries.  
| **Total funds:** $493,116 and $480,000 | |
The investigated projects come from New Zealand’s horticultural and arable sectors. The horticultural sector in particular is regarded as a significant contributor to New Zealand’s economy, accounting for 8% of total merchandise exports or $NZ6.7 billion in revenue in 2012 (Aitken & Hewett, 2013). The arable sector is a much smaller contributor, generating an estimated $NZ959 million to New Zealand’s GDP (Sanderson, Dustow, & Dixon, 2012 August). Being largely from production agriculture, the investigated projects provide a valuable source of empirical evidence to investigate the thesis’ central and focusing questions to explore how effectively micro-level participatory research projects in the agricultural sector advance more sustainable farming practices in agricultural production systems.
A synopsis of the farming group and sector characteristics, as revealed from project documentation is outlined in Table 3.2. While all projects were horticultural the distinct differences between the groups provided valuable areas of interest for comparison and more detailed exploration in Chapters 4-6. The discussion assisted with the development of the thesis' conceptual contribution – the PROCLE model where the concept of a collaborative learning emerged. This is discussed in Chapter 7. The differences between the groups provided valuable understanding around the maximisation of the collaborative learning space (Section 7.4), the effect of ‘disciplinarities’ on the collaborative learning space (Section 7.5) and the realisation and optimisation of learning within the collaborative learning space (Section 7.6).

Each investigated project supported engagement between science and farming actors in a research partnership, therefore they were all generally consistent with a participatory paradigm. Each project sought to mitigate the impacts of specific agricultural practices, and accordingly they are ideal cases for investigating how effectively participatory research at the micro-level can support collaboration to advance agricultural sustainability.

### 3.3 Research methods

#### 3.3.1 Introduction: Multiple sources of evidence

To investigate the complexity of the phenomena of participatory research, multiple sources of evidence, or methodological triangulation (Denzin, 1970) was used to gather the empirical data. The sources of evidence were collected from stakeholder interviews, observation of project activities and a review of project documentation. These multiple sources of evidence were used to generate what Charmaz (2006: 45) calls the “bones” for the analysis which, when interpreted, forms the “skeleton” of the work where meaning is always closely linked to data. The use of multiple sources of evidence aligns well with Denzin & Lincoln’s (2003: 4) concept of the researcher as an “interpretive bricoleur” piecing together the “set of representations” of a complex situation. Case study research is recognised as a suitable approach to capture multiple sources of data from complex situations (Evans, 2011).
### Table 3.2: General characteristics of farming groups / sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Farming Group and Sector/Community characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crop Science for Māori - ECOP</strong></td>
<td>• East Cape Region: Economically deprived and geographically isolated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ECOP Trust sought to improve the health, social, cultural, economic and ecological wellbeing on the East Cape by promoting cultural values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ECOP Trust membership was very small – approximately 6-10 growers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Communally owned land makes development capital hard to secure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Understanding of tikanga, Māoritanga, Mātauranga Māori critical when working in Māori communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Squash Rot - Squash Industry group</strong></td>
<td>• Group funded by grower levy administered according to an Act of Parliament, supports full time employee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Offices in Wellington as they belong to HortNZ with strong policy focus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Complex value chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 5-6 corporate growers largely control the squash value chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potato Aphid Project – Potatoes NZ</strong></td>
<td>• Group funded by grower levy administered according to an Act of Parliament, supports full time employee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Offices in Wellington as they belong to HortNZ with strong policy focus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Complex value chain divided into three sectors: seed, process, table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In the seed sector (where the project was targeted) margins are small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Seed potatoes are rarely grown as a sole crop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Most farmers contract grow for seed merchants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walnut Blight Project - WIG</strong></td>
<td>• Small emerging industry progressing towards commercial production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consists largely of part-time growers, many are scientists and other highly skilled professionals along with older retired couples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Industry group formed by farmers to represent growers &amp; access funding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Voluntary membership, so grant success is required for group’s knowledge generation – no full time staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Long association with Lincoln University and access to trial orchard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Wheat Calculator - FAR</strong></td>
<td>• Group funded by grower levy administered according to an Act of Parliament, supports several full time employee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Offices located in Lincoln next to science partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Complex value chain with multiple industry players.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FAR supports research and technology transfer in the arable sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Majority of growers are contract growers &amp; often engaged in mixed cropping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Farmers’ incomes are influenced by the international grain price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Imports of high quality flour supplement local produce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision Agriculture - LandWISE</strong></td>
<td>• Farmer extension group that promotes the use of precision agriculture with strong interest in land and water sustainability primarily in the vegetable and arable sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Voluntary membership - supports 1-2 part time staff. Primary income comes through research grants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Offices Located in Hawkes Bay, with research fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• LandWISE partners with complementary organisations including CRIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Scientist sits on the LandWISE Board.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Triangulation enabled multiple perspectives to be gathered to capture the complexity of participatory research. It also provided rigour and credibility to the research by providing validation of perspectives across different methods of data collection. This is particularly important in this research, as the cases were largely retrospective examinations, which raised concerns of participant recall bias. Recall bias was identified as being most acute in stakeholder interviews, where participants were asked to recall and reflect on their experience in projects. Triangulation is recognised to minimise the threat of this bias (Baxter, 2010). To address this, project documentation including grant applications, meeting minutes and correspondence (Section 3.3.4) were included to validate dates and recorded events, while participant observations were undertaken as a primary source of data (Section 3.3.3) to complement the retrospective reflection of many of the stakeholder interviews (Section 3.3.2).

The use of triangulation to increase the credibility and rigour of the data is recognised by case study scholars (Baxter & Jacks, 2008; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Yin, 2003, 2009). They contend that multiple sources of evidence increase the credibility of the data, its subsequent interpretation, and therefore the internal validity (Yin, 2003). Barbour (2001: 1117) however prefers the term “comprehensiveness” over triangulation since he claims the former is a “more realistic goal” for social science research, as...

“apparent contradictions (or exceptions) do not pose a threat to researchers’ explanations; they merely provide further scope for refining theories.”

Richardson (2000) also challenges the concept of triangulation. Her criticism is not directed at its use to enhance research rigour and credibility, but instead it is directed at the use of the concept of a triangle, preferring instead to use the metaphor of a crystal,

Crystallization, without losing structure, deconstructs the traditional idea of “validity” ...(we feel how there is no single truth, we see how texts validate themselves)... ...crystallization provides us with a deepened, complex, thoroughly partial, understanding of the topic. Paradoxically, we know more and doubt what we know. Ingeniously, we know there is always more to know.

Richardson, 2000: 963
In this research the multiple sources of evidence are used to piece together multiple representations and layers of understanding, occasionally as phenomena happened (participant observations), but mostly through a retrospective lens (stakeholder interviews and review of documentation) and always acknowledging the interpretive nature of both the data and the analysis. In doing this the research sought to capture the complexity of the cases and the social phenomena of actor engagement in participatory research.

While the interpretive ‘subjectivity’ of qualitative research may be seen by some as a weakness, Stake (1995: 45) argues that in case study research subjectivity should not “be seen as a failing needing to be eliminated, but as an essential element of understanding”. Triangulation provided a rigorous and credible approach to enquiry that captured complexity of participatory research at the micro-level.

3.3.2 Stakeholder interviews

Semi-structured interviews were the primary source of evidence to capture participants’ experiences and perspectives of micro-level engagement in participatory research. Interview participants included people who were active in the investigated projects such as farmers / growers (these terms are used interchangeably in this thesis) and research scientists and employees of farming (industry) groups. In addition, a number of sector farmers not directly engaged in the project were interviewed to examine project learning beyond actors who were actively engaged. Additionally, a range of actors from each project’s wider agricultural innovation system were also interviewed, including those from policy and funding agencies, processors, seed merchants, millers and bakers.

Participant selection for interviewing was purposive (Patton, 2002) and used a variety of strategies. Project documentation identified actors who were actively engaged in projects. These active project participants were the principal source of data as the research questions sought to examine learning and engagement in projects, which required active science and farming members of project teams to be the focus of the research. However, as the research sought to explore engagement between the project and the wider communities of practice, farmers outside the project, and related agribusinesses people were included in the participant sample. Farming groups
provided names of their sector members. However, as this had the risk of directing attention to the more actively connected members, farmers were also identified and approached to participate from sector events such as the LandWISE conference. Agribusiness participants were approached from publicly available records. Some further participants were identified during participant interviews and contact details were obtained from public records. All policy and funding participants were contacted from publicly available records.

The purposive approach to sampling sought to capture the diversity and complexity of perspectives across the six investigated projects. In doing so it reflects O’Reilly & Parker’s (2012: 193) argument that,

“the corpus needs to be large enough to capture a range of experiences but not so large as to be repetitious...the adequacy of the sample is not determined solely on the basis of the number of participants, but the appropriateness of the data.”

The focus in this research was on the sample’s adequacy to answer the research questions and to capture the diversity of perspectives in the projects to assist with developing conceptual insights. In this way the approach reflects Yin’s contention that sample size should not determine sample appropriateness when the work does not aspire to be statistically generalisable and is instead directed at answering questions rather than being directed at “samples and universes” (Yin 2003: 43). Therefore while the sample size was not exhaustive or fully comprehensive, it was extensive enough to be insightful to answer the thesis’ questions.

The research however does adhere to case study scholars’ recommendations to carefully determine boundaries about the unit of analysis or what and who is and is not to be included (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Hancock & Algozzine, 2006; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003, 2009). In this research, because the focus of the research questions is on participant engagement in micro-level projects, the unit of analysis was defined as the ‘project’. A diverse range of actors needed to be located so their perspectives could be captured including actors who were active in the project, but also those from each farming group’s community of practice, and wider members of the innovation system (value chain) in which each project was embedded, as well as actors from the wider political and economic contexts that shape the actors in projects including actors from
policy, science funding and agribusiness. The principal focus, however, was the participants in projects as the research’s questions sought to examine engagement and learning in participatory research. O’Reilly and Parker (2012: 194), however, rightly argue that “data are never truly saturated as there will always be new things to discover”.

A total of 78 people were interviewed over the course of this research. Most provided perspectives on one project, but five participants - two farmers, one research scientist and two industry/farming group employees provided perspectives on more than one project in which they had been actively involved (these totalled seven perspectives). In addition, interviews with 12 participants from the wheat calculator, walnut blight and potato aphid projects that were undertaken by a Science for Community Change researcher during the early stages of these projects were included in the analysis. Six of these participants were re-interviewed during this research. When the six participants from the Science for Community Change researcher, who were not re-interviewed, are included in the participant total, 84 participants (Appendix 1) provided a total of 91 project perspectives for the data set for this research. Table 3.3 provides a breakdown of the participant perspectives captured for the six investigated projects.

Table 3.3: Number of participant perspectives captured by project and type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Farmers / Growers</th>
<th>CRI Scientists</th>
<th>Industry Body / Farmer Group Employees</th>
<th>Policy/Science Manager</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato Aphids</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy/SFF/Science admin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most participants were interviewed individually but some interviews involved up to three participants. All interviews were undertaken in a place chosen by the interviewee and took place between 2007 and 2010. Two participants were interviewed twice and one was interviewed three times, as time did not allow the original interview to be completed and the participant requested more time, or a participant who had been involved in more than one project wished to talk about the different projects at different interview times. The participants in these repeat interviews therefore addressed new areas of interest rather than re-explored earlier discussions.

Semi-structured interviews were employed as these enabled some structure to the flow and scope of the interview, while also allowing the interviewees flexibility to explore and discuss avenues of personal importance. In this way, it is argued the interviewer and interviewee collaboratively engage in the examination of phenomena (Crabtree & Miller, 1992; Longhurst, 2003). No questionnaire or a formal set of questions was drawn up in advance. However, to assist with providing structure and focus to investigate engagement and learning in participatory research and to also enable cross-case analysis, there were consistent areas of enquiry as outlined in Table 3.4.

Participants from policy and funding agencies were also asked to provide perspectives relevant to their professional position. These conversations focused on the provision and delivery of agricultural research and extension in New Zealand, the science research funding system and science / industry / agribusiness connectivity.

All the interviews adhered to the ethics approval granted to this research by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (Ref: 2007/095), included in Appendix 3. This approval granted permission for the research interviews to be conducted between 2007 and 2010, and was extended to 2013 following the approval of an extension application in 2010. Ethical guidelines hold the research accountable to a set of externally approved rules. However this current research argues, as others have, that adherence to these protocols is more than an exercise in accountability since it articulates the research and researcher’s core values (Hing, Breen, Gordon, & Russell, 2014). In this research these core values recognise and respect the fundamental importance of participants’ rights in the research process.
Table 3.4: Interview areas of enquiry for project participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants active in projects</th>
<th>Participants not active in project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevance and importance of the sustainability problem being investigated by the project to the interviewee</td>
<td>Awareness of the project, how the interviewee heard about it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why the interviewee participated in the project</td>
<td>Relevance of the problem being investigated by project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of his/her involvement</td>
<td>Knowledge and relevance of the project’s findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewees perception of project partner relationships</td>
<td>Use (if any) of the project’s finding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why the interviewee participated in the project</td>
<td>Engagement in any other participatory research projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of his/her involvement</td>
<td>Sources of agricultural information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewees perception of project partner relationships</td>
<td>Personal perspective on agricultural sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why the interviewee participated in the project</td>
<td>Personal perspective on value of science knowledge in agricultural practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of his/her involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewees perception of project partner relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why the interviewee participated in the project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of his/her involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewees perception of project partner relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why the interviewee participated in the project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of his/her involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewees perception of project partner relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interviewees were advised about the research when an interview was requested and participants were asked to complete a consent form prior to the interview. This consent sought interviewees’ permission for the interview to be digitally recorded. It also provided the opportunity for the interviewee to approve the use of direct quotes in the reporting of the research and allowed them to determine if their identity could be
revealed. In addition, interviewees could indicate whether they wished to receive a copy of a research summary at the completion of the research.

Most interviews were recorded and fully transcribed by the researcher, if the participant gave written approval for this to occur. The data were then analysed (as described in Section 3.5). To ensure what Yin describes as a necessary “Chain of Evidence” (Yin, 2003) to be maintained in case study research, all datum was coded with an individual numbering system that enabled it to be traced back to its place of origin in a transcript to prevent inaccurate representation of participants’ quotes if they were extracted from their contexts. The datum code recorded the project, location of the interview, date of the interview and a unique identifier for each interviewee. A full list of interviewees’ unique identifiers, and a description of each interviewee is contained in Appendix 1.

Anonymity has been maintained for all participants, although with all interviewee quotes, the interviewee unique identifier code, the occupation of the participant (e.g. farmer, scientist) and in most cases the project they were involved with has been included with the quote. A large number of interviewees were happy to be identified and for any quotes to be used without their prior approval. This may reflect the retrospective analysis of many of the projects, which provided a spatial and temporal distance that enabled interview discussions to be frank and open and for the interviewees not to feel censored by the immediacy of the events being discussed.

3.3.3 Participant and field observations

To complement participant interviews, participant observations were able to be collected, from the Crop Science for Māori and Precision Agriculture projects that were still in operation. The Precision Agriculture project provided opportunities to engage with farmers and scientists at their annual conference, on an annual fieldtrip and in local workshops. The Crop Science for Māori project provided opportunities to observe project actors engaging in workshops and larger gatherings (hui). In addition, the opportunity to engage in a field excursion in Gisborne allowed observation of the squash industry. This was undertaken to gain further insights about squash production and the squash value chain. Table 3.5 summarises the timing and nature of the eight project observations.
Observational data enable the researcher to observe more deeply the activities and lives of participants (Hoggart, Lees, & Davies, 2002). In this research it provided complementary evidence to the participant interviews by both enhancing and validating participants’ perspectives (Kearns, 2010). Furthermore, it assisted with deepening understanding about how projects engaged with their community of practice, by observing how project findings were communicated to the wider farming sector members, who were not ‘active’ project participants. Participant observation was also used to observe and understand how scientific and local knowledge was integrated into project learning. It also enabled exploration of learning in projects by revealing the ‘boundaries’ of learning, an area of inquiry that is receiving increasing interest in recent discussions about landscape approaches to agriculture (Sayer et al., 2013).

Observational methods provided a less formalised opportunity to observe actors in their natural setting and placed participants in their own contexts. Although interviews are usually situated in a participant’s own setting, they are still recognised to create an artificial structure that imposes on the naturalness of the setting, no matter what attempts are made to limit the formality of the interview (Kearns, 2010).

In all participant observations the role of the ‘researcher’ was known. The participation did not seek to embed the researcher in the project as with ethnographic research or action research, instead it sought to provide opportunities to participate and observe people in action in their context. Notes were made from recall following each observation as this was less intrusive. Evidence that was gathered was not analysed as occurred with the transcripts from the formal interviews, but rather the observations were used to complement and enrich the primary source of data collection from the interviews, through field experience. This field experience was particularly valuable given the largely retrospective nature of most of the investigated cases, as it provided ‘real time’ observations of participant engagement and learning that enriched the interpretations made from the primary data collection and analysis of the interviews.
Table 3.5: Participant and field observations undertaken in research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Observation Type</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 2007</td>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Tukapa Marae (north of Ruatoria), East Cape</td>
<td>Weekend workshop on Tikanga (Māori protocols) attended by scientists and community members from the Science for Community Change (SCC) Programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2007</td>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Uawa Marae, Tolaga Bay, East Cape</td>
<td>Overnight workshop run by SCC scientists with ECOP to showcase Organic Food. Presenters included SCC scientists, community participants, and an organic Māori potato grower from Taranaki. Two chefs prepared dinner from local produce. The session was also attended by participants from a local polytechnic organic crop production course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2007</td>
<td>Field Observation</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Gisborne</td>
<td>Field excursion with a packhouse manager to observe squash production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2008</td>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>NZGS Conference, Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington</td>
<td>SCC Programme session at the conference. This included presentations from the lead crop scientist, social scientist, extensionist responsible for programme communication, one of the Māori kumara growers and an Australian researcher undertaking similar work in Aboriginal communities. The session concluded with a panel discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2010</td>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Havelock North Community Centre, Hawkes Bay</td>
<td>Observer at LandWISE Annual Conference “Know Your Farm with Precision Agriculture”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2011</td>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Pukekohe, South Auckland</td>
<td>Observer at LandWISE field workshop to promote Precision Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2011</td>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Havelock North Community Centre / LandWISE Head Office, Hawkes Bay</td>
<td>Observer at LandWISE Annual Conference “Precision Spending: Putting Your Dollar Where it Counts” / Field Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2012</td>
<td>Participant Observation</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Havelock North Community Centre / Farmer’s paddock, Hawkes Bay</td>
<td>Observer at LandWISE Annual Conference “Site Specific Management: Growing Within Limits” / Field Workshop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participant observation was particularly beneficial in the Crop Science for Māori project as its less intrusive nature enabled valuable observation of two discussions (hui) and a conference workshop to explore how scientific and traditional knowledge were recognised by different actors and legitimised (or not) through project activities. This assisted with understanding critical aspects of participatory research relating to power, knowledge and legitimization (Urlich, 1998).

The value of employing less intrusive methods of enquiry is recognised by methodologists, with Crabtree and Miller (2003) claiming that participant observation is less likely to alter participants' behaviours and more likely to lead to enhanced observations that enrich researcher understanding. While Kearns (2010) agrees, he cautions researchers undertaking observation methods that observed participants may still alter their behaviour. Research integrity and researcher positionality is recommended as being particularly useful in participant observations (Section 3.4). As Kearns (2010: 257) contends, “the key to taking observation seriously is being attentive to detail as well as acknowledging our position as researchers”.

3.3.4 Document and media review

To further complement the primary source of data collection from interviews a range of documents was reviewed, particularly archived project documents. Roche (2010) claims archival material is often overlooked as a valid and valuable methodology for research. While Roche’s comment focuses on archival research as the primary source of data collection, he nonetheless emphasises the importance of this source as a way of capturing the voices of the past, and accessing historical records that can have significant insight for the present. Given the retrospective nature of the research, the project’s archival documents were a valuable source of information.

Project documents provided background context to the cases during the early phase of this research and served as a complement to interviewees’ conversations after interviews. Having no prior experience working with the projects, the review of project documentation enabled the researcher to develop greater understanding of each project. Project documents that were accessed included funding agency reports for both the Sustainable Farming Fund and the Foundation for Research Science and Technology, project meeting minutes, project correspondence, which typically related
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to project funding, project publications from participants and academic researchers, project and industry newsletters and project conference PowerPoint presentations. Media articles from commercial and industry media were also obtained for some of the projects.

Factual information such as activity dates and participant names, positions and contact information were extracted from the documents. Funding applications and letters provided project objectives, achievements and outreach activities, while meeting minutes and reports enabled approximate timelines to be sketched for each project. This supported efforts to build an understanding of how each project progressed and to unravel the ‘messiness’ of project delivery. In addition, if scientific publications were an output of a project, these were accessed from scholarly databases. Extracts from funding applications relating to project objectives and project background, project correspondence and meeting minutes were included in the data set for analysis (Section 3.5). These extracts provided valuable insights for the discussions in Chapter 4 on actors’ motivations and expectations; in Chapter 5 on partnerships and relationships and in Chapter 6 on learning, particularly in relation to learning platforms and recorded learning outcomes. It was always important when working with documents to reflect on who the documents were written for, who wrote them and the year they were written to provide context to the document particularly when reviewing them prior to interviews. This reflection is encouraged by methodologists to avoid biased conclusions being reached from documents (Kitchen & Tate, 2000). These documents principally acted as a complement to the primary source of evidence through interviews.

Two Crop Science for Māori broadcast media articles provided further access to participant perspectives (TVNZ, 2005 March 11; TVNZ 2008 April 26). A story from Television New Zealand’s Māori news programme, “Te Karere” (TVNZ, 2005 March 11) was particularly insightful as it captured project participants speaking about the project in their native language, Te Reo. Although the understanding of the story was taken from the accompanying English subtitles, which may not adequately translate Māori concepts particularly if words have no direct English equivalent, it gave insights to the cultural and spiritual importance of kumara to the growers that was not adequately captured from any stakeholder interviews conducted in English. Additionally, both articles enabled access to perspectives from project participants who
it had not been possible to interview. Each news item was transcribed and quotes used by project participants were included in the dataset for analysis as described in Section 3.5.

Extracts from two SFF promotional publications were also included in the dataset as these provided useful insights to the agency’s narrative of applied research, sustainability and communities of interest (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 2010; Sustainability Farming Fund, 2008/2009). It also complemented the insights SFF personnel gave about their motivations for engaging in participatory research and their current and future expectations of the process as discussed in Section 4.2. Two draft documents about agricultural extension in New Zealand provided by policy interviewees were reviewed as these gave insights to political support for participatory research, policy’s expectations of agricultural extension projects and clarification of “under-performance” in agriculture – which had featured in policy respondents’ interviews (Section 4.2.2). Two additional policy reports, one about technology transfer (MAF, 2012) and a review of SFF (Kinnect Group, 2014) were reviewed in the later stages of this research to give up to date context to the research’s findings that had emerged during the analysis undertaken in 2010-2011.

3.4 Research integrity: Positionality and reflexivity

Qualitative methodologists, and particularly feminist scholars, have argued that all knowledge is situated and the subjectivity of the researcher influences both the research process and its knowledge production (Kindon et al., 2007; Newton & Parfitt, 2011; Rose, 1997; Skelton, 2000). The researcher must therefore be self-reflective about their position in the research process to expose and address how their position may influence the research process and to limit bias (Hoggart et al., 2002; Longhurst, 2003; Stoecker, 2005).

This research recognises that qualitative interviewing can never be totally objective, removed, and value-free. Since meaning-making emerges from an interactive process of information sharing between interviewer and interviewee, it is important to open up the interview process, and indeed the whole research process to reflexivity – a self-critical process of reflective enquiry. As Newton and Parfitt, (2012: 80) argue,
“the researcher is able to contextualise findings and account for how their position affects not only their experience in the field but the actual process of knowledge production”.

Reflexivity was a critical consideration during the data gathering, interpretation and writing phases of this research. Sultana (2007: 376) contends that reflexivity enables the researcher to think how “one is inserted in grids of power relations and how that influences methods, interpretations, and knowledge production”. In this research it was important to address issues that might influence the relationships with research participants as data gathering is recognised to be both intrusive and to create potential dilemmas between the researcher’s and the participants’ social identities and social situatedness (Nagar & Geiger, 2007).

As a result, issues relating to gender, urban/rural divides, age and power differentials were considered prior to undertaking the fieldwork. Methodologists encourage such reflexivity in the researcher as a means of limiting bias in the research design since it requires the researcher to think before, during and after how they may affect the process of enquiry and the process of knowledge production (Nagar & Geiger, 2007; Sultana, 2007). Reflexivity is increasingly seen as an important consideration in both sustainability research (Franklin & Blyton, 2011; Roling, 2002), farming systems research (Darnhofer et al., 2012; Elzen, Barbier, Cerf, & Grin, 2012) and social learning (Wals & Rodela, 2014).

Newton and Parfitt’s (2011: 71) writing had particular appeal, since they claim the researcher must “strive for mutuality in research relationships.” While others agree with this sentiment, it appears mutuality is most acute in ethnographic studies (Enticott, 2012) and participatory action research (Newton & Parfitt, 2011), where the researcher embeds themselves in communities. However, it was considered to be no less important in this research and required consideration of the interviewer / interviewee dichotomy and how a female European urban graduate student in her late 40s/early 50s might affect the research process.

Hoggart, Lees and Davies (2002: 265) argue that no matter how much researchers attempt to free themselves of preconceptions they always carry “cultural baggage”. They contend that,
Quality research calls for approaching the field with a preparedness to change and challenge your existing ideas, not to act like a supercharged zealot determined to find class conflict, difference distinction or discrimination in every setting.

(Hoggart, Lees & Davies, 2002: 277)

Considerable self-reflection was required in the Crop Science for Māori project because of the cultural differences between the researcher and the Māori project participants. In the Māori communities on the East Cape this was compounded by lowered trust of outside researchers that had stemmed from the communities past experiences of being subjects of research rather than being viewed as genuine partners in research initiatives, and therefore not benefitting from research project outcomes (Bruges, 2006). Crop and Food Research (CFR), who were already working with the community in the Science for Community Change Programme and had established relationships with community members, assisted the researcher with introductions to project participants and this helped to engender trust in the research.

The researcher’s participation in a collaborative workshop with the community and project scientists provided awareness and understanding of Tikanga Māori (protocols and perspectives), Mātauranga Māori (traditional Māori knowledge), kaitiakitanga (guardianship), whanaungatanga (relationship), and whakapapa (genealogy / heritage) concepts that were recognised as fundamental to Māori and their engagement in the Crop Science for Māori project (Bourhill, Shaw, & Kerckhoffs, 2004). This understanding reinforced respect for previously understood protocols such as koha, but also raised an awareness of protocols around visits to crop sites where traditional protocols guided not only crop planting and husbandry but also visitor access. The researcher’s participation in workshops also provided further introductions to growers and enabled an opportunity to provide a presentation about this current research. This aided in separating this research from the field research being undertaken by the Crop Science for Māori scientists. This minimised the perception that the researcher was part of the Crop Science for Māori ‘science’ team, which might have affected interviewee’s responses to questions in interviews. In two cases in the Crop Science for Māori project, where the interviews had been pre-arranged with community members, the interview was digitally recorded, but where the interview was spontaneously arranged, digital recording was not used to minimise the intrusive nature of recording. As discussed above, participant observation was also used as a
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less intrusive method of data collection since this is recognised in the literature to limit differentials between researchers and research participants when researching across cultural divides (Clancey, 2013; Nadasdy, 1999).

For the projects that focused on the commercial production sectors of squash, potatoes, wheat and Precision Agriculture (which focused on farmers in the arable and vegetable sectors), interviews were mainly with male participants. Female farmers were more common in the Crop Science for Māori and walnut projects, where they worked independently, or in partnership with their partners/husbands. The inclusion of predominately male participants in the four commercial sector projects reflects the low level of female farmers in the sectors rather than a sampling bias. In these projects, female interviewees were usually from the farming groups or were project field technicians rather than farmers.

Data gathering is recognised to not take place in a “gender vacuum” (Herod, 2005). Indeed gender differences and similarities between the interviewer and the interviewee have been shown to affect the dynamics of the social interaction that take place during an interview. Gender does not just refer to one’s identity as male or female but to the way people are socialised about being male or female (Longhurst, 1999). The literature shows that gender may influence the access granted to an interviewer, shape participant behaviours, influence interviewee responses resulting in “storytelling” and lead to stereotyping (Herod, 2005; Padfield & Proctor, 1996).

In this research gender differences or similarities did not appear to influence access to participants or outwardly appear to alter their responses. No person approached to participate in this research declined to be interviewed. In all situations interviews were collegial, relaxed and free flowing. One of the female field technicians interviewed for this research did comment that being female had a positive effect on her relationship with farmers. She attributed this to her listening skills, her diplomatic approach to transferring information, and her willingness to learn from the farmers, characteristics she aligned more generally with being female. However, there appeared to be no outward indication that being a female researcher influenced the interview process in any way. Age similarities between the researcher and the interviewees may have lessened any effect caused by gender differences. Indeed, Herod (1993) notes that
rarely does gender alone shape interactions, but rather these are simultaneously affected by other characteristics of the interviewer including age.

Consideration was also given to how a researcher from a large urban university may be perceived in rural New Zealand. All conversations throughout this research, whether part of an interview or not, and across all ‘categories’ of rural participants were robust and friendly. Some research participants even saw the rural / urban difference as an opportunity to comment about other matters, including their perceptions of a rural/urban divide, tertiary education, tertiary graduates’ environmental attitudes, and attitudes of graduates in regulatory roles in regional councils.

Researcher positionality was not just considered during the data collection phase. As noted by Nagar and Geiger (2007), an awareness of positionality creates epistemological considerations relating to the ‘accuracy of representation’ that must be applied at all stages of the research process. Throughout the analytical phase, handwritten ‘analytical’ notes were kept (Saldana, 2009). Importantly these captured the researcher’s thoughts, ideas and questions as the analysis of the collected data gave rise to the thesis’ conceptual insights.

3.5 Data analysis

To unravel the complexity of the large body of evidence that was gathered in this research, data analysis was undertaken to code, order and structure the data. This ordering and structuring of the data reflects what Cope (2010: 282) calls partial data reduction to distil key themes, partial data organisation, and a “substantive” process of data exploration, analysis and ‘theory-building’.

Rather than use commercially available analysis software (such as CAQDAS), a simple computerised system for coding was developed using PAGES word processing software for first cycle coding, and EXCEL spreadsheet software for second cycle pattern or category coding. The use of this ‘personalised’ data analysis system made analysis more time-consuming but increased the intimacy with the data in an attempt to capture the complexities and nuances in participants’ perspectives. The advantages of having increased intimacy with the data has been recognised by Gallagher (cited in
Saldana, 2013: 26) in her study investigating youth and schooling. She found that while commercial software was effective for data management, it was inadequate for the nuanced and complex work of data analysis. [The software package] gave us style, but not substance, it sacrificed the attention to, and containment of, complexity we were after... In effect we returned to a manual [coding] system that respected the sheer quantity and complexity of qualitative data and the surrounding contexts.

Interview transcripts from 68 interviews, notes from interviews that were not recorded and selected media articles and documents (Section 3.3.4) were included in the dataset for analysis. Themes from the participatory and sustainability literatures presented in Chapters 1 and 2 initially provided a valuable starting point for investigation and the initial coding sought to identify key areas of interest at the project level. These focused around the following broad areas of enquiry:

- Project Partnerships – how actors described these and the conditions that led to these descriptions; expectations of partnerships;
- Actor relationships within projects and actor type relationships in general (e.g. scientist / farmer types) – how actors described these relationships and what conditions led to these descriptions;
- Power / power differentials in projects and how these were exhibited through struggles, tension, negotiation, resistance and the legitimisation (or not) of different knowledge;
- Learning processes – how actors collaborated in formal and informal ways;
- Engagement with wider communities of practice and how actors described this;
- Actor references to learning outcomes / change / paradigm shifts.

Two “cycles” of coding were applied. In the first cycle, “holistic coding” (Saldana, 2013:142) was initially undertaken as a “grand tour” (Saldana, 2013: 64) to gain a first impression of the data corpus. This coding reflects what Saldana (2013: 142) describes as a lumping rather than a splitting of the data. To capture diversity in the data a more in-depth second cycle coding followed. In this process a mixture of first cycle coding methods drawn from Saldana's in-vivo, description, values and process coding were applied. Saldana does not specifically mention this mixed method approach in his 2009 coding manual. However, in his 2013 edition he labels this approach as 'eclectic coding' (Saldana, 2013: 188).
The six cases were initially examined discretely to enable each ‘story’ to come through. In addition analytical notes were used to record areas of interest about similarities and differences between projects and between actor types across projects. The notes also recorded emergent areas of interest. This emergence of new areas of focus is not unusual during data analysis. Cope (2010) contends that the process of coding and theme-making is a somewhat messy process. Furthermore, Richards (2009) notes that data analysis is a very personal endeavour and cautions against the notion of themes simply emerging, as she says this evokes the mistaken belief of spontaneity. As this research found out, developing concepts (which Richards (2009: 74) rightly contends is a human construct) comes from careful data handling, which involves analysing and re-analysing the data.

As the dataset was analysed several times, the initial broad areas of enquiry revealed additional areas of interest not covered by the initial thesis’ focus of enquiry. For example, the initial ‘project focused’ enquiry omitted ‘wider contexts’ and influencers. On review, additional areas of enquiry were included to examine ‘institutional contexts’ to identify influences that occurred from outside the project such as institutional dynamics of funding systems, CRIs or farming groups. Furthermore, while the data were initially explored case by case, it was also decided to look at the data by actor type, since the note taking indicated points of interest, with more uniformity among the scientists across projects than the farming respondents.

Reflectivity through note-taking importantly opened up the data analysis and interpretation to self-reflection, which methodologists argue is critical throughout the entire research process (Charmaz, 2006; Cope, 2010; Richards, 2009; Saldana, 2009). This reflexivity challenged the initial participatory focus at the project level and led to a review of the thesis’ literature, which was initially focused on the participatory and sustainability literatures. To understand the emergent ideas about ‘contexts’ in the data, the agricultural innovation systems (AIS) literature was explored. This literature complemented the participatory literature since it valued participatory approaches and stakeholder learning. However, it also expanded the focus of the research’s initial literature review by providing valuable insights and understandings of institutional contexts in agricultural innovation systems (Klerkx et al., 2012). Engaging in the AIS literature led to a further analysis of the data. Although this was time consuming it
highlighted key issues about actors, institutions, interactions and infrastructure that
enable and disable innovation (Hekkert, Suurs, Negro, Kulhlmann, & Smits, 2007;
Klerkx et al., 2012; Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). For example, this analysis explored
the dataset for differences in how actors visualised themselves in their conversations
as innovators and the projects as innovation. It examined the influences on power
dynamics and how they were managed. It explored how actors engaged with wider
value chain actors, and how institutional dynamics sought to shape project
expectations, delivery and outcomes.

Engagement with the AIS literature opened the data to a literature that enabled the
projects to be viewed as participatory research in agricultural innovation systems.
Importantly, this acknowledged the wider system in which the investigated projects
were situated. This expansion of the project ‘context’ allowed for a deeper
understanding of multiple actor engagement in agricultural innovation systems. For
example this enabled analysis of the alignment (or not) of actors’ priorities that can
facilitate a shared vision, what AIS scholars refer to as guidance of the search (Hekkert
et al., 2007) an exploration of inclusion (or exclusion) of actors not just those directly
involved in the projects but also those from the wider value chain, and a focus on co-
production to enrich understanding of knowledge integration and knowledge diffusion in
multi-actor partnerships. The discussions in Chapter 4 on actors’ motivations and
expectations and in Chapter 5 on partnerships were informed by this engagement with
the data. This exploration also contributed to the discussions on transdisciplinary
partnerships in Section 7.5.

By allowing the data to highlight relevant literature that was not part of the research’s
initial literature focus illustrates the importance of reflexivity in the data analysis. The
data were not being forced into the existing participatory literature, but rather it pointed
to a need to explore a complementary and growing body of literature. In so doing this
where she claims the approach enables “insightful identification of relevant literature.”
Methodologists, particularly grounded theorists (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) have long
debated the arguments of forced versus emergent theory (Bendassolli, 2013). In this
research this “inductive sensitivity” ensured researcher reflexivity was applied at all
stages of the investigation. During the data analysis, reflexivity contributed significantly
to deeper understanding and particularly to the development of the thesis' conceptual model from the data.

Investigating the effect of outside dynamics enabled a deeper understanding of the 'pre-wired' expectations that actors bring to projects, which shape project objectives, relationships and delivery, and which affect project learning. With the AIS literature informing the investigation, the data analysis of the cases became as much about what the case study data did not reveal, as what it explicitly revealed. For example, this highlighted the low level of evidence for transdisciplinary partnerships in the projects.

With the AIS and participatory research literatures both informing the analysis, the second cycle code categories organised the data to assist with developing the concepts of the model presented in Chapter 7. This reflects what Cope describes as creating larger "trends, categories and common elements that are theoretically important" (Cope, 2003: 454). When a code could not be assigned to an existing category, a new category was created. The analysis of all the coding data led to a total of 20 categories, which were then further grouped into themes or meta-categories. While Saldana (2009) argues there is no consensus in the literature about the precise definition of a theme, in this research meta-categories clustered the 20 ‘second-cycle’ coding categories into three broad themes shown in Table 3.6. These themes form the discussions of the results in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis. The chapters each explore one of the key themes.

Creating categories allowed patterns to be seen. For example, when the codes were grouped a category of 'project initiators' emerged. Investigating this pattern further provided insights into how project relationships, delivery and outcomes were shaped by project initiation.

The meta-categories or themes were critical for informing the conceptual development, as these themes identified institutional contexts, actor relationships, and knowledge co-production and learning as critical aspects of projects. These aspects of projects form the key attributes of the thesis’ contribution – the conceptual model, referred to as the PROCLE model, that is outlined in Chapter 7. While institutions, partnerships and learning are discussed as discrete themes in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, Chapter 7 synthesises these themes as the data analysis revealed that institutional contexts
(Chapter 4), partnerships and relationships (Chapter 5), and knowledge integration and learning (Chapter 6) are highly inter-related dynamics of participatory research projects in agricultural innovation systems. The empirical evidence from this research has enabled the development of a conceptual model, which shows the inter-relatedness of project contexts, relationships and learning in participatory research.

Table 3.6: Analytical categories and themes that influenced chapter content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Theme 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy/Funding Motivations</td>
<td>INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT TO SUPPORT INNOVATION (Chapter 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy/Funding Expectations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists’ Motivations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists’ Expectations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming Groups Motivations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming Groups Expectations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain actor inclusion / exclusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Theme 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Initiators</td>
<td>PARTNERSHIP (Chapter 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Theme 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Production</td>
<td>LEARNING (Chapter 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Platforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation / Reflective Practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance / Barriers To Change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Sharing / Diffusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While the discrete discussion of each theme in a chapter of this thesis is somewhat artificial, given their inter-relatedness, it allows the empirical evidence of each attribute to be fully explored to inform the conceptual contribution in Chapter 7. For example, the exploration of learning in Chapter 6 enabled ‘the space for learning’ to be identified as a critical attribute of the model presented in Chapter 7. The empirical evidence presented in Chapter 6 also identified the ‘realisation’ of learning within the learning space. Understanding the theme deeply in the results chapters gave insight into the need for a learning space and also the importance of ‘filling’ this space to optimise learning, which is central to the conceptual contribution of this thesis as discussed in Chapter 7. The in-depth exploration of each theme in the chapters also assisted with the development of the thesis’ guidelines for sustainability implementation that are presented in Chapter 8.

The results chapters begin in Chapter 4 with a discussion of the institutional contexts that actors bring to projects. These contexts take the investigation of projects beyond the boundaries that are artificially determined by the funded dates of a project, to explore the influences that shape actors’ motivations and expectations of participatory research, as these set the landscape in which participatory research operates and also shape actors’ engagement in participatory research projects.

The discussion then moves in Chapter 5 to an examination of project partnerships. As the data analysis revealed the novel patterning of projects according to the initiator of a project, the discussion uses this pattern to provide valuable insights into how partnership categories (according to who initiates the partnership) affect project objectives and partner relationships.

The final results chapter addresses the theme of learning in projects. The ordering of learning as the last results chapter is intentional, since the data analysis revealed the effect that the other attributes – contexts and partnership has on learning. Understandings gathered from the empirical evidence presented in Chapter 6 provide the foundation for the identification of a ‘collaborative learning space’ that is pivotal to the conceptual model presented in Figure 7.1.
3.6 Summary

The methodology used in this research sought to enhance understanding of participatory research by unravelling the complexities of multi-stakeholder engagement in six cases where scientists and farmers collaborated to advance sustainability in agricultural innovation systems. The multiple case study approach provided a rich corpus of empirical data from stakeholder interviews, document review and participant observations. While the case studies are not replicates in an experimental sense, they nonetheless have in common the participatory engagement of scientists, farmers and other rural stakeholders working together. Through exploration and analysis of the cases’ commonalities and differences, insights have been gathered to build new understanding and develop conceptual insights. The findings, presented in the next four chapters, which are drawn out of a reflexive methodological approach using a cyclical process of deduction and induction, enrich and deepen the practice of participatory research and contribute to informing the theory which underpins this practice.
4.1 Introduction

Innovation cannot be simply viewed as invention as it is a “normatively laden” process of knowledge production that emerges from people’s perceptions and visions of the type of world they wish to live in (Klerkx et al., 2012: 458). Participatory research projects that seek to advance sustainability require actors to come together to create a shared vision to enable learning and the co-production of innovations, whether this be new ways of knowing (knowledge innovations) or doing (innovations in practices), or new tools (technological innovations). Innovation, particularly when progressing sustainability, is therefore a largely values-based process and is argued to be in part shaped by institutions that shape current ways of knowing and doing (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). These include for example the ‘formal’ institutions of rules, regulations and instructions and the ‘informal’ institutions of routines, habits, traditions, customs and social norms (Pfahl, 2005). As Klerkx, van Mierlo and Leeuwis, (2012: 458) state,

... production and exchange of (technical) knowledge are not the only prerequisites for innovation. Several additional factors play a key role, such as policy, legislation, infrastructure, funding, and market developments. Agricultural innovation is hence not just about adopting new technologies, it also requires a balance amongst new technical practices and alternative ways of organizing.

Existing institutions are argued to enable or disable innovations (Section 2.3.4). This chapter seeks to identify how institutions shape actors’ visions of participatory research...
and enable or disable innovation. “Institutional contexts” was a dominant theme to emerge from the data analysis (Section 3.4 and Table 3.6). This theme was largely formed from data categories that grouped interviewees’ motivations for engaging in participatory research and their expectations of participatory research. To explore this theme, the chapter examines policy/funding, science, and farming group actors’ motivations for engaging in, and their expectations of, participatory research. Exploring why major project actors engage in participatory research and their expectations of the participatory process importantly identifies the institutional constraints that actors take to projects. These have the potential to disable the creation of a shared vision between actors that is necessary for innovation co-production. This chapter’s discussion provides a foundation for understanding how institutions might shape project partnerships and actor learning, which are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.2 Policy/funding actors’ motivations and expectations

4.2.1 Background to policy and funding actors in this research

New Zealand’s Sustainable Farming Fund (SFF) is a central government funding agency which supports the funding of private/public partnerships in agriculture. Policy recognises the Fund as an exemplar of participatory partnerships (PCE, 2004. See also Section 3.2.1). It funded five of the six projects in this research. The Crop Science for Māori project was funded through the Foundation for Research Science and Technology (FRST), a government science-funding agency. Both the SFF and FRST funding agendas reflect an increasing move worldwide by policy and funding agencies to challenge scientists to adopt more participatory approaches in their research (Bruges & Smith, 2008; Smith & Halliwell, 2011).

Six actors from SFF and policy agencies were interviewed in this research to provide insights about New Zealand’s funding and policy agencies’ support for participatory research at the micro-level. The following sections identify policy and funding agencies’ motivations for supporting, and expectations of, participatory research as articulated by individuals from these agencies. The discussion explores how agencies’ motivations and expectations may shape micro-level collaboration between farmers and scientists.
4.2.2 Policy/funding agency actors’ motivations for supporting participatory research

Policy/funding actors in this research valued the move towards demand-driven extension. A policy actor described SFF’s establishment as a “breath of fresh air”, when he stated,

It was initiated on Sutton’s view [the Minister of Agriculture] that there had to be a better way to achieve change on the ground in rural New Zealand... There was nothing to support the producer-led, community-led approach other than the Sustainable Management Fund but that didn't tackle anything in the production field. So really [SFF] was a breath of fresh air.

Participant R26O

This actor's comments position demand-driven research and extension as being a “better way” to “achieve change on the ground”. Furthermore the focus of SFF on production agriculture clearly differentiated the fund from the purely ‘environmental’ funds in New Zealand, while its focus on being "producer-led" / "community-led" differentiated it from the science funds which often focused on fundamental science research. This same policy actor emphasised the fund’s production agriculture focus by stating that SFF was never intended to be a science fund or “science funding in drag” (Participant R26O). In keeping with international trends, this actor reveals that SFF was established to support farmers’ needs and be more responsive to the dynamic economic and social conditions of production agriculture.

SFF’s documentation gives further insight to policy's motivations for supporting demand-driven initiatives. A promotional brochure (SFF, 2007) claims the fund is based around the creation of ‘communities of interest’, while an in-house review at the fund’s 10-year anniversary claimed it is these “communities” that are the key driver of project success as SFF claim they engender greater project ownership by farming groups, “from conception through to adoption” (SFF, 2010). There is an implicit suggestion in these documents that community ownership is critical for driving “change on the ground”, although the documents acknowledge that ownership must occur at all stages of a project. Both the participatory and AIS literatures recognise the connection between community ownership of a project and any subsequent ownership of the outcomes (Klerkx & Leeuwis 2009; Pretty, 1995).
The SFF documentation (SFF, 2007) describes its communities of interests as land managers, industry organisations, agribusinesses, consultants and researchers who “come together to tackle a shared problem or develop a new opportunity.” Policy actors interviewed in this research valued the fund as a means to foster relationships and collaboration among potentially divergent rural stakeholders. The fund’s claim to successfully foster relationships between agricultural stakeholders is supported by an independent review of SFF (Kinnect Group, 2014), which found that project partnerships enhanced relationships and networks between farmers, rural communities, scientists, local government and industry bodies.

The motivation for stimulating change on the ground is further outlined in a Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) 2010 draft document (anonymous, undated), provided by one of the interviewees, which highlighted an urgent need to target ‘underperformance’ in the agricultural sector. The document’s contention of underperformance in agriculture was supported by studies such as a 2006 assessment of technology uptake in the dairy sector which identified a low level of development and adoption of sophisticated new technologies, as well as poor recognition amongst farmers and rural professionals of the benefits of technologies (Jago & Ohnstad, 2006). The MAF document (anonymous, undated) states,

“There is broad agreement among sector participants that the technology transfer system is showing symptoms of underperformance in terms of contributing to increased productivity and improved environmental performance.”

This quote demonstrates a desire to address under-performance. Demand-driven applied research and extension initiatives are seen to offer an approach to agricultural research that addresses this underperformance through participatory endeavours that have direct relevance to farmers and direct application on the farm. Interviews with policy actors and review of policy documents reveal that policy and funding agencies have been motivated to support participatory research in New Zealand largely to foster and create multi-disciplinary partnerships that will work together to address a shared problem in order to improve economic and environmental performance in the agricultural sector. As a policy actor explained,
We have got this long tail of underperformance and our current mechanisms don’t kind of get that. What we know from past experience is that it is quality not quantity that counts in the engagement.

*Participant R25O*

The support by policy and funding agencies for demand-driven initiatives can be viewed positively as an enabling factor to support innovation that advances sustainability. Demand-driven initiatives move research and extension away from linear approaches that are increasingly recognized as unlikely to bring about marked changes in agricultural practice and thinking that addresses the complexity of sustainability (Section 2.2). Internationally, policy agencies view the move away from a “science-push” towards a demand-driven research and extension system as a positive move (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009), since they claim the latter is more focused on farmers’ needs and more responsive to dynamic economic and social conditions (Umali & Schwartz, 1994). On a practical level, policy agencies also appear to favour the associated reduction in the costs of research and extension from no longer having to provide a solely public extension service (Ameur, 1994).

Bruges and Smith (2008), however, raise concerns over the appropriateness of using participatory research to achieve policy goals that promote change towards sustainable agriculture. They caution that the absence of discussion by policymakers and scholars around the use of participatory research to achieve policy goals may lead to participatory research being employed simply to reduce costs and legitimize predetermined goals.

### 4.2.3 Policy/funding agencies expectations of participatory research

Interviews with policy actors suggested that there was increasing political expectation for greater transparency and accountability of public funds. As a fund that encourages community-led initiatives, policy actors claimed that SFF has had to balance the need for financial accountability with management flexibility. This approach, which a policy actor called “active management” (Participant R26O) was claimed to be founded on “sensible but strong internal controls” and “flexible, friendly supportive systems” to give project teams autonomy to collaborate and engage.
I think a big part of the reputation that the programme has is founded in that flexibility and problem solving and expecting that things could go pear-shape from time to time.

Participant R26O

An SFF project adviser also reinforced the need for balance, “we don’t want them [fund recipients] to spend all the time report writing but we need to know that they are on track” (Participant R24O). The research shows the recognition that policy actors had of creating a supportive but flexible policy framework. Empirical evidence from Landcare projects in Australia supports the need for good agency management in private/public demand-driven networks (Curtis, 1998) and the positive effects this has on sustainability outcomes (Campbell, 1994, 1998; Curtis & De Lacy, 1996; Nicholson et al., 2003).

Interviews with farming groups in this research, however, suggested that the fund’s tolerance for balance was lessening. One farming group manager suggested that an increasing demand for accountability was leading to an overly bureaucratic approach to SFF fund management. His following statement suggests that the pressure for accountability was coming from forces outside the fund.

I just worry that it is becoming bureaucratic which is a burden to those who are involved in the process - I mean themselves as well, and it is not their doing necessarily.

Participant R75Wh

This quote suggests that political pressure may be eroding the participatory framework on which SFF’s participatory research partnerships originally thrived. This concern is reinforced by a recent independent review of SFF (Kinnect 2014:14), which noted growing concern amongst project managers about increased bureaucracy and rules, which were taking precedence over effective project outcomes.

Support for participatory research brings with it clear expectations of change on the ground. However, the interviewees revealed that an increasing requirement for accountability of public funds may under-value participatory research which in turn undermines the ability to effect real change. The Science for Community Change (SCC) programme (Section 3.2.1), from where the six cases investigated in this research were drawn, provides evidence of the tensions that exist between motivations, expectations and funding accountability. Science interviewees from the
Science for Community Change Programme believed that their original funding proposal aligned well with the call by policy and funding agencies for research to demonstrate active engagement with end users and provide direct benefits to end users. Their original proposal fully embraced a comprehensive programme of participatory research by setting out eight objectives involving seven multi-disciplinary partnerships between physical and social scientists and farming groups in participatory learning networks in seven participatory research projects. The funders, however, rejected this extensive proposal and interviewees explained that the research institute was left to reluctantly accept a substantially reduced programme with only two objectives. The Crop Science for Māori project (Table 3.1) formed the first objective while the remainder of the original programme was reduced to a single objective examining five ‘existing’ public-private projects funded by the Sustainable Farming Fund (these projects are described in Table 3.1).

The substantially modified programme raises questions about whether policy and funding agencies will support an ambitious goal for science research to be client-focused, cost effective, transparent and publicly accountable while promoting agriculture change that improves economic and environmental performance in the rural sector. The reduced SCC proposal from eight to two objectives illustrates what Buhler et al. (2002: 123) suggest is “compromised participation”. This has the potential to undermine the effectiveness of participatory endeavours, particularly when partners require time to develop trusting relationships.

Increasing accountability of funds was also shown to be affecting routines of SFF projects. Fund managers gave insight into how projects might be expected to articulate ‘change’.

We are now starting to ask candidates to suggest key performance indicators for their projects - very much outcome focused. So it won’t be how many scientific papers have been published in peer-reviewed journals, it could be how many field days did you have, what was the attendance like and how have you since measured changes in behaviour. So I think there has been a significant change in focus and concern about not just throwing out money from the skies but really assessing what good we achieve.

Participant R29O

The measurement of success using quantifiable outcomes has been shown to undermine the foundational base for participatory research, since many of the
outcomes of participatory research, such as trust-building and collaboration, are recognised to be difficult to quantify (Murray, 2000). Measurements such as the number of field days may indicate the level of activity, but they do not indicate underlying social dimensions of projects such as collaboration leading to concerted action, which the participatory literature recognises to be essential for fostering sustainability (Franklin & Blyton, 2011; Keen et al., 2005b; Roling & Wagemakers, 1998b; Van Den Ban & Hawkins, 1988). Van den Ban and Hawkins (1988) show that a focus on quantifiable outcomes leads to a preference for innovations that diffuse rapidly, such as simple innovations or innovations that maintain the dominant thinking. Simple innovations, which do not necessarily challenge the dominant thinking will have limited effect in complex systems where changes to deeply rooted agricultural practices may instead be needed to challenge the assumptions and values that drive current thinking and practice (Keen, Dyball & Brown, 2005). A farming group respondent stated that a focus on measurable key performance indicators (KPIs) discourages aspirational research:

The real risk of key performance indicators will be, you have science being driven by a key performance indicator instead of by innovation or getting unique outcomes. So you write in key performance indicators that you know you are going to achieve - that are a piece of cake.

*Participant R75Wh*

Funding regimes may similarly be undermining participatory research. Farming groups expressed concern at the way applied research and extension was funded. They claimed that short-term funding and one-off project funding, as opposed to long-term programme funding do not drive durable change. A farming group manager explained:

We need stable funding in extension, the same as they are trying to do with the stable funding of science - that addresses the science bit, but no one is doing anything to address the extension bit.

*Participant R01L*

An SFF project officer also acknowledged that short-term funding bought with it challenges, when she openly declared that ‘change’ could take time:

It would be very very rare that we have been able to have an uptake of anything in three years.

*Participant R24O*

The interviews with policy and funding actors showed a desire to support client-focused, cost effective, transparent and publicly accountable research to promote real
change that would improve economic and environmental performance in the rural sector. While there appeared to be a genuine desire to recognise the need for a balance in participatory research projects that allowed flexibility with accountability, the balance appeared to be shifting. Evidence from Landcare farmers’ networks in Australia shows that when policy changes bring about a more bureaucratic approach to fund management, the conditions under which these networks operated was eroded, and this led to their decline (Wadsworth 2010 – Section 1.3.4).

4.2.4 Policy/funding agencies enabling and disabling factors for fostering innovation in participatory research

This research illustrates the critical role policy and funding agencies play in determining the framework for innovation and supporting private/public partnerships in agriculture to advance sustainability. Table 4.1 presents the findings from Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 and lists dynamics of policy and funding agencies’ identified in this research that have the potential to enable or disable innovation. As stated earlier (Sections 2.3.4 and 4.1), existing institutions are known to both enable or disable innovations (Klerkx et al., 2012; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011).

Table 4.1 shows that policy and funding agencies’ motivations for supporting participatory research in general have an enabling effect on innovation in that their support for participatory provides opportunities and resources for these endeavours to occur. However, their expectations of participatory research have significant potential to constrain innovation in that they may both underestimate and undermine the collaborative and adaptive nature of participatory relationships and learning through increasingly bureaucratic management regimes. The research also reveals that policy agencies may set an a priori narrative of expected change that potentially underestimates and undervalues the practical realities of multi-stakeholder engagement and the dynamic and unpredictable nature of how knowledge is developed and adopted in farming communities (Section 2.3.1). These constraints have the potential to markedly compromise participatory endeavours and are addressed in Chapters 5 and 6 to examine their effect on partnerships and learning.
Table 4.1: Factors of policy/funding actors that enable and disable innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy/Funding Agencies Enabling and Disabling Factors for Innovation to Support Sustainable Agriculture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enabling Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial enablers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Financial support for demand-driven research and extension through public funding of initiatives such as SFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demand-driven research and extension opens up funding avenues for non-science sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Public private sector funding model provides support for natural resource management research in production agriculture. The projects in this research show funds are being directed at managing negative impacts of agricultural externalities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SFF funds accessibility to small players such as the walnut industry group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political enablers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Political support for demand-driven extension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funds actively challenge scientists to engage in participatory research / transdisciplinary partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexible Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Active fund management – allowing a balance between flexibility and accountability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disabling Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tensions from policy goals targeting both environmental / economic underperformance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increasing economic alignment of innovation policy with the knowledge economy may undermine initiatives directed at environmental underperformance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Potential under-estimation of the practical difficulties of reconciling policy goals in participatory research may lead to ‘compromised participation’ as evidenced by modifications made to the SCC programme proposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prescriptive management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accountability of public funds can limit the scope of participatory endeavours as evidenced by the SCC programme modification. This has the potential to undermine and undervalue a policy goal to bring about agricultural change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Active ‘fund’ management being replaced by a more bureaucratic approach to fund management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fund regimes that seek quantifiable measurements and KPIs which are known to devalue non-quantifiable outcomes (Murray, 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Short term and one-off project funding of applied projects potentially underestimates and undervalues the timeframes needed to bring about significant and durable change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• KPIs encourage targets that are easy to achieve and discourage aspirational research initiatives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Science actors’ motivations and expectations

4.3.1 Background to the scientists in this research

Science actors interviewed in this research were overwhelmingly government research scientists working for either Crop and Food Research (CFR) or HortResearch, one of the government-owned Crown Research Institutes (CRI). HortResearch and Crop and Food Research were merged in 2008 to form Plant and Food Research (PFR). One research scientist in the walnut project was a private scientist (although initially when contracted to the project had been working at Lincoln University) and another in the squash project was a retired government scientist who was contracted as an advisor to the squash industry group. Except for the retired scientist, all others were active researchers in their respective projects, most having direct field research roles, while a few took a research oversight role.

4.3.2 Motivations and norms that influence how scientists practise science

Interviews with scientists in this research indicated that they were motivated by both professional and personal factors. All interviewed scientists were personally motivated by a curiosity to answer questions about the world. One scientist put it rather succinctly,

...for scientists the main driver is the question and that is why they go into science.

Participant R48L

To answer questions, scientists overwhelmingly used experimental research in which their role as the scientist was viewed as an objective observer. Technology transfer to end-users was largely perceived to follow technology/knowledge development. In most conversations with scientists there was an implicit assumption that technology/knowledge development was to be undertaken by scientists, while in some conversations this was stated explicitly, as the following scientist explained,
I always thought …you had to do the science first, so I tried to put as much as I could into the science to get the information out.

*Participant R43P*

Scientists’ personal motivations were influenced by the research environment, and in particular the contestable funding system in which they operated. For all but one of the interviewed research scientists, New Zealand’s competitively funded science system, and the business structure of the CRI they worked for, was vastly different from the science system that existed in New Zealand when they began their careers. Scientists claimed their CRI rewarded them for scientific outputs from publications, citations and commercial intellectual property, a feature noted also by Hunt (2009) in her ethnographic study of a CRI. Scientists therefore valued large research grants because these enabled them to undertake long-term fundamental research that provided opportunities for publications in prestigious journals, which increased their professional reputation.

One scientist overtly claimed that the narrow focus and short-term duration of applied research typically did not meet the statistical rigor demanded by both international publications and their research institute’s own biometricians. This meant applied research papers were often relegated to local rather than international journals. This scientist described the dilemma of trying to publish results from a one-year applied participatory research project:

*The European Journal of Plant Pathology* – they can’t publish that. If I had two years work I could have put it in *Plant Disease* but we only had the funding for that one year with no repeats of that. I can’t publish it in *Plant Disease*, but it was a nice piece of work, beautiful results. So *NZ Plant Protection* they take it, and because I know for that work there is no other subsequent work that comes into it, it won’t go anywhere else.

*Participant R65Wa*

Applied research that required science to be narrowly focused and easily communicated to meet farmers’ needs therefore risked being seen by scientists and their institutes as less important than fundamental research. Scientists who undertook applied research reported feeling torn between the requirements of their employer and the traditions of science to publish in prestigious research, and the needs of their
farming group partners to produce practical tools or knowledge that was relevant to farmers. The previous scientist went on to explain this tension:

As a scientist at the end of the day I don’t really care about the grower, I care about my science, the grower becomes a tool for me to do my science. And that is controversial for me, because I DO care about my growers, but I have other interests as well, other than the grower’s best interests, and for my own career interests the grower’s best interest is NOT my best interest - from a career point of view and a publication perspective.

Participant R65Wa

In a competitive funding environment, a significant portion of a scientist’s time was spent writing applications for what many described as “over-subscribed” funding rounds. Project-based participatory research with its short-term applied focus, while described as enjoyable rarely met the criteria for access to the large fundamental science research grants. Nonetheless with larger grants often described as difficult to secure, scientists found applied research a useful means for securing funding, as one scientist explained:

[You have to] come up with ideas and do something quickly because you are running out of funding. To be honest there has been a fair number of projects where the researchers are scratching around for money and, “oh let’s put in an SFF proposal - what ideas have we got.” And then they go looking for the community group. I don’t want to bag that too badly because you are dealing with the everyday reality of trying to fund people that need to put bread on the table and some of those projects have worked out really very well.

Participant R14M

This quote captures the realities of operating in a contested funding environment and identifies the risk that applied projects may not be primarily driven by an ethic that is committed to community-based research. This leads to research that is potentially retro-fitted into an applied umbrella to meet funding requirements.

4.3.3 Organisational expectations and science practice

While the contestable funding system in which scientists operated shaped how scientists practised science, it required them to be adaptable, to avoid being what one research scientist bluntly called, “cures looking for a disease”. No longer could they be
creatures of habit, reluctant to move out of one narrow field of research. Indeed nearly all of the scientists interviewed for this research were no longer working in the same field they worked in when they participated in the SFF projects under investigation, and for which they were interviewed. Some had become science managers, some had moved overseas to work in science organisations, one had moved to the tertiary education sector, while others were working in different research fields in New Zealand “to follow” the research funding. It was clear that the unpredictability of funding in the science system presented significant personal and professional challenges. As a scientist stated:

So you have to change the system from time to time and that of course is an anathema to people who want stability in their jobs.

*Participant R14M*

Scientists articulated in their conversations a continual struggle with meeting organisational research requirements while also being challenged to engage with end users. A scientist explained:

When a scientist is doing research, ... that is where the bulk of their time goes, they don't have time to go out and talk to this grower and that one...

*Participant R48S*

Research requirements limited opportunities for relationship building with stakeholders outside the science system. While the CRIs *Statements of Core Purpose* explicitly state a need to create strong and long relationships with key stakeholders, a scientist lamented that the increasing corporatization of the CRIs bought with it a changed culture that focused on research and not relationships. In talking about being part of a CRI who had just undergone a merger he stated:

The new institute has a different culture – it’s all about the science and not about relationships and this place has become very, very quiet and dull… When the world is driven by bean counters, you lose the point of who grew the beans in the first place.

*Participant R14M*

Scientists also claimed the combined business and research focus of the CRIs meant project funds were directed as much as possible towards the science investigation.
They claimed this limited availability of funds for project communication and extension. A senior research scientist who had managed many applied projects stated:

There is always institutional pressure to keep as much of the funding within the group as you can, and that is understandable but not always the best way of getting the project done.

*Participant R14M*

To meet organisational research expectations, scientists typically placed emphasis on the science research and confined project ‘extension’ to the final year when research results were known. This occurred in two of the projects in this research (discussed in Chapter 6). Extension, which was most commonly verbalised in this research by scientists as ‘technology transfer’, often consisted of a written report for the farming group partner and some research seminars. Many scientists felt inadequately equipped to engage in a meaningful way with non-science audiences, as this required a set of skills many felt they did not possess. As one scientist explained:

Scientists do want to see [their research] make a difference but that [extension] is a whole new ball game that requires another set of skills… Scientists aren't often good people-people.

*Participant R48S*

While this comment may seem to stereotype scientists, scientists acknowledged their motivations for entering science were focused on research and not communication. Project reports were typically written for science audiences. The previous scientist recalled the numerous applied project reports he had read over the years.

I thought OK these are scientists that have written these reports and it doesn’t even make sense to me, they haven’t explained really well what they are doing, and why they are doing it, the relevance it has to the industry. They come up with a whole bunch of recommendations which don’t really connect with where a grower might be thinking, they haven’t really understood what the grower really wanted, they just have come up with some objectives and done the objectives but they haven’t really understood why the grower is really interested in this or why the industry is really interested.

*Participant R48S*
A science manager expressing concern at an increasing perception by some scientists that writing a report constituted project extension, bluntly stated, “[the CRIs] shouldn’t be doing it.” An organisational expectation that scientists should focus on research, meant project extension, a critical part of participatory research that connected projects with farming communities of practice, was left under-resourced and under-valued.

...technology transfer is the ‘D’ of R and D [Research and Development]. Where New Zealand is at, maybe we do need to spend more on D than R – but at the moment we have that sitting on shelves.

Participant R27O

A farming group manager similarly expressed concern that the competitive environment in which scientists operate, was increasingly creating a science sector that was disconnected from the farming sector, a feature also noted in a recent survey about technology transfer in New Zealand (MPI, 2012). The farming group manager stated:

I think New Zealand science is in a terrible state at the moment because we are meant to have a whole heap of scientists that are real innovative people that are rushing to our door to say boy have I got the best idea for you, and they are not...there has always been flexibility within the funding system for a manager who is prepared to put his neck on the line to say I will give you X thousand dollars to go away and come up with something smart... But they are not prepared to put their neck on the line because it is all about these outcomes that are preconceived.

Participant R75Wh

The interviews with scientists in this research revealed uniformity across all scientists, irrespective of the project in which they participated. Scientists’ conversations were typically illustrated with wider revelations about the personal and professional factors that shape how they conduct and communicate research. These conversations overwhelmingly illustrate the tensions that exist between the demands of participatory research and the scientist’s personal motivations for engaging in science. Findings also indicate how organisational expectations influence how scientists operate in a competitively funded and economically focused research environment.
4.3.4 Enabling and disabling factors that influence scientists’ engagement in participatory research

The data analysis and document review conducted for this research indicated that the institutional context in which government scientists operate both enables and disables innovation in participatory research projects. Table 4.2 presents the factors that may enable and disable scientists’ engagement in participatory research. These are grouped into personal, institutional, organisational and educational factors that influence the way research is conducted and communicated and affect the way scientists engage in participatory research that seeks to foster innovation to advance sustainability.

The table shows these factors can have an enabling effect on micro-level engagement. However, the empirical evidence from this research reveals that overwhelmingly they act to disable scientists’ engagement in micro-level participatory endeavours that are sought to advance a move towards sustainable agriculture.
### Scientists’ Enabling and Disabling Factors for Innovation to Support Sustainable Agriculture

#### Enabling Factors

**Personal enablers**
- Scientists’ personal curiosity, knowledge and skills to answer questions about the real world.
- Personal enjoyment of applied research.

**Organisational enablers**
- Organisational infrastructure that supports scientists’ engagement in projects.
- Recognition of research opportunities from applied research partnerships.

#### Disabling Factors

**Personal disablers**
- Scientists’ worldviews of science and being a scientist that may not be realised by engaging in applied research.
- Scientists’ perception they are ill-equipped with the skills for collaborative engagement in participatory research with non-scientists.
- Career prospects and professional reputation that bias fundamental research.
- Limited understanding of non-research components of projects.
- Epistemology that devalues knowledge that is not derived from rigorous experimental approaches to research.

**Formal and informal institutional disablers**
- Participation in applied partnerships to satisfy job security rather than a genuine commitment to community-based research.
- Traditions and methodologies that promote linear approaches to research and extension.
- CRI regimes and routines that reward quantifiable outputs and make it difficult to realize partners’ expectations.
- Regimes and routines of publishers and biometricians that may bias fundamental research.
- CRI ‘research’ focus that has the potential to devalue non-research components of projects and limit funds for extension.
- CRI business & commercial focus that limits transdisciplinary collaboration and favours commercial ventures (see also Hunt 2006).
- Funding regimes that allocate applied research to the less lucrative short-term grants.
- Competitive funding creating research adaptability to secure funding, fosters instability & limits relationship building with industry

**Educational disablers**
- Education and training that may not equip scientists with the skills needed for collaborative engagement.
4.4 Farming motivations and expectations

4.4.1 Background to farming groups in this research

All farming groups were motivated to engage in participatory partnerships with the science sector. However, this section shows groups were motivated for different reasons and to differing degrees.

Farming groups were either industry-good bodies or voluntary farmer groups. The industry good bodies were the squash rot project’s Squash Industry Group (formally the Kabocha Industry Group), and the potato aphid project’s Potatoes NZ, (both product groups in Horticulture New Zealand (HortNZ)), and the Wheat Calculator project’s Foundation for Arable Research (FAR). The voluntary farmer groups were LandWISE, which managed the precision agriculture projects, the Walnut Industry Group (WIG), which managed the walnut blight project, and the East Coast Organic Producers Trust (ECOP) from the Crop Science for Māori project.

Industry good bodies allow for sector interests to be represented in policy and in industry relevant research. They are principally funded by a compulsory levy paid by farmers in accordance with the Commodity Levies Act 1990, although they also receive money from grants, sponsorship and sales. Farmers vote on the maintenance of the levy at nominated intervals and typically they receive wide farmer support, with FAR receiving over 80% support from arable farmers during the 2011 membership vote for the continuation of the levy (FAR website, 2014). FAR’s commodity levy is primarily used to maximise farmer profitability and increase productivity through investment in research, development and on-farm activities. HortNZ uses its levy to “protect growers’ interests, increase fruit and vegetable consumption and improve profitability of the entire industry”. They claim that for every dollar of levy money received, they return around $NZ30 in value to growers (Horticulture New Zealand, 2012). Levy funds are also used to leverage further funding from government agencies such as the Sustainable Farming Fund.

Unlike the industry good groups that have a relatively secure and known income base from the commodities levy, LandWISE and WIG are reliant on voluntary membership, sponsorship and funding grants. LandWISE, unlike WIG, is not industry specific, although the group primarily serves farmers in the arable and vegetable sectors. Both
groups draw strongly on the financial and human capital of their membership. Government funding of projects assists them to further their research interests, advance crop knowledge through research, and in the case of LandWISE, to support staff. Both groups do not have a large subscribed membership base, so their long-term survival is principally dependent on their success in grant applications. Interviews indicated that this reliance on government grants makes them vulnerable to changes in the research priorities of policy and funding agencies.

The Crop Science for Māori project’s ECOP (East Coast Organic Producers) Trust is a charitable trust. It was established around 2000 with the aim of improving the social and economic outlook for Māori on the East Cape. ECOP members are predominantly but not exclusively Māori from across the East Cape region. Membership of this group is difficult to quantify and while estimated to be around 50 landowners, by the start of the Crop Science for Māori project, only 5-10 ECOP landowners were able to be identified (Bruges, 2006).

4.4.2 Farming groups’ motivations for engaging in participatory research

Farming groups’ motivations for engaging in participatory research are not uniform. The groups could be divided into three groupings. 1) Those with a research focus, which included FAR, LandWISE and WIG who were motivated by a need for industry related research and who fostered within their sector environmental, economic and social dimensions of sustainability. 2) Those with an economic focus included the Squash Industry Group and Potatoes NZ, who fostered economic sustainability in their unpredictable and volatile sectors. 3) ECOP who had principally a cultural focus with aims and objectives that sought to advance the socio-cultural dimensions of sustainability. Motivations of each group are outlined below.

Research as a primary motivator

FAR, LandWISE and WIG have a strong research and extension focus. All three groups have a history and a group culture of being engaged in research. The structure and genesis of these groups underpins the way they consider and engage in research.
FAR was established in 1995 following significant restructuring in the wheat industry when a group of farmers proactively created a “new model” (Participant R75Wh) for sector engagement following the dissolution of New Zealand’s public extension services. The FAR manager explained, “there was a vacuum, we had nothing there.” (Participant R75Wh).

FAR’s head office is strategically located in Lincoln next to its main science provider, Plant and Food Research (previously Crop and Food Research and HortResearch). FAR’s website describes the organisation as “an applied research and information transfer organisation…” (FAR website, 2013). Levy money funds a Strategic Research Committee and six regionally based Arable Research Groups. This focus on research is evident in the 70-80% of levy funds that FAR directs into research relevant to the arable industry. Indeed FAR’s reputation was claimed by interviewees to be built on its independent, unbiased and trusted arbitration of crop trials. As an arable farmer explained:

You constantly have to stay in touch with what is happening in the industry. It is the independence of FAR’s trials that is important because advertising can sell a lot these days…FAR is really the main [source of information] for arable farming… Every levy payer gets the FAR newsletter, you don’t have to be a member you are a member because you are a levy payer… All the companies send newsletters out but a lot of the stuff in their newsletters is derived from FAR.

Participant R71Wh

Like FAR, LandWISE was established by a group of proactive farmers in 1999 in partnership with other interested rural stakeholders to respond to growing concerns about the effect of wind erosion on the light soils of the Hawkes Bay region. The group undertakes its own independent research and also partners with research organisations such as Plant and Food Research, Landcare Research and Massey University. A farmer who was a foundational member explained his interest in establishing the group:

I got a Nuffield Scholarship, so I went to the States - I looked at strip tillage or minimum till systems and irrigation management – and when we came back from that … a few of us got together and started forming the idea of some sort of sustainable cropping group. I had the ideas of the Nuffield to feed into that…

Participant R04L
WIG similarly was motivated by a desire to develop practical and useful knowledge specific to the walnut sector. Having a number of members who were scientists or engineers, they sought a strong connection with science research and established an association with Lincoln University, where they had access to a walnut research orchard to conduct field trials. Walnut growers sought knowledge about walnut production and they made this knowledge available to current and prospective growers. The group had compiled a *Walnut Grower’s Manual* that contained the collective knowledge from their research initiatives. The following sentiment from a walnut grower showed how important knowledge production was to the walnut industry’s culture:

> The walnut growers … they are interested in the science and I think most of them are able to comprehend the knowledge. There is a lot of interest because there are very relevant questions. There is a high level of understanding within the industry.

*Participant R54Wa*

The walnut group’s commitment to research had led to the group establishing a research and development sub-committee. This committee, which consisted of many of their science members provided research direction to the wider group and oversaw all research activities. As one member who was not a scientist explained:

> There are people … who have got that scientific background. I think if they weren’t there a lot of those things wouldn’t happen and they have their own orchards so they have their own interest in it. Things like benchmarking – that kind of thing only happens because we have those scientific people who know from other information the value of these things.

*Participant R63Wa*

The analysis of these three groups showed that their research focus provided a strong motivation to engage in participatory projects to enable their membership to connect with science to further both economic and environmental goals. They were keen to extend their membership’s outlook beyond a short-term focus. A walnut grower who played an active role in the group’s research and development committee explained:

> As an industry we have a narrative that says people 25 years ago bothered to think long-term - that’s part of our identity. We need to be doing that as well.

*Participant R56Wa*
The LandWISE manager similarly repeated this sentiment:

> What do the farmers need to know about Precision Agriculture to make better decisions to make their farming more sustainable to help them sustain the distance till next year? And if they use it for their farm can they pass it on to someone in 25 years.

*Participant R01L*

The FAR manager also expressed concern about both the agricultural and science sectors short-term focus. He stated:

> I think we get really wrapped up in the current direction of whatever might be and our science is too geared to that...[The farming sector] should be saying what are the key issues around having an industry that is sustainable and we should try and figure out what the next things are. I don't think we do it.

*Participant R75Wh*

The interviews show these farming groups consistently view participatory research projects as providing an enabling platform for engaging with the science sector to advance sector goals. LandWISE farmers acknowledged that science knowledge assisted them to understand the underlying reasons *why* something should be done and not just *how* it should be done. While these three groups undertook their own investigations, they also valued the scientific method and its perceived objectivity. One LandWISE farmer saw their engagement in science trials as a counter-balance to what he perceived as the subjectivity of farmer investigations, as he explained:

> Of course what [scientists] do is they get accurate results, unlike farmers trying to do research. We are looking for the answer – sorry - the one we want before we start the project.

*Participant R03L*

These groups claimed they bought issues to their members' attention that would otherwise remain under the radar of individual farmers, particularly issues around sustainability. They viewed projects as an opportunity to engage as a network of learners each bringing their own expertise to the table, as the LandWISE project coordinator explained.
[LandWISE farmers] are giving of themselves because they know that they receive by doing that and the sharing they do here of knowledge, they do without fear of commercial advantage being lost, because they know they get more from this forum than they put into it, things come back.

Participant R02L

Group characteristics and sector dynamics of research motivated farming groups

FAR, LandWISE and WIG have either staff and/or members who have a broad understanding of science as a development tool. LandWISE’s membership was described by its manager as “impetuous” and “resourced” with members who embrace technology because they are searching for solutions. He claimed they typically have had prior “experience with trials” and are prepared to be “publicly visible” and share their experiences and knowledge with other farmers. He further explained:

They have got confidence and they have got financial capacity to make some change and they have got an interest in using science to decide if what they are doing is making a difference or not... They will be ahead of anybody anyway so they are not too afraid about secret squirrel stuff... We have got an open door policy and anyone who wants to play with us in our sandpit is welcome.

Participant R01L

While some LandWISE farmers have agricultural degrees, many do not, but their familiarity with field trials and their interest in science allows them to combine their knowledge of science principles with their experience of working the land to address issues on the farm. As a LandWISE farmer explained:

I did a Massey [a university in New Zealand] degree and soil science and structure was critical. When we came back here and I could tell our ground which was being ploughed in full cultivation was getting worse...so taking those first principles it didn’t take a lot to work out where to change.

Participant R04L

The Walnut Industry Group (WIG) is an atypical group in the horticultural sector in that most growers are part time, older professional people with an average age of 57 (Thompson, undated) who are generally highly educated, including a number of research scientists. Group members expressed a desire to continue the sector's
legacy of contributing to improved knowledge about walnut production. Members reported to have an industry culture which valued knowledge. As a grower explained:

I think the tree crop culture was quite formative...and so there was always this acknowledgement that we only knew so much and in the end we didn’t know – that was OK not to know because if you didn’t know you wouldn’t ask the next question. That culture has been transferred over to the walnut industry to a large extent...

Participant R56Wa

Similarly interviews with FAR’s wheat farmers indicated that the sector is receptive to science innovations that contribute to the sector’s productivity through the development of cultivars and crop management techniques. Arable farmers recognise the importance of research and in particular science research for providing this knowledge. However others in the industry’s very complex value chain did not necessarily share the same research focus (Rees, undated). Interviews with other chain actors such as millers and bakers indicated a strong focus on profit maximisation, cultivar quality, principally to maximize yields, and economic sustainability - “what else is there” (miller respondent; Rees’ interview undated). In addition, the demand by bakers for a regular supply of high quality product meant that New Zealand’s flour market is often supplemented by imports with one baker claiming that if New Zealand’s wheat industry ceased to exist, he did not perceive it would present a problem. While the baking industry conducts “appropriate industry related research”, it focuses on ‘lifestyle foods’ that offer health benefits and export potential (BIRT, undated). A further levy also supports a grower-driven organisation United Wheat Growers, which manages a disaster relief fund and a quality assurance scheme.

Arable farmers typically negotiate contracts with grain merchants, although some negotiate directly with millers. Interviewees reported they were subject to wide price fluctuations in international grain markets. Most growers are also contracted to seed merchants who are reported to exert significant influence over farm management through the farm advisory role of the merchant’s field representatives. One farmer indicated that these representatives influence his farming practice “probably 80%” and reported that they demand a “do this now or else” approach if a farmer strays from agreed practices.
Respondents from FAR, LandWISE and WIG indicated members had a sense of social conscience towards other ‘sector’ farmers, although this was more acute in the latter two groups. Two LandWISE farmers described their willingness to share information:

We don’t mind sharing because we are not going to take each other’s market. We are not a threat to each other.

*Participant R03L*

You listen and you learn from others and you pass it on – it’s the natural way.

*Participant R05L*

Similarly a walnut farmer also expressed strong commitment to sharing information with other growers since she claimed to have already benefitted from the knowledge gathered by others. Crop knowledge had been collectively accumulated and there was no sense of personal ownership of the knowledge:

We knew nothing when we came here and we had the knowledge of those people before us. We have all been outsiders coming in and have been able to tap into all that knowledge that is already there.

*Participant R56Wa*

Engagement across all three groups was reported to be conducted collegially and cooperatively. The LandWISE board meeting was an example of this collegial spirit.

Our board meetings could be over within about half an hour with the business, but they take most of the day and it’s because they are talking and helping each other out. I just sit back and listen and love it. If someone brings up a problem, the others give them three different answers and its pretty cool.

*Participant R01L*

Analysis indicated that the crowded value chain, the instability of the grain market, and the compulsory membership of FAR which leads to a more heterogeneous membership base compared to the more homogeneous membership base of the voluntary WIG and LandWISE groups, limited a sense of industry collective particularly around natural resource management. However despite this, wheat farmers generally
acknowledged the need to work together. A farmer recalled a discussion amongst farmers at a FAR workshop:

I remember in a workshop somebody said we can't compete with each other too much, we need the voice, we need to stand together to get things through.

Participant R72Wh

Despite the differing group memberships between FAR, LandWISE and WIG and the complexity of the value chain within which FAR operated, all three groups were strongly committed to shaping the research direction in their respective sectors. They took a very proactive role in achieving this by undertaking their own research, funding engagement with Crown Research Institutes and acting as a bridge between science research and their farming communities.

**Economics as a primary motivator**

Analysis revealed that the squash and potato product groups of HortNZ were positioned in sectors where economic drivers dominated and farmers were price sensitive and risk-averse. These drivers caused farmers to have a short-term focus to their farming businesses. As one policy actor claimed, this encouraged a focus on issues that were critical, highly visible and offered immediate economic return (Participant R25O). This short-term focus generated strong support for market rather than science research. However, Potatoes NZ recognised that the science sector could assist their members in meeting strategic regulatory requirements, as a farming group spokesperson explained:

So what we’re encouraging our growers to do is regulate themselves so that they don’t have regulation pushed on them.

Participant R40P

A review of the squash sector’s discontinued annual ‘red book’, which contained results from industry supported research, showed that the squash sector had historically engaged in science research. A retired DSIR scientist who had engaged with squash growers before the formation of the CRIs recalled his involvement with the emerging industry:
The NZ Squash Council became a politically active organisation and they were able to influence funding...so the DSIR found it necessary to have their scientists go and sit on those groups once or twice a year and I ended up going to the Squash Council meetings.

*Participant R47S*

The scientist claimed that what had been a collegial and cooperative relationship between science and the "self-made" squash growers substantially changed as the industry consolidated into large corporate growers who had a purely economic and competitive focus. However, one corporate grower saw the changed relationship quite differently, claiming that sector disillusionment with science had occurred following the establishment of the CRIs when he perceived scientists became interested only in "preserving their jobs", and "dreaming up projects" to secure funding (Participant R50S).

The potato and squash groups' investment in science research is modest. When interviewed in 2010, a potato group respondent stated that the sector spent only 0.2% of its levy on science research (Participant R40P). A squash group respondent claimed that no levy money was now directed into purely science investigations. He claimed growers preferred to undertake their own research with private agronomists, where they perceived they got "more bang for your buck" and could keep control of any competitive advantage this research might deliver (Participant R51S). Support for participatory research in both the potato and squash sectors was therefore more likely to occur if a project enhanced sector productivity, increased profitability and protected access to markets. A potato group respondent put it quite bluntly:

> We need the science but the bigger sustainability issue is making money. If farmers are not going to make money they are not going to invest in the outcome of the science.

*Participant R40P*

With sustainability largely framed in economic terms, the research they supported was less about environmental improvement and more about efficiencies in production.
Group characteristics and sector dynamics in economically focused farming groups

The potato and squash industries have complex value chains. Both sectors are reputed to be highly competitive, with squash farming reported by interviewees across all sectors to be risky but extremely profitable, while seed potato farming is known for its small profit margins. Contract arrangements between growers and their customers drove a culture of secrecy among growers in both sectors.

The potato industry is divided into three distinct sectors – seed potato, process potato and table potato growers, although most growers engage in mixed cropping. A seed merchant stated that only two growers in the Canterbury region were solely dedicated to seed potatoes (as at 2009).

Interviews with stakeholders from the potato industry showed that a variety of chain actors influence farming practice. The seed potato sector grows potatoes as the seed source for the other industry sectors and is regarded as being most vulnerable to potato viruses. Seed growers contract grow for seed merchants. As with the wheat industry, merchants’ representatives exert significant influence on farming practice, with growers reporting stringent spray regimes in contracts to prevent the spread of disease. A seed merchant even indicated financial penalties could be applied if spraying regimes were not met (Participant R36P). Chemical companies also exert influence on seed potato growers’ spraying practices. In addition, farmers reported that they faced a barrage of company literature enticing them to use new sprays.

Process potato growers were contracted to large internationally owned corporations supplying the crisping or frozen food markets. These corporations complemented New Zealand’s supply of potatoes with imported produce from Australia or China when needed. Interviews showed that potato processing companies built valued relationships with their growers and were keen to promote Integrated Pest Management (IPM) strategies to safeguard the quality of crop production. As a processor respondent said:
[IPM allowed growers] to have a more sustainable and balanced approach to their programme and to go for periods without spraying to not put their crop quality at risk.

*Participant R32P*

The table potato sector primarily grow for the two large supermarket chains in New Zealand. As most growers were not large enough to supply supermarkets directly, sales were negotiated through wholesalers. A table potato grower described his frustration in receiving a low price from the wholesaler for his produce:

I don’t know how to control it because they are the wholesaler and do the marketing - as long as they get their 12.5% they don’t care and the price wasn’t good enough. You can’t go direct to the supermarkets, unless you are Wilcox. Wilcox can deal direct because they are so big. We always pride ourselves on what we bagged up, and then you go in to the supermarkets and you would see bloody rubbish being sold for dearer than what you could get.

*Participant R37P*

Power structures evident in contract arrangements divided potato growers, with “one group that belongs to that lot of merchants and another group that belongs to that lot of merchants” (Participant R34P). This was reported to have eroded sector cohesion, as a farmer explained “not a lot of integration… don’t like each other….not a lot of love lost there, it’s crazy” (Participant R35P). A lack of trust permeated the potato sector and farmers rarely shared their knowledge, as a rural professional explained “…you don’t tell anybody what you’re doing, and how you’re doing it” (Participant R32P). Interviews suggested that a culture of secrecy had been an historical feature of the potato industry. As a grower explained:

I don’t know why it’s like that, well we’re all probably for ourselves and if you give something away you – I make sure I don’t give some things away either – it’s been like that ever since I can remember the old man doing it… When you are talking to your neighbour about potatoes you don’t tell him what you are doing, like he might say “oh that is good paddock of potatoes” and you’ll just agree with it, but you won’t say “I have done this, this and this”… There are no prizes for coming second.

*Participant R35P*

The squash industry value chain was similarly complex, with corporate growers largely controlling the sector as the industry consolidated into fewer growers. Industry
statistics of grower numbers show a steady decrease to 52 in 2011 from a high of 187 in 2006, while total hectares planted remained stable (Aitken & Hewett, 2013). As an industry respondent said:

the big are getting bigger, there is more consolidation going on… oh yes it’s still dropping - there is no doubt about that. The top are getting bigger and the grower, packer, shipper relationships - they influence that.

Participant R48S

Unlike the other sectors investigated in this research, the squash sector is export focused on the Asian markets of Japan and Korea. Pack-houses, owned by corporate operators, negotiate contracts with international buyers. A pack-house owner indicated that buyers could be ruthless depending on the availability of squash from other international markets such as Chile, and prices could fluctuate dramatically each year. In addition, buyers rejected poor quality fruit and these “throw-aways” could significantly impact pack-house earnings. Any downturn in income from rejected fruit was passed down to squash growers. As a grower described:

So they send you a bill for dealing with all the throwaways. Oh yeh, they sent us a bill one year for $800,000. It did not come to that in the end – we negotiated – but they did get a cheque out of me. The Japanese will never lose money.

Participant R03L

New Zealand’s clean green image was promoted but not “overplayed” in the Asian markets, to affirm standards in farming practice, fruit quality and food safety to Asian buyers who demanded stringent food safety requirements. A respondent from the Squash Industry Group stated that these markets provided no incentive to advance environmental sustainability:

If you told your Asian customer that you have done a carbon footprint they would say “it is nice to know, here’s the price”. It doesn't mean anything to them at the moment. It's nice to have, not a must have in those markets.

Participant R51S

The highly competitive nature of the corporate squash industry drove an attitude that differentiated the squash sector from the other sectors in this research. Farming and science respondents alike, from all sectors variously described the corporate squash

The empirical evidence indicated that the squash and potato farming groups operate within significantly different sector cultures compared to FAR, LandWISE and WIG. Their relatively short-term economic focus motivates their engagement in research to limit their vulnerability to price fluctuations and to protect their markets. Their competitive and secretive cultures significantly shape industry dynamics and limit the development of a cohesive industry with a sense of collectivity. As a vegetable industry spokesperson explained:

If you come to the vegetable industry, nobody’s in cooperation, they’re all in competition, so trying to get farm discussion groups going is not easy.

Participant R45P

Such competitiveness is likely to impact the collective and collegial requirements of participatory research. These issues are explored in Chapters 5 and 6.

**Culture as a primary motivator**

ECOP’s motivation for engaging in participatory research was significantly different to the other farming groups. ECOP’s wider goals sought to assist regional economic development through transitioning the predominantly Māori community from extensive agriculture to intensive horticulture. Cultural drivers were the primary motivators for the group’s engagement in participatory research.

Documentation (FRST application, 2006) showed the ECOP Trust sought to improve the health, social and economic wellbeing of Māori on the East Cape by promoting the values of tino rangatiratanga (independence), kaitiakitanga (guardianship) and whanaungatanga (relationship). ECOP identified the potential for organic kumara production as a way to achieve their aims. As a result they saw a need to access science knowledge and research, since ECOP recognised growers had limited understanding about the nature of science, cropping knowledge and organic farming skills (ECOP, 2002). ECOP and Crop and Food Research developed a relationship
that led to the decision to apply for funding for the Crop Science for Māori project that combined agronomy, extension and social science.

Postgraduate research undertaken during 2004-2005 identified that the community wanted to generate an economic activity to attract back to the region the younger generation who had left to work in the cities (Bruges, 2006). They saw kumara production as a way to provide local employment while fostering organic practices and Māoritanga (Māori culture/traditions). The researcher’s participation in a tikanga (Māori protocol) workshop (March 2007) and a review of ECOP’s own strategic plan identified that this concern for economic wellbeing was integrally linked to cultural, social, spiritual and ecological wellbeing. The Trust’s motivation to improve the economic position of the East Cape to attract whanau (family) home was driven by cultural values that were very different to the economic motives of farmers in the potato and most notably the squash sectors, where production and profit were significant drivers and farmers visualised their farms firstly as businesses.

A quote from a grower interviewed for a broadcast news item for the Te Karere Māori news programme on national television captures the cultural importance of the project when he talks about another grower’s kumara produce:

Our ancestors have passed these foods and practices down. Well done Lillian be strong. A final word from Tairawhiti and Ngati Porou, be strong – my hope is that the creator walks beside you.  

(Grower, TVNZ, Te Karere, March 11, 2005)

Although ECOP saw a need to access science knowledge and research, they sought to achieve this through collaborative engagement. For ECOP, engagement meant an equitable long-term relationship, and most critically recognition of their traditional knowledge in project decision-making. This was also recognised by social scientists from the Science for Community Change Programme, who reported that the community sought science to complement and not replace their traditional Mātauranga Māori knowledge (Bruges & Smith, 2008).

Observation at a Tikanga (Māori protocol) workshop (Table 3.5) where formal presentations by community members and scientists were observed and participation in other informal activities recorded several key differences between a Māori worldview
and a Western science worldview. While there is no one Māori worldview (and indeed no one science worldview either (Section 1.3), Walker and Ngati Porou (2004) argue there are enough similarities between different hapu’s worldviews to suggest key components of a Māori worldview. Insights from Walker and Ngati Porou (2004), (Ngati Porou was the iwi engaged in the Crop Science for Māori project) and Hikuroa, Morgan, Durie, Henare & Robust (2011) have been combined with data from this research to identify key aspects of both a Māori and Western science worldview, that need to be reconciled in participatory research. These are presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Māori worldview and Western science worldview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Māori worldview</th>
<th>Western science worldview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holistic</td>
<td>Reductionist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experientially based knowledge</td>
<td>Theoretically based knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embraces Subjectivity</td>
<td>Seeks Objectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognises the social, cultural, spiritual, economic and political dimensions</td>
<td>Recognises an external reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognises plurality and diversity of knowledge</td>
<td>Universal knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicated orally</td>
<td>Communicated through scientific papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenced by values of ancestors</td>
<td>Peer assessed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table derived from notes gathered from participant observations, data gathered from stakeholder interviews and media articles and insights presented in Walker & Ngati Porou (2004) and Hikuroa et al., (2011).*

**ECOP group characteristics and community dynamics**

ECOP sought to assist organic producers on the East Cape, in what is recognised as one of New Zealand’s most economically deprived and geographically remote regions. A government-funded report that profiled the East Cape/Gisborne community (Ministry of Social Development (MSD), 2011) found that 46% of the population were “judged to be among the 20% most socio-economically deprived in New Zealand”. The East Cape communities were listed in the report as being among the poorest in the region
with Māori making up approximately 46% of the population compared to a national average of 15% (Ministry of Social Development (MSD), 2011).

ECOP membership was predominantly, although not exclusively Māori, with growers located across the East Cape. Growers predominantly farmed organic kumara but also grew other vegetables, fruits and herbs mainly in small blocks or gardens. Documentation suggests that approximately 50 landowners were involved in the Trust at the time of its formation although not all were members. By the start of the project in 2003, Bruges (2006) estimated membership had fallen to around 5-10 landowners. While this raises significant concern over ECOP’s capacity to support a participatory research project, ECOP’s Strategic Development Plan (ECOP, 2002 October) indicates they sought to benefit the whole community, particularly the people of Ngati Porou and not just their membership.

ECOP recognised a need to address significant infrastructure weaknesses on the East Cape, particularly relating to packing and distributing produce. However, as Māori land is largely communally owned, this limits access to development capital (Kingi, 2012), which the draft development strategy states led ECOP to recognise a need to work collectively. Local protocols between marae (communal meeting places), however, present significant challenges for collaboration and consensus decision-making across whanau and hapu land (ECOP, 2002). This creates potential difficulties about regional acceptance of locally generated knowledge. Therefore, understanding tikanga and Māoritanga is essential for working in these communities.

Furthermore, the community’s poor experience of past research endeavours, where they were noted to be angry about not having benefited from the research had left significant levels of mistrust among some members of the community about future consultative initiatives (Bruges, 2006; ECOP, 2002). Mistrust over engagement with the Crown is widely recognised among Māori communities, (Section 2.3.3). Māori often express doubt over both the sincerity of the consultation and understanding of the Māori perspective (Roberts, 2009). This is clearly illustrated by a quote from Walker and Ngati Porou (2004: 111):

“The supremacy of Western knowledge systems, particularly science, has not only nullified Māori conceptions of the world, but further that such dominance has meant consultation has been a one-sided process with little understanding or acceptance of Māori views or processes.”
These community dynamics present significant challenges for collaborative endeavours. As outlined in Chapter 2, participatory research inherently implies and requires that traditional hierarchical power structures be replaced by more equitable relationships that recognise and embody into decision-making the multiple knowledges of all participants. ECOP’s cultural motivations seek this equality, engagement and inclusion.

4.4.3 Summary of group characteristics and sector dynamics

The six farming groups in this research each bought unique characteristics and sector dynamics to their projects. The interviews revealed that farming group motivations showed significant variation depending on the motivations for the group’s formation, the group culture, which shaped group dynamics and social cohesion, their science competencies and past experiences with the science sector. The variation between the farming groups was significantly different to the scientists where there was more uniformity in their motivation to engage in participatory research. A summary of the characteristics of farming groups and their “communities” is presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Summary of farming group and sector dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESEARCH-FOCUSED GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walnut Blight Project</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farming Group:</strong> Walnut Industry Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaborative and cohesive group with research a focal point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Undertakes own research to develop crop management knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Established research committee consisting primarily of science members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision Agriculture Projects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farming Group:</strong> LandWise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmer members are generally well educated, resourced, have a strong social conscience, experience with trials and are willing to share.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The organisation has strong spirit of cooperation &amp; collegiality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmers are central to the organisation’s constitution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Group undertakes independent trials and contracts scientists who provide advice and support as needed on trial design and analysis of research data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Wheat Calculator</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farming Group:</strong> Foundation for Arable Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Growers are typically passionate about arable farming and strongly support the FAR levy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong research focus - levy money funds a Strategic Research Committee and six regionally based Arable Research Groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Many value chain actors are primarily ‘economically’ focused.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grain merchant representatives are known to provide significant farm management advice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ECONOMICALLY FOCUSED GROUPS

#### Potato Aphid Project
- **Farming Group:** Potatoes New Zealand
- **HortNZ Product Group**
  - Very secretive industry with growers reluctant to collaborate for fear of losing any perceived competitive advantage.
  - Small percentage of levy funds allocated to ‘science’ research.
  - Growers’ contracts hold financial penalties for crop management breaches.
  - Buyers (merchants, processors, supermarkets and consumers) influence crop varieties and management practices.

#### Squash Rot Project
- **Farming Group:** Squash Industry Group (product group of Hort NZ)
  - Highly competitive, high-risk but financially lucrative product industry.
  - As industry competitiveness has increased, growers have preferred to carry out their own independent research but recognise rot research needs science input.
  - Packhouses inflict large penalties on growers for rot.

### CULTURALLY FOCUSED GROUP

#### Crop Science for Māori
- **Farming Group:** ECOP Trust (East Coast Organic Producers)
  - Scientists needed to be sensitive and receptive to Mātāuranga Māori and tikanga.
  - Marginalisation of Māori perspectives in the past led to mistrust of outsiders / researchers.
  - Local protocols limit collaboration across different Marae.
  - Limited capability and capacity of ECOP.

### 4.4.4 Farming groups’ expectations of participatory research

Motivations for farming groups entering into participatory research were influenced by each group’s focus, culture and sector dynamics. These factors varied between groups. Expectations by farming groups of the participatory process, however, showed more consistency between groups.

All farming groups expected participatory research to seek outcomes that were relevant to farming practice and they expected this to be clearly evident in a project’s aims and in the experimental design. Farming groups expected projects to produce knowledge or tools that could be applied on the farm and wanted the investigation to be focused at a farm or even paddock scale. As the LandWISE manager explained:

> We’re interested in environmental or economic sustainability at the paddock scale.

- **Participant R01L**

All groups recognised the value of their local knowledge, which they claimed was gained through their experience of working or living in their local environment. They expected their local knowledge would be utilised in projects.
The research-focused groups of FAR, LandWISE and WIG expected to set the research agenda and undertake field research or engage at a strategic level in the science investigations undertaken by scientists. They rejected or challenged linear approaches to science research that marginalized them and they did not want to wait passively for scientists to deliver results in a report. Their empowered and engaged attitude around project management was influenced by their human capability and capacity to undertake applied research. The groups’ expectations of being intimately engaged with the research process were more intense when they funded the research. As the FAR manager stated:

He who has the gold calls the tune and as long as we are the ones with the gold we can call the tune and we can pull it back on track at any time when we need to.

*Participant R75Wh*

The Crop Science for Māori growers, although less informed about the nature of science and its limitations than members of LandWISE, WIG and FAR, still expected knowledge that the project generated to complement not replace their traditional forms of knowledge (Bruges and Smith, 2008), as discussed in Section 4.4.2. Their cultural motivations to engage, brought with it clear expectations of how they would engage. For all farming groups, the scientist as expert giving “top-down” advice to the community as passive recipients, was expected to be replaced by a network of learners each bringing their own expertise to the table.

The economically focused squash and potato farming groups expected to take a more passive role in their project’s knowledge generation than FAR, LandWISE, WIG and ECOP, although they expected to play a very active role in project extension. Interviews with potato farmers and the potato farming group manager indicated a changing attitude to the passive approach they adopted for their projects. Science projects that had significantly marginalized their involvement in the past saw them now expect a more active role in setting a project’s research agenda. Overall LandWISE WIG, ECOP and FAR wanted to co-develop knowledge and tools in their projects, while the squash and potato farming groups were content to be collaborative but more passive partners with scientists.
Farming groups did not view themselves as passive recipients of the outputs from science research. They expected project innovations to have direct relevance to their members’ farming practice, although the intensity of the expectation was influenced by the degree to which the sector was commercially oriented. In interviews with farmers in the commercial sectors, farms were more commonly articulated as businesses. Hunt (2013) has similarly reported increasing evidence of New Zealand farmers describing their farms as businesses, as one large commercial organic grower explained:

> We have to pay the wages each week and try and balance the books at the end of the year. We are a business and the business does not operate on environmental outcomes, it operates on economics… really you have to survive … So number one are the economic drivers and number two are the environmental ones.

*Participant R05L*

In commercial sectors, being profitable was a pre-requisite for being environmental. Farmers in the arable and vegetable sectors repeatedly stated variations of the following phrase:

> You have to be in the black to be green – or you can’t be green if you are in the red. And I think even environmentalists have to get that.

*Participant R35P*

Interviews suggested that projects that had direct farming application and offered economic benefits were likely to generate the strongest farming group membership buy-in, particularly in the commercial production sectors. Generating membership buy-in was critical for all groups, since farmers played a central role in farming-group governance. The smaller voluntary farmer groups of ECOP and the Walnut Industry Group consisted entirely of sector growers. LandWISE farmers held at least 50% of the seats on their board. HortNZ’s product groups had farmers present on their boards, while farmers played central roles in FAR’s board and its Strategic Research Committee and were on all of its six regionally based Arable Research Groups.

In the industry-good bodies of FAR and HortNZ, the grassroot’s representation and the vote by farmers to abolish or continue their sector levies, ensured these groups
remained cognisant of their members’ interests. This was illustrated by the following comment by a wheat farmer:

[FAR] is driven by farmers, so there is always this farmer input and they do seem to listen to what the farmers say.

Participant R71Wh

Generating membership appeal meant farming groups expected projects would engage in a significant level of ‘extension’ activities, to connect a project with the wider farming sector. Interviews revealed that the groups differed over how this extension might be implemented. LandWISE, FAR and WIG expected extension activities to be embedded in projects from the beginning, to enable a free flow of communication back and forth between field trials and the wider farming group membership. The LandWISE manager claimed that he refused to work in projects where science institutes only scheduled extension in the final year, since he claimed this prevented valuable feedback between the project and its end users and devalued farmers’ local knowledge in the development of innovations. Furthermore he believed leaving extension to the final year was perceived to indicate both a poor understanding and a lack of commitment by scientists to extension and to the end users of innovations. FAR, WIG and LandWISE, who all had significant extension capability and capacity, wanted to oversee project extension throughout the lifespan of the project. As the LandWISE project officer explained.

You start at the beginning and you build it through so there is no surprise at the end.

Participant R02L

In contrast, Potatoes NZ and the Squash Industry Group viewed extension more through a technology transfer lens, where resources and information would be made available to growers in an accessible, timely and useful way once the science results were known. A Potatoes NZ spokesperson explained the process of transferring a scientist’s report (manual) into accessible information for farmers:

I don’t want a manual, so we then took the manual and gave it to a [marketing] company and we talked to growers and said what do you want – they said we want a ute guide [a guide to place in a farm vehicle]. I said how about a CD-ROM, so we provided a CD-ROM and a ute guide.

Participant R40P
All farming groups held a strong sense of ownership over any results from participatory projects, particularly when they had contributed either with financial or non-financial in-kind support, although their intensity of ownership appeared to be greatest when there was a financial commitment. The Potatoes NZ spokesperson put it quite bluntly. In recalling a conversation with a scientist who objected to changes being made to his IPM manual, which he had delivered to the farming group at the end of a project, he commented:

I told him, “I paid $100,000 for this, it is mine and what I do with it is my bloody business and if you look at your SFF contract any bloody IP belongs to me”.

Participant R40P

Past experiences of poor delivery of project results from science teams has led farming groups to take a cautionary approach when funding science projects. FAR claimed to drip-feed funds to projects based on scientists’ results at agreed milestones.

We say “here you go, here’s five grand” – only little bits – “go and see what you can do and then come back”. And if they come back with a good idea we will put some more money there. But there are not very many people you can give that money to.

Participant R75Wh

LandWISE, FAR and WIG’s expectations of their involvement in participatory research led them to seek to create relationships with known scientists to avoid personality difficulties. They increasingly contracted scientists who they had previously worked with, or who had a reputation for being personable, practical, efficient, communicative, and most importantly could relate to farmers. In essence they handpicked individual scientists. The FAR manager explained this as follows:

We don’t contract research with CRIs we contract research with individuals in CRIs based on their credibility. Sometimes you have to create the credibility for somebody first and they obviously have to have some skills. They have to be able to develop a rapport with the farmers. They have to be able to have some understanding of the farming business. They have to be a communicator – particularly a verbal communicator.

Participant R75Wh
Evidence from farming group managers’ conversations indicated an increasing trend for scientists to be employed on contract by the farming sector to undertake some but not all of the research. In the research-focused farming groups, this appeared to have arisen in part to minimise the percentage of funds being absorbed by the science component of projects, given the recognised expense to do this work. These groups who had a broad understanding of science were keen to carry out some of the fieldwork themselves. It also appeared to be a response to the increasing perception by the commercial farming sectors that science research was not always good value for money particularly if it was not relevant or was not farm applicable. While a project’s relevance to a farming group was dependent on the group’s motivation for engaging in participatory research which influenced the weighting they gave to the three dimensions of sustainability (Section 4.4.2), increasingly farming groups expected to have more control in participatory research. By doing so they ensured the projects they funded were relevant.

4.4.5 Farming groups’ enabling and disabling factors for fostering innovation in participatory research

Table 4.5 presents the factors identified from this research’s empirical evidence that enable and disable farming groups’ engagement in participatory research. The analysis revealed that enabling factors could be grouped into characteristics relating to a group’s capacity and internal capabilities, their cohesiveness and connectedness and characteristics of the sectors in which they operated. Disabling characteristics derived from particular motivations and expectations of groups. The evidence shows LandWISE, FAR and WIG had more enabling factors, while the squash rot and potato aphid farming groups and ECOP and the sectors in which they operated, created more disabling factors.
Table 4.5: Factors that enable and disable farming group engagement in participatory research to support moves towards sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farming Groups’ Enabling and Disabling Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enabling Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamics relating to group capacity and internal capabilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong reputable and established farming group with solid membership base (all except ECOP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farming groups with a strong group focus on research (WIG, FAR, LandWISE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proactive farmers and farming groups who had formed groups to address industry issues (WIG, FAR, LandWISE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Local tacit knowledge of farmers and farming groups (all groups).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An understanding of science as a development tool and trial experience (WIG, FAR, LandWISE, HortNZ groups).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stable funding revenue such as farmer levy (HortNZ groups, FAR).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farming group supports staff (all except WIG and ECOP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group cohesiveness and connectedness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong group cohesion (WIG, FAR, LandWISE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong group sense of empowerment and engagement (WIG, FAR, LandWISE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Existing relationships between farming groups and science providers (all except ECOP, particularly WIG, FAR, LandWISE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Willingness to collaborate in multi-disciplinary networks (WIG, FAR, LandWISE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Connection with research sector and significant extension capabilities and capacity (WIG, FAR, LandWISE, Potatoes NZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Markets pay premium for ‘environmental credentials’ and encourage sustainability (lately ECOP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strong sector cohesion that supports sustainability (LandWISE, WIG).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Farming Groups’ Enabling and Disabling Factors

Disabling Factors

Group Motivations

- Farming groups with a strong economic focus as only a small percentage of money is typically directed towards science / sustainability research (Squash and Potatoes).
- Groups with a short-term focus – focused on the immediate, and problems that could be seen, characteristics that did not readily favour environmental sustainability (Squash, Potatoes).
- The potential for the levy system to strongly influence farming group priorities and limit focus on environmental issues as groups must be very responsive to members’ needs and wants (FAR, Potatoes NZ, Squash Industry group).

Group Expectations

- The divergent expectations of scientists and farmers (all groups).
- Expected scale of enquiry – paddock / farm scale focus (all).
- Expectations on science research to deliver narrow outputs (Squash, Potatoes).
- Narrative of the farm ‘as business’ – prioritises economics - restricts sector support & project buy-in (all except ECOP and WIG).

Sector characteristics

- Weak sector cohesion (Squash, Potatoes, ECOP).
- Sector competitiveness (Squash, Potatoes).
- Complex value chains, with strong economic focus (Wheat, Squash, Potatoes).
- Price sensitive markets (all).
- Power structures of contract arrangements (Wheat, Potatoes, Squash).
- Economic deprivation (ECOP).
- Historical factors (Squash) and past experiences (ECOP) that reduce trust in science.
4.5 Summary

This chapter explored actors’ motivations for engaging in participatory research and their respective expectations of a participatory research process. This exploration identified the enabling and disabling factors for innovation that actors bring to projects that are likely to shape both the context in which participatory research projects operate and the way actors engage with the project and with each other.

The analysis revealed that participatory research may be undermined by a policy framework focused on tangible outcomes such as publishable outputs, commercial ventures and other easily measurable key performance indicators to satisfy demands for accountability of public funds and an a priori narrative that demands change. It may also be undermined by scientists’ personal and professional drivers and regimes and routines created by the largely competitive funding system in which scientists operate. Furthermore, farming groups’ motivations and expectations, which are shaped by the institutional contexts in which they operate may also influence how farming actors will engage in participatory research.

These differences between actors’ motivations and expectations are likely to create challenges for participatory research project delivery. Applied research that requires science to be narrowly focused and easily communicated to meet the farming sector’s need for practical tools or knowledge relevant to farmers may not meet the rigorous quantitative research standards demanded by biostatisticians and prestigious science journals.

As Chapter 2 identified, participatory research inherently implies and requires equitable relationships often between divergent partners that recognises and embodies into decision-making the multiple knowledges brought to the table by all project participants. Participatory research that fosters agricultural innovation and change requires a collaborative environment where divergent actors discuss, negotiate and work towards a shared vision (Klerkx et al., 2012). By examining the institutional contexts of the principal actors in this research, and identifying the enabling and disabling factors for fostering innovation gives insight to potential power struggles that may affect and possibly undermine the likelihood of creating a shared vision. As Buhler et al. (2002:150) contend:
At the macro level... participation is always compromised by those in a position to do so and the outcome of these compromises is a complex interaction involving the power relationships of all those involved.

Identifying the institutional factors which shape the context for participatory research and which influence the way actors engage, gives insight to potential challenges that lie in the implementation of participatory research particularly when creating partnerships (Chapter 5) and during the production and diffusion of project knowledge (Chapter 6).

To ignore the contexts in which projects and actors must operate overlooks the social, technological, economic and institutional change that is likely to be necessary for fostering innovation and particularly sustainable innovations. A well performing, well functioning innovation system requires vision, leadership and coordinated interaction between all components of the system (Klerkx et al., 2012; Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012) and particularly between the institutions engaged in participatory research.
5.0 Exploring Participatory Research Partnerships

5.1 Introduction

The participatory research projects in this research involved an eclectic mix of participants seeking to develop sustainability innovations through project-based collaborative partnerships formed between scientists and farmers as the principal actors. As Chapter 4 illustrates, multi-stakeholder partnerships involving actors from inside and outside the science and technology sector are seen by policy and funding agencies as a way of bringing about change towards sustainability in the agricultural sector (Section 4.2). However, when multiple actors, often with divergent perspectives, converge in the complex and contestable milieu of the agricultural sector, achieving collaborative partnerships may be an ambitious undertaking.

The scholarship on the social complexity of partnerships in participatory research however is limited (Bidwell & Ryan, 2006). The analysis of data in this current research revealed the fundamental importance of partnerships in the quest for sustainability (Table 3.6). Investigation of project partnerships further revealed the critical importance of which actor type initiated the project - farming group initiators, scientist initiators, or joint actor initiators where both scientists and farming groups formed a shared partnership. Table 5.1 outlines the characteristics of the farming group, shared and science-initiated partnerships in this research.
### Table 5.1: Characteristics of project partnership categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Partnership Category</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Farming group-initiated Partnership** | • Farming group initiate project.  
• Farming group seek science partners to collaborate on some aspects of the project.  
• Farming group submit SFF project application and are the principal applicant.  
• Farming group contribute in-cash or in-kind to project funds and may seek funding from other sources.  
• Farming group manage project funds and ‘contract’ scientist/s to contribute expertise.  
• Farming group take responsibility for project reporting. |
| **Shared Partnership** | • Project collaboratively initiated (either science or farming group may start the initial conversation).  
• Project money managed either by farming group or science team depending on farming group’s capability.  
• Farming group is the principal applicant on SFF application (a requirement of SFF). Science team will be the principal applicant if seeking a ‘science’ fund.  
• Farming group or science team manage project depending on the type of funding received.  
• Farming group or science team may take responsibility for project reporting. |
| **Science-initiated Partnership** | • Science team initiate project.  
• Science team approach farming group to seek a farming project partner.  
• Farming group is the principal applicant on SFF project applications (a requirement for SFF).  
• Science team largely manage project funds (although partners negotiate funding allocations).  
• Project manager used (may not be scientist or farmer).  
• Project manager is responsible for project reporting. |

This chapter begins by discussing the three partnership categories outlined in Table 5.1 to examine how the six investigated projects grouped according to these categories of partnership. This provides important insights into how partnership formation shapes project objectives and actor relationships within projects. Key characteristics of these three partnership categories are identified. The analysis of partnership provides the foundations for subsequent investigation of why groups form in these ways, identifying key dynamics that shape partnership formation.
5.2 Project partnership categories

5.2.1 Farming group-initiated partnerships

The Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight projects were both farming group-initiated projects. As shown in Section 4.4.2 both these groups have a strong research focus, a broad understanding of science as a development tool, field trial experience and in WIG’s case significant science research experience with members of their research committee being research scientists. These groups expect to be active participants in a project’s research space. Their research capabilities and expectations give them an empowered sense of ownership and control over their research projects to ensure projects remain relevant to their farmer members. These motivations, expectations and group characteristics led to both the walnut blight and precision agriculture projects being initiated by their respective farming groups, LandWISE and WIG with each group also managing their SFF research funds (SFF, 2003a, 2004, 2008).

Both groups drove their projects from the ground up, building the project objectives and research around their specific interests. For LandWISE their projects were built around precision agriculture techniques that have direct application for cropping, while for WIG their project focused on orchard management and disease control. LandWISE partnered with science providers and sought to determine project objectives and manage and undertake farmer-led field trials. WIG’s Research and Development Committee initiated, coordinated and drove the walnut blight project. As one grower commented:

They [the leaders of the WIG Research and Development committee] were the leadership that drove getting SFF funding and designing the research. They understood the funding system enough, they were organised enough, and they were analytical enough.

Participant R56Wa

Project objectives in farming group-initiated partnerships

By taking responsibility for managing the research agenda, LandWISE and WIG ensured that project objectives were farm or orchard focused. LandWISE required its precision agriculture projects to have direct and immediate application to their members’ farms. In their 2003 Controlling the Strip project, farmers trialled a variety of
innovative field cropping practices, particularly banded fertiliser application and controlled traffic in fields to reduce soil compaction caused by machinery. In their 2008 *Advanced Farming Systems* project, farmers investigated advanced technology including RTK-GPS (Real Time Kinetic – Global Positioning System) guided mechanical weeding, GPS controlled spraying, GPS contouring, data and zonal management. The LandWISE website stated that farmers undertook trials on farms across New Zealand with the objective of increasing technology uptake by farmers to increase profitability, reduce costs and "enhance economic and environmental resilience in the face of climate change" (LandWISE, undated). The LandWISE manager described the *Advanced Farming Systems* projects as a very active hands on approach to farmer engagement and learning, where the group remained in control of the project throughout the whole research process.

We have got 12 farmers from Mangere to Dorie over 2000km from Auckland to Ashburton and six of them would be involved in some kind of soil engaged comparison and the other 6 are totally different to that, one is looking at how you shift information from your tractor to your computer without losing it and doing it faithfully and another one is looking at precision technology that lets you reduce your herbicide over-spray. So they are really different types of stories... We have a project group meeting today to see where we have got to after our first nine months. These are the case studies we've got, this is where we are at, this is what we are going to do in the next two years at these places, and these are the things we hope to learn.

*Participant R01L*

Similarly the walnut blight project contained orchard-focused objectives that were of immediate relevance to growers as the project sought to inform and guide growers' management of blight in orchards. For example, a benchmarking investigation was undertaken by members of WIG’s Research and Development Committee, in consultation with a scientist at Lincoln University, who the group had successfully worked with in an earlier SFF project. This investigation gathered data on orchard performance under different conditions and management approaches, so climate models could be developed to assist with spraying regimes to combat walnut blight (Thompson, undated).

The group also supported fundamental science research to develop a bacteriophage for blight biocontrol that would ‘out-compete’ the causal agent of walnut blight. As the research involved novel and fundamental science research, it was carried out in
partnership with scientists from HortResearch and the group supported related doctoral research at Lincoln University. The inclusion of this fundamental science objective in the project reflected the atypical ‘scientific’ background of members of the WIG Research and Development Committee. As one member of the committee explained:

We were always pushing – OK that’s the question you can ask but can you ask this question as well, or if that is how you design the research – what about that. Even right down to the research that [the scientist] was designing, we actually got in and had conversations about how it was designed and questioned as to why it had been done that way, and not this way.

Participant R56Wa

The LandWISE and WIG projects show that where farming groups have a strong applied research focus and are scientifically confident or experienced, the traditional research boundary between farming groups and research organisations is blurred. LandWISE and WIG eagerly moved into the research space normally dominated by science research organisations. They set the research objectives, guided project planning, led project implementation and oversaw the field research. Rather than exclude scientists both groups purposefully built a network of stakeholders in their projects that included farmers, scientists, and in the precision agriculture projects, other value chain actors such as processors and local government. Network participants were valued for the expertise they could bring to the project. As the LandWISE manager explained:

In this project, Plant and Food Research is our lead science provider. I have just been having a discussion with them because we don’t have nearly as much agronomy as we thought we would. So we had a chat with them about how we could better use them.

Participant R01L

The farming groups stayed in close contact with all research undertaken by scientists to ensure this remained relevant and focused on agreed objectives. As a member of WIG explained, “we stayed engaged with the researchers all the way” (Participant R56Wa).
Partner relationships in farming group-initiated partnerships

Where farming groups took a lead role in projects, scientists’ contributions were managed by the farming group. While science advice was sought, and scientists were engaged in the delivery of some objectives, farming members often carried out significant parts of the research, as evidenced by WIG’s orchard benchmarking work and LandWISE’s farm field trials by undertaking the research. This included doing the data collection and the analysis themselves or collecting the data and seeking expert science assistance with the analysis. Scientists therefore often acted as trial advisors or were contracted for specific components of the project. As a result the scientists in farming group-initiated projects often took a more passive role than their farming counterparts. A scientist who worked on LandWISE projects referred to his and other scientists’ roles in the precision agriculture projects as the “reference guys” (Participant R48L), as they often advised and guided project delivery rather than being actively engaged in the fieldwork.

Farming groups moving into the research space therefore created a new power dynamic between the farming and science sectors. LandWISE and WIG established ongoing relationships with scientists who understood how these groups worked and were prepared to engage with them. LandWISE has a position on its Board for a research scientist. They contracted scientists who they had successfully worked with in the past, or who had a strong reputation for working effectively with farmers. The science / farming group relationship was established from existing relationships, developing organically as they grew to better know each other.

Similarly WIG worked with a scientist with whom they had already established a relationship in their first SFF walnut project and who understood their unique membership. He was well liked by both the science and non-science members.

[Scientist’s name] was very approachable you could always ask him what he was doing and he would always tell you what he was doing.

Participant R63Wa

Enthusiastic. He is lovely… from my perspective he is really interesting at the research level and he is funny.

Participant R54Wa
[Scientist’s name] had been around the Walnut Industry anyway and we knew, liked and trusted him.

*Participant R56Wa*

When specific expertise was required for the bacteriophage trials, which involved laboratory research, WIG contracted a scientist who had a history of working with small emerging industries. As such she understood the characteristics of small groups and the dynamics of these sectors. The scientist’s background enabled her to act as a bridge between the science and farming sectors while also being confident through her science expertise to extend and challenge growers. As she explained:

I come from a farming background and my first degree was agriculture and I worked as a farm manager for various years and so I understand all the other issues … I am a very honest person, I am a very direct person and I tell them things [growers] don’t always like to hear… the walnut growers are a small group they all turn up, they know what they are doing and they have their field talks and that system works really really well.

*Participant R65Wa*

A grower who was a member of the WIG research committee described the researchers they contracted for the bacteriophage work as “wonderfully pragmatic”, who “knew this was an industry group who needed something it could use” (Participant R56Wa). However the relationship with a PhD researcher financially supported by WIG was less successful because as the same grower admitted, “[PhD’s] have a different audience, you have to prove you are academically sound.” The bacteriophage scientist confirmed this, “I don’t think [the PhD] connected with them” (Participant R65Wa).

The Walnut and Precision Agriculture projects show that for farmer/scientist relationships to thrive in these two farming group-initiated projects, the researcher needed to be personable and understand farming practice. Relationships in these partnerships therefore often moved beyond the professional to the personal as they were central to the partnerships. As the LandWISE project coordinator said, “it is all about relationships” (Participant R02L). Phillips (1982) investigating New Zealand dairy farmers’ learning environments found that those closest to farmers, what he deemed ‘intimates’, had the most influence on farmers’ decision-making, however rarely were ‘experts’ in this category. The farming group-initiated partnerships indicate
the effect of moving the science-farming relationship into a more ‘personal’ relationship.

The farming group conversations show that personable science/farming relationships have a profound effect on projects in the formative period of project establishment. In farming group-initiated partnerships, farming partners see partnerships as being a collegial and collaborative relationship between partners. These empowered farming groups want project objectives to be farm relevant and their leadership of the project ensures this occurs. This creates a new power dynamic which challenges traditional ways of doing research, which this research suggests may cause some unease for scientists.

### 5.2.2 Shared partnerships

Shared partnerships occurred when farming groups sought to work collaboratively with science partners to combine their own local knowledge with the scientists’ specialised knowledge. The partnership required an equitable relationship between the farming and science partners. While roles were not necessarily equally shared, both farming and science partners contributed to project planning with neither assuming control over the project, as occurred in the other two partnership categories. A shared partnership occurred between ECOP and Crop and Food Research (CFR) scientists in the Crop Science for Māori project, and between FAR and a CFR Lincoln based scientist and his technical team in the Wheat Calculator project.

As Chapter 4 showed, ECOP wanted science knowledge to complement and not replace their traditional knowledge. They wanted to work with scientists to enhance their traditional cropping knowledge to aid Māori growers to develop cropping potential on the East Cape with cultural values central to the project. Scientists working in this environment needed to be sensitive and receptive to local and traditional Māori knowledge or *Mātauranga Māori*. The wider scholarship shows that science researchers working in indigenous communities need to be aware of and limit power differentials (Fergus & Rowney, 2005) that afford western science significant privilege and which have been shown to undermine partnerships (Coombes & Hill, 2005; Nadasdy, 1999) as discussed in Section 2.3.3 and 4.4.2.
FAR, like ECOP also wanted to access science knowledge, in their case as a proactive response to threatened regulation from the Canterbury Regional Council (ECAN) which was concerned about the state of the region’s aquifers as a result of increased nitrogen fertiliser applications and irrigation from agricultural intensification (ECAN, 2002a, 2002b). The knowledge they sought was embedded in CFR’s Sirius wheat simulation model, which had been developed for research purposes for over 20 years.

FAR believed a wheat calculator, which was informed by the underlying Sirius wheat model would act as a defense against impending local government regulation by improving nitrate management on farms, while also increasing farmers’ profitability by reducing costs associated with irrigation and fertiliser inputs. FAR sought to incorporate its own input into the calculator’s design to ensure its ease of use by farmers, although Bruges (2006) argued farmer uptake of the calculator was a secondary consideration, as its primary goal was to increase farmer profitability while improving farmers’ understanding of nitrate management, whether or not they adopted the technology.

**Project objectives in shared partnerships**

In shared partnerships, project objectives had direct on-farm relevance as the farming groups had input to their development. In the Crop Science for Māori project, while specifics of the wider Science for Community Change Programme were largely negotiated between CFR and FRST as the project funders (Section 4.2.3), ECOP was actively involved in defining the objectives at the project level (Bruges, 2006). Science partners recognised the need to involve growers, as a scientist who was involved in setting the original objectives explained, “the whole programme was designed around community interaction” (Participant R13M).

An interview with the lead scientist who entered the programme after the original goals were set found that community-based research in the remote Māori communities of the East Cape required flexibility in project objectives and timelines. As he explained:
In the beginning it was very process driven – when you are contracted to do something - you tell folks we are delivering our promised four or five workshops. No criticism, but it was more administrating than really hands-on and making it work for them. I was keen for more hands-on deliverables that made it really work. You learn to be very flexible and adaptable. The [subsequent] goals – these things were not written that specifically, so there was a lot of room for going your own way. We learned very quickly that when you were discussing cropping principles for instance, we needed to get into their garden to walk the talk. We realised we needed to ask questions and to listen as well.

Participant R13M

The project developed a strong social science and applied focus to project research, rather than a “pure” science focus. Participatory research is naturally well suited to applied or adaptive approaches (Neef & Neubert, 2011), however this approach challenged some on the science team who although familiar with applied research and working with farmers, were more used to setting science objectives to achieve science outcomes in applied projects where the outcomes were tangible and measurable. A scientist from the team explained.

The whole project proposal was built around a participatory approach – big ideas and milestones. From a social science point of view I am sure it was totally worthwhile because [the social scientists] are learning from this. We did ok research. It was very applied which I guess is all you can expect. There was no fundamental research done... Science outcomes? I think they were pretty limited really, to be honest. We developed some – we had a better understanding of fertilizer management in their systems, we put together some nutrient management plans, that was useful.

Participant R20M

In the Crop Science for Māori project, while some scientists embraced the project’s participatory research focus in facilitating researcher/stakeholder interaction in the research, one scientist explicitly stated in his conversations that this approach was more suited for social science outcomes, rather than an integrating framework for science, social science, and local and traditional knowledge in community-based research. The challenges of integrating the social and physical sciences in interdisciplinary projects are recognised in the participatory literature (Neef & Neubert, 2011; Pettie, 2011). As discussed in Section 2.3.1, Neef and Neubert (2011) claim acceptance and utilisation of participatory research is often driven by a scientist's personal characteristics and beliefs rather than an adherence to any particular
The wheat calculator project took place in a more conventional science / farming relationship than the Crop Science for Māori project, with a farming group that had a broad understanding of science as a development tool (Section 4.4.2). The project objectives reflected this with a combination of science investigation followed by technology transfer. The first component of the project was largely undertaken by the scientists and was centred on a scientific investigation to examine and quantify the effects of arable and vegetable cropping practices on nitrate leaching to gain specific local data to develop a prototype wheat calculator. This component sought minimal input from farmers, other than the provision of access to farmland. The second component involved farming and science partners co-developing a user-friendly interface to ensure the end product was easy for farmers to use. A Crop and Food Research (CFR) science technician was employed to work with farmers to test the prototype calculator. Information from this testing was then to be fed back to CFR to enable changes to the software.

While the development of the calculator’s interface was to be collaborative, the calculator’s underlying science knowledge was already developed and the intellectual property was owned by Crop and Food Research. It had been the ‘life’s work’ of one scientist who had spent over 20 years developing the Sirius Wheat Model that underlies the calculator. As the FAR manager explained:

> When we first became involved there was a huge amount of science that had been done and funded by someone else. There was one person who had a huge knowledge of it and who viewed it as a science tool.

*Participant R75Wh*

From the scientists’ perspectives, the project objectives reflected a traditional linear approach to research and extension, given the science had already been developed. As the lead scientist explained:
The wheat calculator it was much more about extension - to try and put our knowledge in the hands of farmers who are generally extremely knowledgeable but they are not specialists, they are much more generalists.

*SCC interview, Research Scientist, undated*

For the farming group, however, their collaboration and input into the design of the calculator’s interface set the project apart from more traditional linear extension. FAR expected farmer feedback to be fed to the science team via a field technician during the extension component to enable changes to be made to the software design.

The objectives in shared partnerships, as evident in the Crop Science for Māori and the wheat calculator projects, reflected their different contexts and audiences and the shared nature of the partnership. In both cases partners acknowledged the need for the science and farming partners to work together and so the objectives sought to reflect each of the partners’ motivations and expectations, as discussed in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.

**Partner relationships in shared partnerships**

The analysis showed that shared partnerships require relationships to be equitable to facilitate both partners’ engagement in collaborative research. In the participatory literature, partnerships are recognised to require shared understanding, compromise and negotiation among partners (Bayer, 2004).

To establish an equitable power dynamic in the Crop Science for Māori project, relationships needed to be built on a foundation of trust between the partners. This need for trust in relationships between scientists and first nation communities is well documented (Bourhill et al., 2004; Moody & Cordua Von-Specht, 2005; Nadasdy 1999). The Crop Science for Māori partnership emerged out of an uneasy historical context (Section 4.4.2). For the Māori community, if a trusting partnership was to be established and past experiences were not to distort this, then the community expected significant commitment by their science partners. However, the community and science stakeholders’ perception of this commitment was initially misaligned. As a scientist explained:
I think we used the word relationship “Isn’t it wonderful we have got this new relationship between Crop and Food and the Māori community” – they said, “NO, it is marriage”.

Participant R14M

Trust building was essential for developing commitment, which slowed the pace at which the project could proceed. This challenged the scientists who were more familiar with traditional science/farming partnerships where relationships were pre-existing. The following members of the science team explained:

I normally wouldn’t have to put much effort in, because you make a quick phone call to a farmer – “We have a trial, we want to put in this, this is what it is about.” Whereas up there it is more complicated.

Participant R20M

Really all we did in the beginning was go and try and prove to the people, try and get them to come across to us to tell us what they wanted. Didn’t work very well... it was probably three years into the programme before we started to actually get some feedback.

Participant R10M

In this project, the evidence shows that relationships needed to firstly develop on a personal level. To assist with connecting the community and scientists, a community member worked as a bridge in the early stages to introduce the scientists and advise on protocols. The participatory literature refers to these people who cross between two worlds as ‘boundary crossers’ (Veitch, Taylor, Kilpatrick, Farmer, & Chesters, 2007). Such personnel are recognised as important facilitators in building social capital in participatory projects (Bayer, 2004). Interviews with both science and community respondents in this research revealed the importance of facilitators (boundary crossers) and one to one relationship-building between partners for fostering trust. Relationship-building on a personal level required time and could not be forced. As a scientist explained:

To break down suspicion you drink a lot of cups of tea - you must wait for people to realize that you are genuinely interested in facilitating a better future with all the respect for their current situation.

Participant R13M
By developing personal relationships with members of the community the scientists built considerable inter-personal trust. This was recognised by an ECOP grower:

I really like them [the CFR scientists in the project]. If it wasn’t for them I wouldn’t have carried on to where I am now. When they came – it’s like lifting me up, pepping me up, encouraging me, “Oh you’re garden’s so beautiful”. “Oh you’ve got this and got that”. “Have you done this?” “Why haven’t you?” I said, “Oh would you do it please”. They’re really good. Encourage me to try to do it myself.

*Participant R11M*

Since trust building took time, scientists claimed that project timelines and budgets needed to be flexible, which they found problematic for the organisational routines and regimes in which they operated. Scholars recognise the difficulties that arise explaining intangible outcomes such as trust building to funding agencies and science organisations who seek measurable and tangible outcomes (Murray, 2000) (Section 4.2). Scientists in the Crop Science for Māori project who operated in a commercial science system, which valued measurable outputs, experienced difficulties reconciling institutional demands with participatory research.

I can relate to a lot of the stories on the Coast. But trying to relate it into the science system … and I think I don’t want to rush this programme because the system forces me to. It is a real struggle to merge – and it is something I cannot escape. I am not a Māori, I am a scientist but I am in these two worlds.

*Participant R13M*

In contrast to ECOP in the Crop Science for Māori project, who had no prior experience of having worked with scientists, FAR in the wheat calculator project had pre-existing relationships with CFR, and FAR’s members had a broad understanding of science as a development tool. As there was a general recognition between partners of science as a development tool, the partnership was more conventional. Despite this, significant tensions emerged in the wheat calculator project as a result of a clash between the partners’ motivations and expectations. Scientists viewed the calculator as a science tool and saw the project as a linear transfer of “our” knowledge to farmers (SCC interview, Research Scientist, undated). In contrast the farming group viewed the calculator as a farming decision-support tool and expected strong feedback loops
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between their farmers and the science team to allow farming input into the calculator’s interface design to maximise the technology’s usefulness to farmers.

The initial prototype of the calculator designed by the scientists met significant farming resistance as farmers found it too complicated. A science technician who introduced the calculator to farmers recognised that the initial interface did not reflect how farmers managed their crops. While scientists had detailed understanding of wheat, the technician claimed the prototype did not reflect farming practice and how the farmers managed their wheat crop.

Often research-grower relationships are hard to form because the two never meet ... the calculator would put N [nitrogen] on when the crop ran out – but growers put it on according to a growth stage of the crop – much more practical and proven to be successful ... to me the biggest problem was the interface and I didn’t have much luck with getting it changed.

Participant R79Wh

Scientists held a strong sense of ownership of the science knowledge that underlay the calculator. It was driven by the 20 years of science research that had gone into developing the Sirius wheat model. When farmers reported that they found the interface too complicated, recommendations for changes were strongly resisted by scientists. Farmers’ modifications were perceived to compromise the legitimacy and integrity of the science knowledge that was incorporated within the model. The wheat calculator project shows that shared partnerships can become contested environments, as traditional power dynamics are challenged. Projects cannot proceed unless these issues are resolved through dialogue, negotiation and compromise. In the wheat calculator this was successfully achieved through the facilitation role of a science technician whose experience of working with the farmers taught her that applied projects required:

A close connection between researchers and industry bodies so that the science people can understand how the growers operate.

Participant R79Wh

Successful relationships in community-based research require a shared approach to problem identification, goal definition and solution development (McEntee & Mortimer, 2013). In shared projects like the wheat calculator and Crop Science for Māori project, significant tensions needed to be overcome to rebalance the power differentials. This could only be resolved through communication, negotiation and trust building between
partners. For this to be achieved in the Wheat calculator project, the lead scientist had to firstly transition away from viewing the calculator as a research tool, to viewing it as a farming tool. As the FAR manager explained:

[Scientist's name] had to realise what he had was not usable in its current form. That took a while … but once he embraced the fact that his work, his life’s work and career might be of value to a whole heap of people … he was fantastic and you had that enthusiasm, you had that person who actually wanted to be delivering it to farmers.

Participant R75Wh

The Wheat Calculator and the Crop Science for Māori projects both show that relationship building is critical in shared partnerships to ensure project partners meaningfully connect. While partners had different roles in their projects, equity came from each recognising and respecting the specialist contribution of the other. In a shared partnership, connection between partners was important even when partnerships were more ‘conventional’ as they were in the Wheat Calculator project.

Analysis of the shared partnerships in this research shows that relationship building in shared partnerships takes time, continual dialogue and negotiation to work through any conflicts. It took much longer to develop relationships in those instances where partners had not previously worked with each other, where farmers had only limited understanding of science and where scientists had a limited and more traditional view of applied research and extension. Without understanding the differing motivations and expectations of project partners, actors could overlook or underestimate potential incompatibilities.

5.2.3 Science-initiated partnerships

The squash rot and potato aphid projects were both science-initiated projects as evidenced by the following statements from leading project actors in both the squash and potato projects:

I was looking for new projects and so it was kind of a scientist self-interested thing rather than an industry driven starting point.

Participant R53S
In those days it used to be a concept that came through from the scientists and they might think, yeh well this is pretty good for us to research, hopefully its going to be relevant to what they want. I was there as the grower to get SFF funding. It had to come from a grower, whereas in actual reality it was coming from Crop and Food, but I was put forward as the grower, it was a way around getting funding.

*Participant R31P*

Although all funding applications show farmers as principal applicants, because SFF documentation requires a farmer to act as the principal applicant it is not necessarily reflective of the project’s true initiator. Scientists who wish to access SFF funds must seek farming partners. As was noted by the potato aphid applicant farmer, this could lead to a “rent a farmer” approach to funding applications (Participant R31P).

Both the potato and the squash projects were supported by their respective farming industry bodies as they addressed immediate issues of concern to these sectors. In the potato aphid project the industry body Potatoes NZ, wished to protect the viability of their markets from disease transmitted by aphids or other vectors (SFF, 2002). The increased use and rates of insecticide applications by farmers to combat crop disease were recognised by both the farming and science sectors to expose the entire potato industry in New Zealand to disease through the spread of virus infected seed potato and insecticide resistant aphid vectors. Similarly in the squash sector, access to the lucrative Japanese and Korean markets was recognised to be dependent on buyers’ perception of fruit quality, which was adversely impacted by squash rot (SFF, 2003b). Determining which fruits were vulnerable to squash rots was estimated to have the potential to increase annual squash export income by NZ$75 million (SFF, 2003b). Project documentation shows a narrative of economic sustainability through access to markets (squash) and security of the industry’s economic future (potato) as strong motivators for project engagement by these two economically focused farmer groups (Section 4.4.2).

**Project objectives in science-initiated partnerships**

Objectives had a strong experimental research focus in the science-initiated projects. This was most noticeably seen in the squash rot project, which sought to undertake complicated field trials to investigate the relationship between nutrient concentrations and rot. The intensity of this science research was evident in the project
documentation, which detailed protocols for sampling soil, leaf and fruit tissue and the fruit at harvest. Samples from commercial fields were to be analysed over two seasons and if a strong relationship between nutrients and rots was shown, scientists would then develop a preliminary storage rot predictor tool for chain actors - the farmers and the squash pack house operators. A second version of the tool was to be developed by the scientists for commercial release in year three of the project. Farmers in the project simply provided access to their land, while pack house operators provided access to their stores.

In the Potato Aphid project, scientists sought data from field and laboratory experiments to develop an Integrated Pest Management programme to prevent aphid resistance to any one class of insecticide. This included benchmarking aphid resistance and undertaking insecticide field trials at CFR research stations. In addition, data on the numbers of flying aphids were to be gathered from six field sites using large suction traps and from 12 smaller sites using yellow bowl traps all situated in farmers’ potato fields in Canterbury.

In each project the development of a ‘tool’ for farmers was dependent on the availability and reliability of data from the fieldwork, which was largely undertaken by the scientists. These two projects were set up to proceed in a linear path. Scientists proposed the projects and set the objectives. Scientists would then collect the data and develop the technology. Farming groups would then transfer the technology to their farming communities who, it was assumed, would adopt it.

While the squash and potato projects addressed issues of relevance to their respective farming sectors and were supported in-kind by the squash farming group and financially by the potato farming group, these science-initiated projects did not generate wide farming sector buy-in. Interviews with potato farmers even revealed doubt over the credibility of the evidence linking potato disease prevalence with insecticide resistance. As a research scientist explained:
Sometimes people develop conspiracy theories - you can see it in the potato industry - they really start to fester. I almost felt there was a tension between the wholesaler and the farmer - they are not too far below the surface.

*Participant R33P*

In a sector where chain actors such as wholesalers exert significant influence over farming practice (Section 4.4.2), conspiracies “fester” and when they take hold they affect farmer buy-in to projects. A project where the problem is not widely recognised by the farming community or undermined by conspiracy theories generates little buy-in.

Farmer buy-in was similarly limited in the squash rot project, despite a decline in crop yield in the previous season. A scientist employed as a science consultant by the squash industry group recalled a grower’s buy-in to the project:

*[Grower’s name]* might have had 10% rot where he was used to having 2%, “Oh well we better do something about it.” That kind of thing - it wasn’t a real buy-in.

*Participant R47S*

Similarly a squash scientist stated:

There was an obvious problem with these rots and for some reason even that didn’t seem to motivate them to fund any research. The only research they ever funded was very specific crop protection things. Those I guess are a lot easier for growers to get their head around…

*Participant R53S*

Another scientist stated:

deep down there wasn’t any real grower interest, grower drive or buy in, any industry push for the project, it just went along.

*Participant R48S*

Intensity of farmer buy-in was affected by how important an issue was perceived by the sector’s farmers and by the influence of other chain actors. Despite the immediacy of the crop management problem of these two projects, these scientist-initiated partnerships did not generate the same level of farmer group buy-in to the problem as either shared or farming group-initiated partnerships.
Partner relationships in science-initiated partnerships

Participatory engagement in the science-initiated projects was largely managed through project steering committees, which generally met twice each year. Scientists and farmers and sometimes other stakeholders from the value chain participated in the committee meetings. Farming group involvement was largely delegated to nominated farmers. Meeting minutes show one or two farmers attended some of the stakeholder meetings in the potato project, while in the squash project the farming representation was overseen by the corporate grower / packhouse operators, although one large grower nominated a cropping consultant to attend, while another had his operations manager attend. Commercial company representatives acted as project managers on both committees. The international food processor McCains provided an agronomist as the project manager for the Potato project, and Analytical Research Laboratories (ARL), a wholly owned subsidiary of the large fertiliser company Ravensdown, provided their technical manager as the project coordinator for the Squash project. Steering committees acted as a forum to discuss project achievements, to plan work for the next season and to address operational difficulties.

When compared to the naturally developed relationships in the farming group-initiated and shared partnerships, interviews indicated that relationships between partners in science-initiated projects, while generally cordial, were more distantly professional and managed largely through the formal settings of project meetings. This formal setting provided limited opportunity for informal social interaction that was evident in LandWISE and WIG’s engagement with scientists. The potato farming group manager commented that there was “not enough involvement of the growers right through the whole thing” (Participant R40P).

In the squash project the steering committee meetings were the principal forum for major actors to interact. The squash project manager explained that while partners talked openly at these meetings about technical matters, their conversations were limited by industry competition between growers:
Around the table I can remember having some pretty open discussions about some of the technical stuff of growing. I am sure if they thought they had something that gave them a market advantage well no they are not going to go out and tell everyone – and then equally you didn’t get complete silence or they didn’t want to talk.

*Participant R52S*

In these projects the collective requirement of participatory research was undermined by sector dynamics of competitiveness among packhouses. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, a culture of secrecy in these industries drove a reluctance for farming actors to share information. The squash project manager explained the challenges of working with the squash industry:

They are extremely competitive, so they don’t trust each other, they are not a coordinated industry. They remind me of the cut flower industry … they are all trying to beat each other to the market, they are all trying to get that wee niche, get that advantage on each other, even the growing standards and those sort of husbandry practices they keep quite tight to their chest.

*Participant R52S*

Although highly competitive, four competing corporate squash growers and pack house operators did participate in the squash rot project. However, a squash scientist explained that, “it was a group that didn’t seem to work very well with each other” (Participant R48S). Farming partners put boundaries around the information they were willing to share, a feature not evident in the shared and farming group-initiated partnerships. One squash scientist recalling his experience claimed that projects needed more than farming group commitment or the desire to answer a research question to hold a group together. He stated:

You actually need to generate emotional buy-in, like it’s not like them saying to you – “oh go away and come back when you have finished”, it’s like you want to go on this thing together and learn together.

*Participant R48S*

This research shows that these steering committees met project accountability requirements, but they did not provide the necessary informal opportunities to develop inter-personal relationships between partners. The formal structure and infrequency of
meetings and the variation in attendees limited the ability to build relationships and therefore trust in the science-initiated partnerships.

5.2.4 Summary of partnership category effects

This comparison between the different project partner categories has identified a number of effects that partnership categories had on project objectives and project relationships in this research. These are summarised in Table 5.2. The following section examines dynamics that drive the way partnerships form and the relationships that develop between partners.

5.3 Dynamics that affect participatory research partnerships

Section 5.2 showed that the notions of partnership are a more socially complex concept than might be implied by the notion of ‘partnership’ in the funding contract that partners sign. Although findings from this research show that participatory research is being integrated into private/public partnerships, the partnerships that form are often very different, with the evidence revealing that project initiators have a significant effect on the type of partnership that is formed. These considerations affect project objectives, dynamics, partner relationships and outcomes. Analysis of the six cases revealed three suites of dynamics that affect the type of partnership, and/or the development of relationships.

- Institutional dynamics
- Alignment of partner priorities
- Power dynamics

5.3.1 Institutional dynamics

Chapter 4 identified a range of institutional dynamics that shape the major project actors’ motivations for engaging in, and expectations of, participatory research, which have the potential to affect project delivery. The empirical evidence presented in Section 5.2 reveals that these institutional dynamics have a direct effect on the way
project partnerships form. This in turn, has flow-on effects to the shaping of project objectives and partners’ relationships.

Table 5.2: Partnership category effects on project objectives and partner relationships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Partnership Category</th>
<th>Project Objectives / Partner Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farming group-initiated Partnership</strong></td>
<td><strong>Objectives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Determined largely by farming group and their members who would seek scientists’ input if needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Farm or orchard focused.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Direct or immediate relevance to farm members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Significant extension component built into project from start.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Partner interaction and knowledge sharing built into project objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Smaller trials on a variety of issues housed within larger project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Relationships</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Farming groups establish long-term relationships (outside the project) with partners, particularly science partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Informal social interaction welcomed between partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Farming groups utilise existing relationships in projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Scientists act as advisors or contractors, which creates new power dynamics compared to traditional applied projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Scientists have positive track record of working with farming groups, are personable and effective communicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relationships between partners often on a personal level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relationships described as collegial and collaborative.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| <strong>Shared Partnership</strong> | <strong>Objectives</strong> |
|                       | • Collaboratively negotiated between project partners. |
|                       | • Had direct farm relevance but combined this with science component. |
|                       | • Had significant extension component. |
|                       | <strong>Relationships</strong> |
|                       | • Relationships shaped by partners’ motivations and expectations. |
|                       | • Requires early understanding of partners’ motivations and expectations. |
|                       | • Farming groups insist on equity. |
|                       | • Mistrust between partners (if present) will erode trust building - resolved through dialogue, negotiation, conflict resolution even in conventional partnerships where partners are more familiar working with each other. |
|                       | • Facilitators play bridging role. |
|                       | • May require re-balancing of power differentials. |
|                       | • Relationship building can be affected past experiences. |
|                       | • Likelihood of contested environment. |
|                       | • Delivery of project unlikely to proceed without relationship building. |
|                       | • Early relationship set backs can be resolved. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Partnership Category</th>
<th>Project Objectives / Partner Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Science-initiated Partnership | **Objectives**<br>• Strong experimental focus to research.<br>• Research may involve complicated and fundamental science research.<br>• Problem is farm relevant and mutually accepted by partners but farming sector buy-in to problem and project is more limited.<br>• Extension not specifically mentioned in objectives – accepted by partners that it will follow science research when results are known.  
**Relationships**<br>• Managed through the formal structure of a project steering committee with farming, science and other stakeholder representatives.<br>• Farming representatives may delegate their participation to others.<br>• Farming engagement on steering committee can be variable.<br>• Farming representatives provide logistical advice to ensure science fieldwork fits in with farm operations.<br>• Relationships cordial and professional but with limited opportunity for informal social interaction.|

**Effects of institutional dynamics that scientists bring to projects**

The science-initiated squash project shows that a need to secure research funds can lead to science-focused objectives being ‘shoe-horned’ into applied projects. When this occurs, farming partners take a more passive role in both setting the research agenda and determining the research process. In science-initiated projects, objectives have a more experimental science focus than in the partnerships in the other two categories investigated in Section 5.2. Furthermore, when farmers are largely isolated from active engagement in the planning of the research programme, even though they may engage in project administration (such as attending project meetings, as they did in the squash project) farming partner buy-in is limited.

While demand-driven research is encouraged to meet the challenges of today's agricultural environments (Klerkx et al., 2006; Klerkx & Jansen, 2010), it would be too simplistic to draw from this that applied projects should not be science-initiated. This research shows that science-initiated projects can expose farming partners to issues that might otherwise fall under their radar and extend them beyond a focus on issues that increase production and profitability. Indeed these considerations were identified as key areas of interest, particularly for the economically focused farming groups in Section 4.4.2. Sustainability, which requires understanding at spatial and temporal scales beyond the immediate and impacts beyond the farm gate, does not feature in
farmers’ vocabulary, even if they generally espouse to notions of sustainability (Cocklin & Dibden, 2005). The limitation of science-initiated partnerships as evidenced in this research, however, is that they start from a pre-determined science perspective rather than allowing objectives to be co-developed and research to be collaboratively designed. This leads to farming actors in science-initiated partnerships being participants in participatory science research. Notions of co-produced knowledge and applications are anathema to such framings.

Successful project partnerships in this research occurred where positive partner relationships between farmers and scientists were typically established before a project partnership was formed, as in the LandWISE and Walnut projects. When relationships were not pre-established, projects required considerable time to develop trust between the partners. This was especially critical in shared partnerships that started from a relatively low level of trust, as in the Crop Science for Māori project. The empirical evidence from Section 5.2 however, shows that relationship-building is undermined by an institutional context which focuses solely on the research, and underestimate the time needed to develop strong industry connections through networking outside the immediate project. The shorter time frames of applied research also under-estimates the time that is needed to build trust in projects. This research shows that trust-building is essential for establishing a foundation on which to develop strong partner relationships in participatory research. Trust-building, however, may be undervalued by institutional contexts that seek measurable outputs. The Crop Science for Māori scientist described the tension of working in “two worlds” – as a scientist in a corporate research environment and as a researcher working in a largely Māori community. In addition, relationship-building beyond the boundaries of projects may be further undermined by transience in the science community, as scientists need to move from project to project to secure research funds (Section 4.3.3).

The evidence from Section 4.3.2 also showed that scientists are shaped by both personal and professional drivers. The ‘scientist’ growers in the walnut group gained enjoyment from and had confidence engaging in science, which influenced their decision to undertake more fundamental research with their bacteriophage work. However, they balanced this experimental science component with applied orchard benchmarking work to ensure the project had immediate relevance to their wider membership to generate grower buy-in.
While all scientists in this research expressed enjoyment at engaging in applied research, participatory research built around micro-level engagement risked being seen as less important than fundamental research. This was most extreme where science outcomes were minimal, such as in the Crop Science for Māori project. Here some scientists questioned the value of engaging in participatory research, viewing it instead as a methodology for social not physical scientists, rather than a framework for applied research. Science built around a rigorous methodology that generates sound, reliable, measurable and reproducible quantitative data more easily fits scientists' perception of science, and of the scientist as an objective, unbiased observer. Funding agencies that encourage scientists to engage in participatory initiatives can act as a catalyst to extend scientists’ research methodologies (Section 4.2.2). At the same time funding agencies' increasing preference for measurable outcomes may ironically promote an experimental approach to science research that favours quantitative ‘science’ outcomes (Section 4.2.3) to meet accountability requirements through stated key performance indicators. The influence on participatory initiatives of regimes, rules and practices such as funding agencies’ demand for accountability, is also noted by others (Barr & Carey, 2000; Hartwich & Negro, 2010; Murray, 2000; Mustalahti, 2006) and the use of knowledge brokers, to act as a bridge between scientists and policy and funding agencies, is increasingly promoted to manage these types of regulatory requirements (Pennell et al., 2013).

Scientists' understanding of farming practice affected the development of strong and trusting partner relationships. Scientists who reported growing up on farms (a scientist in the Crop Science for Māori and another in the Walnut project), claimed this enabled them to develop a strong empathy with their farming partners which acted as a foundation to build trust and shared understanding. Where a scientist's empathy with farming practice was initially poor, as in the wheat calculator project, relationships were strained.

**Institutional dynamics of farming groups**

Positive participatory research partnerships were established where farming groups had applied research as a focus and possessed internal research knowledge. Research-focused groups saw themselves as creators of knowledge and sought external competencies to enhance their own capabilities. This was evident with
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LandWISE, WIG and FAR. These groups were scientifically literate and resourceful. They built farmer awareness and acceptance of issues that were relevant to their sector, which acted to prime their membership and increase buy-in to project research. Farmer buy-in was more limited in the squash and potato projects, which were science-initiated partnerships.

Where farming groups had positive group cultures of engaging with science and a strong research focus shaped by a history of developing and sharing knowledge to improve their industry’s performance both economically and environmentally, as with LandWISE and WIG, groups developed positive partner relationships and strong farmer group buy-in. Furthermore LandWISE, WIG and FAR were also able to draw on a wide base of explicit and tacit knowledge in either their staff and/or membership and FAR and LandWISE also drew on their connections with other chain actors. Research-focused farming groups actively sought to connect their farming members with the science sector. By acting as a bridge between farmers and scientists these farming groups linked their members to outside science capabilities and resources. This research reinforces the importance of social networks for fostering change (see Kroma, 2006; Phillips, 1985; Ridley, 2005; Sligo & Massey, 2007). It furthermore highlights the importance of ‘loosely’ tied linkages between all chain actors, which are recognised as weak ties (Granovetter, 1973) and which are shown to be critical for effective innovation development (Gielens & Steenkamp, 2003).

WIG and LandWISE’s existing positive working relationships with scientists provided a foundation for their projects. These relationships were described as being between people and not between organisations. Where these relationships did not exist, or relationships were assumed, the project had to allocate considerable time to establish and develop the relationship between partners (e.g. Crop Science for Māori and the Wheat Calculator projects). Where industry cultures were competitive, as demonstrated in Section 4.4.2 for the squash and potato sectors, relationships in projects were more muted. Relationships were further compounded by sector secrecy, which limited opportunities for the relationship-building and flourishing of relationships among all partners.
5.3.2 Alignment of partner priorities

When partners’ motivations for participating in projects and their expectations of the participatory process are not well aligned, the empirical evidence clearly shows that positive partner relationships are difficult to foster. Farming groups in all projects began with an expectation that the science research would deliver applied outcomes.

Where one partner took a lead role in a project, whether it was the farming group or the scientists, the project followed the lead partner’s agenda. In farming group-initiated projects such as the precision agriculture and walnut blight projects, farming group expectations were clearly articulated and scientists were aware of what was expected. Potential tensions caused by the scientists taking a more passive role in project governance was mitigated by the farming group generally working with known science partners where relationships had already been established. Where new science / farming group relationships needed to be established and scientists contracted, such as in the walnut blight project, the farming group chose a scientist who understood their emerging industry and who was comfortable with the group being actively engaged in the research.

In science-initiated partnerships, where scientists largely developed the research agenda, project objectives were science focused and scientists largely designed the research. Steering committees were established to manage projects and while farming partners participated in committee meetings, their significant contribution was to align the research to field operations. Farming groups assumed a more passive role than in the farming group or shared partnerships, waiting instead for the science research to deliver relevant tools or knowledge that could then be applied in their sectors.

Shared partnerships in this research required the greatest effort to align partner priorities, since the partnership by its very nature needed to be built around shared understanding. Tensions developed when priorities were not aligned. This was evident in both shared partnerships in this research. In some instances participatory research can cause a clash between institutional frameworks, exemplified on one side by the institution of farming seeking knowledge that is relevant to farming practice, and on the other by the institution of science that values outputs of evidence-based research that are robust and statistically rigorous. These tensions may engender strained partner relationships that have the potential to derail projects. As such, they
need to be addressed before the research can proceed. This was evident in the Crop Science for Māori project and most noticeably in the Wheat Calculator project.

Institutional dynamics that partners bring to projects can express themselves through a misalignment of priorities. If these issues are not reconciled they can erode the foundational requirements of effective collaboration in a project, eroding prospects for shared understanding that is necessary for successful participatory research. Effective partnerships require all partners’ priorities to be closely aligned (Morriss, Massey, Flett, Alpass, & Sligo, 2006; Schensul, 2002) and partners need to understand the other partners’ motivations and expectations such that they mutually understand each other’s needs, wants, expectations and constraints.

Partners’ priorities should not necessarily be the same. Rather, partners should understand each other to collaboratively create a shared vision. In innovation systems, *guidance of the search* which refers to activities that influence positively “the visibility and clarity of specific wants among technology users” (Hekkert et al., 2007: 423), needs to be evident for effective innovation to take place. Alignment of partner expectations assists in guidance of the search, which typically occurs from the interactions and exchange of ideas between partners. Indeed, Morriss et al. (2006) examining farmer/scientist interactions in New Zealand’s dairy industry found that a misalignment of partner objectives limited knowledge exchange of new technologies. Prospects to align priorities are more effective when partners’ relationships are strong and particularly when they are pre-existing. Turner et al. (2013) claim that industry groups are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of building relationships with science organisations, a feature also found in this research.

This chapter’s discussion of participatory partnerships enhances understanding of the need to align partner priorities and most importantly the effect that both informal (practices, customs, traditions) and formal (regimes, laws regulation and rules) institutions have on relationship-building (Section 5.3.1) by restricting opportunities for partners to connect. A recent report from New Zealand about technology transfer (MAF, 2012), reported industry perception of a growing disconnect between science organisations and farming industry. What is surprising is this has occurred despite a policy and funding environment that encourages scientists to engage with farmers in participatory research initiatives.
5.3.3 Power dynamics

The establishment of project relationships was strained in those instances where existing power structures affected project cohesion. Within farming sectors power structures were highlighted with the Māori kumara growers and their unique culturally-based relationship, where restricted knowledge sharing between different communities on the East Cape made collaborative endeavours more complex. Distinctive power structures in the contract relationships in the squash and potato sectors also strained the development of relationships. This was very different from the more open relationships found among the small group of walnut growers and the community-focused and resourceful LandWISE membership.

The empirical evidence from this research shows that relationships between science and farming-group are more difficult to foster in competitive sectors, such as squash and potatoes. The formality of project committees is too structured to provide suitable platform for relationship building between partners. While participants in the squash project did regard it as a significant achievement to get the major industry actors to participate, and relationships were cordial, the protection of vested interests limited opportunity to meaningfully articulate the partners’ expectations and motivations and address mistrust. The protection of vested interests erodes the social capital and collective requirements necessary for participatory research (Bayer, 2004).

In addition, where partners were less informed about the nature of science and its limitations, as in the Crop Science for Māori project, partners needed to be valued as equal contributors in order for relationships to flourish. Where partners’ science knowledge was more equitable, with farming partners having a broad understanding of science as a methodology for developing innovations, as with the walnut growers and LandWISE farmers, relationships between science and farming groups developed organically. However, the research-focused groups created new power dynamics in projects. Scientists in partnerships with research-focused farming groups, took a more passive role in the project’s research or were contracted for selected components. These groups do not see themselves as beneficiaries of science research but rather as active participants. They expected to lead or to take a prominent role in project governance. Farming group-initiated and shared partnerships challenge traditional approaches to research that Fergus and Romney (2005) argue have afforded science a privileged place in western knowledge. This research shows that farming group-
initiated partnerships in particular create a new form of governance that disrupts historic power dynamics in farmer / science relationships that have traditionally seen farmers, rather than scientists take passive roles.

Carr and Wilkinson (2005) argue such forms of governance challenge power dynamics by blurring and blending the boundaries between farming and science. Farming groups like LandWISE, FAR and WIG act as boundary organisations (Cash, 2001) that bridge the gap between the farming and science sectors. Cash et al. (2003: 8086) claim that sustainability efforts are enhanced when organisations “manage the boundaries between knowledge and action in ways that simultaneously enhance the salience, credibility and legitimacy of the information they produce”. To do this requires effective communication and translation of information and mediation. Farming groups in this research who acted as effective boundary organisations (LandWISE, FAR and WIG) have the human capability and the institutional capacity to take on this role. In so doing, they challenge traditional approaches to research. Participatory research provides an enabling environment for these farming groups to take an active role in challenging traditional project power dynamics.

Shared partnerships required the most negotiation and compromise to reconcile power dynamics between partners, as was evident in the wheat calculator. When there is mistrust, relationships cannot be forced. Partners need time, space and flexibility to learn to know each other and to develop shared understanding to break down mistrust. Where there are low levels of trust or significant power differentials, key local individuals, or boundary crossers (Veitch et al., 2007), can assist with reducing tensions, acting as a bridge they both expose and assist to reconcile tensions. The Crop Science for Māori project shows significant gaps are best bridged by developing positive interpersonal relationships between partners.

Trust building is also critical where relationships are more conventional and assumed, but partners have no established working relationships, such as in the wheat calculator project. Partners needed time and space to align each other’s motivations for engaging in the project and their expectations of that engagement. Incompatibilities that arise between the science and farming partners’ expectations cause relationship tensions and projects will not be able to proceed until these tensions have been resolved. This was noticeable in the wheat calculator which saw a clash between
scientists' evidence-based findings and the lived experience of farmers. Scholars argue for effective communication strategies to overcome tensions (Section 2.3.1). Yankelovich (1999) importantly states that collaborative dialogue can only take place when there is equality, emphatic listening and when partners' assumptions are non-judgmentally evaluated. He contends this cannot take place until relationships have been humanised. Empirical evidence shows that collaborative relationships that engender trust between partners can take engagement “beyond initial responses and assumptions based on stereotypes or positions” (Fernandez-Gimenez, Ballard, & Sturtevant, 2008: online). This research shows that ‘humanising’ relationships is critical in participatory research partnerships.

Participatory research is rightly concerned with stakeholder representation (Reed, 2008). However, this research shows that of equal importance is the mindset of actors, which demands they seek collaboration and are willing to co-develop. Science-initiated partnerships marginalised farming partners from co-setting the research agenda while industry competitiveness eroded collaboration and partnership cohesion. Shared partnerships show that through a process of negotiation and dialogue where tensions are exposed and addressed, a productive and collaborative environment for innovation can be created and power dynamics that erode trust and the creation of a shared vision can be made more equitable. Farming group-initiated partnerships began from a position of partner equity where all knowledge was viewed as legitimate and therefore valued by participants.

5.4 **Key requirements of partnerships to provide an enabling environment for participatory research**

This chapter's investigation of partnership as a social process that seeks to engender collaboration, foster relationships and create shared meaning through communication and negotiation between project actors, differentiates it from the notion of partnership as a structural and contractual entity that is often implied in project contracts. Analysis of the evidence provides valuable insight into the key requirements for creating an enabling environment for participatory endeavours. These are identified in Table 5.3. The evidence in the table draws from sections in this chapter and also from Chapter 4, which shows the inter-relatedness of institutional dynamics and partnerships.
Table 5.3: Dynamics that foster positive partner relationships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Dynamic Characteristic</th>
<th>Research Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Partner networking & collaboration** | • Maintenance of strong relationships outside project  
• Positive past experiences of collaboration | Very evident in research-focused farming group partnerships – LandWISE, WIG, FAR where groups actively seek collaboration with science and other partners and begin partnerships often from existing relationships (4.4.2), (5.2.1).  
Historical / cultural facets in projects present challenges for establishing channels for collaboration – e.g Māori, Squash, Potato projects (4.4.2) (5.2.2) (5.2.3). |
| **All partners are viewed as innovation / knowledge co-developers** | • Partners share in programme planning  
• Partners co-develop objectives  
• Partners co-develop research design and are viewed as active partners in project research | Evident in farming group-initiated partnerships (5.2.1)  
Shared partnerships needed to negotiate to begin developing. Significant trust-building, negotiation and compromise required (5.2.2). In the Crop Science for Māori project, co-development emerged after the trust building period. However, in the Wheat calculator the epistemological differences between partners while aired and understood were never fully resolved and so partners co-development was more limited.  
Not evident in science-initiated partnerships (5.2.3) since these had a strong science focus with minimal farmer engagement in initial research planning and agenda setting. Farmers and farming groups had a passive role in project research (5.3.1). Farming groups’ role was limited to advising on project logistics to enable the research to be undertaken smoothly in farmers’ fields. |
| **Partners humanise relationships** | • Transcends the purely professional  
• Trust-building is an integral part of early relationship-building | Very evident in farming group-initiated partnerships (5.2.1), where project learning is built around collaborative peer networks.  
Shared partnerships needed to develop this (5.3.3). Relationships flourished when partners understood each other and interacted positively.  
Science-initiated partnerships provided few opportunities for informal inter-personal relationship-building since projects and relationships were managed largely through formal committee structures (5.2.3). |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Dynamic Characteristic</th>
<th>Research Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Partner priorities are aligned | • Understand partners’ motivations and expectations.  
• Wide sector buy-in at start  
• Farm/orchard relevant objectives  
• Applied farm focus is evident in objectives and research design  
• Priorities are articulated so these can be aligned early | Very evident in farming group-initiated projects where farming groups articulated their expectations (5.2.1) and oversaw project work. Scientists in these projects faced personal challenges in working in environments that may not follow more rigid science protocols, but they enjoyed the relationships that developed.  
Shared partnerships needed to work through tensions to align priorities (5.2.2). Required considerable learning by scientists in particular about working in collaborative participatory relationships.  
Not evident in science-initiated partnerships driven by the science research (5.2.3).  
Resulted in minimal farmer buy-in in squash and potato projects (5.2.3). |
| Supportive institutions | • Wide support for knowledge sharing and engagement  
• Actors have a personal mindset for collaboration  
• Partners recognise and value input of different knowledges  
• Farming group has broad understanding/acceptance of science as a development tool  
• Scientists have a broad understanding of farming practice and how crops are managed on farms  
• Policy environment that provides an enabling flexible and non-prescriptive environment for stakeholder collaboration | Research-focused farming groups break down barriers that inhibit collaboration and knowledge sharing (5.3.3) (4.4.2).  
Scientists claimed to enjoy participatory endeavours but talked about significant institutional impediments to engagement in participatory research that underestimate/undervalue participatory requirements (4.3) (4.3.2) (Table 4.2).  
Industry competitiveness in squash & potatoes made knowledge sharing difficult (5.2.3).  
Scientists’ sense of what it meant to be a scientist created personal barriers which some felt they had to set aside to engage in research they may not ‘control’ (4.3.2). Difficulties doing this could create significant epistemological tensions, that became evident in projects as a clash between evidence-based science and lived experience of farmers (5.2.2).  
SFFs original flexible but friendly active management approach was recognised to be conducive to fostering collaboration (4.2.3). There is evidence in this research that this may be changing to a more KPI driven focus that may inadvertently undermine the participatory process as it favours quantitative evidence of collaboration and maybe less aware and accepting of the importance of trust-building and the time it takes to develop this (4.2.3). |
5.5 Summary

The case studies examined in this research provide a valuable opportunity to contribute to the understanding of project partnerships. The partnership categories identified in this research grouped partnerships according to which actor group initiated the project (Section 5.2.2). This provided a novel way to investigate partnership as a social process, generating insight into how the actors who initiated the project shaped project objectives and partner relationships.

The comparative analysis of the projects shows that achieving collaborative partnerships in the complex and contestable agricultural sector can be a messy, highly variable and complex social process. The discussion enhances understanding about the social complexities of partnerships in project-based science, a recognised under-researched area of scholarship (Bidwell & Ryan, 2006). While partnership engagement in public-private partnerships is typically formalised when the partners sign a contract, the evidence from this research shows that project partnerships are affected by institutions that influence how actors engage in participatory partnerships and affect the collective and collaborative requirements of project partnerships (see Hartwich & Negro, 2010; Morriss et al., 2006). This chapter’s discussion enhances understanding in this area by showing the effect these institutional contexts have on the way project partnerships form, with flow-on effects to project objectives and partner relationships.

The research extends the typical focus of scholarly research about participatory partnerships beyond a principal focus on partnership as a contractual entity. It also extends the focus beyond the bounded project timeframe of the formal start and end dates, which usually aligns with the period a project is funded. Farming group-initiated partnerships clearly illustrate the importance of relationship building outside projects, and especially beforehand. While organisational narratives such as New Zealand’s CRI’s Statements of Core Purpose (see for example Plant and Food Research, 2010) may call for greater connection between the science sector and primary industries to drive innovation and stimulate New Zealand’s knowledge economy, this chapter reveals that institutional dynamics can erode the development of partnerships and partner relationships in micro-level projects.
This chapter’s empirical evidence provides strong support for investing in partnership building to create trusting relationships in participatory research projects, particularly where projects seek to advance sustainability. This is because the paradigmatic changes that are required to advance sustainability in the agricultural sector (Chapter 1) depend not just on who sits around the project table, but more importantly on the partners’ mindsets which recognise that shared understanding and collective visions are built on strong partner relationships and inclusion of the multiple and sometimes divergent knowledges that each partner brings to the table. Participatory partnerships demand more than just the requirement for partner participation; they demand participatory relationships.
6.0 Exploring Learning in Participatory Research

6.1 Introduction

In the agricultural sector it is widely argued that stakeholders must collectively develop knowledge, technologies and institutions if global agriculture is to become more equitable, sustainable and innovative (Pretty, Sutherland, Ashby et al., 2010). As Chapter 5 highlighted, participatory research in applied agricultural projects can facilitate rich partnerships. These partnerships should be fostered to enable partners to engage collectively and collaboratively in an enquiry that leads to co-produced knowledge (Hekkert et al., 2007; Klerkx et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2013). Furthermore, participatory researchers recognise that the ownership of the learning process and the knowledge that is generated should be widely and equitably distributed amongst the project partners (Cornwall et al., 1994; Neef & Neubert, 2011; Reed, 2008).

However, as Chapter 2 discussed, integrating science and farming knowledge in participatory research partnerships can be notoriously difficult (Allan et al., 2013). Given the growing interest from funding and policy agencies to seek ways to increase the adoption of sustainability innovations on the farm (Botha et al., 2014; Ministry of Primary Industries, 2012) there is a need to more closely examine learning processes and outcomes in participatory projects that seek to advance sustainability.

The six projects in this research provided ideal sites to explore knowledge production and knowledge diffusion. Turner at al. (2013) refer to this as ‘knowledge exchange’ in
participatory research projects. Learning emerged as a dominant theme during the analysis of data collected for this research (Section 3.3). This theme was drawn from coding categories that focused on: the production and diffusion of knowledge; the space where knowledge production occurs; the knowledge that is produced; and the learning and transformation (change) that takes place.

This chapter examines communication, enquiry and learning in the six investigated projects. It begins by examining how knowledge production occurred in the projects by exploring project learning spaces to see how project actors created an enabling environment for joint knowledge production. It then explores how different learning spaces affected learning outcomes. It finally examines how project learning was diffused to farming communities to advance more sustainable practices in farming sectors.

6.2 Project knowledge production

6.2.1 Learning spaces

For people to work collectively and collaboratively they must be provided opportunities and spaces to interact with others. Leeuwis and Aarts (2011: 21) call this space of interaction “a space for change”, highlighting how such spaces are necessary for stimulating innovation in complex systems. The concept of spaces for change has received wide interest in the literature (for example Chowdhury & Odame, 2013; Klerkx, Koutsouris, & Labarthe, 2013; Sewell et al., 2014; Sterk, Kobina, Gogan, Sakyi-Dawson, & Kossou, 2013). This notion has particular utility in this chapter’s investigation of learning in agricultural innovation projects, as it focuses on understanding the discursive space where people engage, communicate and exchange ideas (Section 2.3.2). This section explores the development of learning spaces in the six projects in this research.

6.2.2 Linear knowledge production

Linear processes occur when knowledge production undertaken by scientists is followed by knowledge diffusion to farmers as users of the knowledge (Leeuwis, 2004). Participatory research seeks to avoid linear processes by encouraging interactive
knowledge production that integrates the multiple knowledges of stakeholders into decision-making (Pretty, 1995). Although all projects in this research employed a participatory methodology, linear processes were still evident in two projects, the potato aphid and the squash rot projects. Both of these project partnerships were science-initiated (Section 5.2.3).

In the Potato Aphid project the research involved laboratory and field experimentation conducted by Crop and Food Research scientists to monitor local aphid infestations and resistance. Scientists sought to identify levels of insecticide resistance in aphids and to assess trap effectiveness for monitoring aphid numbers from yellow bowl traps and suction traps placed in seed potato farmers’ fields (SFF Project documentation date 30.8.06). Farmers’ spray diaries were also made available to the scientists for the assessment of crop spray routines.

Overall, interviews with farmers revealed that they were principally observers of the project’s research, rather than active participants in the research, although they did report occasional talks with members of the science team when they visited their farms to monitor the yellow bowl traps. The following three quotes from seed potato growers are typical of grower comments:

> I wasn’t too involved with the research side of things.
> 
> Participant R31P

> Well [the scientist] did all of it, basically I didn’t do it. I provided the place, I might have been there two times when he collected them.
> 
> Participant R37P

> I didn’t see them all that often, the guys that were doing the monitoring…they just sort of told me that they would be monitoring the traps once a week.
> 
> Participant R41P

Similarly the Squash Rot research was carried out by Crop and Food Research scientists. In this instance determining the multi-factorial influences on Squash Rot was regarded as scientifically complicated. Pre-harvest conditions were considered a likely cause of rot, so the science team focused the research on isolating particular influences. Fruit, soil and leaf samples were collected and analysed over two seasons from field sites in Gisborne, Manawatu and Hawkes Bay. These sites were principally
owned or leased by four of the major ‘corporate’ squash growers. At each site, field coordinators collated information on temperature, rainfall, fertiliser, irrigation and spray programmes. After harvesting, fruit were stored in pack-houses for eight weeks then evaluated by the scientists for rot. A scientist explained, “there was complexity, so we looked after all the field stuff” (Participant R48S). A squash grower whose land was used for field trials described his involvement with the project as follows:

Can’t really remember it because it was not something I actively did – they came and did it… but they did pass on the information about the results.

Participant R03S

Project steering committees managed both the squash and Potato Aphid project, with science and farming representatives on these committees collaboratively engaging in project planning (Section 5.2.3). Farming input ensured that the field research that was undertaken largely by the scientists aligned well with farming operations. As two farming representatives on the squash project committee explained:

You are often dealing with operational people and the growers are operational people and the packhouses are operational people and they don’t like things that interfere with that. So it’s got to be set up in a way that is practical for the operational side of the business.

Participant R46S

Sometimes when scientists are talking they don't think about the logistics of how you are going to do something, they think this is going to be the best from a scientific point of view, but if you can’t do it in the field you are doomed to failure from the start.

Participant R49S

Squash farming participants wanted the scientists to produce a Squash Rot predictor tool, while potato farming participants wanted the field and laboratory evidence to inform a pest resistant management strategy for seed potato growers. Farming participants were therefore focused on the output of the research. A focus on the outputs of learning rather than the process of learning is recognised to be problematic for the establishment of learning environments where iterative and emergent knowledge emerges from collaboration (Bawden, 2010; Blackmore, 2007). Blackmore (2007) argues for the need for learning processes to be constructive, interactive, purposeful and mutually agreed. With minimal farmer engagement in project fieldwork
and a focus on the output of science research, the development of a collaborative learning space in both the potato and squash projects was limited.

While potato farmers provided land for scientists to gather data on aphid numbers and on occasions interacted with scientists as they emptied the traps, the engagement was passive. A potato farmer explained involvement and interactions as follows:

[Scientist’s name] would just give me a ring on the cell phone and whip down there and he would change it and count them or take the stuff away and he would count them in a laboratory and find out the results. Often I couldn’t be there. Well he did all of it basically I didn’t do it.

*Participant R37P*

The Squash Rot project similarly sought no farmer engagement with the fieldwork. A corporate grower/packhouse operator representative on the project committee explained:

The farmers knew very little of what was going on, we would have just said we are going to do this trial and they would have gone yes - that is it.

*Participant R49S*

With limited or no collaborative engagement in the field, the primary focus of the research in the early period became data collection. The technical difficulty of the data collection also made it more problematic to engage farmers. An agronomist explained:

[The scientists] wanted to get growers to identify aphids in the bowl traps – but it was a pretty hard ask to get people that aren’t that good at looking at aphids to look in a bowl trap, to identify them and count them.

*Participant R32P*

Limited collaborative interaction led to a perception by some potato farmers that the project had a singular science focus. A farmer explained,

[The scientist] never even monitored the crop when he came out, all he did was empty the trap – he didn’t even look at the plants in the paddock or anything to see if there were any aphids on them.

*Participant R35P*
A “space for change” should allow opportunities for participants to learn together where issues between actors can become apparent, negotiated and addressed (Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011). The empirical evidence from the squash and Potato Aphid project shows that when farmers are largely isolated from the fieldwork, projects are unable to foster a meaningful discursive space where partners can share information, communicate and negotiate to build trust and to learn together. Project committees allow partner input, but this research shows interactions typically focus on operational matters. While this may be useful for aligning operational and research components, it does not provide a substitute for active engagement in a learning by doing approach that is integral to effective participatory research (Allen, 1998; Allen, Kilvington, Oliver, & Gilbert, 2001; Botha et al., 2014; Douthwaite et al., 2003). The linear approach to knowledge production in these projects largely reflected the Transfer of Technology (TOT) approach to research and extension (Chambers et al., 1993).

6.2.3 Collaborative knowledge production

In the walnut and Precision Agriculture projects, farmers and scientists engaged in collaborative learning. As Section 5.2.1 revealed, both these projects were established on partnerships that were initiated by the farming groups.

In the Walnut Blight project, the walnut growers, many of whom were research scientists (although none were agricultural scientists), sought intense engagement with the project’s research. The group’s research committee was responsible for leading the research, which focused on new management techniques and bio-control options to reduce growers’ dependency on copper sprays and to enhance orchard management of Walnut Blight. While the bio-control component of the project involved novel and fundamental science, WIG’s research committee complemented this with orchard-focused spraying research that had immediate relevance for all growers. A ‘non-scientist’ grower recalled the knowledge he gained from the project:

We gained a lot of knowledge. They may not have been able to find a bacteriophage to cure blight but there were a number of other issues we solved like timing of sprays.

Participant R64Wa
Similarly farmers in LandWISE, while not scientists like the members of the WIG research committee, nonetheless drew on both explicit codified knowledge and tacit knowledge to address land management issues using precision tools. Farmers’ use of explicit and tacit knowledge is evident in the following comment from a LandWISE farmer,

The University comes here every year, postgraduate students have done work which is great. It takes our time but at the same time we get a chunk of feedback from a range of people…. It will always be in the top farmers nature to have a go to innovate to try something new and once they have done it they don’t sit back, they can’t help themselves – if I can just tweak that I will make that a bit better – they don’t always make it better but … I pride myself that we can improve our soils, we know what a good soil is better than anyone… The environment throws things at us and the water table comes up and down and the land is not quite even everywhere.

Participant R03L

Farmers in LandWISE and WIG valued science input and sought engagement with particular specialists (Section 4.4.2). LandWISE’s projects involved scientists who were modelers, GIS specialists, soil specialists and crop scientists, while WIG involved science input from biophage experts and a crop specialist. For both farming groups the relevance of the projects to their wider members’ farming business was paramount and they expected this relevance to be clearly evident in the project design (Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). Research trials were managed by the farming group. As a LandWISE farmer explained:

We had the science guys feeding into it, but the science was working for us.

Participant R04L

Collaboration for these farming groups incorporated and built upon intense engagement with research design and implementation. A walnut grower described the collaborative nature of their relationship with their science partners by saying, “We were engaged with the researchers all the way” (Participant R56Wa). Often this involved very active engagement. As a walnut grower explained:
I was climbing up and down trees taking samples of walnut buds and I would take them to Lincoln to analyse bacteriophages and how many Walnut Blight bacteria were in the buds at various times through the season. There was a lot of collaboration.

*Respondent R62Wa*

LandWISE and WIG both employed a ‘learning by doing’ approach (Allen, 1998; Allen, Kilvington, Oliver, & Gilbert, 2001; Botha et al., 2014; Douthwaite et al., 2003). As part of this approach, both groups demonstrated this through ‘learning by using’ and ‘learning by interacting’ (Hekkert et al., 2007: 421). The former involved actively trialing the innovation. A LandWISE farmer who experimented with precision tools emphasised that the best way to learn was by:

…trying it. If it is a new idea to me I work through it logically, it has to make sense to me, it is not just somebody’s idea – I have to be able to make sense of it – whatever the idea I have to make sense of it.

*Participant R03L*

LandWISE farmers were intensely inquisitive and wanted to understand ‘why,’ before they would implement new practices or new innovations. As the following two farmers illustrated:

If I can’t justify why we are going to have 20m round every stream - then it doesn’t make sense, but if someone tells me that on a 45 degree slope you need 15m to mitigate loose soil runoff to cultivate it, then I would say fair enough – because if you don’t, what is the alternative, and that is when you can say that is good practice in those situations.

*Participant R04L*

If someone says we are going to get that amount more yield doing that, why? …I just hear farmers asking more technical questions - why will that work? They are farmers who are really, really competent in their field.

*Participant R03L*

WIG interacted closely with their researchers. This interaction was partly necessitated by the complexity of the biophage research, which involved intricate laboratory research. However the group valued the knowledge co-production with the contracted scientists as the following quote from a walnut grower indicated,
...right down to the research [the scientist] was designing - we actually got in and had conversations about how she had designed it and questioned her as to why she had done it that way and not this way.

*Participant R56Wa*

The walnut growers’ scientific expertise made it possible for them to understand and engage with the complexities of the biophage research. This allowed them to participate in the process of learning rather than wait passively for the scientists to deliver outputs.

LandWISE and WIG farmers saw the science / farmer relationship as a synergy between what Ingram (2008) calls the know-how of the farmer and the know-why of the scientist. Know-why is connected to the rules and principles of formal knowledge such as science, while know-how draws on the knowledge of experience (Lundvell & Johnson, 1994). This research shows that know-why knowledge assists farmers weighing the risks and benefits of a change of practice. Know-why was sought by farmers who had a broad understanding of science as a development tool.

In the more farm focused components of the research, LandWISE and WIG engaged in self-organised knowledge production and learning. Farmers undertook field trials with their members often only involving scientists as advisors or as analysts of data collected by the farmers. For example, in the benchmarking study coordinated by members of the walnut research committee, growers gathered data on orchard performance under different conditions and a variety of management approaches to develop climate models to target spraying regimes (Thompson, undated). A scientist who observed the group’s activity explained:

> The growers would split up in teams to see how to assess and to be trained – as you always have an assessor effect which makes it difficult comparing what you assess - but this way it is more even - because they do all those training walks and they go over it, twice or three times and then they split up in teams – and there is always one in the group that knows something.

*Participant R65Wa*

Self-organised research activities enabled members to be actively engaged in collaborative learning. These learning experiences could be visualised as spaces where farmers shared or exchanged ideas, knowledge or stories. These small
discursive spaces, which fostered collaborative engagement and reflect a ‘post normal’ peer network (Henley, 1999), typically developed around small farmer-led trials and sometimes involved scientists either as active or passive participants. Peer networks provided an enabling environment for co-production of the project’s innovation. Farmers provided access to land, human capital, technology, land and local understanding. Scientists provided expert knowledge and a respected approach to research investigation. As a LandWISE farmer explained:

[The scientists] have got the science input and we have got the hardware to make it happen…

Participant R03L

Scientists who engaged with LandWISE and WIG generally took a lesser role in project research as the farming groups expected science input to complement or supplement the farming group’s own research and not be the singular focus of the project. Traditional power relationships with scientists giving top down information were replaced by demand-driven collaborative research. While WIG and LandWISE created positive long-term relationships with scientists, this new power dynamic directly challenged linear approaches to research and extension. Scientists who engaged in demand-driven research or were advisers to farmer-led trials, sometimes questioned the methodological robustness and rigour of farmer experimentation. A scientist described the dilemma of working with data collected by farmers that had not been gathered according to strict science protocols as follows:

People think research is really easy to do but research is hard. And so for instance we have just had a whole bunch of results back from [a farming group] which you cannot do anything with because they haven’t followed any of the protocols… There are some issues there to consider about the way that we do science - Should we do it differently? How do we decide what we do differently?

Participant R48L

Interviews suggested that no matter how positive the personal relationships were between science and farming actors, integrating scientific and farming knowledge created an uneasy marriage between the evidence-based requirements of scientific knowledge and the knowledge farmers developed from their lived experience. This challenged both the way research was conducted and how it was communicated. AIS
and participatory researchers embrace multiple stakeholder engagement in research and recognise both the capacity and capability of non-science stakeholders to enable innovation (Klerkx et al., 2012; Ziegler & Ott, 2012). Farming groups challenging of traditional ways of undertaking research, can unsettle scientists’ desire for a robust and rigorous methodology to science investigation. The LandWISE manager talked about the difference between scientists and farmers’ research:

The person who goes into science wants to know the answer and have total confidence before they make a statement… Scientists they just typically have it so they are very very sure. For decisions I make every day I am pretty sure and if I am wrong you look at that. But scientists aren’t like that… They don’t know how to integrate [farmer knowledge].

*Participant R01L*

LandWISE and WIG farmers actively saw themselves as innovators. As a result, research in collaborative spaces that was led by these farming groups blurred traditional research boundaries. These farming groups mobilised codified and tacit knowledge to provide an enabling environment for co-produced knowledge that was relevant to their members.

### 6.2.4 Negotiated knowledge production

Given the lack of pre-existing relationships, partners needed to become familiar with each other in the Crop Science for Māori project before they could learn to work together as partners. As such, in these kinds of instances the learning space can be regarded as a negotiated space in which partners jostled for position in the partnership. The community expected scientists to develop a deep understanding and respect for *Mātauranga Māori* (Māori knowledge) to establish a foundation of trust on which to build a learning space. As a grower explained:

We had to teach them tikanga – our protocol – how you respect us on our ground… because they didn't know.

*Participant R11M*

This included respecting and understanding how to operate in the community. The lead scientist explained:
Chapter Six

You have to be really aware of power relationships which a lot of people don't think about, you shake hands and get a big hug - but you have to realise you have a wider responsibility. In Waipiro Bay, when I rushed to another meeting by car, almost running into a car of a community member I apologized immediately to a kaumatua in the community – “I feel very sorry and I hope it won't spoil our relationship”. We were out in these communities with our vehicles from our institute and we learned very quickly to, practice good behaviour, as we were noticed by the community.

Participant R13M

Scientists therefore had to temper their initial expectations about project timeframes and create more flexibility in project delivery to provide the space for relationships to develop with the community. A member of the science team stated:

It was probably three years into the programme before we started to actually get some community feedback.

Participant R10M

While scientists were used to relating to farmers, on the East Cape they found the farmer/scientist relationship was not typical, as a scientist said, “up there it was always come in and have a big discussion and it was all very personal” (Participant R20M). In the Crop Science for Māori project there was a foundational requirement for trust-building to enable partners to become familiar with each other’s different ways of knowing and doing. This reflects Yankelovich’s (1999) contention that for effective dialogue, relationships must firstly be humanised.

Traditional teaching platforms that were initially employed by the scientists to ‘educate’ growers about cropping practices proved unsuccessful at capturing grower interest. The lead scientist explained:

We started with typical classroom stuff and we took a whole stack of papers. We were quite aware of their [particular] needs but still with a mindset of a scientist getting out into a community – and we did all the wrong things. People were falling asleep, it was not working.

Participant R13M

In a community that had limited understanding of science as a development tool, scientists needed to rethink their traditional approaches to research and extension.
Classroom-style teaching, which the scientists initially utilised, viewed the community as passive observers and reinforced a top-down linear approach to project research and extension that is known to reinforce the researcher/researched stereotypes (Wadsworth, 2010). Most growers, many of whom were elderly, had not sat in a classroom environment since their school days. As a grower stated:

I want to go out to the garden - meetings are boring, I lose interest after 30 minutes.

*Participant R11M*

Weather stations which scientists installed on four properties to provide long-term climate data also led to a clash of partners’ expectations that was described by one scientist as, “two world’s colliding” (Thompson, undated), when growers expected these to provide short-term local weather information. The effectiveness of this climate technology was further impeded by its proprietary software that needed to be installed on individual grower’s computers despite some growers not having electricity to power a computer. In addition, even computer savvy growers regarded the software as technically challenging, unreliable, cumbersome, slow and largely impractical as it generated enormous quantities of “irrelevant” scientific data (*Participant R08M*).

By taking a very reflective approach to their programme delivery, the scientists made significant changes. Classroom teaching was replaced by workshops containing a short seminar followed by extensive field walks. Workshop content was made grower-relevant with popular topics such as weed management becoming a regular feature. The Māori community also provided input to the workshops including running a tikanga workshop so scientists could learn about Māori protocols. The lead scientist demonstrated this reflective approach to programme delivery when he stated:

It was really amazing how we changed. We said that we have to relate to their needs. We have to do things totally differently. I used my own intuition. One thing that helped me - I have a strong farming background… The scientist can bring some things to the table, and [the community] bring other things to the table and so you make it better and stronger. On all steps you are learning. The biggest driver was that it was not about us, but about them.

*Participant R13M*
As the science team’s empathy with the community’s culture, values and traditions matured, trust was built (Section 5.2.2). These positive relationships, which developed over time, provided the enabling factors for collaborative learning initiatives which sought to incorporate Mātauranga Māori and western science knowledge into project learning. This was most evident in the co-production of a cropping calendar to follow the Māori planting year, which recognises Matariki (the Māori New Year) as the start of the planting season. For the scientists the calendar acted as tangible evidence of their developing partnership with the community. The lead scientist explained:

You can build trust but in the end you have to achieve something together. Sometimes you can become lost because you are so busy with relationships. You also realize there were major social issues in some instances, but you cannot solve all their problems.

Participant R13M

The Māori community wanted science knowledge to complement not replace their traditional knowledge, so the Māori calendar came about from the input of two knowledges in the partnership (Table 4.3). It acknowledged the plurality of knowledge rather than the integration of knowledge. The calendar illustrates that as trust developed between partners over time a learning space was negotiated that enabled knowledge to be co-produced and where learning was reciprocal.

Once a foundation of trust was built between partners, scientists were able to expand the learning beyond a focus on crop production and address important issues around selling kumara. Growers had initially sought to sell their produce locally but had encountered significant difficulties selling organic produce at a premium price on the East Cape as a community member explained:

I'd see [grower’s name] with her truckloads [of organic kumara] in the main streets and they'd sell one bag. And like sitting there all day – selling one bag. Locally people are not going to pay extra, they prefer to have the non-organic ones, which are going to be cheaper. It’s just the way the communities are. There is not much money out there at the moment.

Participant R15M

To explore markets beyond the East Cape scientists organised a fieldtrip to an organic wholesaler in Napier (five hours away) which revealed to the growers that the largest organic kumara market was elite restaurants in New Zealand’s major cities where
chefs paid highly for delicate (small) sized organic kumara. However, this market knowledge directly challenged the cultural values of the growers, who had gained considerable *mana* (prestige) from growing large sized kumara and had stores full of large kumara. For one grower, this market knowledge bought a clash of value systems which was difficult to reconcile. As a community member explained:

> He *can* grow kumara that the market wants. I tell him, and last year he just looked at me and said “what do they want them for, that is just stupid”. And so you get large kumara again. So I say to him this year “gosh those mongrels want those little ones again. So I say “We don't want those big ones - they're a waste of time”. He's turning a little.

*Participant R16M*

Understanding and engaging with markets is critical for innovation (Klerkx, Aarts, & Leeuwis, 2010; Klerkx et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2013). The Crop Science for Māori project showed that project learning needed to extend beyond a singular focus on crop production. However, since engaging with the markets challenged the growers’ cultural values, the introduction of other value chain support actors could only occur after a foundation of trust was developed between the foundational partners. While this research shows how important it is for participatory research projects that operate in agricultural innovation systems to engage with other actors in value chains, the Crop Science for Māori project shows that the timing of these introductions must be carefully planned to minimise possible tensions that could unbalance existing or developing relationships.

As relationships developed scientists organised workshops where chefs provided tastings of specialty kumara dishes. Scientists also used community support to organise two Food Festivals on the East Cape to showcase organic produce. These activities allowed the producers (Māori growers), suppliers (the wholesaler) and markets (chefs) to interact and understand each other. As the lead scientist explained:
The chefs their eyes were popping out of their heads because they said “these are real people growing beautiful crops”. They are buying it from the wholesaler, so they never see the real person with hands in the soil. And the growers were amazed to look at all the plates of Māori potato and kumara. Two different worlds came together.

*Participant R13M*

The Crop Science for Māori project shows that in relationships where partners are unfamiliar with each other and where there is a coming together of different knowledge and values, the development of trust as a foundation on which to build partner relationships is central to project learning. However, empirical evidence from the Wheat Calculator project shows that trust building is also needed in more ‘conventional’ science/farmer partnerships where these actors are more familiar with engaging with each other and where farming partners have more understanding of science’s contribution to innovation.

In the Wheat Calculator project the science team held the intellectual property for the research model that underlay the calculator (Section 5.2.2). They viewed the model as a science tool. Wheat farmers wanted changes to the calculator’s interface to make it less complicated to use. This misalignment of partner priorities created early tensions. The scientists strongly resisted farmers’ recommendations for changes to be made to the interface, as they perceived these changes would compromise the scientific integrity of the underlying model.

Although the scientists’ resistance to farmers’ recommendations for modifications was initially strong, a technician employed to assist farmers to adopt the technology used her understanding of science and her growing tacit knowledge about the way farmers managed their wheat crop to successfully act as a boundary crosser between the science and farming partners (Veitch et al., 2007). The technician explained:

> Often research-grower relationships are hard to form because the two never meet … I sided with the farmer first then put my research hat on – it made me a better researcher and changed the way I tackled projects.

*Participant R79Wh*

Facilitators, intermediaries, boundary crossers and network brokers are important connectors in innovation systems (Klerkx & Jansen, 2010; Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009; Policy, 2006 August). These actors can step in and out of ‘different worlds’ and build
bridges between divergent stakeholders (Eames, 2005; Putnam, 2000). In the Wheat Calculator project the field technician assumed this bridging role. The use of a boundary crossed created a negotiated space and the project moved from a linear to a collaborative learning space, which enabled co-development. The technician provided the key to unlock the discursive space by acting as a conduit for communication and dialogue between partners. In so doing, she transformed the project into a learning space.

In the Crop Science for Māori project, ‘community’ boundary crossers played only a limited role since cultural protocols meant their influence was often restricted to particular communities. While a community kaumatua (Māori elder) did provide some assistance with initial introductions, as trust developed between partners, scientists developed a more acute understanding of the community so they could work across boundaries. Scientists however acknowledged their limitations as boundary crossers. As the lead scientist in the Crop Science for Māori explained:

You will never become a Māori - don't pretend you are a Māori. I am not a Māori. You have to learn really quickly, with all the respect you may earn you are still an outsider and it is still a privilege to be part of these things. That is something you have to be really aware of or otherwise you are overstepping boundaries, and people appreciate it as well if you really step away... you still have to acknowledge your research role. We all moved in that common space between communities and science and suddenly there is no scientist any more. You have to go back to the original role – it is a bit of a dilemma actually.

Participant R13M

Both the Wheat Calculator and the Crop Science for Māori projects show that unbalanced relationships between science and farming project partners inhibit the development of co-produced knowledge. However these partnership imbalances can be addressed in a negotiated space where competing storylines can be aired. In this space actors reached what Leeuwis & Aarts (2011: 28) call “coherence, complementarity and/or congruence” through a process of negotiation, dialogue and facilitation. To become a learning space, the negotiated space required effective communication between partners. Boundary crossers facilitated the negotiated space and unlocked the learning space. While these were sometimes actors from outside the project, actors within projects learnt how to develop skills to take on this bridging role, as occurred in the Crop Science for Māori project.
6.2.5 Characteristics of projects that foster or impede the development of collaborative learning spaces

Section 6.2 shows that learning spaces are created in collaborative environments where opportunities are created for knowledge to be co-produced. Knowledge co-production is created from collaboration, trust-building and/or negotiation between participants. Without active collaboration in projects, linear knowledge production occurs. When viewing the six projects through a learning lens, projects in this research were able to be divided into three groupings. Interestingly this same pattern emerged when the projects were independently viewed through a partnership lens in Chapter 5. This consistent 2 x 2 x 2 patterning, with Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight showing a consistent pattern; Crop Science for Māori and Wheat Calculator another pattern; and Squash and Potato Aphid another pattern for both project partnerships and knowledge production, indicates a strong connection between the development of project partnerships and learning spaces.

Trust building, a critical requirement for the development of partnerships (Section 5.4.2), is equally critical for the creation of collaborative learning. Proactive farming groups who have a research focus, (LandWISE, WIG and FAR), played a central role in connecting science and farming actors in projects as they acted as boundary crossers to assist in the creation of collaborative learning spaces. They also played a critical role creating their own spaces for farmer to farmer learning, where scientists played a more passive role.

The research shows that the creation of collaborative learning spaces is essential for creating the preconditions necessary to foster co-production that is essential for innovation and change. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarise the key characteristics in the six projects that impede (Table 6.1) and those that foster (Table 6.2) the development of a collaborative space for learning. Illustrative examples from Section 6.2 support each characteristic.
Table 6.1: Project characteristics that impede collaborative learning spaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Empirical support from this research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary focus on science research - focus on research outputs not learning process</td>
<td>Squash project focused on fieldwork for scientists to be able to develop a rot predictor tool. Potato Aphid project focused on gathering field data for scientists to be able to develop a resistance management strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project research is scientifically complicated</td>
<td>Squash project fieldwork was technically complicated and so provided few opportunities for collaboration around the specific fieldwork.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmented roles for actors – Scientists responsible for the research while farmers take a passive role in project research</td>
<td>In both the squash and Potato Aphid projects scientists undertook the fieldwork. Farmers' input was largely confined to project logistics to ensure science fieldwork aligned with farming operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal arrangement for collaboration</td>
<td>In both the squash and Potato Aphid projects, steering committees provided the primary site for partner engagement and discussion in the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional/ traditional teaching method</td>
<td>In the Crop Science for Māori project scientists began a programme of classroom-based teaching. The community resisted this initial ‘teaching’ approach to engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project knowledge production does not align with farming practice</td>
<td>The Wheat Calculator initially did not reflect the way farmers managed their crop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational infrastructure does not support innovation</td>
<td>Information on aphid numbers on the <em>Aphid watch</em> website was too slowly uploaded. Yellow bowl traps presented significant problems with aphid identification. Weather stations in the Crop science for Māori project were technically cumbersome or inappropriate. The isolation of the East Cape presented significant barriers to collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions are not supportive of collaborative innovation and co-production</td>
<td>Industry/community institutional cultures in potato, squash and Crop Science for Māori projects limited knowledge sharing among community participants. In the Wheat Calculator scientists initially viewed farmers as receivers of science knowledge (this was challenged by farmers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td>Empirical support from this research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning by doing approach (Allen et al., 1998; Allen et al., 2001; Douthwaite et al., 2003, Botha et al., 2014)</td>
<td>LandWISE, and WIG farmers actively engaged in field experimentation with and/or without scientists. Farmer experimentation plays a significant part in their understanding of the environment in which they work. WIG’s benchmarking orchard work set protocols by which growers could manage their crops to limit the effect of blight. LandWISE undertake farmer-led trials to allow farmers to experience the effects of precision tools for managing their soil quality. This gives them confidence to adapt and apply the learning to their farms and their specific conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-development of innovation through learning by interacting and/or learning by using (Hekkert et al., 2007)</td>
<td>WIG engaged extensively with scientists to develop a bacteriophage. LandWISE contracted scientists to engage in field activities with farmers or advise on farmers’ trials. In these projects farmers engaged with scientists so they could work in a partnerships where they could share their knowledge and understandings. In these projects and in the Crop Science for Māori project, growers and scientists co-developed knowledge about organic kumara production. Science knowledge was to complement not replace their local/traditional/tacit knowledge. The growing calendar for instance shows how local and science knowledge can be embedded into project learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust-building / Relationship-building</td>
<td>Trust is essential for collaboration, especially in those instances (Wheat Calculator and Crop Science for Māori) where projects had to overcome difficulties such as past experiences. Trust-building was particularly essential in the Crop Science for Māori project where partners had very different worldviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functioning peer learning networks</td>
<td>LandWISE and WIG created explicit learning networks. These networks consist of farmers actively engaged in the project research, the communities of practice and sometimes scientists. LandWISE’s field trials and WIG’s benchmarking work are evidence of these active learning networks. LandWISE also include relevant industry players in their networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Science’ is valued by farmers as a development tool and embodied in project learning</td>
<td>Research-focused groups (FAR, LandWISE and WIG) understand science as a development tool. They understand science methodology. LandWISE farmers view science as a balance to more “subjective” farmer research. They talk about first principles that underlie their work. WIG’s research committee talked openly about the need for evidence-based research. Their benchmarking exercise sought to develop orchard best practice around spraying regimes. Farmer-science relationships became positive learning relationships where the partners developed a shared understanding of the skill sets each bought to the table. FAR, LandWISE and WIG all have research committees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local knowledge (gained from farming experience or cultural knowledge) is valued by scientists and embodied in project learning.</td>
<td>Collaborative learning challenges more linear approaches to research. Many of the difficulties that do arise from challenging how scientists might view themselves professionally and personally are overcome through maintaining positive relationships between science and farming participants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3 How different learning spaces affect learning outcomes

Participatory and sustainability science researchers embrace multiple stakeholder engagement as a way of bringing about change and argue that partners learning together and responding to changing circumstances is essential for successfully addressing complex problems such as sustainability (Franklin & Blyton, 2011; Keen et al., 2005b; Komiyama & Takeuchi, 2006; Neef & Neubert, 2011; Stirzaker et al., 2010; Stirzaker, Roux, & Biggs, 2011; Wiek, Ness, et al., 2012). Given that the projects sought to generate knowledge that would lead to change in farming practice, this section explores the learning that emerged from spaces that impeded collaborative learning and from those that fostered multi-stakeholder collaboration.

6.3.1 Learning in projects where collaborative learning spaces are impeded

The Potato Aphid project illustrates the effect on actor learning when knowledge production occurs in projects that do not actively foster collaborative learning spaces (Section 6.2.2). Interviews with farmers who provided land for trials but took a passive role in the project’s knowledge production indicated they were willing to adopt simple innovations such as using a more environmentally friendly insecticide to control aphids. They were, however, reluctant to change spray routines and practices such as when and how often they sprayed. This effect is illustrated by the following quotes from two seed potato farmers:

I am not sure we would change our programme from what we were doing, it will move us towards it perhaps, with more confidence in time, but you don’t go and change a programme over night do you on one set of trial work.

Participant R42P

It has taught us some lessons and I think we’ve got a bit out of it in that respect. Oh just the change in chemicals, different groups of chemicals we use as opposed to just going out there and using just one all the time. But the theory about monitoring your crops to see when an aphid was there and then spraying is all good, but by the time the aphid’s there the damage is done.

Participant R31P
The adoption of simple innovations such as changing to an environmentally friendly spray can be viewed as single-loop learning (Argyris & Schon, 1978). This learning leads to skill or technology uptake and often only involves minor incremental improvements and changes to practice, in contrast to double-loop learning which promotes a deeper questioning of the values and assumptions that underlie practice (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Keen et al., 2005a; Wildemeersch, 2007). It is argued that learners must reach double-loop learning to bring about significant and importantly lasting change (Ison et al., 2007).

Interestingly though, minimal levels of partner engagement in the Potato Aphid project did appear to stimulate personal enquiry in those farmers whose land was used for trials. A farmer who had a large aphid suction trap on his property and who emptied the trap content each week and couriered this to Crop and Food Research for analysis, talked about how he aligned what he saw in the traps with his personal knowledge of farming in the area:

It was good for me [to empty the suction trap] because I could have a rough idea what was in the little jar. We were first in the queue, we knew what was going on. It would make you aware that there was a potential problem. It just sort of jogged your memory that they [aphids] were out there. Not only that, I have a good mate who has an airplane and he used to do the aerial spraying and he could always tell me when there were aphid flights because his windscreen would be covered in aphids. It would just about coincide with what I was finding in that aphid trap

Participant R34P

Although emptying the content from the trap can be viewed as passive engagement, the farmer’s recollection of this activity showed that even with small levels of involvement he aligned his experience to the specific conditions in which he worked and in so doing added to his own tacit knowledge. However, as there was no collaborative learning space, this tacit knowledge was not able to contribute to and complement the more explicit knowledge that was being generated through the science experiments.

Section 6.2 showed that collaborative learning provides a space for knowledge sharing and also for aligning research to practice. Furthermore it showed when there are only limited opportunities for collaboration, misalignment between partners’ priorities is likely to occur. In the negotiated space in the Wheat Calculator project, partner priorities
were able to be aligned so farmers’ knowledge could be included in the development of the project’s technology. The Potato Aphid project however shows the effect on learning outcomes when partner misalignment is not resolved through collaboration, negotiation and dialogue. Farmers in the project were reluctant to use the yellow bowl traps as identification of aphids in field traps proved too difficult. A farmer explained:

He [the scientist] couldn’t identify them, he had to take them back to Christchurch and identify them, but he expected us to identify them.

Participant R35P

This quote illustrates that misalignment of partners’ priorities can act to erode partner relationships. Laboratory testing did little to reassure the same farmer:

[the scientist] was talking about resistance and putting the aphids in a bloody gas chamber - that really didn’t do a great deal for me.

Participant R35P

The empirical evidence showed that organisational infrastructure, arrangements and routines need to be supportive of change. Without this, farmers are unwilling to take the risk to change. For example, the Aphid Watch website which was maintained by CFR was designed to provide aphid trap data. However, as data were uploaded slowly farmer confidence in its reliability was reduced. As a farmer explained:

I think the data was good but it was historic data so it’s a bit of a waste actually, we need to get real time data.

Participant 34P

Farmers were unwilling to change their spraying practices based on potentially outdated information. A previous farmer explained:

I’d put the [suction trap content] in the mail on Monday morning and Crop and Food may not get that till the Wednesday or maybe Tuesday if they were lucky. By the time they did their counts, it would be Thursday and then Friday before it went on the website - by the time it got put to the website it could have been five days and five days of aphids is five days too many.

Participant 34P
Farmers were also concerned about the availability of data and support they could expect to receive after the project funding ceased. A potato farmer explained:

They had data for three years, I would have liked to see it carry on for a bit longer and just see whether – were we in a three-year high aphid period or a low one. But suddenly it bang stopped and we had no more information come in.

*Participant R39P*

The Potato Aphid project shows that farmers need to develop trust in the scientists, the data and the infrastructural and institutional support to implement a change of practice. As shown by the Crop Science for Māori project (Section 6.2.4), such trust is developed in collaborative learning spaces and relies upon strong partner relationships as much as it does on reliable and robust field data. To change existing practices and routines of calendar spraying in the seed potato sector, growers needed to deeply question an historical practice that saw them calendar spray as a crop insurance against potential disease. As a farmer described:

We do a calendar spray programme because I just like to make sure that we are controlling the aphids with our chemicals.

*Participant R39P*

For change to occur, farmers needed to discard a practice (calendar spraying) that was used to minimize risk. Seed potato farmers as sector most vulnerable to aphid-borne potato disease showed the strongest resistance to change, as the following quote illustrates:

[Table and process growers] they won’t use an insecticide unless the [aphid] numbers get above a certain threshold whereas from a seed perspective we couldn’t allow that to happen.

*Participant R31P*

Resistance was even further intensified in seed potato farmers whose livelihood depended solely on their potato crop. As a farmer explained:

I said to [scientist’s name], if we get [potato blight] virus will you pay the bill.

*Participant R35P*
This farmer, while willing to consider change, required long-term data to make any lasting change. The short time frame of the Potato Aphid project therefore presented a significant barrier to this requirement.

If we could show a fly pattern – consistent over 10 years - if we could go for 10 years with just those 2 peaks [in aphid numbers] you could do away with the insecticides perhaps in the middle.

*Participant R35P*

The empirical evidence from this research shows that while adoption of a simple innovation (a new insecticide) was acceptable, changes to farming practices (spray routines) met stronger farmer resistance as this required consideration of the assumptions and attitudes that drove an established practice. Passive observation by farmers in projects will not change attitudes that drive practice. Interviews also suggested that ‘simple’ innovation uptake, which stimulates single-loop learning is, over time, readily discarded. A farmer explained:

The project influenced me at the time to use CHESS [environmentally friendly insecticide] but that’s too damn expensive now, so you go to the cheap ones but that kills everything. You don’t know which way to turn because you don’t want to kill everything but you want the control.

*Participant 37P*

A research scientist also confirmed that the ‘environmental’ benefits gained from the Potato Aphid project were discarded in 2006 when the potato industry faced a significant new threat from the potato psyllid. This devastating crop disease is regarded by the potato industry as the “greatest threat” to the viability of New Zealand’s potato industry (Potatoes New Zealand, Undated). Economic considerations eroded the small environmental learning that had taken place in the Potato Aphid project.

Without active collaborative learning spaces to enable learning and co-develop innovations, farmer learning is largely confined to single-loop learning that is focused on skill or ‘simple’ technology uptake. This uptake is more readily discarded, particularly when economic considerations markedly influence farming practices. The Potato Aphid project shows that single-loop learning will be unable to address the complexities of sustainability as gains made during a project’s lifespan are not durable.
and more importantly, they are unlikely to challenge the underlying assumptions that drive current practice.

6.3.2 Learning in projects where collaborative learning spaces are fostered

Intense collaborative engagement exemplified in this research, whether this be farmer/farmer, farming group/farmer, scientist/farmer, scientist/farming group or a mixture of these, triggered consideration of the consequences of practice and changes that led to new ways of knowing and doing. Such learning is indicative of double-loop learning (Argyris & Schon, 1978). Comments from a farmer who had been actively engaged in the Wheat Calculator pilot trials displayed evidence of double-loop learning when he questioned the underlying effects of his farming practice:

It’s changed my thinking...having been around in the early stages of the project, I think about the consequences of certain actions.

Participant R71Wh

The farmer claimed to have applied the learning he gained from the Wheat Calculator project to his whole farm management rather than just to the management of his wheat crops. In a similar way, a walnut grower described the gains from active engagement in the walnut project, when she stated:

We have got smarter about what we’re doing. The knowledge base just wasn’t there to do that six years ago.

Participant R55Wa

Likewise, a LandWISE farmer talking about soil health and the long-term effect of agricultural impacts on the farm said:

We were talking about farmers growing their own soils and that is a foreign concept even to some scientists. But we were saying that we are out there depleting our soils, so we should be trying to rebuild. We can build our soil it just takes centuries to do it but we damage our soils in decades. For us we have to have this long-term focus. We need to be thinking about the next century.

Participant R05L
Collaborative learning appeared to challenge current practice through a discursive process of knowledge sharing and co-production. A LandWISE farmer talked about how learning emerged in a collaborative space:

> Because we are using science and using research organizations, and our own skills, we are basically saying, you show me something better than this. We are doing absolute best practice and we are doing research to check it out... We won’t always get our way, we won’t always get what we would like, but at least if we are part of making the decisions, we will probably manage it ok.

*Participant R04L*

Learning was typically described as a very active process of engagement. A walnut grower talked about the learning space in a very tangible way, as walking and talking:

> As we walk around someone’s orchard - we’re always learning things.

*(SCC Interview with walnut growers)*

Collaborative projects stimulated learning opportunities that enabled participants to share, negotiate, discuss, question, interpret and reinterpret. These ‘peer networks’ (Henley, 1999), had an explicit learning focus. Collaborative learning created a collegial environment and when science input was included, this knowledge was seen to offer specialist, credible and reliable input to support and enhance farmers’ local knowledge.

Active engagement also led to greater ownership and acceptance of any research failure. This was most noticeable in the walnut project with the unsuccessful transfer from the laboratory to the orchard of an environmentally benign bio-control for blight, as a replacement for copper-based sprays. A walnut grower explained:

> When there is collaboration between farmers and scientists there is this whole sort of let’s share knowledge and an openness to learn from mistakes.

*Participant R55Wa*

Failure was treated as a means to learn rather than an end in itself. While all farming groups in this research accepted that project research might end in failure, FAR, WIG
and LandWISE openly talked about actively using failure as a learning tool in their projects. The LandWISE farming group manager explained:

We have a policy of telling everyone our failings as well as our successes. We had some really resounding failures and we told everybody about them so the next person didn’t go and have the same failure...if farmers are on a journey they don’t mind failures, because it’s just a thing on the way to a bigger goal.

*Participant R01L*

Staying engaged also enabled growers to see complexity. As one of the walnut growers who was on the group’s research committee stated about their bacteriophage work:

I don’t think that we really realised how cutting edge of science we were until we got into the project and then discovered that there were whole layers of complexity there that we didn’t have the tools for…

*Participant R55Wa*

While the Precision Agriculture projects had benefits for soil erosion in Hawkes Bay and the Wheat Calculator was driven by a need to address nitrate leaching in Canterbury, farmers’ conversations indicated that their focus was typically at the paddock or farm scale in order to enhance the farming business. A LandWISE farmer illustrated this in the following quote:

Most of the time there has to be either an instant return on an idea – and the instant return might relate to cash flow but often the return is related to a multitude of things – maybe ultimately you can farm with less labour, or better soils, or you can keep your grass for longer. It is a bit like that contouring work we are doing, there is no instant return on that but our nutrients are better, our soils are a lot better, our machinery will be looked after better, our yield should be more sustainable, our choice of crop type will grow, and there will be less work done on the land but potentially – it will increase our capital value – that is a security thing if you like – you have to add security to your business.

*Participant R03L*

While the farmer’s statement shows he sought and valued environmental benefits, environmental learning even with farmers who had a strong sustainability ethos was typically focused on land *inside* the farm gate. The absence of discussions about
catchment impacts suggests impediments for addressing complex issues beyond the
farm gate such as the effects of intensification on water quality in rivers. Klerkx &
Jansen (2010) similarly acknowledge difficulties in obtaining grassroots farmer support
for sustainability projects that address issues beyond the farm gate.

The empirical evidence shows that collaborative learning provides the conditions
necessary for double-loop learning, although overt statements of this learning in
farmers’ conversations were rare in this research. Collaborative learning provides a
space to support change. The challenge however lies in moving the focus of attention
beyond the farm gate. In all projects in this research the scale of enquiry for both
farmers and scientists alike was consistently the paddock or farm. Snapp and Heong
(2003) suggest that when tackling complex problems, collaborative engagement needs
to mesh together and reconcile differing scales of enquiry. Engaging in double-loop
learning will challenge what Blackmore (2007: 517) describes as a “more of the same”
approach to learning where the complexity of environmental problems is overlooked or
underestimated.

6.2.3 Summary of learning outcomes in different learning spaces

Table 6.3 identifies from the empirical evidence presented in this research, the key
learning outcomes when collaborative learning is impeded and when it is fostered in
projects. The learning where collaboration is fostered, is more effective for learning
that is likely to change assumptions of current practice and more likely to be durable.
However, of concern for sustainability remains the continued scale of enquiry at the
paddock level.
Table 6.3: Characteristics of learning spaces in projects that impede or foster collaborative learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Space</th>
<th>Learning Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborative learning is impeded</strong></td>
<td>More likely to be single-loop learning that is readily discarded as new situations arise, so learning is not durable and does not address underlying assumptions and values that drive current practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmers reluctant to change historical or ingrained practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmers are more likely to only adopt ‘simple’ innovations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmer may engage in personal enquiry but projects failure to capture this enquiry to inform wider project learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misalignment of partner priorities which remain unresolved and may erode partner relationships limit opportunity for co-production of knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May result in farmer skepticism of science input and results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When failure of science experimental work occurs the project is seen to only have science learning outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmers’ concerns about risk and economic considerations are prevalent and limit opportunity for change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic considerations are likely to dominate decisions to adopt and erode environmental gains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientists’ learning about farming practice is limited and may contribute to poor alignment of partner priorities. Understanding of wider structural and institutional support is needed for change to occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale of learning: Crop, paddock, farm (largely inside the farm gate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborative learning is fostered</strong></td>
<td>Triggered double-loop learning or the pre-conditions for double-loop learning that led to a consideration of the consequences of farming practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning is iterative, emergent and adaptive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning is active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science input reinforces, enhances and/or complements farmer knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actors learn from failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depending on knowledge base, farmers can engage with complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental learning is articulated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale of learning: Crop, paddock, farm (largely inside the farm gate).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Knowledge sharing beyond the project

As collective action is deemed to be necessary for sustainability (Dale & Onyx, 2005; Pretty, 2003; Pretty & Ward, 2001; Robinson, 2004; World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), 1987), there is considerable interest in how projects can stimulate collective action to advance sustainability (Cundill et al., 2014; Hubert et al., 2012; Keen et al., 2005b; Muro & Jeffrey, 2008). Findings from this chapter have focused thus far on the learning by individuals who were actively engaged in projects or who provided land for scientists to undertake trials. This focus says little about the effect projects have on the wider communities of practice, or if social learning takes place. Reed et al. (2010) argue that this process takes place when the change that occurs in individuals is transferred to the wider communities of practice through a process of social interaction. Using Reed’s notion of social learning, this section explores how effectively projects engaged with their wider communities of practice to effect change.

6.4.1 Social learning in a ‘traditional’ linear extension approach

Traditional extension typically centres on technology diffusion (extension) occurring after technology development by scientists. Farmers interviewed in this research generally said that this approach occurred when project results were dispersed via a scientific seminar at a research organization followed by a small field excursion. A research scientist generically described such sessions as “Death by PowerPoint” as scientists delivered their scientific results in a PowerPoint presentation with minimal opportunity for farmer discussion. Farmers and scientists similarly commented that research scientists at these events often had difficulty communicating in a way that was accessible to non-scientific audiences as information was typically scientifically dense.

In the science-initiated potato and squash projects ‘technology transfer’ was scheduled for the final year of the project once the research results were known. Two potato farmers expressed considerable frustration that project findings were repeatedly discussed at many events, when they stated:
Well that project has been spoken to groups over the last four or five years I suppose and I’ve heard it on numerous occasions and it just puts you to sleep.

Participant R31P

I don’t know how many times it’s been presented at different things.

Participant R35P

A seed potato merchant judged the success of such extension events based on the number of farmers who remained after the morning tea break, and claimed poorly delivered events had a flow on effect to farmers’ attendance at future events. Adherence to a linear approach to extension limited opportunities for discussion and farming respondents said that participants often reverted to ‘type’ with only known farming industry spokespeople and the science presenters engaging in conversation at formal seminars. Traditional extension where scientists talked about their research results therefore reinforced farming / science stereotypes.

Farming sector cultures also contributed to difficulties in knowledge sharing at extension events. For example respondents claimed the potato sector’s culture of secrecy and intense competitiveness contributed to their unwillingness to speak at events (Section 4.2.2). In this sector it was difficult to engender collaboration and knowledge sharing in groups. As an agronomist explained:

 Quite often in a group situation I wouldn't expect any feedback. Then you’d have a discussion later [one on one] rather than in front of everyone.

Participant R32P

However there was recognition that the industry needed to address this culture. The previous agronomist and a farming group spokesperson both recognised the need for improved collaboration:

 If they all listen to each other they would learn a lot and challenge their own thinking.

Participant R32P
I talk about things like why is it the dairy industry has farm discussion groups - because they are not competing with one another – they are all selling to the same supplier. It is in everybody’s interest to do things better.

Participant R40P

Traditional extension approaches followed the transmission approach to communication (Leeuwis, 2004) with the scientist as the reservoir and sender of knowledge and the farmers as passive receivers and adopters of this knowledge. In this approach the emphasis was on educating farmers to improve their awareness, understanding or uptake. Such approaches are argued to rely on an implicit and naive belief that education will bring about support for technologies (Pretty, 1995). Empirical evidence from the literature recognises that information through education events does not necessarily trigger a change in attitude leading to a change in behaviour. For example, a study investigating nurserymen’s adoption of crop production practices to improve health and safety outcomes found no correlation between the increased awareness of health and safety practices and the rate of adoption of those practices (Chapman, Newenhouse, & Karsh, 2010).

Projects where there is a focus on the outputs of the research rather than the learning process are presented with a dilemma if the project produces inconclusive results, as occurred in the squash project. Extension usually does not take place, as the project is perceived to have nothing to transfer to farmers. A squash farmer representative explained:

We couldn’t get a very clear picture and it was a waste of time trying to develop a tool that was going to be too variable. [Packhouse operator’s name] didn’t change much about what we did out of the trial. We couldn’t really do anything.

Participant R49S

Although the squash industry understood that science trials may not be able to provide definitive results, their justification for being involved in the project was reliant on the development of the predictor tool. The project’s inability to deliver a tool contributed to the industry’s increasing reluctance to engage in future science research. A scientist explained:
I tried to get things going with them again afterwards because I am quite interested in the plant, but that’s when they said they were not investing any more money in R and D and were only focusing on marketing.

*Participant R48S*

### 6.4.2. Social learning in a collaborative ‘feedback’ approach

In stark contrast to the potato and squash projects, research-focused farming groups in the Precision Agriculture, Walnut Blight and Wheat Calculator projects embedded ‘extension’ into the project design from the outset. Activities designed to engage with each farming group’s community of practice were not viewed as a linear one-way approach and were not restricted to the final year of a project as they were in the science-initiated projects. Feedback loops between the project and the communities of practice were embedded in the project design. This ‘feedback’ approach to research and extension was ingrained in the culture of LandWISE, WIG and FAR. The LandWISE manager stated that he refused to work in projects where science institutes only scheduled extension in the final year, since he claimed this prevented valuable feedback between the project and its end users and indicated both a poor understanding of extension and a lack of commitment to project end users.

Farming groups in collaborative projects acted as facilitators by linking their communities of practice to the projects. They ensured a two-way flow of information between project participants and their wider farming community. These facilitators stimulated conversations among the wider farming group membership not directly involved in the projects and played a key mentoring role to facilitate social learning.

‘Champion’ farmers were visible in the Precision Agriculture, Walnut and Wheat Calculator projects. Such farmers were reported to be innovative, confident, articulate, and eager to experiment and learn. In addition they understood trial failure and most importantly were willing to share and let others see what they were doing. A farmer who played a pivotal role in championing the Wheat Calculator stated, “[We are] prepared to be on display” (Participant R71Wh).

Project champions had a strong sense of community and an internal sense of responsibility, which made them willing to mentor others and be advocates for sustainable farming. A LandWISE farmer even transported his modified Precision
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Agriculture harvester from the North Island to the South Island to allow a farmer to trial the technology. When strip tillage was a novel approach to farming in New Zealand, this same farmer strip tilled his most publicly visible paddock to stimulate conversations amongst the farming community in his local area. Such farmers acted as both mentors and conduits for feedback to and from their farming communities of practice. As a LandWISE board member explained,

LandWISE has to be seen as the breeding ground of the innovation, after that others have to go out and do it for themselves. But LandWISE certainly has a role to show what is the best way of doing it. The reason why LandWISE has been semi-successful is because we have pricked people’s interest, because it doesn’t happen if you are going to get people top down telling you that you need this. It has to be ground driven.

*Participant R04L*

While formal peer group mentoring has been shown to contribute to stimulating innovative approaches to farming (Davidson-Hunt, 2006) the informal mentoring that occurred in the Precision Agriculture and the Walnut Blight projects played a critical role in taking learning out to their wider farming members. In the Precision Agriculture projects, lead LandWISE farmers actively contributed to championing knowledge about soil management by informally mentoring other farmers.

The importance of engaging the wider farming community in a project was also evident in the Wheat Calculator project where farmer feedback was vital for enabling changes to be made to the calculator’s interface. It is estimated that by the end of the project in 2005 around 60% of wheat farmers were using the calculator to reduce nitrogen leaching (FRST, undated). While the FAR manager stated that the calculator’s use had declined over time, he contended that the underlying environmental knowledge farmers gained from using the calculator as a decision support tool, and from the ‘extension’ undertaken by FAR became embodied in the wheat sector’s farming practice.

Current usage of the model is low, but we know that 80% of people going into wheat have changed their fertiliser practices as a result of the information that was contained in the model.

*Participant R75Wh*
Interviews with wheat farmers inside and outside the project supported the claim that sector learning about nitrogen application and water management had driven wider change in farming practice. Farmers who were familiar with using the calculator reported that the tool had supported their on-farm decision-making and had assisted them in changing their nitrogen management. While software issues contributed to a decline in use of the calculator, the interviews showed that farmers who had used the calculator would always describe it as a tool that complemented rather than replaced their tacit knowledge. As the calculator supported and strengthened their decision-making, farmers’ confidence increased and their reliance on the tool dissipated. The learning became learned. The Wheat Calculator project bought about a change in the individuals involved in the project, and that change filtered out into the wider community of practice through FAR’s extension activities.

Although FAR had not actively engaged farm representatives in the Wheat Calculator project, they came to realize the importance of including these rural professionals when developing their later MaizeN calculator. As a FAR representative explained:

Don’t forget that every one of those reps is going to go and talk to farmers about what they have just seen. So their role is very critical in terms of getting them on board and getting them to understand the background behind it and accept that it might be something useful.

Participant R67Wh

LandWISE was very proactive at developing relationships with actors from the value chains. However, LandWISE farmers recognised that innovative approaches to farming practice such as was offered by Precision Agriculture could upset the social dynamics of rural communities. As a LandWISE farmer explained:

The owners of the land are very keen to see a new idea but the managers are very friendly with the contractors and the managers have got grips on the contracts – and the contracting outfits, the more tractors they have got going and the more hours they are doing and the busier they are, the more reason for their existence. Suddenly if you don’t need a team of contractors and a team of staff, you don’t actually need a manager and suddenly there is a whole social dynamic there that you have to be aware of.

Participant R04L

The LandWISE annual conferences provided a platform for project learning to extend beyond those actively engaged in the project. Members and non-member farmers,
industry representatives, regulatory and funding body personnel and national and international Precision Agriculture scientists engaged at the conference in a discursive space. Conference sessions, chaired by LandWISE farmers, contained short talks by presenters from science, industry, regulatory bodies and farming. The LandWISE manager explained that speakers were carefully selected based on their reputation for being able to connect with farmers and be relevant to their farming practice and business. As the LandWISE manager explained:

> It is a culture that we have got within LandWISE that has evolved and speakers now expect that if they are coming to give a talk at LandWISE that they better adapt their talk.

*Participant R01L*

Farmer to farmer knowledge sharing at these events was viewed as mutually beneficial, as one farmer explained, “We are not in my view a threat to each other, we are usually an enhancement to each other” (Participant R03L). LandWISE’s annual conference, workshops and local field excursions enabled a two-way flow of information between their members and those running project field trials. These opportunities provided a discursive environment where actors could share stories and in so doing they created a space for change and knowledge co-production. At a participant observation of a LandWISE field-day, farmers collaboratively engaged in conversations with scientists and rural professionals about how to maintain soil quality. To LandWISE farmers, sustainable farming meant ‘Smart Farming’.

‘Learning by doing’ (Allen et al., 2001) was a prominent feature of a feedback approach. This was particularly evident in the Walnut Blight project’s orchard benchmarking work where WIG’s research committee engaged with wider sector members. As a grower described:

> They had access to this [orchard] to gather their information. They would come out and do the blight count. When the group came here it was just the science committee and they each had a role, counting the blight... there is always the ability for anybody to join the sub-committees, they are not closed …we have a journal called Health in a Shell and all the science is then dispersed through that plus we have field trips and seminars and it is all up on the website - and everyone is invited and out they come...

*Participant R54Wa*
Furthermore WIG published a *Walnut Growers’* Manual that contained the results from their trials. As this resource was available for a small cost on their website, walnut growers could benefit from the group’s collective learning. LandWISE’s *A Guide to Smart Farming* (Bloomer & Powrie, 2011) also captured the learning from their research and was made accessible to a wide non-science audience through the group’s website.

Farming groups that were actively engaged in projects ensured those projects remained relevant to farming practice. They embedded “extension” into the project from the outset, which ensured strong feedback loops between their communities and project actors, and they sustained project learning beyond the funded period of the project. As a result, these groups assisted in transferring the change experienced by the individuals actively engaged in the project out to the wider communities of practice.

While FAR, LandWISE and WIG took an active role in facilitating social learning, ECOP had neither the capability nor capacity to engage communities on the East Cape and scientists had to fill this role. However scientists found that they had to work within cultural frameworks that shaped routines and arrangements in Māori communities on the East Cape. This made it difficult to foster social learning. While kaumatua [Māori elders] were identified by scientists as key community members, cultural protocols restricted their sphere of influence to a specific community. As a lead scientist explained:

You have to engage with the strong community leaders, that is the way to do it and that is the way I am doing it... but even local kaumatua … only have knowledge for that region. Even across the river they may say, No. No. I can only tell you about the way we do it here. I never realised there is no one set of traditional knowledge, it is very different everywhere.

*Participant R13M*

The science team needed to understand and work within local and cultural hierarchies, as ignoring or overlooking cultural protocols could jeopardise relationship-building. Cultural norms also inhibited individual growers from wishing to be seen as role models and acting as community mentors. Growers expressed reluctance to be seen as champions for fear that they may be labeled a “favourite” by community members. As one grower explained:
We don't focus on one person. We would rather focus on the group.

*Participant R11M*

The scientists became aware of grower concerns over receiving too much of CFR’s attention, as a scientist explained:

> It was said to us that the community felt like fish in a gold fish bowl. [Grower’s name] definitely felt like that – that is why we left him alone in the last year or two - we could see that he was uncomfortable. He made that quite clear.

*Participant R20M*

While scientists showcased the project through two large food festivals to increase the profile of the organic community on the East Cape, efforts on the East Cape were largely targeted at individual growers as the lead scientist explained:

> You are talking to a lot of individuals, not communities, but individuals in communities because that is the only way it works.

*Participant R13M*

The need for scientists to focus on individuals in the Crop Science for Māori project and the growers’ reluctance to act as role models impeded opportunities for social learning. Unlike FAR, LandWISE and WIG, ECOP was unable to act as a unifying voice among the organic growers on the East Cape. This limited the capacity for ECOP’s to play a critical role in sustaining project learning.

### 6.4.3 Summary of a feedback approach to extension

Table 6.4 presents the dynamics of a feedback approach to knowledge sharing. These tactics ensure a two-way flow of exchange between communities of practice and active project actors to ensure that project learning goes beyond the individuals actively engaged in project research, and filters out to the communities of practice. It also ensures a flow of information into the project to ensure an alignment of priorities and to address areas of concern as projects are in operation.
Table 6.4: Dynamics of a ‘feedback approach’ to knowledge sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamics/Tactics</th>
<th>Empirical support from this research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farming groups take a very active and proactive role in connecting the project to their Community of Practice (CoP)</td>
<td>All farming groups except ECOP actively engaged with their wider CoP. The potato and squash groups preferred a more traditional technology transfer model, with significant knowledge transfer occurring only in the final year of a project when the group had “information” to transfer. With the squash project not developing a predictor tool that could be used in the field, farming interviewees stated there was nothing to transfer to the farming sector, although it was suggested that one farming participant may have undertaken his own research into Squash Rot after the project ceased. WIG, FAR and LandWISE actively engaged with their members throughout the project to enable them to stay connected with the project and provide input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong feedback loops established early between project team &amp; the CoP</td>
<td>This was an integral feature of all research-focused groups. LandWISE, WIG and FAR groups actively engaged with their CoP throughout the life span of their projects. Projects were seen as learning projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators (boundary crossers) are used in projects to link farming and science sectors</td>
<td>Research-focused farming groups (FAR, WIG and LandWISE) assume this role. In the Wheat Calculator project a field technician was required to develop strong understanding of farming practice and crop knowledge to feed this knowledge back to the science team to assist with the technology’s development. The technician also provided one to one support for farmers wanting to use the technology. The Crop Science for Māori project used a ‘boundary crosser’ to introduce the science team to the community. This person was a respected community kaumatua.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects extensively use project champions and farming mentors</td>
<td>LandWISE, FAR and WIG actively engage lead farmers who mentor other farmers and act as project champions. As the project matures, scientists sometimes assume the role as champions (as they did in the Wheat Calculator and Crop Science for Māori projects). Scientists who take on this role must be effective communicators. Key LandWISE farmers acted as champions by showcasing their work in the group's Smart Farming manual and presented their trial results at the LandWISE annual conference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal networking is encouraged</td>
<td>LandWISE farmers assisted other farmers to trial Precision Agriculture before investing in expensive equipment. LandWISE Board meetings offered opportunities to informally discuss issues. LandWISE engaged farmers in farmer-led field discussions. FAR’s farmers valued the opportunities they had to informally engage with FAR and other FAR members. In the Crop Science for Māori project, participants preferred the field walkabouts, where they could talk through their issues. Scientists participated in a number of hui and marae visits, which included sharing food, stories and songs. Scientists and the growers also walked to the top of Mt Hikurangi (a central feature in the East Cape’s landscape and a guiding force that had considerable cultural significance to the growers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamics/Tactics</td>
<td>Empirical support from this research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects involve actors from the wider value chain</td>
<td>In the Crop Science for Māori project the team interacted with an organic wholesaler and chefs. LandWISE conferences interact extensively with industry players engaged with precision tools – while they are commercial companies they must present non-commercially focused presentations. Company representatives were engaged (although rather belatedly) in the Wheat Calculator project since they have a critical influencing role in farm management. The Potato Aphid project was managed by an actor from a potato processing company and played a significant role in connecting the project with process and table potato growers. The Squash Rot project was managed by an actor from a large fertiliser company and was pivotal in connecting the project with the major squash players.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects use multi-channel approaches to knowledge sharing</td>
<td>LandWISE, FAR, WIG use field days/conferences/workshops to engage farmers in field discussions and trial experience. Crop Science for Māori showcased organic food production on the East Cape through two large organic food festivals and at a New Zealand Geography Association’s Annual Conference. Precision Agriculture and Wheat Calculator projects did farm demonstrations and ran farm trials. The Wheat Calculator project used one to one mentoring to enable the farmer gain experience with the calculator under guidance. This direct use of the technology allowed farmers to experience the technology, and to visualise it as a decision support tool rather than a knowledge replacement tool. The knowledge about fertiliser and irrigation then slowly filtered to wider CoP and bought about practice changes in the wider sector. In LandWISE local farmers acted as mentors to assist farmers with change. Web based communication was an integral part of LandWISE’s and FAR’s communication. Project publications: WIG’s grower’s manual presented in one document the collective knowledge of the industry that farmers gained through their trials; LandWISE’s Smart Farming manual is a collaborative effort between all project participants; Project updates were regularly seen in the FAR newsletter and the Potatoes NZ newsletter. Media stories (Crop Science for Māori; Precision Agriculture, Walnut Blight) directed at farming publications and news media. Science publications for Science to Science CoP – publications occurred in Walnut Blight; Crop Science for Māori; Potatoes projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.5 Summary

This chapter reveals a complex picture of learning in participatory research projects that seek to advance sustainability. The analysis shows that knowledge production needs to be driven by an iterative and collaborative process that is itself informed by effective feedback loops with the communities of practice.

This research shows farmers’ engagement or isolation from the research had a direct effect on their ability to learn and their subsequent willingness to adopt new ideas. Where changes to practices were sought as an outcome, farmers needed to actively engage, preferably in a ‘learning by doing’ process. This engagement occurred most effectively in informal peer networks where participants collaboratively gathered data and engaged in discussions in a collaborative and discursive space for learning. Minimal farmer engagement in project research results in poor learning and limited uptake of project outcomes. The analysis revealed that learning quality and durability were affected by the level of collaboration that occurred during projects.

Where scientists and farmers or farming networks and/or sometimes other stakeholders collaborated in a learning space, and where farmers took a very active role in knowledge production, learning was iterative, emergent and adaptive. While scientists sometimes played a smaller role in the research (LandWISE), each partner’s knowledge was valued for what it could bring to the project. Partners negotiated, shared and engaged in a learning space. When there was minimal or more formalized collaboration through steering committees (squash and potatoes), and the farming partner took a passive role, learning was limited and was not durable. In projects that encountered tensions from a misalignment of partners’ priorities, as occurred in the Wheat Calculator and to a smaller degree in the Crop Science for Māori project, it was necessary to carefully negotiate a way through tensions through careful facilitation and/or flexibility in programme implementation to allow time for trust to develop between partners. This could only be achieved by working collaboratively in a discursive space that allowed for the necessary negotiation.

Involving the wider communities of practice required strong feedback loops to be built into projects from the beginning. FAR, LandWISE and WIG’s active engagement in their project’s design and knowledge production ensured the projects were connected
with their communities of practice from the outset. Strong feedback loops were maintained by the farming groups not only throughout the lifespan of the project, but also beyond the project. Importantly, this helped to ensure project learning was maintained during the project and sustained beyond the project’s funded period.

Participatory research projects need to involve close interaction between farmers, scientists and other relevant stakeholders from the very outset of the project. This ensures a wide base of expertise to promote both a deeper understanding of the problem and possible solutions and also a deeper understanding between partners which results in a trusting relationship. This research shows this is best achieved in a collaborative learning space where focus is not just on creating the learning space but more importantly it depends on the type of learning that is undertaken within that space.

The complexities of sustainability will necessarily require a questioning of the assumptions and values that drive current practice. Learning that goes beyond simple skill uptake is required (Keen, Dyball & Brown, 2005). However, a predominant focus of learning at the paddock or farm scale is unlikely to address the complexities of environmental issues and will likely miss the opportunity for learning for instance about catchment scale complexities or learning to build resilience to cope with uncertainty. Environmental benefits at multiple scales need to be an explicit and stated outcome of the learning process, and be built into the project from its establishment rather than being a fortunate by-product. These issues are explored further in the final two chapters of this thesis.
7.0 Discussion

7.1 Introduction

This chapter synthesises the discussions from the three previous chapters that contained the empirical evidence from the six case studies investigated in this thesis. While the thesis to date has discussed institutions, partnerships, and learning as discrete subjects, in this chapter these dynamics are integrated, as the empirical evidence from the research reveals that formal and informal institutions, partnerships and relationships, knowledge integration and learning are critical and highly interrelated dynamics of participatory research projects and can act to enable or disable innovations that seek to advance sustainability.

The chapter begins by presenting a conceptual model to integrate the previous chapters’ discussions about institution, partnership and learning. This model illustrates how project actors and the formal and informal institutions that influence their engagement in participatory research, create both partnerships and relationships that shape a collaborative learning space. The model is then applied to the investigated projects to see how each created a collaborative learning space. Understanding the context that shapes collaborative learning allows understanding of not only what works and where but also why it works. Building on this, and using the thesis’ empirical evidence, the chapter explores the collaborative learning space in depth, to investigate how this space may be maximised and how the learning within the space is both realised and optimised to advance sustainability.
7.2 Conceptualising a learning space for innovation: The PROCLE model

The PROCLE model (Figure 7.1) has been developed from attributes observed in the six projects investigated in this thesis as presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. It conceptualises a collaborative learning space (shown in green) that emerges from the partnership formed between farming and science actors and their institutions.

The model shows project partnerships in applied participatory research projects to be a dynamic union of three major partners from the farming, science and funding sectors, and the formal and informal institutions that shape each partner’s engagement within the bounds of the project partnership. The model focuses on institutions, partnerships and relationships, knowledge integration and learning. Although this thesis does not focus on the wider political, social, cultural or economic contexts that shape projects, the model acknowledges and conceptualises these as influencing factors by the surrounding lightly shaded dotted square in which the institutions (farming, science, funding and the project partnership) sit (Figure 7.1). For example the model acknowledges that policy/funding, science and farming institutions as actual or possible influencers of the collaborative learning space are themselves influenced by wider political, social, cultural and economic environments.

Figure 7.1 presents an ideal state, with the collaborative learning space occurring where the farming and science partners overlap within the bounds of the contractual partnership for the project. Underlying the model however is the recognition that the collaborative learning space is an emergent property of the partnership and rarely will be in a constant ‘ideal’ state, but rather will ebb and flow as partners engage, or do not engage, for collaboration and learning. Of key importance however is what the model illustrates in participatory partnerships about the inter-relatedness of partner relationships, institutions and learning.
The key attributes of the PROCLE model are:

**Project Actors (Ellipsoids A, B and C):** The major project actors from farming, science and funding are represented in the model. Although farming and science actors enter projects as partners, as Chapter 4 highlighted these actors are situated within institutional contexts that influence how actors conduct themselves in projects. The respective institutions are illustrated as variably sized areas to illustrate their relative size (A, B, C). However, size is not a quantitative measure of physical size, but rather a qualitative representation of relative institutional capacity and capability to engage in participatory research.

Institutions in the model are not simply structural organisations, but as discussed in chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2), a wider interpretation of institution is preferred, that incorporates both formal and informal institutions (Pfahl, 2005). Their conceptualisation in the model is a representation of the institutional capacity to engage in communication and self-organisation to bring about significant change that is recognised as being critical for innovation (Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011). The conceptual model suggests by the position of the institutions that funding availability is a primary driver of innovation at the micro-level as it is situated above the other project partners. However, as will be seen in Section 7.2, the orientation of these institutions can change to reflect their relative influence as a driver of innovation in each project.

**Project Partnership (Rectangle – D):** Once the project has been established the bounds of the project are agreed between the partners, which essentially lock the contractual partnership into place. The project partnership space is a union between the main project partners (farming and science) and the funding body and is an area wholly within the partners but not necessarily wholly within their area of institutional overlap, as partners may have relationships with each other outside the project and the project may extend beyond the area of the partners’ overlap.
Figure 7.1: The PROCLE model: Participatory Research Optimal Collaborative Learning Emergence
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**Partnership Relationship (red zone):** Project relationships between actors occur within the contractual project partnership area. A project’s relationship results from a combination of relationships between different actors as represented by areas 4, 5, 6, and 7 plus the area underlying XI and XII. The combined area of these relationships that lie within the bounds of the project partnership, is the project relationship space, shown in red. Ideally, project relationships will flourish and will fill the contractual project partnership space. However, the model recognises that this is not always the case and project relationships may for various reasons, typically arising from unresolved relationship difficulties, not fill the project partnership space. This unfulfilled project relationship space is shown as a hatched area of red. The hatched red space is derived from an assessment of partnership attributes (see Appendix 2) that largely determine the extent to which participants’ expectations are realised in projects. The assessment of partnership attributes is based on the empirical evidence presented in Chapter 5 of the thesis.

**Collaborative Learning Space (green zone):** The key space that the model generates is the collaborative learning space shown in green. This occurs at the intersection of where farming and science partners overlap within the extent of the project relationship (not the contractual project partnership). The research funder may extend into the collaborative learning space but their inclusion is not a requirement for the generation of this space as they may not have an operational role within the project. The collaborative learning space is the potential space for collaborative learning. The size of the space refers to its capacity for learning and not a numerical indication of the size, such as for example the number of people engaged in it. The solid green area refers to collaborative learning that is fully realised in the project, while the hatched green area refers to uncompleted or unresolved learning where for example the partners were unable, for various reasons, to realise agreed aspects of their project objectives or learn from unintended outcomes such as from any ‘failure’ of the science outcomes.

The hatched green space is derived from an assessment of learning attributes (see Appendix 2) which determine the extent to which participants engaged in a transdisciplinary reflexive partnership where they collaboratively co-developed innovations. Transdisciplinary partnerships are recognised to provide an enabling environment for collaborative and deliberative learning processes (Polk, 2014; Popa et
al., 2015) that are deemed necessary for stimulating the co-production of innovations in agriculture (Klerkx, 2015). The assessment of the learning attributes is based on the empirical evidence presented in Chapter 6 of the thesis.

**Political / Social / Cultural / Economic Environment:** The model recognises the wider macro environment in which projects exist, and which influences project institutions as outlined in Chapters 1 and 4. This environment, while recognised as shaping formal and informal institutions at the micro-level, has not been a primary focus of the thesis’ investigation and is indicated by the use of a dashed outline around its boundary to acknowledge its existence.

Within the model a number of specific sub-spaces are identified to illustrate the range and complexity of relationships present. These emerge from project relationships that result from the overlap of the institutions, both with each other and with the contractual project partnership space. These include relationships that are both within and outside the bounds of the project partnership and are as follows:

- The farming group / farmers may maintain an extra partnership relationship with scientists (1);
- The farming group / farmers may maintain an extra partnership relationship with funders (2);
- The scientists may maintain an extra partnership relationship with funders (3);
- The farmers within the project maintain a relationship with their Community of Practice (CoP) independently of the scientists e.g through field days (4);
- The scientists within the project maintain a relationship with their CoP independently of the farmers e.g peer reviewed publications (5);
- The farming group within the project maintain a project relationship with research funders (6);
- The scientists within the project maintain a project relationship with research funders (7).

The ideal PROCLE diagram set out in Figure 7.1 has been applied in Section 7.3 to each of the individual participatory research projects investigated in this research. These project-focused PROCLE diagrams have been qualitatively compiled from the empirical information collected in the data corpus for each project. The evidence for
each visualisation is supported by Appendix 2, which is based on the empirical evidence presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Key features of each diagram are also individually discussed under a range of headings before comparisons are made across the combined projects. Each PROCLE diagram is discussed under seven headings, which together, consider all the features of the ideal model as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project PROCLE Diagrams</th>
<th>Ideal PROCLE Diagram Spaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partners</td>
<td>B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Partnership</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Relationship</td>
<td>8, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming CoP Relationship</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science CoP Relationship</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funder Relationships</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-Partnership Relationships</td>
<td>A, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some project PROCLE diagrams have been drawn to include elements not included in the ideal model. These include:

- farming parent groups in the Potato Aphid and Squash Rot projects where the project farming group was a subsidiary of a larger farming industry organisation, in both cases, Horticulture NZ (HortNZ);

- independent consultants employed by project partners in the Walnut Blight, Potato Aphid and Squash Rot projects who played significant roles in these projects.
7.3 Applying the PROCLE model to real world projects

Using the PROCLE model an analysis of the six participatory research projects investigated in this research illustrates the effect that project relationships and institutions have on a project’s collaborative learning space. A PROCLE diagram is presented for each project in a series of tables, (Tables 7.1 – 7.6) with the key attributes that have determined the representation of the model for each project listed beside each diagram.

Below each table is a brief analysis of the effect that institutions and actor relationships had on the development of the project’s collaborative learning space. The orientation of the diagrams sometimes differs from the ideal model, with the driving partner being positioned at the top of the diagram to reflect the influence they had on shaping the project and to visually demonstrate their relativity to the other partners involved in the project.
Table 7.1: Precision Agriculture projects – LandWISE and Crop and Food Research

| **Farming group-initiated Partnership** | **Partners:** The science partners who LandWISE engaged with, belong to large institutional structures that have significant research capability. However, LandWISE’s own ‘research’ confidence, trial experience and their understanding of science as a development tool (4.4.2) reduced the size difference between the partners.  
**Project Partnership:** The project partnership space occupied a large portion of the farming partner area because projects dominated LandWISE’s work and provided significant funding (4.4.2). As a farming group-initiated project, LandWISE oversaw their projects (5.2.1), which pulled a large portion of the project partnership into their space. Scientists undertook little independent work in the project, but willingly participated in farmer-led projects and shared insights from their own research with LandWISE members at workshops, field events, in LandWISE publications and at LandWISE’s annual conference (6.2.3; 6.4.2).  
**Project Relationship:** Projects were initiated by LandWISE (5.2.1), and their overall management of the project re-orientates the model (cf. the ideal model 7.1). LandWISE engagement with scientists was productive and positive (5.2.1).  
**Farming CoP Relationship:** Projects allowed LandWISE to engage with their CoP (6.4.2). LandWISE undertook numerous field trials independent of the scientists outside of the collaborative learning space (6.2.3), as indicated by the red area contained within their area but outside the green collaborative space.  
**Science CoP Relationship:** These projects had a primary ‘applied’ farming focus. Scientists engaged with a variety of other scientists within the project space, but the work created few opportunities beyond the projects (6.2.3).  
**Funder Relationships:** LandWISE maintained strong connections with funders, on who they depended. Funding & policy agencies actively participated in the LandWISE conference (6.4.2).  
**Extra-Partnership Relationships:** LandWISE and the science partners maintained positive relationships outside the projects and a science representative sat on the LandWISE board (4.4.2). LandWISE maintained connections with industry players who are invited to enter the collaborative learning space (indicated by the yellow circle) (6.4.2). |

**Effect on the Collaborative Learning Space**

The positive working relationship LandWISE had with scientists both inside and outside the project, and their understanding of science as a development tool, enabled the collaborative learning space to occupy a relatively large portion of the project partnership. LandWISE also brought in actors (industry, policy and funding) from the wider value chain (indicated by the yellow circle). The inclusion of these players in the collaborative learning space created weak ties with key chain actors and supporters, which is recognised as essential for stimulating innovation (Chwue, 2000; KIT and IIRR; 2010; Klerkx et al., 2012).
Table 7.2: Walnut Blight project – Walnut Industry Group (WIG), HortResearch and an independent scientist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farming group-initiated Partnership</th>
<th>Partners: Although the science partners who WIG engaged with were large, WIG’s ‘research’ capability and capacity and their understanding of science as a development tool reduced the size difference between these ‘institutions’ (4.4.2).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Partnership: Projects were a dominant part of WIG’s work and provided a significant portion of their funds. As a farming group-initiated project, WIG oversaw the project (5.2.1) – which pulled a large portion of the project partnership into their space and re-orientated the model (cf. ideal model). WIG contracted an independent scientist, indicated by the yellow circle (who they had previously worked with), to advise/assist them with their orchard benchmarking work (5.2.1). Other partner scientists undertook independent bacteriophage work, although this was overseen by WIG (6.2.3).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Relationship: When WIG engaged with scientists they maintained a productive and positive relationship (5.2.1). However because the project’s bacteriophage work was not able to be transferred to the orchard, the relationship did not fill the whole of the project partnership space, as this work was left unresolved (6.3.2). The challenge for WIG will be managing its transition as an industry as it moves to full production.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming CoP Relationship: WIG undertook considerable farmer-led research outside the collaborative learning space (i.e. independent of the scientists) as indicated by the red area. The group connects with their CoP through a variety of extension activities (6.3.2; 6.4.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science CoP Relationship: PhD research in the bacteriophage work was funded by the project, although this lacked farmer relevance (5.2.1).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funder Relationship: WIG invited the funder to all project related ‘extension’ activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-Partnership Relationship: WIG maintained positive relationships with scientists outside the project and had access to a University research orchard (4.4.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect on the Collaborative Learning Space
The positive working relationship WIG maintained with scientists, their understanding of science as a development tool, scientific competency of some members and their management of the research enabled the partner overlap to be large and the collaborative learning space to occupy a relatively large section of the project partnership. The uncompleted bacteriophage research and an increasing urge by some WIG members to change their focus to production/market research rather than crop development, limited the extent to which project relationships could occupy the project partnership space and also limited learning in the collaborative learning space.
Table 7.3: Wheat Calculator – Foundation for Arable Research (FAR) and Crop and Food Research

Shared Partnership

Partners: FAR’s ‘research’ capability and capacity and their understanding of science as a development tool, minimised the capacity difference between the science and farming partners in this project (4.4.2). FAR’s stable funding base enabled it to support staff, which gave it considerable mass as a farming group.

Project Partnership: The Wheat Calculator is one of many projects that FAR undertook. FAR took an active role in shaping the project and although it was a shared partnership, their active management of the project pulled the partnership into their space (5.2.2). While FAR may now re-orientate projects to be more reflective of the farming group-initiated projects above, this was not the case with the Wheat Calculator.

Project Relationship: The lighter pink crossed area indicates significant tensions in the early project stages where scientists resisted farmer input into the tool design. This needed to be resolved before the project could develop a collaborative learning space (5.2.2; 5.3.2; 5.3.3). IP issues remained largely unresolved.

Farming CoP Relationship: Being largely an extension project, FAR had an extensive outreach programme to their CoP (5.2.2; 6.4.2).

Science CoP Relationship: The project emerged out of 20 years of extensive science research. The pilot research sought to enhance understanding of the underlying cirrus wheat model’s application in the field (5.2.2).

Funder Relationship: Project tensions required input from the funder.

Extra-Partnership Relationship: FAR and the science institutions maintained a positive relationship outside the project. FAR offices were situated in Lincoln next to its principal science advisors and FAR maintained connections with wider actors and supporters in the value chain including strong international connections (4.4.2).

Effect on the Collaborative Learning Space

The early relationship tensions prevented a larger overlap between the science and farming partners forming and this affected the size of the collaborative learning space. Although the actors negotiated a positive and productive path forward, the initial tensions and the largely unresolved IP issues prevented the project relationship completely occupying the partnership space. While the farmers did influence some changes to the calculator’s interface, it remained overly complicated, leaving the collaborative learning space not completely filled (hatched green area). The solid green area of collaborative learning and its size, while relatively large compared to the Potato Aphid and Squash Rot projects is not as large as the space in the Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight projects.
**Table 7.4: Crop Science for Māori – East Coast Producers Trust (ECOP) and Crop and Science Research**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared Partnership</th>
<th>Partners: ECOP was a very small organisation with limited understanding of science as a development tool. The science partners who they engaged with had considerably larger capacity. However, the scientists were guided by a strong participatory ethos, which was set by the funder. ECOP's dependency on its science partner means that it sits largely inside the science area, although as its own entity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Partnership: Community members and scientists collaboratively set the specific Crop Science for Māori objectives, so the overlap is large. The funders set the participatory tone of the project and played a significant role in shaping the project so the model is oriented to reflect this (4.4.2; 5.2.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Relationship: The community and scientists needed to develop trust. The lighter pink area of the project relationship indicates the period of relationship building in the early stages of the project. As trust was built between the community and the scientists, and the scientists' understanding and acceptance of Mātauranga Māori grew, the community was able to occupy more of the project relationship. Despite this the extent of the science partner's engagement with Mātauranga Māori and participatory research was limited by dynamics from the institutional structures in which they were situated (4.4.2; 5.2.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming CoP Relationship: Cultural protocols limited growers' willingness to be mentors and role models. The scientists however took a lead role in promoting the project to the wider community (6.4.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science CoP Relationship: The project supported postgraduate research, publications and workshops. Scientists felt stigmatized by their CoP (4.3.3).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funder Relationship: The scientists worked with the funders to establish the Science for Community Change programme (which Crop Science for Māori was part of), but ECOP was not included in this process so does not overlap the funder (4.2.3).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Partnership Relationships: ECOP, the scientists' and other party relationships only existed within and as a product of the project (6.4.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Effect on the Collaborative Learning Space**

While ECOP is housed largely in the science area as an independent body (to indicate the significant role the scientists played in maintaining this project), the project's participatory ethos ensured ECOP was an equal partner. This participatory ethos, created a sizable collaborative learning space (shown in green) and relationship space (red area). However, ECOP's limited capabilities; small numerical size (under 10 growers); limited understanding of science as a development tool; isolated location; cultural barriers that limited dialogue between communities; grower reluctance to showcase work; variability in the science team's perception of the effectiveness and impact of the research; limited ability to reconcile structural support e.g a cool store; led to a significant area of the collaborative learning space (hatched green area) and a small area of the project relationship being unfulfilled (hatched red area).
Table 7.5: Potato Aphid project – Potatoes NZ (product group of HortNZ) and Crop and Food Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science-initiated Partnership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partners:</strong> Unlike the previous diagrams, the Potato Aphid diagram contains two farming ellipsoids, as Potato NZ is a product group of Horticulture New Zealand (HortNZ). However, Potatoes NZ was the project partner, and although HortNZ is relatively large the science institute had comparatively much larger capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Partnership:</strong> The project occupied only a small portion of the science and farming partners’ areas. Potato NZ engaged in other projects and had a strong focus on production and marketing and so allocated only a small percentage of their levy income to science research. The potato project was a relatively small project for the science partner. The project partnership space occupies only a small section of the farming partner area, due to the significant role that the science team played in initiating and maintaining the project. This is also reflected in the orientation of the model (4.4.2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Relationship:</strong> The disparity between the science and farming partners is not rebalanced and so the project and the relationships are housed largely in the science area, to reflect the science focus of this project. The farming and science partners maintained a collegial relationship in the project team and with the ‘industry’ project manager (yellow/black circle). However the limited pre-existing relationships between partners, the use of a project committee as the principal space for collaboration, the limited willingness to share information within the farming sector, and the science focus of the project limited relationship building and led to a large unfulfilled area of the relationship space within the project partnership space (hatched red area) (5.2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farming CoP Relationship:</strong> The farming group has a strong relationship with their CoP, but barriers created sector competitiveness and limited knowledge sharing (6.4.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Science CoP Relationship:</strong> The project generated science &amp; conference papers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Funder Relationship:</strong> Assisted with contract. Communication was via project reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extra Partnership Relationships:</strong> There were limited pre-existing personal relationships between actors, although the institutions had positive existing relationships. Potatoes NZ maintained a positive relationship with actors in the wider value chain (4.4.2).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Effect on the Collaborative Learning Space**

The limited overlap between the farming and science partners restricted the space available for collaborative learning (green area). Furthermore the science focus of the project, the farmers’ relative isolation from the research and the use of a largely formal platform for engagement (a project committee) did not foster an effective space for learning. The collaborative learning space (green area) was therefore small. The unfilled collaborative learning space (hatched green) occurred from the project not meeting the farming partner’s expectations.
Table 7.6: Squash Rot project – Squash Industry Group (product group of HortNZ) and Crop and Food Research

| Science-initiated Partnership | Partners: While the project originally began under Kabocha NZ, it transferred into the Squash Industry Group NZ when this became a product group of Horticulture New Zealand (HortNZ). The science institute was comparatively the larger entity and the science focus of the project is represented by the orientation of the model. |
| Project Partnership: The project partnership space occupied a small section of the farming partner area due to their limited buy-in to the project. This was reflected in no farming financial input (in-kind only) and the significant role that the science team played in initiating and maintaining the project. Unlike the Crop Science for Māori project, the disparity between the science and farming partners is not rebalanced by the actions of any of the major actors, so the project and the relationships are housed largely in the science area, to reflect the science focus of the project (4.4.2). |
| Project relationship: Project partners maintained a collegial relationship with participants & project manager (yellow circle). However, the limited pre-existing relationships between partners provided no base to establish a strong relationship. Furthermore the competitiveness between farming actors restricted knowledge sharing, which is represented by the small area of red in the farming partner area & the large unfulfilled area of the relationship space within the project partnership space (hatched red area). The use of a project committee as the principal space for collaboration, formalized the relationship but restricted opportunities for developing informal relationships (5.2.3; 6.3.1). |
| Farming CoP Relationship: Highly competitive, “high risk”, “cut-throat” industry significantly restricted knowledge sharing (6.3.1; 6.4.1). |
| Science CoP Relationship: Project scientists’ understanding was enhanced but inconclusive results limited wider dissemination of results (6.3.1). |
| Funder Relationship: Assisted with contract. Communication was via project reporting. |
| Extra Partnership Relationships: Although the squash farming sector historically had a strong relationship with the science sector, this decreased as the squash industry group preferred to direct its levy funds towards marketing initiatives and research. Industry competitiveness made this a problematic industry to engage (6.4.1). |

Effect on the Collaborative Learning Space
The limited overlap between the farming and science partners restricted the space available for collaborative learning (green area). The use of a project committee with an independent chairperson (yellow/black circle) saw farmers and scientists engage, it did not foster an effective space for relationship building and this is reflected in the large hatched red area. The inconclusive field data, which was unable to be used to develop a predictor tool, limited the extent of the collaborative learning space. This is largely displayed as a hatched green area to reflect unfulfilled learning.
7.4 Maximising the collaborative learning space

Despite the commonality of all projects being participatory partnerships, the above diagrams show that the creation of a collaborative learning space was variable, with the relative size of partner institutions and their orientation, the degree of institutional overlap, the shape of the partnership and within this the project’s relationship space, being unique to each of the participatory research projects. Variability is to be expected in participatory research, since context is recognised to shape how projects operate (Reed, 2008). This leads proponents of participatory research to reflect on, and even question, the universal relevance of the findings from participatory investigations (Banks et al., 2013). Collectively the diagrams however reveal that a project’s collaborative learning space is influenced by the strength of partner relationships, and the effect of institutional structures and dynamics that together act to enable or disable the collaborative learning space.

The optimal PROCLE model (Figure 7.1) maximises the space allocated to collaborative learning that occurs at the intersection of the farming and science partners and their ‘realised’ project relationship. Being the conceptualisation of an optimal project, the size of this intersection is formed from strong partner relationships and enabling institutional structures and dynamics that lead to the co-development of innovations. The optimal PROCLE model therefore conceptualises a participatory research project where the collaborative learning space is maximised by both the degree of institutional overlap and the partners’ willingness, ability and institutional support to enable a strong and positive relationship with other partners that facilitates collaboration AND most importantly, learning.

Maximisation of collaborative learning in the PROCLE model focuses on collaboration, not on participation. This research does not seek to maximise participation, which could lead for example, to a simplistic belief in the number of participants as evidence of successful collaboration. Neef and Neubert (2011) have similarly argued against tools being used to maximise participatory research. Rather the PROCLE model seeks to conceptualise partner collaboration to allow a visualisation of the space available for learning, which this research labels as the collaborative learning space. The learning within this space still needs to be realised, which is discussed in Section 7.5.
The individual PROCLE project diagrams show however that projects do not always maximise their collaborative learning space. Based on the empirical evidence in this research, the observed variability identifies several key features for maximising the collaborative learning space.

7.4.1 Projects must be seen as opportunities for collaborative learning

To maximise the collaborative learning space, ‘collaborative learning’ must be an intended and explicit outcome of a project that shapes all project processes. Learning is a critical feature of the AIS and participatory literatures (Chapter 2), however this thesis emphasises ‘collaborative’ learning. The collaborative learning space in the PROCLE model occurs at an intersection that itself is shaped both by the degree of institutional overlap and the partners’ willingness, ability and institutional support to engage in a productive learning relationship.

The application of the model to the six investigated projects shows that where the institutional overlap and the partners’ willingness, ability and institutional support to engage in collaborative learning is strongest, the learning within the space is more likely to be realised. This is most clearly evident in the farming group-initiated and -led Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight projects, where the space for learning is the largest. The maximisation of the collaborative learning space in these projects is brought about by a combination of factors, including institutional factors that support collaboration and co-production, such as the research focus of the farming groups and their understanding of science as a development tool. In addition the membership’s sense of collegiality and their willingness to act as project champions helps to foster both formal and informal channels for engagement.

Furthermore farming groups’ prior relationships with science partners mean the project partnership is formed with a high level of trust already established. As learning is a primary focus of these groups and the projects are led by the groups, project objectives and project outcomes are relevant to farmers and so attract a high degree of interest among the membership. Furthermore as the farming groups keep in close contact with their membership, strong feedback loops are maintained between the membership and the project actors. By maximising project relationships and having supportive
institutional structures and dynamics, the Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight projects were able to maximise the partner overlap and therefore maximise the collaborative learning space.

In contrast, in projects where the collaborative space is minimal such as the Potato Aphid and the Squash Rot projects, the projects had minimal partner overlap. In these projects institutional structures and dynamics led to projects being strongly science outcome focused which restricted their interest and relevance to farmers. The strong economic focus of these sectors also made it more difficult to stimulate wide sector interest in environmental outcomes. In addition the lack of informal channels for interaction and experimentation prevented opportunities for engagement, and most importantly provided few opportunities to capture the valuable tacit knowledge of the farmers. The competitive cultures of the farming sectors prevented a sense of group cohesion, which made it difficult to collaboratively share information.

In addition as collaborative learning was not a central focus, failure to reach anticipated outcomes, while understood and accepted by participants, nonetheless led to disillusionment among the non-science partners. Farmers in the Walnut Blight and Squash Rot projects show significantly different participant responses to each project’s failure to develop a technology. In the Walnut Blight project, where collaborative learning was a central focus, participants accepted the project’s inability to develop a bacteriophage and farmers instead focused on other aspects of the work that provided valuable insights to orchard management. In the Squash Rot project where collaborative learning was minimal, the failure to develop a squash rot predictor tool while accepted and understood, nonetheless contributed to a wider questioning within the squash industry of the relevance and value of science research (Section 4.4.2).

A focus on collaborative learning takes participatory research projects beyond a focus solely on the achievement of a desired ‘science’ outcome. Visualising projects instead as collaborative learning spaces that may lead to change allows projects to be viewed as a means to an end and not an end in themselves. A similar argument is put forward by Robinson (2004:381), when he wrote, “sustainability is a process, not an end-state”. When viewed as a collaborative learning space, projects that do not achieve their desired outcomes are not destined to have failed, but rather can still make valuable
and positive contributions by expanding participants’ understanding of the environments in which they operate.

### 7.4.2 Collaborative learning should begin early

Maximising the collaborative learning space should begin as early as possible to enable partners to engage deeply with each other, to maximise their overlap within the project partnership. This engagement can be further maximised by pre-partnership relationships, which serve to bring partner institutions closer together to create larger overlaps where contractual project partnerships are formed. This was a feature of the Walnut Blight, Precision Agriculture and Wheat Calculator projects where the partners had pre-existing positive relationships. Farming groups who maintained positive relationships with science partners, entered into arrangements in projects with a base of existing trust. These relationships were built on personal relationships and a mutual recognition and understanding of science as a development tool and partner enjoyment in collaborative engagement.

The most successful relationships were noted by farming group partners to be between individuals rather than organisations (Section 4.4.3). Where farming and science partners do not have a prior relationship between the project actors, the potential for a collaborative learning space is limited from the outset, as occurred in the Potato Aphid and Squash Rot projects. However, as the Crop Science for Māori project shows, relationships can be developed through trust-building, but this takes considerable time and the intangible notion of building trust is problematic for institutions that preference tangible milestones (Section 4.3.3).

### 7.4.3 Partners must work towards a shared vision

For successful collaboration that leads to innovation, actors should have a shared vision (Klerkx et al., 2012; Parkhill et al., in press). The PROCLE model shows that maximising the collaborative learning space requires more than just partners having a shared interest in a common problem (Klerkx et al., 2012). As the AIS literature asserts, innovation is more than just technology development. The empirical evidence from this research shows that successful innovation requires alignment of partners’ priorities and preferably, early in the project. This did not occur in the Wheat Calculator
project, where misaligned partner priorities were expressed as a clash between the conventional evidence-based research of scientists, and the lived experience of farmers (Section 5.2.2). While projects may not explicitly express misalignment of partner priorities as a clash, as occurred in the Wheat Calculator project, when misalignment is present, it will erode the ongoing collaborative nature of participatory research, that is required to maintain and sustain partner relationships. Without this underlying relationship the learning space will be minimised or may not even develop.

Prior relationships between partners may facilitate collaboration, but they do not necessarily guarantee alignment of priorities. The misalignment and resulting tensions that occurred in the Wheat Calculator project between partners that had an existing relationship, created an impediment which needed to be overcome before collaborative learning could take place. This required the farming partners to clearly articulate their expectations of the project. By doing this, the science partners developed critical understanding of the farmers’ priorities, and the partners slowly developed trust that is recognised to be essential in participatory research (Cvetkovich & Winter, 2003; Reed, 2008; Sligo & Massey, 2007).

While the empirical evidence in this research shows that initial difficulties can be overcome, partner relationships appear not to fully recover from significant set backs, particularly those that emerge from epistemological differences. The Wheat Calculator project was able to address initial tensions that presented as a clash between the scientists who viewed the calculator through a research lens, and the farmers who saw its practical benefits in assisting their decision-making around nitrogen and irrigation input. Through facilitation, initial difficulties were able to be addressed and compromise led to changes in the calculator’s interface, although its ease of use for farmers was never completely resolved. The farming group however learnt from this experience so that future innovations, such as the Maize N calculator, were designed with considerable farmer input from the outset to ensure they were relevant and user-friendly.

Articulating expectations at the outset enables partner priorities to be better understood. In both the Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight projects, the farming groups ensured that partners were aware of their expectations that the research was relevant to farmers and that the information from the research was accessible to a
farming audience. The demand for relevance and accessibility does not rule out farmer engagement in fundamental research. WIG’s support of fundamental research was unusual, but they complemented their experimental bacteriophage work with orchard-focused work that had immediate relevance to growers. The project had a cafeteria of research components to satisfy all tastes.

7.4.4 Collaborative learning requires equitable partnerships

Peer communities of scientific and lay experts have long been advocated for creating shared understandings amongst divergent stakeholders to address complex issues, and stimulate new knowledge and practices (Bruckmeier & Tovey, 2008; Healy, 1999; Leys & Vanclay, 2011; Wynne, 1996). Participatory projects rely on equitable relationships to facilitate an exchange of ideas between stakeholders (Kindon et al., 2007). The PROCLE model illustrates where significant disparity occurs between partners’ capacities to undertake participatory research, it is incumbent on the more dominant party to re-balance the relationship. This was clearly seen in the Crop Science for Māori project where scientists, adhering to a participatory ethos, sought not only to collaborate with the community but to understand and embody in project learning both Mātauranga Māori and western science knowledge. The kumara growing calendar, the tikanga workshop and the shared community/scientist workshop at an academic conference, all serve to illustrate how partners collaborated and incorporated their different worldviews into project learning.

The PROCLE model shows funders can play an active role in ensuring that any disparities between partners are re-balanced. However, while the research funder may extend into the collaborative learning space, their inclusion is not a requirement for the generation of this space. If the funder does not extend into the project learning space, they still play a critical role in setting the participatory tone for project engagement. The Crop Science for Māori project’s participatory ethos was encouraged by FRST as funders of the project. Funders however may be required to enter the learning space to resolve partner issues and assist with realigning priorities to stabilise the project, as was the case in the Wheat Calculator project. The support for participatory research by funding and policy agencies must be viewed positively. Funders’ increasing expectations that research has end user relevance (Section 4.2.3) is a motivating factor for encouraging scientists to engage in participatory research. However
encouraging participatory approaches will not necessarily see the effective application of this methodology without strong and continuing institutional support for those undertaking these endeavours.

7.4.5 Collaborative learning requires positive and productive relationships

The PROCLE model challenges deterministic interpretations of relationships in project partnerships that visualise projects as being positioned in a linear hierarchy as discussed in Section 2.3.3 (Arnstein, 1969; Biggs, 1989; Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995; Pretty, 1995). Using the empirical evidence from this research, the PROCLE model shows that relationships emerge from the union between partners that creates the partnership. This union is most dynamic in shared partnerships where partners often engage in vibrant negotiation and dialogue to align their priorities as was evident in the Wheat Calculator and Crop Science for Māori projects. The dominance of one partner, in both the science-initiated and farming group-initiated projects makes the relationships appear more stable. However, only in the farming group-initiated projects of the Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight projects, was the relationship effectively fostered by the ‘dominant’ farming partner creating an enabling environment that sought a level playing field. This was achieved by each group humanising the relationship between partners, valuing the knowledge that each partner brought to the table and facilitating dialogue and engagement that maximised the collaborative learning space. The ‘dominant’ farming partner’s mindset valued multi-stakeholder engagement.

The PROCLE model acknowledges the contractual partnership as an agreement between partners at the outset of a project. However, more importantly it focuses on the partner relationship that forms inside the contractual partnership. A collaborative learning space requires a positive and productive relationship between partners. The collaborative learning space is markedly affected by the extent to which the relationship fills the contractual partnership. Should a large institutional overlap exist but a broad and deep relationship not exist between partners or among the actors from one of the partners, as occurred in the Potato Aphid and Squash Rot projects, the collaborative learning space will be minimised or not created.
Transdisciplinary partnerships for collaborative learning

The collaborative learning space is maximised in a transdisciplinary environment where multiple actors problem-solve, innovate and mutually learn. Transdisciplinary partnerships enable collaborative and deliberative learning processes. Using Klerkx’s (2015) conceptualisation of disciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary partnerships for innovation, Figure 7.2 conceptualises the collaborative learning space in the different disciplinarities in a participatory research environment. The conceptualisation of disciplinarities in Figure 7.2 includes non-science contributors in all the disciplinary diagrams since participatory research by its very nature involves actors from outside the science and technology system. These non-science ‘disciplines’ would include farming groups but could also include other value chain actors/supporters.

The disciplinary model (Figure 7.2a) has discrete disciplines. While the disciplines adjoin each other and acknowledge the presence of each other there is no linkage between them. Disciplines project themselves into the collaborative learning space (shown in green) but contribute only along disciplinary lines with no interaction between them. The result is a small collaborative learning space because it is not maximised as a space for change by interactions between disciplines.

The multidisciplinary model (Figure 7.2b) is the same as the disciplinary model for those parts of the disciplines outside the collaborative learning space. Disciplines enter the collaborative learning space along disciplinary lines. However, within the collaborative learning space disciplinary boundaries are broken down so disciplinary paradigms can interact within the collaborative learning space. The result is a collaborative learning space that is larger than for the disciplinary model because of synergies between disciplines within the collaborative learning space.

In the interdisciplinary model (Figure 7.2c), outside the collaborative learning space disciplinary boundaries are porous so interdisciplinary interactions can occur both within and outside the collaborative learning space. Disciplines enter the collaborative learning space predisposed to other paradigms so synergies within the collaborative
Learning space are greater. This results in a relatively larger space compared to the previous two models.

The transdisciplinary model (Figure 7.2d) has the largest collaborative learning space. Like the interdisciplinary model it has porous disciplinary boundaries both inside and outside the collaborative learning space to allow synergies between disciplines. However, in this model the project actors also connect with their communities of practice to enable them to be engaged and contribute. This further enlarges the
collaborative learning space as a result of the multiple knowledges of participants that can be captured so the knowledge that contributes to the collaborative learning space is no longer limited to only those actors who are actively engaged in the project.

Figure 7.2 postulates that both the size of the collaborative learning space and the opportunities for learning within it are enhanced by the porosity of the barriers between the disciplines within the project and engagement with communities of practice beyond the project. This conceptualisation shows that participatory research projects can behave like a traditional ‘disciplinary’ model, despite scientists engaging with those outside the science and technology system.

Participation of multiple actors from both inside and outside the science and technology system therefore does not by itself guarantee effective and productive collaboration. In this research the science-initiated projects showed clear evidence of the ‘disciplinary’ model (Figure 7.2a) despite these projects engaging in participatory partnerships. For example, in the Squash Rot project the strong science focus and a farming sector culture beset by competition and restrictions on the open sharing of knowledge, limited the size of the collaborative learning space.

Project actors must actively seek to break down barriers that divide disciplines in participatory research to maximise the collaborative learning space. While projects should aim to be transdisciplinary from the outset, the empirical evidence from this research shows that this does not always occur. However the research showed that projects can transition towards a transdisciplinary partnership through reconciling initial tensions. An example of transitions in practice towards a transdisciplinary environment is shown by the Wheat Calculator project. Initially this project showed signs of being visualised as participatory research using a disciplinary model. However, through facilitation and negotiation ‘disciplinary’ walls largely constructed by epistemological differences were broken down to move the project towards a transdisciplinary model. Similarly in the Crop Science for Māori project, trust-building that led to a greater alignment of partners’ priorities was able to slowly erode the walls between the community and the scientists. This enabled the project to move beyond a multidisciplinary model into an interdisciplinary/ transdisciplinary model.
The empirical evidence from this research shows that enhanced porosity between disciplines within projects and between project ‘disciplines’ and their CoP are core elements of effective participatory research and vital ingredients in moves towards transdisciplinarity that is recognised to support a move towards sustainability (Polk, 2014; Popa et al., 2015). The spectrum conceptualised in Figure 7.2 enhances understanding of participatory research by showing that participatory research that is heavily weighted towards disciplines places the focus on partnership, whereas participatory research that breaks down disciplinary barriers places its focus on relationships. This important partnership/relationship nexus emerged from the empirical evidence presented in Chapter 5.

7.6 Realising learning in the collaborative learning space to support a move towards sustainability

7.6.1 Introduction

This thesis’ examination of the participatory literature showed learning is a key requirement in participatory research (Pretty, 2001; Reed, 2008). Similarly the Agricultural Innovation Systems (AIS) literature recognises a need for a learning space where actors can collaborate as partners (Darnhofer et al., 2012; Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011). Sustainability science scholars also recognise multi-stakeholder engagement as essential to include a wide range of perspectives into decision-making to enable stakeholders to engage in problem solving (Komiyama & Takeuchi, 2006; Wiek, Farioli, et al., 2012). Furthermore the complexity of sustainability is recognised to require collective and collaborative learning responses to meaningfully address issues (Stirzaker et al., 2010; Stirzaker et al., 2011).

The PROCLE model shows that strong partner relationships and institutional structures and dynamics that support collaboration and enable co-development, will maximise the potential collaborative learning space. Once a project has created its collaborative learning space, the issue then becomes how best to utilise and employ this space, to realise learning in the collaborative learning space. To better understand the realisation of learning in the collaborative learning space, the discussion now explores how effectively the six micro-level participatory research projects in this research, captured the collaborative learning space to support a move towards sustainability.
7.6.2 Illustrating project characteristics that enable learning for sustainability

The thesis’ empirical evidence about institutions, partnership and learning, presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, identified a number of important characteristics with the potential to enable collaborative learning in projects. These characteristics are tabulated in Figure 7.3 to allow each characteristic to be compared across projects (comparison across rows) and each project to be compared across characteristics (comparison down columns).

Each characteristic was qualitatively ranked for each project, as enabling learning (green); disabling learning (red) or being indifferent (orange). To increase the discrimination for each characteristic, cells of mixed colours were used to indicate a project characteristic that was heterogeneous, to reflect variable actor responses for that characteristic. Figure 7.3 visually presents the characteristic ranks for each project and Appendix 2 details evidence from the projects to support these broad rankings.

Columns have been arranged across the figure in descending order of projects that enable learning. Rows have then been similarly ordered in descending order of learning enablement across the six projects. This ordering concentrated those projects and characteristics with the greatest learning enablement in the top left corner of the figure, and those with the greatest learning constraints in the bottom right of the figure. Comparing these characteristics across the investigated projects provides insight into the effectiveness of individual projects and of projects collectively in realising and most importantly optimising learning for sustainability in the collaborative learning space.

It can be seen that following the rearrangement of the table as described, the projects have grouped into the same three partnership types as found in Chapter 5, with farming group-initiated projects having the greatest degree of learning enablement followed by shared partnerships, where learning enablement was heterogeneous across almost every characteristic and science-initiated projects which largely disabled collaborative learning. Within the science-initiated projects a few characteristics were heterogeneous but none fully enabled collaborative learning.
The characteristics also showed a high degree of clustering so were reordered to form three subsections of characteristics, those relating to partnership attributes, those relating to institutional attributes and those relating to learning attributes. Among the five partnership attributes no projects were ranked as being highly constrained for collaborative learning and two (Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight) were ranked as being highly enabled for collaborative learning.

Institutional attributes had more mixed ranks with most projects being heterogeneous. Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight that sought a level playing field by humanising the relationship between partners, valuing, capturing and utilising the multiple knowledge of partners and facilitating dialogue and engagement that maximised the collaborative learning space, were again more highly enabled projects for collaborative learning. Institutional attributes which limited knowledge sharing and which visualised knowledge production as linear with knowledge development undertaken by scientists followed by knowledge transfer to farmers when results were known, such as occurred in the Potato Aphid and Squash Rot projects, constrained collaborative learning.

The learning attributes in Figure 7.3 contain characteristics that should be evident in innovation projects addressing agricultural sustainability. Co-development and transdisciplinarity indicate evidence of an enabling learning environment for innovation (Curry, Ingram, & Maye, 2012; Hekkert et al., 2007; Ingram, 2008, 2010; Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). Furthermore the temporal and spatial dimensions of sustainability have been explored as these were identified in Chapter 1 of this thesis as critical characteristics of sustainability. The longevity of project learning has also been explored to see if the outcomes from collaborative learning are sustained in farming communities beyond the funded period of a project, a characteristic argued to be important in sustainability projects and usually indicative of institutional capacity building at the local level (Pretty, 1995).

All learning characteristics showed significant collaborative learning constraints in the science-initiated projects, whereas in the two farming group-initiated projects some characteristics enabled collaborative learning and some were heterogeneous. The two shared partnership projects were heterogeneous for almost all characteristics.
Figure 7.3: Project realisation and optimisation of learning for sustainability
7.6.3 Understanding learning variability

While a maximised collaborative learning space provides the greatest opportunity for collaborative learning, Figure 7.3 shows that this does not guarantee that collaborative learning will be fully realised. Realising this collaborative learning potential was most related to the type of project partnership, with farming group-initiated partnerships more likely to realise collaborative learning than science-initiated partnerships. Shared partnerships had mixed results. The Crop Science for Māori project, which adhered to a strong participatory ethos, created a relatively large collaborative learning space, but as revealed in Table 7.4, the learning was not able to be fully realised. Indeed all projects did not fully realise the learning potential in their collaborative learning space (as shown in Tables 7.1 - 7.6). To further understand the observed variability in learning between projects, the following features were identified from Figure 7.3:

- When farming groups managed the projects there was a higher degree of collaborative learning enablement than when scientists managed the projects;
- Shared partnerships were almost wholly heterogeneous across all characteristics;
- The science-initiated partnerships had learning attribute characteristics that constrained collaborative sustainability learning;
- Partnership attribute characteristics were more commonly enabling of collaborative learning and in only one case (Squash Rot) was a characteristic judged to be a learning constraint. These characteristics were generally determined by the actors within the project relationship;
- Institutional attribute characteristics were only moderately enabling for learning, and in the Squash Rot project they acted as a strong constrainer of learning. Actors external to each project relationship often influenced the characteristics of the institutional attributes, for example the organisational structure, routines and practices of the CRIs that affect how scientists operate and practice their science (Section 4.3);
- Learning attribute characteristics showed marked variation across the projects and were possibly affected by the interaction of the other major attributes with learning affected by institutional and partnership attributes. For example, co-development is generally dependent on the level of collaboration among project actors and the level of institutional support for the project;
- Of the learning attribute characteristics, those that relied on actor relationships e.g. co-development and transdisciplinarity were generally more enabling of learning. Those that required learning to extend beyond actors’ immediate sphere of experience and expertise (spatial dimensions of sustainability) were either heterogeneous or constrained learning;
Chapter Seven

- The farming group-initiated projects had some learning characteristics that enabled learning while others were heterogeneous. These projects co-developed new knowledge and technology, they sustained learning beyond the project funding, and they acknowledged the temporal dimensions of sustainability. However, learning was more likely to be spatially confined to a focus on farm-level issues;

- It is particularly noteworthy that the single characteristic that showed the greatest constraint to learning was acknowledgement of the spatial dimension of sustainability, which is also the characteristic likely to be most relevant to actors understanding the impacts of agricultural externalities;

- It is also interesting to note that the two projects that were the least learning constrained for the spatial scale of sustainability characteristic were the two projects that sought to address landscape level externalities; nitrogen leaching in the Wheat Calculator project and soil loss in the Precision Agriculture project, although both projects largely confined their focus to the farm scale rather than the landscape scale.

The coloured characteristic ranking system in Figure 7.3 visually shows that scientists and farmers did successfully collaborate in the investigated micro-level participatory research projects, although the extent to which they advanced collaborative learning for sustainability was variable. Scholars show that environmental understanding and learning is enhanced when farmers share observations and results from on-farm experimentation combined with local and scientific agricultural knowledge (Ingram, 2008; Kroma, 2006). These peer networks act as a collaborative space for sharing, analysing and comparing knowledge (Kroma, 2006).

Ingram’s (2010) study of farmer networks showed they were pivotal for the emergence of reduced tillage practices in England. Sligo and Massey (2007) found a similar array of benefits from inter-personal contact in dairy farmers’ social networks in New Zealand, where access to a wider range of information sources led to knowledge creation, problem solving and risk reduction. Andrew (2003) demonstrated the strength of multi-stakeholder learning networks in regional producer networks in Australia in which stakeholders with a diverse range of research and on-farm experience were able to collaboratively learn about sustainability in grazing systems.

7.6.4 Constraints to learning

This current research similarly confirms that when collaborative learning is maximised and realised, sustainability learning is enhanced as was evidenced in the farming
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group-initiated projects. However, many outcomes from many of the partnerships were less than optimal and achieving sustainability outcomes in the projects could best be described as a ‘messy’ process.

In the shared partnerships and the science-initiated partnerships the messiness typically arose from actors’ epistemological differences, with scientists viewing themselves as the producers of objective and statistically robust explicit knowledge, while the farmer valued his/her implicit practical knowledge gained through lived experiences. These epistemological differences were most noticeable in the Wheat Calculator project (Section 5.2.2). The evidence from this project confirms Blackmore’s (2007) contention that learning challenges the notion of what knowledge is, as tensions arise over the ‘legitimacy’ of knowledge. The scientists in the Wheat Calculator were concerned that modification of the calculator’s interface to make it more user-friendly compromised the legitimacy of the underlying knowledge that had been gained through 20 years of research. To compromise this they perceived would reduce the robustness of the tool.

Figure 7.3 shows that collaborative learning is further constrained by institutional attributes that act to undermine the essence of the participatory process, a feature also observed in other academic studies (Andrew & Rowbottom, 2005; Murray, 2000; Webber & Ison, 1995). The empirical evidence from this research shows that constraints arise in the formal and informal institutions of all partners - policy, science and farming. They can include policy agencies’ preferences for quantitative measures of project outcomes, science institute pressures to produce publishable outputs, personal preferences of scientists that favour more reductionist approaches to research and privilege scientific knowledge, and competitiveness and cultural protocols in farming sectors and communities that restrict knowledge sharing.

As Chapter 1 argued, to adequately address sustainability it must be viewed as a concept that is complex, multidimensional and interconnected. Figure 7.3 reveals that while project actors acknowledged the temporal dimensions of sustainability, there was limited recognition and understanding of agricultural externalities at the landscape level, with project learning instead focused on farm-level effects.
Landscape level problems are regarded as some of the most complex problems to address (Ridley, 2005; Sayer et al., 2013). Figure 7.3 identifies that projects need to have greater consideration and understanding of farming’s place in, and its effects on the environment. Without this, the complexity of sustainability is denied. Understanding agricultural systems as complex systems acknowledges the uncertainty, non-linearity, emergence and scale of agricultural effects (Berkes et al., 2003; Murray, 2000; Stirzaker et al., 2010). To do this provides opportunity for adaptive learning, which is recognised as necessary to build capability and resilience in human and natural systems (Darnhofer et al., 2010; Holling & Gunderson, 2002; Stirzaker et al., 2011). As Holling argues (2001: 404):

...the era of ecosystem management via incremental increases in efficiency is over. We are now in an era of transformation, in which ecosystem management must build and maintain ecological resilience as well as the social flexibility needed to cope, innovate, and adapt.

Adaptive approaches to environmental management challenge traditional approaches to agricultural research. Traditional approaches, often driven by scientific specialism, typically focus on reducing systems to their parts rather than investigating systems as a whole (Stirzaker et al., 2010). Such approaches constrain learning and limit landscape scale transformations that are now widely recognised as necessary for addressing sustainability (see Sayer et al., 2013).

### 7.6.5 Sustaining learning

Figure 7.3 identified that projects that seek to advance sustainability need to achieve as a characteristic sustained learning beyond the funded period of a project. Pretty (1995) argues that learning processes in participatory projects should seek to ensure action is sustained through building and strengthening local institutions so locals may initiate action themselves. The retrospective view of the projects in this investigation provided an opportunity to explore whether project learning was sustained.

In this research, farming group-initiated projects were the most likely to sustain learning beyond the funded period of the project. The shared partnerships had mixed results, while the science-initiated projects were the least successful at sustaining project
learning. The coloured ranking system in Figure 7.3 provides insight about other factors that appear to affect the sustaining of project learning once the project ends.

The two farming group-initiated projects show that sustained learning is likely to occur when partnership attributes support collaboration, so that learning emerges from collaboration and the new knowledge and innovation that is created is co-developed. Project actors can independently experiment, as they did in both the Precision Agriculture and Walnut Blight projects, but they must collaboratively share this learning to co-develop new knowledge or understanding. The sustaining of project learning appeared most enabled where farming groups had the capacity and capability to support project extension so they could engage with their CoP in a transdisciplinary partnership as conceptualised in Figure 7.2d. LandWISE, WIG and FAR took active roles to maintain and sustain project knowledge through extension activities that began early in the project, long before ‘final’ results were known. As a result, their communities of practice were connected to the projects through strong feedback loops, so even though the CoP may not have been actively engaged in the project, they were still able to connect with it. Project objectives that were relevant to farming practice were most effective at both gaining and sustaining the farming community’s interest.

Where farming groups did not have the capacity or capability to undertake extension, as was the case with ECOP in the Crop Science for Māori project, the learning appeared likely to only be sustained with the few growers that participated in the project. While the scientists engaged in extension activities to promote organic kumara production on the East Cape, these activities appeared to build limited capacity in the community. In this project, the focus on individuals limited wider social learning, and was further impeded by institutional barriers that restricted knowledge sharing.

In the science-initiated projects, limited collaborative learning meant actors were unable to learn from research failures and learning that was gained was readily discarded when a new crisis occurred. This was most noticeable in the Potato Aphid project when the sector faced an outbreak of disease from the potato psyllid (Section 6.4.2). The squash and potato sectors were also beset by sector competitiveness where knowledge was viewed for the competitive edge it provided to individuals rather than the collective wisdom it provided the sector.
7.7 Summary

The empirical evidence from the research revealed that formal and informal institutions, partnerships and relationships, knowledge integration and learning are critical and highly inter-related dynamics of participatory research projects. These components form the principal attributes of the PROCLE model presented in this chapter.

The PROCLE model reveals the collaborative learning space as an emergent property created by the strength of partner relationships and the effect of institutional structures and dynamics that together act to enable or disable innovation to advance sustainability. Challenging assumptions and values of current farming practice requires a productive and collaborative space for actors to share ideas, negotiate and engage. The PROCLE model shows when partnerships foster positive relationships, and supportive institutional structures and dynamics that enable co-development, deeper levels of learning around farming’s place in and effect on the environment can be fostered in an emergent collaborative learning space to support and sustain both actor learning and a change towards more sustainable outcomes.
8.0 Conclusion

8.1 Introduction

The thesis’ central question asked:

How effectively does micro-level participatory research in the agricultural sector advance more sustainable farming practices in agricultural production systems?

To investigate this, the thesis proposed four focusing questions each concentrating on a specific area of enquiry that emerged from both the sustainability literature discussed in Chapter 1, and the participatory research and farming systems literatures jointly discussed in Chapter 2. These are:

- How do formal and informal institutions affect project partnerships and learning outcomes?
- How are partnerships articulated, formed and fostered in projects?
- How successfully is local and scientific knowledge co-produced in projects to foster innovations that advance agricultural sustainability?
- What effect (if any) does project learning have on actor understanding of the complexity of sustainability?

This final chapter begins by reflecting on these questions before reflecting on participatory research as a methodological approach for developing new knowledge.
and practice to advance sustainability in agricultural production systems. Finally the chapter reflects on the limitations of the research and proposes further investigation.

8.2 Reflecting on the thesis

8.2.1 Reflecting on the focusing questions

The four focusing questions consider institutions, partnerships and learning and the effect these have both on how participatory research is implemented and on the outcomes of participatory research projects to advance sustainability. The research’s empirical evidence focused on how actors from science and farming supported by the funding sector created and implemented participatory partnerships to advance sustainability. The six investigated projects were all examples of participatory research partnerships, as they sought engagement of farmers and scientists in a ‘participatory’ partnership and used ‘science’ to develop innovations to advance sustainability. The variability both in the implementation of these participatory partnerships and their outcomes indicates that the simple participation of farmers and scientists in partnerships does not guarantee meaningful and durable outcomes for sustainability.

The focusing question relating to institutions (Chapter 4) investigated institutional dynamics that shape actors' visions for change. Multi-stakeholder engagement requires actors to have a shared vision and developing this to enable knowledge from divergent participants to be integrated into project decision-making is a recognised challenge (Allan et al., 2013; Parkhill et al., in press). It is particularly challenging in the area of sustainability, which draws on people’s values and preferences about the type of world they wish to live in (Robinson, 2004).

The literature is relatively sparse on understanding how groups might develop shared visions and how such endeavours might manifest in practice. Shared visions or shared values, while recognised as not needing to be all encompassing (Parkhill et al., in press) help groups to understand why particular actions may be taken. Building resilience and capacity in communities by enabling them to self-organise, adapt and learn also supports these efforts (Adger, 2003; Davidson-Hunt & Berkes, 2003). These capabilities are essential for groups to address complex issues such as sustainability (Kates et al., 2005).
To explore the challenges around developing shared visions, the research explored actors’ motivations for engaging in participatory research and their expectations of it. The empirical evidence revealed how formal and informal institutions shape actors’ perceptions and narratives for engagement in participatory research. Participants bring to projects perceptions and narratives that have the potential to enable or disable the creation of a shared vision that is necessary for co-developing innovations towards sustainability. Of particular concern this research identified critical differences in expectations of participatory research between farming and science sector actors. In simple terms farming groups seek practical and farm relevant tools or knowledge that can be easily communicated, while scientists seek results from rigorous and robust scientific methodologies to fulfil institutional ‘research’ requirements and to meet the quantitative standards of statisticians and journal publications. The chapter discusses the importance of creating collaborative discursive spaces where project actors can share information, engage in dialogue and negotiate a shared vision. A further vital consideration emerged in this chapter: it is really important to instil appropriate principles and practices early in a project’s lifecycle, and maintain commitment to these concerns throughout a project (and beyond).

Chapter 5 investigated the partnerships focusing question by using a novel approach to investigating partnerships according to the actor group that initiated the project. No research was found in the literature that had used this approach, although studies have investigated who sets the research agenda and advocated for multiple stakeholders being engaged in this process (Pretty, 1998). The empirical evidence showed the effect project initiators have both on shaping the research agenda through the project objectives, and importantly on the partner relationships themselves. Science-initiated projects in this research had the greatest difficulty fostering partner relationships and creating shared meaning through communication and negotiation activities, mainly due to these projects having a stronger focus on the science research itself.

The investigation of partnerships contributes to understanding the partnership / relationship nexus of participatory research, through its contention that the notion of partnerships must extend beyond a primary focus of it as a contractual entity. Conceptualizing partnerships instead as a relationship between actors who build shared understanding provides an enabling environment for collaborative learning.
This challenges the temporal boundaries of projects that are typically limited to the funded and contractual period of a ‘partnership’, which ignores the important temporal dimensions of sustainability having no end point.

The sustainability literature discussed in Chapter 2 claimed successful participatory partnerships ideally foster collaborative and collective enquiry through actors engaging in joint knowledge production. The final two focusing questions addressed knowledge production, integration and learning, specifically in the area of sustainability. Together these were investigated in Chapter 6, as learning is central to the thesis’ main question. The empirical evidence shows that in projects where changes to farming practices are sought, the extent and durability of any change in farming practice depends on the depth of involvement of both the farmer and farming group in project design, implementation and knowledge dissemination.

The empirical evidence also led to the thesis proposing a ‘feedback approach’ to enable connection between project actors and communities of practice throughout and beyond the project timeframe. As Chapter 2 highlighted, it is widely agreed that top down approaches to agricultural research and extension are no longer appropriate. This has been especially evident since the late 1980s, when demand-driven research and extension was increasingly sought to replace publicly funded agricultural extension services (Klerkx et al., 2006). Despite this, two of the projects in this research still employed linear approaches. With no clear blueprint on how to undertake participatory projects, the research offers guidelines to assist practitioners to stimulate deeper levels of environmental learning and foster co-production and learning feedback loops (Tables 6.2 and 6.4). This applied contribution was explicitly sought in the thesis’ objectives (Section 1.4.2).

The thesis contributes to understanding around knowledge integration and exchange by showing the effect that both linear and collaborative approaches have on learning outcomes. The research provides empirical evidence to support the contention that for environmental learning to meaningfully address the complexity of issues, actors must go beyond simple skills and information uptake and instead engage in a deeper understanding of issues to question the assumptions and values that drive current practice (Keen et al., 2005a). The participatory and social learning literatures contend that this learning requires double-loop and even triple-loop / multi-loop approaches to
learning, rather than single-loop learning (Keen et al., 2005a; Medema et al., 2014). This research has focused on single- and double-loop learning at the micro-level – the “multi-party collaboration processes in which representatives from different stakeholder groups interact” (Medema et al., 2014: 27).

However in addressing the final focusing question about the complexity of sustainability, the research raises reservations about how effectively micro-level projects address the issue of complexity, as project learning remains largely focused on the paddock / farm scale typically with a primary focus on enhancing the farm business. The empirical evidence shows that this provides limited opportunities for engaging with landscape scale complexities that are now recognised to be critical for addressing impacts of agricultural practice beyond the farm gate (Sayer et al., 2013). This provides significant dilemmas for addressing sustainability whose spatial and temporal dimensions require looking beyond immediate and near impacts. Bruges and Smith (2008) even go so far as to question the expectation of policy goals that employ participatory approaches as a means to seek change towards sustainability, when learning is undermined by factors such as farmers’ economic considerations. This research supports Bruges and Smith (2008) finding that a primary focus on economic considerations can undermine sustainability endeavours. However, it contends this can be moderated in a collaborative process of engagement built around strong partner relationships and institutional support that creates and maximises a collaborative learning space. The continued focus on the paddock/farm scale, however, reduces the realisation of learning within the space because it overlooks the spatial complexity of sustainability.

While Chapters 4, 5 and 6 individually contribute to understanding how institutions, partnerships and learning influence agricultural projects at the micro-level, of most importance is the research’s understanding of the inter-relatedness of these project dynamics. This underpins the thesis’ contribution to the wider understanding of participatory research and has universal relevance beyond the agricultural context of the investigated case studies. This understanding has led to the conceptualisation of the PROCLE model which revealed that the strength of partner relationships, as opposed to partnerships, and the effect of institutional dynamics create a collaborative learning space where the co-development of innovations for sustainability occur.
By exploring and conceptualising a collaborative learning space, the thesis builds on the existing intellectual foundations of a wide body of literatures, but most specifically the participatory and farming systems literatures. The thesis’ contribution, derived from the PROCLE model and its application to the investigated projects, shows how institutional dynamics and relationships shape and potentially limit the collaborative learning space. The model rejects participatory approaches that seek to maximise participation without creating a collaborative learning space as these are unlikely to create much needed change to advance sustainability.

8.2.2 Reflecting on the central question

While the PROCLE model has universal relevance, the agricultural context of the thesis must not be under-valued. The thesis’ central question focused on the effectiveness of participatory research endeavours in advancing agricultural sustainability. The findings advance understanding about the implementation of sustainability in the agricultural sector, by providing insights into collaborative learning in agricultural production systems that are recognised to be urgently needed (Pretty et al., 2010). Among 100 questions of importance for global agriculture that have been identified in a publication written by 55 experts, from 21 countries, across 45 leading agricultural organisations, professional scientific societies, NGOs and academic institutions, is a need to find the most effective models to bring farmers and scientists together. This collective voice across international agricultural sectors seeks not a singular vision but rather the most effective:

...social learning and multi-stakeholder models to bring together farmers, researchers, advisors, commercial enterprises, policy makers and other key actors to develop better technologies and institutions....

(Pretty et al., 2010: 229)

New Zealand’s government is also keen to find ways to enhance economic and environmental performance in the primary sectors (PCE, 2004), and this was reinforced by policy actors who participated in this research (Section 4.2.2). There is also growing international interest in the ‘innovativeness’ of low and medium tech industries such as agriculture (Hirsch-Kreinsen, 2015 (March); Husted & Woodfield, 2015) and it is recognised that innovations, especially in agriculture, must not only be
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economically viable, they must also be socially and environmentally sustainable (Callaghan, 2009; Foley et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2013).

This thesis’ findings about the effectiveness of micro-level participatory research projects to advance sustainability are both timely and relevant. The global urgency for advancing sustainable innovations in agriculture has seen actors from science, farming, government and academia form networks such as the Primary Innovation Network in New Zealand (Agresearch, online) to discuss ways to enhance sustainable agricultural innovation. Central to these discussions is a need to promote transdisciplinary partnerships to facilitate the co-development of sustainable innovations (Klerkx, 2015).

While participatory research is seen as central to this process, the variability of implementation and learning outcomes in the investigated projects in this research raises concerns about how effectively participatory partnerships can advance sustainability. While context will always shape how participatory projects operate (Reed, 2008), the principles of knowledge integration, equitable and trusting partnerships, and collaborative processes should be applied consistently across participatory endeavours. However, the empirical evidence from the research also shows that to cast participatory research aside would be a short sighted and foolish endeavour. Farming groups and scientists in this research did engage in productive and innovative projects to advance learning around sustainability and they did make measurable differences on the ground. To throw away participatory research in a production agriculture context would be equivalent to throwing the baby out with the bathwater.

While the participatory literature provides valuable reasons for the continued employment of participatory methodologies for addressing complex issues like sustainability, the empirical evidence from the six projects in this research suggest that in the context of production agriculture, participatory research needs to be refocused to sharpen its relevance and application in a production agriculture setting. This must incorporate effective engagement with agricultural innovation systems. Prospects for these developments are outlined in the following section.
8.3 Reframing participatory research to advance agricultural sustainability

8.3.1 Collaboration not participation

A project framed as ‘participatory research’ has the risk of ‘participation’ being placed at its core, with the potential to create what Ziegler and Ott (2011) claim is an adherence to the participation dogma, where participatory goals are satisfied merely through the inclusion of non-scientists in science research. While the collaborative learning space advocated in this research aligns with notions to democratise science (Gibbons, 1999; Lubchenco, 1998) it does not visualise non-scientists as citizen scientists (Irwin, 1995; Kruger & Shannon, 2000). Such framings are increasingly seen as a way forward to engage non-scientists as researchers in science to increase the profile of science and build support and understanding of science among non-scientists (Conrad & Hilchey, 2011; Rossiter, Liu, Carlisle, & Zhu, 2015). Citizen science initiatives risk being driven from the top down adhering to a belief that education will bring about public support for science, a notion advocated through the Public Understanding Model of Science (O’Connor et al., 2003).

Collaborative learning as conceptualised in the PROCLE model is not about non-scientists participating in science research, rather it is about non-scientists and scientists researching, collaborating and learning as equitable partners. Each partner brings their own knowledge to advance current understanding or to create new knowledge in an adaptive, emergent and dynamic way to meaningfully co-develop innovations that contribute towards advancing sustainability. The collaborative learning space is therefore optimised by scientists and non-scientists collaborating, not just participating, so a plurality of knowledges can inform learning and decision-making.

8.3.2 Learning not technology development

Interactive, collaborative, collective, adaptive learning spaces are required to address complex issues such as sustainability (Stirzaker et al., 2011). This research contends that participatory projects constructed to maximise a collaborative learning space place ‘learning’ at the centre of the collaboration.
By placing learning at the centre, actors are less likely to focus solely on technology development. A single-minded pursuit on technology/knowledge development treats sustainability as an end point, a trend increasingly seen in the corporate world (Ihlen & Roper, 2014) which denies the importance of the journey towards sustainability (Robinson, 2004). Learning to advance sustainability must be a dynamic, iterative and adaptive process that leads to concerted action that facilitates individual and collective learning (Section 2.3.2). The empirical evidence shows that the journey towards sustainability is best achieved through collaborative learning and engagement. Sustainability requires all participants to be engaged in problem definitions and solution development. When the collaborative learning space is maximised and the learning inside the space optimised (as was seen in the Precision Agriculture, Walnut Blight and latterly in the Wheat Calculator projects), environmental learning outcomes were advanced both among active project players and in the wider communities of practice. This research shows that when scientists and farmers collaboratively engaged, learning went well beyond the uptake of technology and resulted in changes in individuals and in farming sector practices. Furthermore, collaborative learning could be sustained beyond the funded period of project as was evident in the Wheat Calculator and Precision Agriculture projects.

8.3.3 Co-production not simply knowledge exchange

Worldviews that deny the fundamental importance of knowledge co-production are increasingly viewed as inappropriate and inadequate practice for addressing complex issues such as sustainability (Lane et al., 2010; Sewell et al., 2014). When actors believe that their knowledge and way of knowing is the only legitimate form of knowledge, this creates significant barriers to creating a shared vision. This research shows that unless these barriers are resolved through negotiation and compromise effective collaboration is impeded.

However, integrating multiple knowledges into projects to co-develop innovations presents significant challenges (Allan et al., 2013). The empirical evidence from this research shows that collaborative learning is further impeded where project objectives are heavily weighted towards science outcomes as these largely isolate farmers from the research. This has significant flow on effects to the farming sector’s buy-in to a project, the subsequent farmer learning, (particularly if field trial results are
inconclusive) and to the farming sector’s ability to sustain project learning beyond the project’s funded period. When actors co-develop and learn together, trial failures are seen as learning tools. In contrast when collaborative learning is impeded, trials that are perceived to have failed can lead to farmers questioning their continued support for science research.

Collaborative learning blurs the boundaries between different forms of knowledge. This research shows that to foster the necessary co-production of knowledge, actors need to have a mindset that is supportive of collaboration and knowledge co-production. Effective engagement requires partners to acknowledge and respect each other’s knowledge and to facilitate the inclusion of these knowledges in project decision-making and the production of new knowledge. Furthermore, the institutions which shape how actors engage in participatory research endeavours, need to provide a supportive framework for collaboration and knowledge co-production.

### 8.3.4 Trandisciplinary not disciplinary

The PROCLE model views collaborative learning in a transdisciplinary environment where multiple actors problem-solve, innovate and mutually learn. Transdisciplinary partnerships are increasingly seen as important for addressing complex problems such as sustainability, as these partnerships allow actors from both inside and outside the science and technology system to collaborate and co-develop a shared vision (Lang et al., 2012).

For scientists, engaging with partners from outside science enables the values, knowledge, know-how and expertise from fields outside academic disciplinary boundaries to be incorporated into decision-making (Baars, 2011; Gibbons et al., 1994; Klein, 2015; Lubchenco, 1998; Polk, 2014). For farmers, engaging with scientists enables the values, knowledge, know-how and expertise from inside academic disciplinary boundaries to be incorporated into decision-making. This provides what Ingram (2008) calls the ‘know why’ of scientific understanding. Many of the farming participants in this research openly talked about the importance of understanding the why before they would consider implementing the ‘how’ of change to their farming practice (Section 6.2.3).
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This research shows that a primary focus on science disciplinary knowledge limits collaboration and the opportunities for social interaction, engagement and dialogue. Such framings see farmers as passive observers of science research instead of active collaborators with scientists in research. Ziegler and Ott (2011) assert that the antidote to any bias in science will only ever come from outside the science sector as internal biases by their very nature largely go unnoticed by those on the inside. Scholars who emphasize the importance of enhancing communication and dialogic processes have long argued for partnerships to be built on foundations of equality, empathic listening and the creation of an environment that enables assumptions to be surfaced non-judgementally (Habermas, 1984-87; Yankelovich, 1999). As Yankelovich (1999: 220) claims, “You can argue with Einstein”.

Transdisciplinarity also leads to the potential inclusion of a wider pool of players, including actors from agri-business and recognition of the markets. The projects in this research had minimal engagement with actors from wider innovation systems. This has the potential to lead to a focus on technology development and most importantly it ignores the social systems in which agricultural production systems operate. Engagement with actors outside the science and technology sector is argued to enable innovations by exposing scientists to local knowledge, resources, capabilities and networks (Ziegler & Ott, 2011). The empirical evidence from this research shows that while participatory research was generally accepted as necessary by many of the actors, transdisciplinary partnerships were not strongly fostered at the micro-level (Figure 7.3).

8.3.5 Relationships not partnerships

The empirical evidence from this research shows that effective participatory partnerships must be built on a foundation of trust to enable farmers and scientists to learn together in a trusting and productive relationship. This will require a negotiation of ideas and for any misalignment of actors’ priorities, which are typically driven from epistemological differences, to be articulated and if possible reconciled. This was demonstrated in the Wheat Calculator project (Section 5.2.2). Supportive trusting relationships are necessary for facilitating shared visions. Projects in this research show that participatory partnerships need to go beyond contractual obligations of funding applications as partners engage in ‘relationships’. Partners must understand
each other’s expectations of the partnership. For example, partnerships in the Crop science for Māori project meant a long-term commitment and respect of cultural values.

Trust building even in more traditional farmer/scientist research relationships needed to be established before collaborative learning could take place. As this research shows, partner-trust building can take considerable time. Partners who had prior relationships began from a significant advantage and were able to engage in collaborative learning more quickly than those needing to establish relationships. Projects are typically visualised as beginning and ending according to the time frame of the funding. This framing denies not only the important temporal scale of sustainability but it also denies the social process of establishing relationships and building community capacity to sustain learning, both of which are not necessarily bounded by funding timeframes. Farming groups openly expressed the importance of building ongoing relationships with individual scientists who they trusted and who understood their needs.

This research shows that relationships form very early in projects, and that the tone of the relationship was affected by the group who initiated the partnership. Initiators shape project objectives and project relationships and this has very marked effects on actor learning and project outcomes. This research provides valuable insight into the partnership/relationship nexus. When partnerships are built on positive personal relationships, the collaborative learning space is maximised. A survey on Technology Transfer in New Zealand (MPI, 2012) revealed a concern among some farmers of a growing disconnect between the science and farming sectors. This research provides valuable insights as to the effects of this disconnect and the importance of relationship building as a way forward.

8.3.6 Reflexive not reflective

Transdisciplinary partnerships enable reflexive and deliberative learning processes (Polk, 2014; Popa et al., 2015) and therefore provide an enabling environment to break down inherent biases that are recognised to privilege science knowledge (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1993; Klenk & Meehan, 2015; Ziegler & Ott, 2011). Reflexivity questions actions, values, and assumptions that shape current practice. It goes beyond the problem solving dimensions of reflection to instead question the underlying drivers of current practice (Bolton, 2010; Popa et al., 2015). Reflection looks backward while
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reflexivity helps people to look forward. The collaborative learning space is proposed in this thesis as a way of moving forward.

Viewing projects as reflexive environments creates a need to provide opportunities for reflection. This is more likely to occur in discursive spaces where actors can collaborate, engage in dialogue, experiment and negotiate. Discursive spaces provide opportunities for actors to learn from each other and to integrate into decision-making the different actors’ knowledges in projects (Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011).

The collaborative learning space as advocated in the PROCLE model manifests itself in discursive spaces that emerge from both formal and informal channels of communication. Actors may bring into the collaborative learning space knowledge, ideas, stories and experiences or they may co-construct knowledge, skills and stories through their social interactions with other actors within the space. Leeuwis and Aarts (2011: 27) have conceptualised this discursive environment where actors engage in communication as ‘the space for change’ (Figure 2.3). The PROCLE model’s conceptualisation of the collaborative learning space provides the framework within which such discursive spaces or ‘spaces for change’ can occur.

However, the research shows that creating a shared vision is made more challenging by the differing motivations and expectations that actors bring to projects. Motivations can directly impede sustainability outcomes. For example when economic considerations were a primary driver of projects considered in this thesis, farmers were more likely to support research that addressed problems they could see, problems of immediate concern and problems where the solutions would increase farm profitability. The spatial and temporal dimensions of sustainability (Section 1.2.4) do not readily fit these criteria.

Reflexive spaces where actors can engage, experiment and negotiate have the greatest enabling environment for questioning assumptions and values that underlie current practice. The most effective spaces in this research were the informal, self-organised organic field gatherings evident in the Walnut Blight, Precision Agriculture and Crop Science for Māori projects where learning was iterative, emergent and adaptive. However, more formal spaces such as conferences could generate this same organic platform, particularly when they were farmer-led as occurred at the
LandWISE conference. Formal spaces such as project steering committees and science-led seminars for farmers were more limited as productive learning environments. Such ‘top down’ approaches engendered actor ‘stereotypes’ which inhibited the co-production of knowledge, particularly in the competitive farming sectors.

8.3.7 Systems thinking not reductionism

Farming lies at the interface of natural and social systems (Bawden, 1984; Pretty, 2006; Packham, 2011; Darnhofer et al., 2012). Implementing sustainability in agricultural contexts therefore requires acknowledgement of the multi-dimensional nature of the farming system, its complexity, and the interconnectedness of its social, economic, institutional and environmental contexts. To do this effectively requires systems thinking which recognises interconnections and requires “keeping the ‘bigger picture in mind, even when the focus is on a specific aspect or sub-system” (Darnhofer et al., 2012: 7). The science-led projects in this research focused largely on technology development and in doing so ignored the social dynamics of co-produced enquiry which is deemed necessary for learning about sustainability (Robinson, 2004: 376).

Addressing sustainability must consider wider systems effects including the accumulative environmental effects of off-farm externalities. While micro-level research shows only limited attention to issues beyond the farm gate, integrated catchment studies do support multi-stakeholder engagement enabling understanding and recognition of catchment effects (Kilvington & Allen, 2007). Research in New Zealand has shown that multi-stakeholder experimentation in transdisciplinary partnerships can break down institutional barriers and lead to changes at both the catchment and the policy levels (Phillips et al., 2010).

Farmers’ need for research that is relevant can bring with it an expectation of outcomes that will directly increase farm productivity and profitability. Such framings are problematic for sustainability where spatial dimensions require consideration of effects beyond the farm gate. An emphasis on farm scale effects, which was evident in all projects in this research, remains a significant impediment to systems thinking and furthermore to the up-scaling of learning to the catchment level. As others have also
recognised, scale considerations should be a critical part of participatory research endeavours seeking to address sustainability (Snapp & Heong, 2003).

By engaging with the ‘bigger picture’ learning can go beyond single-loop to more double-loop approaches and may even lead to multi-loop learning (Medema et al., 2014), although this was not observed in the projects in this research. This thesis shows that where collaborative learning is impeded, learning remains single-loop which denies the multi-dimensional, complex and interconnected nature of sustainability. While collaborative learning provides the necessary pre-conditions for double-loop learning (Section 6.3.2), this research shows that considerable institutional impediments need to be overcome to foster deeper levels of learning. Impediments evident in the projects in this research included a focus on reductionist approaches to science investigation and economic drivers in farming sectors that pull agriculture into the productivist paradigm.

8.3.8 A ‘feedback approach’ to extension not technology transfer

Participatory projects also need to consider how learning by individuals who actively engage in projects is communicated to the wider communities of practice to enable learning to be scaled out (Douthwaite et al., 2003). When a ‘feedback approach’ was sought and utilised with communities of practice, projects remained connected and relevant to their community and reciprocal learning could occur through strong feedback loops.

Farming groups play a pivotal role in connecting projects with their members. This research shows that these communications are required to maintain the energy of project delivery during the funded period of a project and they are pivotal for sustaining project learning beyond the funded period. This was most noticeable in the farming groups that had a strong research focus and who actively engaged in the project, or who initiated and led the project. These groups challenge traditional research organisations by actively engaging in research. LandWISE, WIG and FAR all rejected the concept of ‘technology transfer’, which they saw as an out-dated linear approach to extension that was instigated in the final year of the project. Instead they embedded strong feedback loops in their projects from the beginning.
8.5 Limitations of the research and prospects for further investigation

8.5.1 Reflecting on limitations of the research

All six investigated projects were drawn from the horticultural sector within the wider New Zealand agricultural landscape. In some ways this was an advantage as having all the projects drawn from one sector helped to control project variability that may have been due to the sector of agriculture from which the project was drawn. In other respects it was a limitation as there is no indication of how the conclusions of the research may apply in other sectors of New Zealand agriculture. Even having one project included in the research from another sector may have provided a useful cross-sector reference point to see if similar patterns were exhibited in that project. However, the within sector project variability that was revealed in this research may have made the understanding and interpretation of between sector variability difficult without this having been an explicit objective of the research.

All six projects were also largely investigated retrospectively, although some direct observation of two projects in their later stages was possible. The limited participant observation that was undertaken did show how this part of the methodology very quickly enriched the researcher’s understanding of the nuances of those projects. Not being able to undertake this in all projects was a limitation. The lack of opportunities for direct observation of the projects in action made understanding the projects a more laborious task.

Additionally, some projects had been completed a number of years prior to this research being initiated. This made it more difficult to locate project actors, some of whom had moved to new roles within the horticultural sector and some to new roles outside the sector. Those actors that were located and gave their project perspectives sometimes also had to make an effort to recall their experiences. This presents a potential source of bias as actor recollections from project involvement several years previously may not have been as detailed as recollections from a more recent project involvement.

Projects that had been completed prior to the initiation of this research also made the discovery of project documentation challenging. As all the projects had been partially
captured by the Science for Community Change programme project documentation was available through this channel. Had this not been the case then the volume of documentary evidence that was available to this research may have been significantly reduced. The documentation that was available was unfortunately not evenly distributed or consistent between projects. This 'patchiness' was a limitation without which there would have been greater possibilities to triangulate the project data collected through participant interviews.

Members of farming groups, especially decision makers, also change as time passes. As this flux of personnel ebbs and flows over the years so potentially does the institutional memory of the farming group. This limitation is likely to be more acute in the smaller and less formally structured farming groups such as the Walnut Industry Group and especially the East Coast Organic Producers Trust, which was formed in a community with capacity and resilience constraints.

As noted in the discussion of the “ideal PROCLE model” it must be remembered that these types of participatory research projects sit within a wider contextual political, social, cultural or economic environment. This research did not attempt to investigate the linkages between the investigated projects and this background as the unit of analysis was focused on the micro-level. The research has identified the very strong influence of formal institutions on participatory research projects, particularly science institutions and it is a limitation that these influences were not able to be more deeply understood by directly investigating the culture of these institutions.

It has been noted in this thesis that the funding base of New Zealand science has continued to undergo evolutionary change and adjustments. As project funding is a very strong influencer of project dynamics it is a potential limitation of the conclusions of this research that the effect of these ongoing changes was not able to be investigated. It is conceivable that the findings of this research may never be able to be enacted if a funding regime was put in place that took a very prescriptive approach to the establishment and management of participatory research projects, especially if this was to be underpinned with a belief in the dogma of participation.
8.5.2 Reflections on further investigation

The PROCLE model is a proposed framework for participatory research projects that has been developed from the findings of this research. When projects are optimally arranged it is proposed that the collaborative learning space will be an emergent property of the framework and within this space lies the opportunities for project learning. Whereas this model has been developed from the retrospective investigation of six horticultural participatory research projects, an obvious opportunity for further investigation is to test the model by proactively applying it to a new participatory horticultural research project to investigate if the postulated emergent properties appear as expected and collaborative learning is indeed realised.

The PROCLE model demonstrates that learning in the collaborative space does need to be realised. Whereas the illustration of the model makes an attempt to acknowledge and represent realisation of both the project relationship and the collaborative learning space, this area could be further enhanced by a deeper investigation of discursive spaces.

Beyond horticulture, a further opportunity for research is to investigate the translation of the model and its properties to other farming systems within New Zealand agriculture, especially animal based farming systems such as sheep and beef farming, or dairying. This type of investigation will allow the claimed universality of the model to be tested and potentially improved as its grapples with the new challenges that would be expected in these very different types of production systems.

Whereas all six investigated projects had the commonality that they were obviously from within the sphere of agriculture, what is less obvious is that they also shared the commonality of being innovation projects. Just as it would be informative to investigate the application of the model within more diverse types of agricultural participatory research so it would be informative to investigate its application in diverse types of participatory innovation projects that were not agricultural but did focus on sustainability. These could include social enterprise type projects, such as waste management or community-based environmental projects that sought to undertake large spatial scale ecological management that is not centred on productive land uses.
8.6 Concluding remarks

This research’s empirical evidence shows that for sustainability to be advanced a collaborative learning space needs to be created and maximised and the learning within that space needs to be optimised. Learning occurred best in discursive spaces where actors’ visions emerged and evolved as they collaborated, negotiated, learnt and innovated together.

The collaborative learning space as revealed in the PROCLE model provides an enabling environment that fosters learning to support a movement towards sustainability. This is because the collaborative learning space as conceptualised in this thesis is centred on a reflexive process of multi-stakeholder learning that facilitates the co-production of knowledge that leads to innovation to advance sustainability in the agricultural sector.

Reframing participatory research in agricultural production systems reflects Klerkx’s (2015) notion of an old wine in a new bottle. However, while not a u-turn in thinking, it nonetheless requires supportive institutional structures and dynamics. This will require changes in the science sector that have been recognised by others (Botha et al., 2014; Hunt et al., 2010 July 4-7; Rivera, 2011; Stirzaker et al., 2011; Ziegler & Ott, 2011). Sir Peter Gluckman (2009 November) New Zealand’s Chief Science Advisor emphasised the need for a new approach to science, when he claimed,

Science is no longer done when the paper is published. Rather, science is only done where there is a consensus between scientist and public, and that is not easy to achieve…Scientists have to spend more time learning to communicate across disciplines and between themselves and the public, and that means listening as well as telling. The age of the patronising scientist has gone.

Popa et al. (2015) argue that science will need to be informed by pragmatism at both the methodological and the organisational levels to challenge existing power structures and ingrained ways of knowing and doing. Tadaki et al. (2014: 1) similarly argue that scientists must cultivate “a critical disposition towards the situated partiality of our scientific practices.”
Funding and policy agencies will also need to avoid a focus on simply maximizing participation and quantitative measures such as the number of outreach events and the number of attendees (Section 4.2.3). As Clever and Franks argue (2008: 162), policy needs to move away from “doing more and doing it better”, towards “doing it differently”. Such framings are argued to move policy away from incremental change (Gouais & Wach, 2013).

Furthermore, farming sectors will need to acknowledge the role that science can play in innovation and scientists will need to acknowledge the role that farmers’ lived experience can play in enriching their research. In addition all actors will need to foster enhanced communication and engagement between players and eliminate sector competitiveness that limits knowledge sharing.

Project partners must move out of siloed environments and meaningfully and deeply engage in transdisciplinary partnerships with their project partners and their attendant communities of practise to foster collaborative learning to address complex issues such as sustainability. This will present enormous challenges as change is often met with significant resistance, particularly in the agricultural sector (Allen et al., 2002). As Callaghan (2009, online) notes, to engage in innovation:

We need to resist our occasional little-mindedness, our parochialism, our tendency to divide amongst ourselves, our tendency to be suspicious of each other.

Moves towards agricultural sustainability require strong partnerships between science and farming communities and supportive formal and informal institutions. Seeking agreement between stakeholders about how to implement sustainability is a key challenge for participatory research. Reframing our current understanding of participatory research and conceptualising it as a collaborative learning space provides the opportunity for knowledge to be co-developed where learning is emergent, adaptive and dynamic and importantly is reflexive so that actors feel empowered to question and challenge their underlying values and practices. It is no longer a question of whether change is needed, it is a question of how best to facilitate the necessary changes. To recoil from this is to abandon the bleeding patient on the table.
Appendices

**Appendix 1: Interview Participant Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant No.</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Position in Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R01L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Manager, LandWISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R01M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Project Communication and Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R02L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Project coordinator, LandWISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R03L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, Horowhenua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R03S</td>
<td>Squash Rot project</td>
<td>Grower, Horowhenua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R03Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Grower, Horowhenua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R04L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R05L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R06L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, Hauraki Plains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R07M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R08M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R09M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Science Technician, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Growers’ Whanau, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant No.</td>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Position in Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Growers’ Whanau, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Technical Institute Lecturer, Gisborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Radio Station, Ruatoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Radio Station, Tolaga Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R22M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23M</td>
<td>Crop Science for Māori</td>
<td>Grower, East Cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R24O</td>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Project officer, Waikato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R25O</td>
<td>MAF</td>
<td>Policy, Wellington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R26O</td>
<td>MAF</td>
<td>Policy, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R27O</td>
<td>CRI Science Manager</td>
<td>Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R28O</td>
<td>MAF</td>
<td>Policy, Waikato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R29O</td>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Wellington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30O</td>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Wellington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R31P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R32P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Project Manager, South Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R33P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Research Scientist – Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R34P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, North Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R35P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R36P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Merchant, Christchurch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R37P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R38P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Table/Process Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R39P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R40P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Industry Group Manager, HortNZ, Wellington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant No.</td>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Position in Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R41P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R42P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R43P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R44P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Seed Potato Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R45P</td>
<td>Potato Aphid</td>
<td>Horticultural Industry Spokesperson, HortNZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R46S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Grower representative, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R47S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Industry science advisor, Auckland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R48S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R48L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Research Scientist/Science Advisor, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R48Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R49S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Grower representative, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R50S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Grower / packhouse owner, Gisborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R51S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Industry Manager, HortNZ, Wellington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R52S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Project Manager, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R53S</td>
<td>Squash Rot</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Manawatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R54Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R55Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R56Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R57Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R58Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R59Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R60Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R61Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R62Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R63Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant No.</td>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Position in Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R64Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Grower, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R65Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R66Wa</td>
<td>Walnut Blight</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R67Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farming Group employee, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R68Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farming Group employee, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R69Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farming Group employee, Hawkes Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R69O</td>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Past SFF Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R70Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farmer, Manawatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R70L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>LandWISE farmer, Manawatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R71Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R72Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R73Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Baker, Huntly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R74Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Miller, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R75Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>FAR Manager, Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R76Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Research Scientist, Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R77Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farming Group employee, Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R78Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farmer, Mid Canterbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R79Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Field Technician, Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R80Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Grower / United Wheat Grower representative, Canterbury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Informal Interviews (Brief Notes)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant No.</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Position in Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R81Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farmer (Canterbury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, South Auckland, LandWISE conference presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R83L</td>
<td>Precision Agriculture</td>
<td>Farmer, South Auckland, LandWISE conference presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R84Wh</td>
<td>Wheat Calculator</td>
<td>Farmer, Hawkes Bay, LandWISE conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Project realisation and optimisation of learning for sustainability

To undertake a comparative assessment of the projects from which Table 7.1-7.6 and Figure 7.3 were compiled, the following twelve criteria were qualitatively evaluated for each project.

**Partnership attributes**

- Farming relevance of objectives
- Collaborative project governance
- Mindset of (farming/science) actors towards participatory research
- Positive actor relationships
- Networking and feedback loops in project

**Institutional attributes**

- Institutional support for participatory research
- Funding security of project including beyond funded period of project

**Learning Attributes**

- Partners co-develop
- Learning sustained beyond project
- Transdisciplinarity
- Sustainability learning -Temporal
- Sustainability learning -Temporal

The information presented below for each project, has been drawn from the research’s dataset sourced from stakeholder interviews, participant observations and a broad overview of project literature as outlined in the methodology presented in Chapter 3. Much of this information has formed the discussion in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Precision Agriculture - LandWISE

Farming relevance of objectives
- Directly relevant to farmers needs so has immediate application
- Strong farmer buy-in

Project governance
- Bottom-up
- Membership support paid staff (to act as project coordinators)
- Receptive to grassroots membership
- Farming group facilitated projects – the group oversees project and sustains project learning even beyond funded period
- Anyone who wants to participate in projects can

Mindset of actors towards participatory research
- Research focus of farming group - understand science as a development tool
- ‘Programme’ approach to research, so that projects feed into larger programme
- Scientists willing to engage in collaborative endeavours – although feel their input is limited when confined to data analysis and advisory roles
- Highly connected and resourceful membership base – strong social conscience

Project actor relationships
- Long term established relationships with scientists who they contract for project
- Scientists on LandWISE board
- Positive relationships amongst project participants
- Farmer participants include the “willing” – don’t involve those who don’t listen

Networking and feedback loops
- Strong feedback loops from project to CoP
- Extension embedded into project from the outset
- Multiple communication channels support wider interaction with CoP – conferences, field-days, workshops, website, literature.
- Email communication extends well beyond paid membership
- Established networks with actors in wider innovation system including funders and policymakers

Institutional support for participatory research
- Develop proactive and positive long-term relationships with scientists
• Positive inter-personal relationships among all project actors
• Use of lead farmers in projects and farmer mentors
• Farmers act as project champions
• Farmers, scientists, other innovation actors on farming group board
• Difficulties in innovation system esp. contractors wanting to protect their turf.

Funding security
• Vulnerable to fluctuations in funding and bias in funding that limits ‘repeated’ project applications –inhibits continuation of work
• Small, voluntary membership – variable funding base
• Dependent on sponsorship / grants

Partner co-development
• Farming group-initiated project - set objectives, developed research design and implemented programme
• Learning by doing approach
• Farmer-led trials
• Conference provides critical reflection of projects - Openly learn from failures
• Produced publication “Smart farming” (Bloomer & Powrie 2011) co-authored with a range of LandWISE partners to communicate trial results

Transdisciplinarity
• Farming group led research largely follows agenda of who initiates project
• Farming group undertakes significant independent research
• Scientists often only contracted as advisors or data analysts

Sustainability learning (temporal / spatial scale of sustainability focus)
• Short to medium term
• Trial = paddock/farm focus with less attention to landscape level
• However work contributes to understanding around soil erosion particularly in the Hawkes Bay

Learning sustained – post project
• LandWISE sustains project learning – institutional memory
• Strong outreach through communication channels
• Supports small number of staff
• Engaged in extensive extensive ‘ extension work’ – e.g.workshops, field days.
• Website –extensive farming resource
Wheat Calculator – Foundation for Arable Research

Farming relevance of objectives
- Relevant to farmers needs - increases profitability / manages regulatory control
- Interface needed to be significantly modified to be useful
- Strong buy-in from FAR, but needed extensive ‘extension’ to gain sector buy-in

Project governance
- Bottom-up governance
- Levy supports strong number of staff (act as project coordinators)
- Group oversaw project and sustained project learning

Mindset of actors towards participatory research
- Group established with a strong research focus
- Understand science as a development tool
- Group acts as an independent voice /arbiter of trials
- Scientists initially used linear model (rejected farmers input to calculator design)

Project actor relationships
- Significant tensions in the early stages – clash between evidence-based research and lived experience of farmers
- Once resolved very positive relationships
- Scientists had limited understanding of how farmers managed their wheat crops
- Technician managed relationship between farmers and scientists acted as facilitator – boundary crosser

Networking and feedback loops
- Strong feedback loops from project to CoP and vice versa
- Multiple communication channels support wider interaction with CoP—conferences, field-days, website, literature
- Encountered problem when reps were incorrectly using calculator and poorly advising farmers. Had not initially included them in extension
- Use of champion farmers in projects and farmer mentors

Institutional support for participatory research
- Developed proactive and long-term relationships with scientists
- Farmers act as project champions
- FAR and science providers both positioned in Lincoln
• Some wider innovation chain actors not outwardly supportive of calculator – very strong economic focus
• Power structure of contract arrangements

Funding security
• Levy funded so relatively stable funding source
• Uses levy to leverage funds from government funds like SFF

Partner co-development
• Pilot project undertaken by scientists on farmers land to examine and quantify the effects of arable and vegetable cropping practices on nitrate leaching to gain specific local data to develop a prototype wheat calculator
• Shared partnership - wheat calculator project followed the pilot – farming group engaged in setting objectives and co-developing research design

Transdisciplinarity
• Initial epistemological differences between scientist and farming group needed to be resolved
• Increasingly employing scientists as contractors for components of research in FAR managed projects
• Underlying model was a science research tool so not co-developed- scientists had strong sense of ownership

Sustainability learning (temporal / spatial scale of sustainability)
• Short to medium term
• Paddock/farm focus with less attention to landscape level changes
• Technology had strong economic appeal around use of fertilizer and irrigation
• Proactive move by farming group to address regional council concern over nitrate leaching
• Difficult to gauge uptake of technology as no objective quantitative measures, but reported to have bought about noticeable changes in farming practice

Learning sustained – post project
• FAR sustains project learning – institutional memory
• Use of technology decreased over time
• Software installation required
• Software dependent so vulnerable to platform updates
• Confusion over ownership of the calculator given CFR owned the underlying model – who would maintain /pay for updates?
Walnut Blight – Walnut Industry Group

Farming relevance of objectives

• Mixture of fundamental science research with applied research that was immediately relevant to farmers needs
• Strong sector buy-in – although tensions emerging over the need to refocus research away from science towards production and market research as walnuts increasingly moving to production (takes 12 years for trees to mature to be fully productive)

Project governance

• Bottom-up
• Science research overseen by research and development committee members, who have research and funding application experience – this drives the group
• Farming group facilitated projects – the R & D committee oversees project

Mindset of actors towards participatory research

• Farming group understand science as a development tool
• Group established with a strong research focus
• Scientists willing to engage in collaborative endeavours and very aware of uniqueness of small industry group and characteristics of walnut growers

Project actor relationships

• Positive relationships built with all project actors
• Work undertaken in a collegial approach to research
• Scientists contracted to group, but the group builds strong positive relationships with scientists

Networking and feedback loops

• Strong feedback loops from project to CoP and vice versa
• Multiple communication channels support wider interaction with CoP – conferences, field-days, website, literature and particularly the walnut grower’s manual which is a collection of learning from the group’s experimental work

Institutional support for participatory research

• Developed proactive and positive long-term relationship with scientists
• Research and development committee take mentoring role in farming group
• R & D committee members with expertise to write funding applications
Funding security

- Vulnerable to fluctuations in funding – inhibits continuation of work
- Small, voluntary membership – variable funding base
- Small income from voluntary levy placed on sale of walnut shoots

Partner co-development

- Farming group-initiated project - set objectives, developed research design and implemented programme
- Learning by doing approach
- Farmer-led trial
- Stayed connected with science components of research

Transdisciplinary research

- Farming group led research so largely follows agenda of the group
- Increasingly employ scientists as contractors for components of research which the group manages
- PhD research group funded into bacteriophage research was problematic as too theoretical (different audience to farmers)

Sustainability learning (temporal / spatial scale of sustainability)

- Short to medium term
- Orchard focus

Learning sustained – post project

- WIG sustains learning from projects – institutional memory
- WIG growers manual contains project results
- Fundamental science research undertaken with bacteriophage research was not able to be successfully transferred to orchard research, unlikely to have future benefit to farmers without further fundamental research and significant funding
Crop Science for Māori – East Coast Organic Producers Trust

Relevance of objectives to growers

- Directly relevant – sought to transition Māori community from extensive agriculture to intensive horticulture
- Programme was designed with community involvement
- Programme designed to be sensitive to community's cultural values & protocols

Project governance

- Collaborative engagement but scientists managed the project and project funds
- ECOP membership significantly smaller than first thought
- ECOP – vulnerable organisation – largely dependent on the energy of a few people and availability of funding. Unstable long-term governance

Mindset of farming group towards participatory research

- Explicit participatory research approach
- Differing worldviews between Māori and Western science presented significant challenges for community and scientists alike e.g tikanga protocols for scientists
- Scientists needed to be sensitive and receptive to Mātauranga Māori
- Worked in a community less familiar with science as a development tool

Project actor relationships

- High levels of trust-building required to overcome community’s historical experiences of working with researchers
- Science-grower relationships moved from professional to personal over time
- Scientists engaged deeply in community e.g food festivals to promote organic produce, Easter walk to summit of Mt Hikurangi

Networking and feedback loops

- Regular workshops enabled community to engage with wide range of specialists
- Multiple communication channels supported wider interaction with East Cape community—e-newsletter, festivals, literature, Māori kumara growing calendar
- Scientists take lead ‘extension’ role to assist group to develop crop knowledge
- Field excursions to Napier to visit wholesaler
- Funded excursion for community members to overseas conferences to network
- Engagement with chefs
- Engagement with wider Cape community through festivals
- Individual grower focus of knowledge –therefore limited spread of influence
Institutional support for participatory research

- Scientists developed a programme of education workshops to disseminate cropping knowledge, the class-room based style needed to be teaching was replaced by a mixture of class room combined with informal field excursions
- Use of kaumatua to introduce scientists to the community
- Use of Māori field technician to maintain connection when scientists away
- No cool store – remained a significant concern throughout project
- Isolation of East Cape made produce transportation to market difficult
- Challenge aligning project to corporate requirements
- Professional difficulties for scientists engaged in community-based research
- Communication impediments to knowledge sharing across marae
- Cultural protocols limited use of female mentors

Funding security

- Fully funded by research grants
- Secure only while funding available

Partner co-development

- Shared partnership – SCC programme developed by funder (FRST) and Crop and Food Research, but project objectives collaboratively set with community.
- Community workshops openly discussed and assessed project milestones
- Epistemological differences – emerged over the weather stations - poor quality / non-web based tool / worked on dialup so slow / produced large quantities of data / relied on electricity when some of the growers did not have access to this
- Community engaged in teaching the scientists “tikanga” – project therefore involved significant two-way learning
- Māori Calendar an example of collaborative endeavour that sought to make project relevant to the growers
- Collaborative science/community workshop at Wellington geography conference

Transdisciplinary research

- Interdisciplinary research - Combined both social and physical sciences in participatory research
- Collaborative science/social science papers published
- Sought to recognise and embody into the programme local and traditional/cultural forms of knowledge
Sustainability learning (temporal / spatial scale of sustainability)

- Medium term to long term - sought to embed knowledge in community
- No quantitative measure taken on hectares in crop before start of project as comparative measure for post project

Learning sustained – post project

- Learning largely contained in project individuals
- ECOP has limited capability/capacity to sustain learning
Potato Blight – Potatoes New Zealand

Farming relevance of objectives
- Recognised concern by farming group and scientists of pesticide resistance.
- Wider farming sector buy-in/acceptance was low
- Tensions developed between some farmers and scientists over concerns over the project’s relevance

Project governance
- Project committee established with industry person (from potato processing industry) as project manager
- Committee meetings 6/12-monthly – had two farmers as representatives on committee – although they did not always attend meeting
- Farming group had minimal involvement with research – wanted tool to “extend” to their sector

Mindset of actors towards participatory research
- Contribute only a small percentage of levy funds to research
- Farming Group was aware of science as a development tool but strong economic focus – market focused / price sensitive industry
- Farming Group has research and development sub-committee – post project-research must now be relevant to farmers, and always farmer initiated
- Scientists aligned more with TOT model – do the science done to get the extension out

Project actor relationships
- Professional relationship between researchers and farmers
- Positive relationship with project manager
- Personality conflicts arose between science and farming participants

Networking and feedback loops
- Competitive industry
- For seed potato growers contracts to wholesalers determine loyalties
- Scientists published science papers from research
- Publication for growers magazine

Institutional support for participatory research
- Minimal field engagement between scientists and farmers
• Those who had traps on their property did engage in dialogue sometimes when scientist visited property
• Formal ‘science’ seminars used to disseminate information about project
• Formal structures – actors revert to type-set (stereotypes)

Funding security
• Levy funded organisation. Only small percentage goes to towards science research
• Science research dependent on public funding

Partner co-development
• Scientists initiated partnership
• Scientists set objectives and research design
• Development of tool – was to be followed by extension to farmers
• Undertaken by project committee that complied with SFF requirements
• Farmers concerns (e.g reliability of data) not integrated into project evaluation
• Technical difficulties of managing traps
• Speed of trap analysis was problematic – “if I see aphids I have a problem”

Transdisciplinary research
• Disciplinary science research

Sustainability learning (temporal / spatial scale of sustainability focus)
• Largely short term – immediate focus, what I can see
• Individual grower focus of knowledge – limited spread of influence
• Strong economic drivers

Learning sustained – post project
• Farming group involved with initial outreach
• Easily discarded learning with new crisis – potato psyllid disease
• Concern over lack of structural support post project
Squash Rot – Squash Industry Group

Farming relevance of objectives
- Farming group required considerable ‘persuasion’ to join project
- Low buy-in – no financial input from farming group (in-kind only)
- Tool was most relevant to pack house operators
- Largely self-motivated interest for joining project – for all actors

Project governance
- Project committee established with industry actor as project manager
- Committee had pack house representatives from four of the large packhouses
- Farming group had minimal involvement with research – wanted tool to “extend” to their sector
- Farmers involvement more logistical oversight to tie project into farming operations. Mindset of actors towards participatory research
- Historically strong support of science research but this had changed and now farming group and primary market research focus
- Following project – suspended all group science support
- Scientists – driven by the science in the project but did recognise need to involve group in logistics

Project actor relationships
- Professional relationship between researchers and farmers
- Relationships largely Managed through steering committee
- Historical tensions between industry players – limited free flow of information
- No go areas in dialogue

Networking and feedback loops
- Depended on tool to be produced by scientists before any significant feedback between project and CoP

Institutional support for participatory research
- Historical tensions between industry players – limited free flow of information
- Increasing tensions between science and farming group – driven by farming groups move away from science research
- Individualistic competitive industry
- Power structures of contract arrangements
- High risk/high stake industry
Funding security
- Levy funded farming-group
- Farming group chose not to support further project funding post initial period

Partner co-development
- Science-initiated partnership
- Scientists set objectives and research design
- Development of farm tool (predictor – was to be followed by extension to farmers
- Farming partners engaged only in coordinating research with farm logistics

Transdisciplinary research
- Disciplinary science research

Sustainability learning (temporal / spatial scale of sustainability focus)
- Largely short term – immediate focus, what I can see
- Individual grower focus of knowledge – limited spread of influence
- Strong economic drivers

Learning sustained – post project
- Only science outcomes
- No tool produced
- Some evidence that one individual project member may have continued to investigate rot privately but this was done for personal gain and results are not known
Appendix 3: Participant Information and Consent Form

01 April 2007

Dear Participant,

Re: An interview for the purposes of researching ‘Communicating Science for Sustainable Land Management’.

My name is Marie McEntee. I am a postgraduate student at The University of Auckland undertaking research for a PhD, in the School of Geography, Geology and Environmental Science (SGGES). I am conducting this research for my thesis on ‘Communicating Science for Sustainable Land Management’. My research is part of a wider programme – Science for Community Change, which is funded by the Foundation for Research into Science and Technology. This programme examines six crop production systems in New Zealand, to assess the capacity of agricultural industries and communities to develop and implement technological innovations so they are more resilient, profitable and environmentally sustainable.

My research will focus on the relationship between the stakeholders within each of the production systems. It aims to:

• Gain a deeper understanding of the similarities and differences between farmers and scientists in their perceptions of science, technology and sustainability;
• Examine formal and informal networks that enable communities to act together to bring about shared objectives to support the application of science for sustainable land use;
• Provide a framework to enable more effective communication between scientists and farmers;
• Identify generic principles that will facilitate greater alignment of the multiple objectives of all participants involved in sustainable land management projects.

I am writing to ask if you would assist my research by participating in an interview regarding your experiences in one of the production systems being examined in this research. To help me build a profile of each production system, I would like to discuss, with your agreement, your experience in this crop production system and your perception of the role science plays in bringing about sustainable land management. An interview will take about an hour and I would arrange this for a time convenient to you.

I would like to tape the interview but this would only be done with your consent. Even with your consent, the tape could be turned off at any time. You may also withdraw your participation at any time during the interview. Interview tapes will only be available to myself and will be kept in a secure cupboard in my locked office in the School of Geography, Geology and Environmental Science at The University of Auckland. They will be destroyed immediately after my PhD thesis is submitted.
It is not my intention to make full transcripts of the tapes, however if you are interested I will send you a list of quotes from your interview that I may include in my research. This will provide you with an opportunity to make changes to your comments. Should you wish to withdraw any of your interview comments, you may do so anytime up until December 31st 2010.

Your name will not be used in the research, unless you expressly agree to have information attributed to you. If you wish your confidentiality to be maintained, I will ensure that collected information will not be reported or published in a way that will identify you as a source. I will only refer to you by your general professional position e.g scientist, farmer, community member or manager.

If you agree to my request for an interview, please complete the attached consent form and return it to me in the self addressed envelope provided. Alternatively, if you would like more details, you may phone me on 09-3737599 extn 82499.

At the completion of my study a copy of the summary of findings of this research will be made available to you if you would like this.

Thank you for considering my request. I hope that you are able to assist me with my research as I believe your comments will provide valuable insights.

Yours sincerely

Marie McEntee

Contact Information

Researcher: Marie McEntee  
School of Geography, Geology and Environmental Science  
The University of Auckland  
Private Bag 92019, Auckland  
Tel. 09-3737599 ext 82499  
E-mail: m.mcentee@auckland.ac.nz

Research Supervisor/ SGGES Acting Director: Assoc Professor Willie Smith  
School of Geography, Geology and Environmental Science  
The University of Auckland  
Private Bag 92019  
Auckland.  
Tel. 09-3737599 extn.85284  
Email: w.smith@auckland.ac.nz

If you have any concerns of an ethical nature you can contact the Chair of the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee at 373-7599 extn. 87830

**APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on ....................... for a period of ................. years, from ....../....../..... Reference ........../.........**
Title: “Sustaining Sustainability: Examining social learning in agricultural extension”

Researcher: Marie McEntee

Participant Consent Form

I agree to take part in this research.

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.

I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information traceable to me, at any time up to 31/3/2010, without giving a reason.

I understand that if I agree to audio-recording, that the tapes will be stored in a secure room and destroyed immediately after the researchers PhD thesis has been submitted.

I understand that my name will be kept confidential unless I give permission for it to be used.

• I wish my identity to be kept confidential. Yes / No

• I agree / do not agree that the interview will be audio-recorded.

• I wish / do not wish to receive a copy of the quotes from my interview that maybe used in the research.

• I wish / do not wish to receive a summary of the research findings

Signed:

Name:
(please print clearly)

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on 18 April 2007 for a period of three years, from 18/4/07 Reference 2007/095
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